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INTRODUCTION
Ask anyone who grew up in small town America during much of the Twentieth Century
what kind of bike they had as a kid and it’s a good bet they will think back to their first Western
Flyer. Whether theirs was the glamorous X-53 model of the 1950s, the elegant London Flyer
lightweight touring bike of the early 60s, or any one of hundreds of models of bikes sold by
Western Auto from 1930 through the turn of the next century, they will remember that
wonderful first set of wheels. It appeared in the family living room on Christmas morning, its
shining new paint and chrome reflecting the lights of the holiday tree, or it came home in its
brown cardboard box to be opened and assembled for a birthday. And sometimes it came as a
reward for weeks of mowing lawns, delivering papers, or doing household chores. However it
came home, every new Western Flyer was a long remembered highlight of a young life.

Western Auto Christmas Layaway Sale circular, 1953

While the kids from wealthier families got their Schwinns and others ordered their J. C.
Higgins bikes from the Sears catalog, most of us who grew up in small towns all around the
country had Western Flyers that came from our local Western Auto Associate Store. Those
stores were wonderful places for kids to go, especially during the Christmas shopping season.
They were nothing like the mega marts we shop in today. The whole store probably had little
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more floor space than the bike display takes up at today’s local Super Wal-Mart. But they were
packed with wonderful things, and at Christmas time they were even more crowded as toys,
dolls, electric trains, bikes, trikes, pedal cars, and cap gun sets were jammed between, over, and
under the regular shelves of parts for Dad’s car, tires, batteries, and small appliances for Mom.
These little stores, each one unique and reflecting the character of their community and
the local store owner, had a little of everything that the people of small town might ever want or
need. You might go to the local A&P to get groceries and the local department store to get most
of your clothes, but almost everything else could be found at Western Auto.
Of course the big cities had their Western Auto stores too. These were “company stores”,
owned and operated directly by Western Auto Supply Company, and they carried at various
times everything from tires to sewing machines, from batteries to refrigerators, from lawn
mowers to fishing tackle to women’s stockings and to razor blades. There were a couple of
hundred of these in cities from Boston to L.A. and from Minneapolis to Dallas and Atlanta. But
the stores most of us recall best were the locally owned “Associate” stores found in the center of
Main Street in over 5000 small towns across the United States. Their distinctive “circle arrow”
sign over the door pointed millions of Americans to their first Western Flyer bike, their first
Truetone radio or television, or their first Wizard washing machine or outboard motor. Our
parents and grandparents went there to purchase their tires and batteries, fishing and hunting
equipment, and an often strange and amazing variety of other items in those stores. And at
Christmas our parents filled our wish list from the shelves of that familiar store.
Western Auto was not only a centerpiece of every small town in America, it was also a
company that provided the livelihood of thousands of people. Western Auto Supply Company
was known for its loyalty to its employees and for their loyalty to the company. It promoted
from within and really was a company where an employee could work his way from stock boy to
president. Its company magazine was often filled with photos and stories of things like
employee picnics and parties and of small town newspaper like articles filled with little tidbits
about employee weddings, retirements, and promotions. As the country entered World War II
the magazine was filled with stories of employees who were then serving their country in the
armed services and, after the war, it welcomed these people back to their old jobs. Unlike today,
when companies treat employees as little more than statistics and dispose of workers whenever
they need to boost the quarterly stock report, Western Auto seemed to really care about its
employees and to realize that it was these people that made the company great.
For other thousands of us Western Auto was the family business that kept bread on the
table, paid for our college educations, and gave us our first jobs. Many Associate Stores were
very much “family” businesses, jointly owned by the husband and wife with him managing the
store and her keeping the finances straight, and with the kids helping out on weekends and
during summer holidays or in the busy Christmas season. In some cases the family even lived in
the store building on the level above the retail store.
My first job was working in my father’s Western Auto Associate Store assembling
Western Flyer bikes, trikes, wagons, and pedal cars during the Christmas season. Over the years
I have met many others who have fond memories of such work in their parents’ small town
Western Auto. This is where we learned the value of hard work and learned to meet and work
effectively with the public. Half of our education came from our work in our folks’ stores and
this education served us well as the years went by. And for many of us, the first job we
remember doing in the store was opening the cartons containing Western Flyer bicycles and
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bolting on the seats, handlebars, and pedals so they could take their place on the retail floor or in
the store window.

Western Auto Supply Company, 1931 Summer Thrift Book

Western Auto sold its first bicycles in 1930 under the “Peerless” label, with the best
model named the Flyer. Sales were so successful that the company decided to adopt and
copyright the name Western Flyer for all of its bicycles in 1931 and the rest, as they say, is
history. By mid-century Western Flyer had become the bike of choice in small towns all over
America where they were sold by the company’s “Associate Stores” in a unique franchise retail
operation developed as the country was emerging from the Great Depression in the mid nineteenthirties.
The changes in the Western Flyer bike designs through the twentieth century mirrored the
moods of the country through war and peace, prosperity and recession, with many models
becoming classics that are highly sought as collectibles today. Bikes like the Western Flyer X53, introduced in 1953 and sold for some five years, sell today in “on-line” auction sites for well
over $1000 and a “Classic Cruiser” retro model introduced in 1989 and sold through Western
Auto and many other bicycle retail outlets sells today for two to three times its original price.
But today the Western Flyer bike exists only in our memories or in the hands of
collectors who lovingly restore and preserve these icons of our youth in small town America.
The last bikes to wear that proud label were made in the final year of the twentieth century as
Western Auto attempted to keep the brand alive while the bicycle manufacturing business in the
United States was rapidly succumbing to cheap labor in the Orient. The last Western Flyer was,
in fact, made in China and labeled as the 90th Anniversary edition of the famous brand in
Western Auto’s 90th year in 1999.
By the time that 90th Anniversary Western Flyer hit the market even the company that
sold it was rapidly disappearing, the victim of changing times, recession, competition from “big
box” retailers, and of good old American corporate greed and manipulation. On Monday,
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October 6, 2003 Western Auto Supply Company announced to its remaining “dealer” stores,
those mom and pop operations that had once peppered the national landscape by the thousands
but now numbering only a few hundred, that it was going out of business by the end of the year.
These most successful and long lived of the “associate store” dealers who had stayed with the
failing company to the bitter end were allowed, if they chose, to retain the rights to the famous
Western Auto name for a few more years, but the name was destined to soon disappear from
every remaining store front in the United States.
This company that started in 1909 as a one man mail order operation in Kansas City and
had grown into a self described “National Institution” by the 1920’s and spread its wings into
small town America with well over twice as many stores as even today’s Wal-Mart, is now gone.
It exists only in our fond memories of our first Western Flyer and in the collections of those who
love to restore those bikes. Western Auto will also live on for those who lovingly care for and
collect the company’s old Truetone radios, Wizard outboard motors, and its brightly colored cans
of products like Western Wonder and Wizard brand automotive chemicals or Long Run and Vita
Power motor oils and similar products.
The birth, growth, and final demise of this famous company parallels the history of
twentieth century America, especially the lifestyle changes in its small towns and rural
communities. Its expansion followed the hopes and dreams of the first half of the last century
and its brightest years mirror those of this nation. Its gradual decline from greatness reflects that
of the American corporation in general as corporate interest evolved from “pride in product and
service” and the importance of long range growth, to a vision limited to “profit at any cost” and
the next quarterly earnings statement and stock dividend.
The history of Western Auto is as fascinating as that of America and of the automobile
industry that inspired the company’s birth. And in the pages that follow we will trace the ups
and downs of this once great company, of some of the people that made the company great, and
of small town USA which welcomed Western Auto’s Associate Stores and now mourns their
passing.
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FIVE DOLLARS, A DREAM, AND A PRAYER
Western Flyer and Western Auto were almost synonymous in the minds of “baby
boomers” who grew up in small town America. Some may also remember that their family’s TV
or refrigerator or washing machine may also have come from the local Western Auto but the bike
will almost always be the most distinct memory. In post WWII America there were thousands of
Western Auto Associate Stores, the “home owned” versions of Western Auto, and they were as
varied as the towns in which they were planted. Each was free to carry whatever assortment of
merchandise they wished as long as they bought a minimum percentage of their wares from
Western Auto Supply Company wholesale houses. Many specialized in automobile supplies as
their name might imply, but some were really hardware stores and still others were primarily
sporting goods stores. A few were more heavily into appliances. But almost all of them carried
bicycles and toys, particularly at Christmas.
Parents of the baby boomers might also remember when the local Western Auto
Associate Store opened in their small towns in the 1930s and their first purchase might have been
a Truetone radio, perhaps the first radio they had ever owned. They bought Good Penn motor
oil to keep their cars running and used Western Wonder car chemicals to keep them clean.
Wizard batteries started their car every morning and their Davis tires gave them a smooth ride
along local highways and byways.
Larger cities had their company-owned Western Auto stores, but to most city residents
they were simply one of the many national chain stores like Sears Roebuck or Montgomery
Wards or Woolworths, etc. scattered through the downtown area. In small towns the choice
often boiled down to buying a bike or radio from the local Western Auto or ordering it, sight
unseen, from a catalog. There were other stores in town, but none of them had the national
connections that the Western Auto Associate Store dealer had and no other merchant in town
benefited from full page advertisements in Life, Progressive Farmer, or Boy’s Life.
By the mid 1960s there were over 5000 small town Western Auto Associate Stores. The
company that supplied those stores with thousands of different kinds of merchandise was a far
cry from the little mail order business that started in the kitchen of a Kansas City bookkeeper in
1909.
The twentieth century was still young and the country was still reveling in its new status
as a world power after its success in the Spanish-American War. A new generation was
emerging that had not known the horrors of the Civil War or the agony of Reconstruction. In
1896 Samuel Langley, the nation’s chief scientist, had proven that heavier than air vehicles could
fly by sending his steam powered “Aerodrome” down the Potomac River for an unmanned flight
of almost a mile. And seven years later, on the heels of Langley’s failure to scale up his success
to a man carrying aircraft, two serious and determined brothers from Ohio had made the first
short flights in a powered and controlled primitive aircraft at Kitty Hawk. Progress came rapidly
in those days and a young cyclist and engine maker from New York, Glenn Curtiss, had set a
world land speed record of over 100 miles per hour on his bicycle with its V-8 engine. By 1908
Curtiss had teamed with Thomas Edison and others to design airplanes and to challenge and
surpass Orville and Wilbur Wright as the leader of America’s aviation industry.
In 1909 Americans were just beginning their torrid and tumultuous love affair with the
automobile. The automobile, beginning as little more than a simple “buckboard” with bicycle
wheels driven by a crude one cylinder gasoline powered motor, had been around for almost 20
years. But the automobile had essentially remained a custom made toy for the rich. Then Henry
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Ford, building on the mass production techniques pioneered by Random E. Olds and the Dodge
Brothers, began using his new assembly lines to pour hundreds of his Model T automobiles onto
the country’s primitive highways every day.
These new cars, as revolutionary as they might have been, were in constant need of repair
and of part replacement. They used oil almost as fast as they burned gasoline and they wore out
sets of tires every thousand miles or so. And to a young bookkeeper living in Kansas City, in the
heartland of America, this presented an opportunity.
George Pepperdine was earning $15 a week keeping the books for the Southside Garage
in Kansas City. In his work with the garage George became very familiar with the circulars and
catalogs sent by manufacturers and wholesalers of car parts, tires, and accessories from which his
employer ordered supplies. Pepperdine came to believe that a retail store selling these parts
directly to the public could be a success and he yearned for a means of increasing his income to
support his young family.
George Pepperdine had an idea but had no money to make his dream of opening a retail
store a reality. But instead of giving up on his idea he looked for other directions it might take
him. Starting a retail store required money “up front” to stock the shelves with merchandise, but
perhaps he could sell by mail order and require purchasers to enclose payment with their orders,
money which he could then simply take to a nearby wholesaler and buy the merchandise, mail it
to his customer, and pocket the profit.
Even this seemingly sure fire scheme required mailing some sort of sales circular and
Pepperdine lacked even the extra money to print a flyer; however, with persistence, he found a
printer who he convinced to run off 500 circulars on credit. He spent $5 to mail out his flyers at
one cent per stamp after he and his wife hand addressed them. His first order came in several
days later for a brass kerosene tail lamp that he had priced at $1.90. This caused a mild panic
when he couldn’t find such a lamp in Kansas City. He had to order it from a New York supplier
and pay for shipping. This cost him a total of $1.70, but he had made his first 20 cents! Other
orders followed and in the first month he made $100, almost twice his salary in his job as a
bookkeeper. George Pepperdine’s Western Auto Supply Agency was on its way.

from the “Western Auto Associate Planning Guide, January/February 1999.
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Pepperdine’s early one page circulars emphasized tires. As a bookkeeper for a business
that did a lot of tire repairs, he knew that tires of that era wore out very quickly and he saw this
as a sure opportunity for repeat business. His “Bargain Sheet No. 1” offered tires from several
makers at prices that he said were lower than regular dealers were allowed to charge. The
circular claimed that to get around the manufacturers’ price controls it was “necessary to have
the names buffed off the tires --- destroying their identity”, a claim which may have made some
potential buyers wonder what they were really going to receive. George offered a 5% discount
when cash in full came with the order and he offered to pay shipping costs when the order
exceeded $25. His recommended tire brand, from which he claimed to have buffed the maker’s
name, was “The Famous AJAX Tire” and it carried a written guarantee for 5000 miles service.
He also offered two sizes in Dunlop tires and promised to quote good prices on Goodrich,
Goodyear, Michelin, and other brands. The address on the circular was simply The Western
Auto Supply Agency, Kansas City, MO., U.S.A., a pretty ambitious name for a company
operating out of a kitchen in a private home.
Pepperdine soon quit his bookkeeping job and devoted full time to his new business. He
still wanted a retail store but couldn’t afford to open one so he leased a display window and
space for a desk at a car dealership on 710 East 15th Street in Kansas City. Here he could
display goods in the window in hopes of adding retail sales to mail order.
To get mailing lists for his catalogs George wrote banks in towns in Kansas, Missouri and
Oklahoma and asked them for names of car owners in their community. A few years later he
could purchase car owner lists from state vehicle registration agencies but car registration was
not yet required in most states. From the banks he was able to build a list of some 2000 car
owners, all of whom were potential customers. Ironically, Pepperdine did not own a car and his
struggles to expand his business left him no money to buy one.
Pepperdine offered tires to fit any car but he saw his largest market in the Model T Ford,
the most popular car in the country, and he took advantage of the fact that Fords and some other
cars were delivered with no bumpers, windshields, tops, lights, spare tires, and other parts. As
his mailed out circulars grew he began to offer all of these “accessories” and more.
The first year of sales brought in $12,000 and there was no turning back even though
profits were slim. In 1910 pictures of merchandise were added to the circulars and sales reached
the $22,000 level. George Pepperdine was finally able to join his customers as a car owner. He
bought a used Stevens-Duryea for $200 and then traded it for a more practical two-cylinder
Maxwell roadster.
In 1911 the Western Auto Supply Agency sold $46,000 worth of merchandise but profits
were still slim because of the deep discounts which Pepperdine saw as essential to building his
business. He believed in low prices to generate high volume sales. This was the year Western
Auto got its first employee. Mrs. Pepperdine’s 16 year old younger brother was hired to make
all the runs between the wholesale houses and the post office to ship the ordered merchandise to
the mail order customers. The winter of 1911 - 1912 also saw the publication of Western Auto’s
first real catalog. Billed simply as an “Automobile Supply” catalog, it promised low prices and
guaranteed the customer’s satisfaction. Pepperdine had also finally secured a distributorship
from a tire company, Frontier Tires, allowing him to make a slightly higher profit on tires and
freeing the business from having to purchase all its tires from wholesalers as orders came in.
The result was an increase to $67,000 in sales for 1912.
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from original copy, Western Auto Supply Agency 1912 catalog.

The cover of Western Auto’s catalog for 1912 showed the company’s customers the
growth and success of the young company and promises “Satisfaction or your money back”.
Apparently Pepperdine felt that he overdid his first real catalog (1911/1912) because in the inside
cover of the new issue is this statement:
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“In this 1912 catalog we show only live goods which are in active demand, and leave out
the slow selling articles. To show everything in this line would require a large heavy catalog,
and most of the pages would be filled with goods which sell only occasionally. Our plan is to
reduce the best goods to fewer pages and use thin paper, making a light weight catalog, thereby
saving at least $10,000.00 in printing and postage on the 50,000 catalogs now being mailed. All
this saving is being given to our customers, as you will see by examining our prices, and Free
Delivery Offer. If you should need an article not shown herein, just write us and your wants will
be supplied quickly and satisfactorily.”
The 1912 catalog also had a “10 percent club offer” which offers this discount on any
order over $50 and suggests that the customer reach this order level by getting their friends to
join them in placing a single, larger order. Shipments sent by mail were free if the order was
over $10.

from original copy, Western Auto Supply Agency 1912 catalog.

This 36 page catalog offered tires by Fisk and also introduced Motz Cushion Tires, a noninflated, solid rubber tire with what were called “undercut sides” meant to allow the tread to flex
vertically to cushion the ride. An enclosed separate flyer announced a “Big Cut on Tires” by
Goodrich, Fisk, Diamond, Ajax, M. & W. Hartford, G. & J. Federal, and other manufacturers as
of April 12 of 1912. The catalog offered 8 brands of spark plugs (Champion is the only brand
still around) and a couple of brands of “sparking”, “igniter”, and “lighting” batteries. Also
included were lights, trunks, speedometers, carburetors, oil, grease, tools, clocks, horns, polishes,
paints, driving coats (“dusters”), gloves, and many other items.
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from original copy, Western Auto Supply Agency 1912 catalog.

After four years of catalog sales George Pepperdine felt secure enough to finally open his
long dreamed of retail store. 1913 saw the establishment of the first real Western Auto store in a
building at 1426 Grand Avenue in Kansas City. The store had a retail sales area in front and the
mail order operation in the rear with all the paperwork handled in a bookkeeping office above the
dividing wall. The store’s sign advertised “standard supplies” at “better prices” and promised
both “quality” and “service”. Sales for the year climbed to over $100,000 but profits remained
slim because of the increased payroll.

from “The Western Auto Story”, Western Auto Supply Co. , 1953
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Soon the Western Auto Supply Agency was incorporated under Missouri law to prevent
others from using the same name. The company was now able to obtain state car registration
records and catalogs were sent to all motorists in Kansas, Missouri, and neighboring states. This
was a labor intensive operation since all catalogs were addressed by hand. By 1914 over
100,000 catalogs were being mailed to potential customers in several midwestern states and the
business was finally beginning to show a reasonable profit (more than in all previous years
combined) with sales of almost $230,000. But 1914 also brought health problems to Western
Auto’s founder. George Pepperdine was diagnosed with tuberculosis and his physician told him
to go to Denver to rest and recuperate in its drier climate. He returned in 10 weeks but recurring
illness forced him to go again to Denver in 1915. He decided that since he had to be in Denver
he might as well open a second Western Auto retail store in that city. He brought one of his best
salesmen from the Kansas City store to run the Denver operation and the store was an immediate
success.
The Western Auto Supply Agency’s 1915 catalog contained 64 pages of “Supplies for
Your Car” between its covers and promised to contain “the very cream of all up-to-date and
reliable goods necessary for the use and upkeep of the various cars in general use”. The cover
promised “quick service - reliable goods” and “Satisfaction or Money Back” a promise that
became a Western Auto company policy. The 1915 catalog listed the two retail stores in Denver
and Kansas City and the order blank noted that catalog orders could be sent to either location.

from an original copy, Western Auto 1915 Catalog
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The 1915 Western Auto catalog is filled with interesting merchandise for the cars of its
era and for the people who might work on them. Today’s reader would be fascinated by the
prices and descriptions of the items as well as the similarity of many products to those found at
present day auto supply stores. Preceding all of this in the catalog was an insert entitled “Our
Policy” with the following statement:
When we receive your money for any article in this catalog we don’t consider that the
money is actually ours, but is yours, and subject to return to you until you receive your
merchandise and find it fully satisfactory and all that you expected. We strive to please our
customers, and we don’t want to keep a cent of your money unless you are willing that we
should, for value received. We believe “Honesty is the best Policy,” not only from a moral point
of view, but for the good of our business also, because, as we have demonstrated, the good will
and full confidence of a large army of satisfied customers, gained by fair dealings, quick service
and lowest prices possible for the best goods procurable, has made us a wonderful success, and
has caused us to make a faster growth than any other house we know of in our line of business.
We employ a large force of competent and expert help in each department, who are instructed to
give every order prompt and careful attention, but if for any cause a mistake should occur in
your order, don’t hesitate to write us fully. We always welcome an opportunity to correct an
error, and you may rest assured that you will receive courteous attention, and be treated just as
we would like to be if we were in your place.
Yours sincerely,
WESTERN AUTO SUPPLY AGENCY
KANSAS CITY - DENVER
George Pepperdine, President
This statement of company philosophy reflects the style of catalogs of the time to use
long and wordy sentences (the third sentence above contains 86 words!), but displays an attitude
which was apparently sincerely expressed by Pepperdine. A deeply religious man, he was
known throughout his business career as totally honest in dealings with customers and suppliers
alike.
The statement above was followed by a guarantee of customer satisfaction that not only
offered the customer’s money back, but also a full refund of shipping charges. There were no
provisions for sale on credit. Full cash payment was required with the order, or C.O.D express
or freight shipment could be used, where payment had to be made in full to the shipper upon
delivery.
Most of the “brands” of merchandise shown in the catalog are unfamiliar today. The first
15 to 20 pages concentrate on tires and related items and the tire brand featured was the “Pharis
Packard” made by Pharis Tire and Rubber Company of Newark, Ohio. These tires were
guaranteed to last 5000 miles, a tenth the mileage of a good tire today, even though they were
illustrated as having a dozen layers of rubber and fabric in construction. Prices ranged from $8
to $46 per tire depending on size, with wheel diameters going from 28 to 37 inches.. Of course,
in those days an inner-tube was also required, costing from $2 to $7. A non-branded “standard
tire was also offered in a smaller range of sizes at slightly lower price and with a 4000 mile
guarantee.
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The catalog did offer “name-brand” tires from United States Tire Company, the
predecessor to today’s Uniroyal, but the Michelins and Goodyears mentioned in early circulars
were gone.

from an original copy of 1915 Western Auto catalog

If the multi-layered tire promised in the Pharis Packard brand wasn’t enough, there were
numerous tire liners with up to 5 more plys of material that could be purchased with the promise
of increasing tire mileage by 100%. These were accompanied in the catalog by numerous types
of tire “boots” that could be fastened around a blown out tire. There were also cements and
patches of every imaginable type.

from an original copy of the 1915 Western Auto catalog
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By 1915 Western Auto had a couple of its own private brand items. There was “Western
Special” motor oil, introduced the previous year, which could be purchased in 5 gallon cans or in
a 50 gallon wood barrel for as little as 7 cents a quart. Also offered was Havoline Oil, now a
Texaco brand, at about 10 cents a quart in 50 gallon barrels. Oil at that time was not graded by
“weights” or viscosity, just listed as “high grade oil”.

from an oribinal copy of the 1915 Western Auto Catalog

New for 1915 was Western Auto’s own “Western Giant” spark plug, claimed to be
“indestructable” with a very unusual “barrel-end” shell instead of the usual electrode
configuration. This plug looks very similar in construction to the “Meteor” brand plug offered in
the 1912 catalog and was probably produced for Western Auto by that company. The catalog
claimed that “We believe this plug is as near perfection as science can attain in spark plug
making, a plug that --- positively will not break, leak or foul under any condition for the full life
of your car” and promised a life time of the engine guarantee.

from an original copy of the 1915 Western Auto catalog
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The Western Giant spark plug was, at $1.25, priced higher than other plugs in the catalog.
Champion plugs were priced at from 54 cents to $1.25 for “extra heavy” plugs. Other spark plug
brands featured included Splitdorf, Bosch, Red Head, Brown, and Viso.
Another brand that appeared on many paint and chemical items was the “Wonder
Worker” brand. It seems that most, if not all, of these were made by the Hall-Thompson
Company of Hartford, Conn. The “Wonder Worker” brand may have been a Hall-Thompson
brand or it could have been a brand put on expressly for Western Auto. A few years later a very
similar sounding name, “Western Wonder”, would become Western Auto’s private label brand
used on later versions of many of these same products.

from an original copy of the 1915 Western Auto catalog

The catalog included camping equipment such as tents and coolers, tools of all sorts,
radiator emblems and ornaments, seat covers and car tops, horns, lights, and hundreds of
electrical system parts for a wide range of cars. And, of course, there were items like the
“Whirlwind Policeman” and the “Autoface” shown below which can only make today’s
motorists wonder what it must have been like to own and drive a car in 1915.

from an original copy of the 1915 Western Auto catalog
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from an original 1915 Western Auto catalog

In 1915 Western Auto’s sales went to over $270,000 but a major change was underway.
George Pepperdine’s health was not getting better and his physician ordered a permanent change
of climate. Pepperdine moved to California and took half of Western Auto with him.
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NOW THERE WERE TWO
Even among the thousands of people that once worked for Western Auto few are aware
that there were once two Western Auto Supply Companies. Both were founded by the same
person, both had their headquarters on Grand Avenue, one in Kansas City and the other in Los
Angeles, and both sold Wizard batteries, Western Giant and Wearwell tires, and Western Flyer
bikes. The two companies competed and cooperated in what appears to be a kind of love/hate
relationship for some 40 years before merging again in the 1950’s. What makes this part of the
Western Auto story more interesting is that several company “histories” published by Western
Auto from the 1940’s through its 90th anniversary in 1999 seem to deliberately ignore half of its
legacy, the half that left with George Pepperdine in 1915.
By 1915 America was deep into its love affair with the automobile. There were dozens
of brands, some of which we know today. Along with Buick, Ford, Dodge, and Oldsmobile,
there were names like Maxwell, Stanley, Winton, Pope, Oakland, Locomobile, and countless
others. But Ford was the most famous of all. Henry Ford’s production of the famous Model T
began in 1908, a year before George Pepperdine sent out his first advertising flyer. To make the
Model T price low, Ford cut out all the frills that were found on other cars. The “T” came with
no fuel tank gauge, no shock absorbers, and relied on gravity instead of a fuel pump to bring gas
to its 20 horsepower, four cylinder engine. Even after other cars added electric starters to
prevent the broken arms that sometimes occurred if the engine backfired when the driver was
trying to start the engine with a hand crank, Ford stuck with the crank. Originally available in
red, green, or gray, from 1912 on it only came in black, cutting costs by eliminating one of the
few waypoints in the assembly line where the developing vehicles might take diverging paths.
Ford’s assembly line efficiencies and increasing production rates cut the cost of a Model
T from $850 to $290 as annual sales went from 10,000 to 1,000,000. The “Tin Lizzie”, as
people affectionately called the “T”, was everywhere by 1915 and it was the car parts salesman’s
dream. From the Ford factory it came as little more than a bare bones vehicle, and entrepreneurs
like George Pepperdine were ready to sell the new owners everything from headlights to tops
and fenders and bumpers. And even if they didn’t want to add anything fancy to their cars, like
every other owner of an automobile, Ford owners needed a constant replenishment of oil, spark
plugs, and tires.
Virtually everything on the automobiles of 1915 broke easily and wore out quickly on the
mostly unpaved and often unimproved roads of the day. Travelers who dared take their cars over
a short distance from home risked delay after delay in their travels as they negotiated ruts, rocks,
sand, and mud up to the car axle. In 1916 Motor Magazine advised the adventurous motorist to
carry a kit containing over 60 items, all needed to keep the car going. This included tools and at
least one spare for almost every part on the car. Tires wore out quickly and it was not unusual to
get a puncture or a blowout every ten to twenty miles. The claims in the Western Auto catalog
of tires that would last 5000 miles and spark plugs with a “lifetime” guarantee were about as
credible as today’s advertisements for gizmos that will instantly triple your gas mileage.
But all this added up to a seemingly unlimited opportunity for Pepperdine. Everyone
needed what his Western Auto Supply Agency catalog and his stores in Denver and Kansas City
had to offer, and with his very competitive pricing and honesty in honoring his guarantee of
customer satisfaction, his company was on the highway to success. And to add to that success,
George published a second version of his catalog, one aimed at Model T owners.
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from cover of original 1915 Western Auto Catalog

Otherwise virtually identical to Western Auto’s other catalogs of 1914 and 1915, the
“Supplies for Ford Cars” catalogs added lists of supplies especially for the Model T and called
itself “Supply Headquarters for the Ford”. The “Western Special” motor oil became “Ford
Special” oil and the catalog offered dozens of parts that could be added to the basic Model T to
make it look like much more expensive cars of the day.

from copy of original 1915 Western Auto Catalog
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from copy of 1916 original Western Auto Catalog

But while George Pepperdine’s business was growing and doing well his health was not
getting better. His doctor told him that if he was to win his battle with tuberculosis he needed to
move west. Having tried Denver and starting another store there, this time he decided he needed
to go as far west as he could, to Los Angeles, and he knew that he would have a hard time
running his Kansas City operations from LA.
Pepperdine decided to split his company, keep the Denver store, and sell controlling
interest in the Kansas City store to Don Davis, a printing salesman who had been putting
together Western Auto’s circulars and catalogs since 1910. Davis bought control of the Kansas
City store for either $10,000 ($1000 down and the rest in installments) or for $3200 plus the
payment to Pepperdine of a continued $150 per month salary, depending on the source. Davis
and Pepperdine agreed that George would have the rights to further development of Western
Auto in all states west of the Kansas/Colorado state line (the Rocky Mountain and Pacific Coast
states) and Davis would have the rights to the midwest and east. They apparently agreed to
publish essentially the same catalog in their separate territories.
So in late 1915 George Pepperdine moved west and left the Kansas City operation to new
company president Don Davis. George stopped only briefly in Denver, leaving his store there in
the hands of its manager, and moved on to California. Today it’s hard to think of anyone going
to Southern California to find good air to breathe, but in 1915 the area was only sparsely
populated and had no smog problems. Apparently the change did wonders for Pepperdine’s
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health and he was soon ready to expand his business. In 1916 Pepperdine opened a Western
Auto store in Los Angeles and made it his headquarters for the “western” version of Western
Auto.
Meanwhile, back in Kansas City, Don Davis found that the company he had purchased
had been left with no working capital and only slim profits, so opening new stores was out of the
question. On the other hand, more and more people were buying cars and this represented more
customers for Western Auto’s catalog. So he stuck with the business he already knew, catalog
sales.
The 1916 catalog was very similar to the 1915 version except that the name on the Ford
edition of the catalog had been changed to the “Ford Owner’s Supply Book”, capitalizing on the
popularity of Henry Ford’s Model T. The Western Auto, Kansas City edition of the catalog no
longer mentioned the store in Denver or the new one in Los Angeles, now part of the “other”
company of the same name. The exact same catalog was sent out by Pepperdine’s company
without mentioning the Kansas City operation. Davis was printing the catalogs for both
companies in Kansas City and, even though the corporate name used by both companies was
“Western Auto Supply Agency”, the catalogs were copyrighted under the name “Western Auto
Supply Company”.
In the 1916 catalog the prices on the Pharis Packard tires had gone up about 10% and the
other brands of tires were no longer mentioned. The same satisfaction policy and guarantee
statements were still in the Kansas City catalog but now they were over the signature of Don
Davis instead George Pepperdine.

from original copy of 1916 Western Auto catalog
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Going a step beyond the 1915 catalog that had offered numerous “dress up” items for the
Model T the 1916 Ford Owner’s catalog offered complete bodies for Ford cars.

from copy of original Western Auto 1916 catalog

By 1918 the United States was at war. The country had managed to stay out of the war in
Europe for several years even though it was obviously sympathetic with Britain and France and
other nations fighting the Germans and their allies from the old Austria-Hungarian Empire.
Finally, in 1917 America was drawn into the war by the sinking of ships that flew the country’s
flag and by the realization that our friends could probably not win without us. Even before the
United States officially entered the conflict this country had been supplying its “allies” with
armaments and airplanes and American volunteers had joined the forces of France and England
in groups like the Lafayette Escadrille, composed of adventurous American airplane pilots.
Western Auto’s 1918 catalog began with a special statement about the effect of the war
on prices, noting that it wasn’t unusual to find that prices had doubled and that because the
company had bought in bulk before the country entered the war they could still sell at low prices;
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however, it advised customers not to wait until they needed things but to buy while they could
still get a good price.

from original copy of 1918 Western Auto catalog

The edition of the catalog excerpted above is for Pepperdine’s part of the company, the
Western Auto Supply Agency in Los Angeles and Denver, but it was printed by the Western
Auto Supply Company in Kansas City.
On the back of the “war” insert was another interesting message asking for “agents” in
“every city”. In what could be considered a precursor of the very successful “associate store”
concept started by Western Auto of Kansas City some 18 years later, Pepperdine was looking for
sales “agents” who would use his catalog to sell auto supplies to their neighbors and friends and
offering a commission on all sales.

from 1918 Western Auto catalog
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Reflecting the patriotism of wartime the 1918 catalog offers numerous ways to display
the American flag on a car. The catalog also offered many interesting new items such as the
tilting steering wheel, the emergency “mud hooks”, and the dual beam headlights shown below.

from 1918 Western Auto catalog

The 1918 catalog also offered a new design for the “Western Giant” spark plug. Instead
of the rather strange looking “dome” electrode design seen on earlier Western Giant plugs, the
new plug featured four separate electrodes that were said to insure a clean firing surface. Still
described as “indestructible” and guaranteed for the life of the car, their price was two and a half
times that of the “name brand” Champion X plug sold on another page.

from 1918 Western Auto catalog

In the west Pepperdine set about opening more Western Auto stores and by the end of
1918 had expanded into Phoenix, San Francisco, Fresno, and Seattle. By 1920 he had eleven
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stores, including a second Los Angeles store, and had sales of over $2,000,000. Western Auto of
Kansas City was also expanding, although at a slower rate, opening a store in Dallas, TX in 1919
and one in St. Paul, MN in 1920. The original retail store in Kansas City was moved a couple of
doors down the street to a larger building. In a very spectacular and successful advertising
promotion in 1919, to back the company’s boast that a customer could buy everything for a Ford
from its catalog, a complete Model T was assembled from Western Auto parts and a stock engine
and chasis and exhibited at the Texas State Fair.
In 1919 Western Auto was ten years old. It had gone from a single page flyer sent out
from a kitchen in Kansas City to twin companies with headquarters in Kansas City and Los
Angeles and these companies were on the move to bigger things. The next decade would bring
continued growth and family feuds along with a new emphasis on branded merchandise and
corporate identity. The world was at peace again and it was time for expansion.
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TWIN COMPANIES ROAR INTO THE TWENTIES
The new decade brought breathtaking change to America. Soldiers by the thousands had
returned from Europe bringing new ideas and dreams with them to a country that was ripe for
social change and challenge. 1920 brought the vote to women in federal elections and it brought
the era of Prohibition to a country that didn’t want it. Movie theaters replaced the local opera
hall and vaudeville houses with their popular new form of mass entertainment. Along with the
right to vote, women were exercising their newfound freedoms in ways that shocked middle
America by smoking and wearing more revealing clothes. The “flapper” era brought plunging
necklines and rapidly rising hemlines to women’s fashion. And women were joining men in
driving and buying cars. Ford was still selling the Model T but Chevrolet was becoming a major
competitor as General Motors expanded its brand lineup to offer a car in every price range.
The 1921 Western Auto catalog still was published jointly by the Kansas City and
California companies. Under the title “Ford Owners’ Supply Book” it added “including
Accessories for All Cars”. The Kansas City edition of the catalog had the by now familiar policy
statement touting “Absolute Honesty and Satisfaction” on its first page signed by Don Davis, and
the Los Angeles edition had the same statement over George Pepperdine’s signature. Otherwise
the catalogs were essentially the same. In fact, a map and company description on pages 2 and 3
of the catalog made it appear that the two different companies were indeed one. The map
showed 12 cities with Western Auto stores linked with a chain. Many of the catalogs were still
hand addressed but it now cost 2 cents to mail them.

from 1921 Western Auto catalog
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This 1921 catalog boasted of over $4,000,000 in sales the previous year and claimed to
have customers “in almost every State in the Union and in Foreign Countries”. The catalog
cover boasted “Back to the Old Prices Again” and the main line of tires offered still came from
the Pharis company but were now called the Pharis Paramoid Tire and guaranteed for from 7000
to 10,000 miles. Michelin Tires were also offered at a higher price but with no guarantee.
Western Auto’s own brand of spark plug, the “Western Giant”, was still offered along with AC,
Champion, and others. The Western Giant plugs were still described as “indestructible” and still
featured an unusual array of electrodes which were said to give the “strongest possible spark”.

from the 1921 Western Auto catalog

Two new company brands made their debut about this time. The “Wizard” name, which
became Western Auto’s most ubiquitous brand over the next 80-plus years, first appeared on the
label of the company’s car batteries. It would appear later on radio tubes, tools, appliances of all
sorts, almost every auto part carried by the company, and, by the turn of the next century, would
still be used to label Western Auto’s lawn mowers. The 1921 Wizard battery was available for
such cars as Buick, Cadillac, Chevrolet, Dodge, Oldsmobile, and of course, for Ford. Models
could also be purchased for your Allen, Briscoe, Case, Chalmers, Chandler, Dort, Elcar, Elgin,
Essex, Franklin, Grant, Haynes, Hudson, Hupmobile, Jeffrey, Jackson, Jordan, Liberty, Maxwell
Maxwell, Mitchell, Moon, National, Nash, Oakland, Overland, Paige, Reo, Saxon, Stearns,
Studebaker, Stutz, Velie, Wescott, and Willys-Knight automobiles, nameplates that all long ago
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disappeared. Wizard batteries ranged in price from $20.65 to $43.65, all guaranteed for a full
year, a far cry from today’s four and five year battery lifetimes.

from 1921 Western Auto catalog

The other new name introduced was “Long Run” motor oil. The “Long Run” oil brand
was used by Western Auto of Kansas City through the 1940’s.

from the 1921 Western Auto Catalog
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Motor oils of the day were not classified by numerical “weights” or by viscosities. Long
Run oil came in “light”, “medium”, or “heavy” grades and could be purchased in anything from
1 gallon cans to 50 gallon steel drums or wood barrels for as low as 36 cents per gallon. For
most of its lifetime as a Western Auto brand, Long Run oils were made by Texaco, or the Texas
Oil Company as it was called in the 1920s.

from the 1921 Western Auto Catalog

Another inclusion in the 1921 catalog was the cartoon character “Saving Sam” which
would become a trade mark character for Western Auto of Los Angeles but was not used in later
advertising by the Kansas City run stores.
A couple of other company private brands appeared on products like “WASCO” gasket
shelac and “Western” valve grinding compound. A few national brands that are known today like
Glidden paint and Johnsons and Simoniz polishes also made it into the catalog for the first time.

from the 1921 Western Auto Catalog
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Despite the appearance in the catalogs of the time that Western Auto was one big happy
nationwide company instead of two separate corporations there were some “family feuds”. In
1920 George Pepperdine tried to make an “end run” around his agreement with Don Davis to
divide the country into separate territories. Pepperdine was apparently not satisfied with the
Kansas City company’s slow pace of adding stores and expanding its mail order territory because
in that year he opened the “National Auto Supply Company” in Chicago. He later claimed that
his hope was that this would provide a basis for a merger of the two Western Autos under the
National Auto banner, a name he thought of as more suited for a truly nation-wide operation.
National Auto sent out 500,000 catalogs to people in Illinois, Michigan, Wisconsin, and Illinois.
The experiment proved to be a failure. Operational costs were too high in Chicago and
competition with two other much larger and better known Chicago mail order companies, Sears Roebuck and Montgomery Ward, not to mention competition from Western Auto of Kansas City
which now had a store and mail order center in St. Paul, MN, proved too intense. Pepperdine
gave up on his National Auto venture and retreated to his territory in the West but on several
occasions in later years he attempted to work out a way to merge the two Western Auto
companies.
By the 1920’s both companies had changed their names from “Western Auto Supply
Agency” to “Western Auto Supply Company” to reflect their true status. In the West,
Pepperdine incorporated under the new name and sold stock to raise money for an expansion at a
rate of 25 stores per year. By 1926 he had 150 stores. Western Auto of Kansas City, which had
changed its name to “company” before Pepperdine’s chain, expanded at a more deliberate rate,
concentrating on larger cities in the more populous Eastern United States. By 1926 Don Davis
had 24 stores in places like Atlanta, Philadelphia Cincinnati, Houston, and even in Chicago
where Pepperdine had failed with his National Auto Supply venture.
The catalogs of the mid 1920s no longer mentioned any connection between the two
Western Autos but they did still share common merchandise and private brand names. Pharis
brand tires had finally been replaced by Western Auto’s own tire brands. According to a
biography of George Pepperdine, he felt that Western Auto needed its own private brand of tires
and needed to own the tire molds used to make the tires. Owning its own tire molds allowed
Western Auto to go to any of the several tire manufacturers in the country and have tires made
using the company’s molds. This would give them more control over fluctuating tire prices in
the 1920s and would protect Western Auto from finding that it had invested considerably in
promoting one tire company’s brand only to find that source of tires too high priced in later
years.
The Western Giant tire made its debut in the company’s 1922 “Auto Supplies and
Camping Equipment” catalog. It joined the still strange looking Pharis Paramoid tire, the higher
priced and quality Michelin tire, and the “Corn-husker” brand tire of the “Nebraska Tire &
Rubber Company of Omaha which was said to have been introduced the previous year in “our
Pacific Coast stores”. This comment, along with a listing of both the Kansas City and Los
Angeles related retail stores at the top of page 13 of this catalog seemed to imply that Western
Auto was a single company instead of two organizations. It is obvious that the two companies
worked closely together in creating their catalogs and joined to buy much of their merchandise in
bulk at lower prices.
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Tire listings from 1922 Western Auto catalog

The 1922 catalog also included camping equipment. Automobile trips of any distance at
that time often included the need to camp overnight, particularly on trips in the western states
where towns, and hence hotels, were often few and far between. Western Auto offered
everything needed for camping from tents to camp stoves, to camping axes, and the unique
“camp fire grub stake”

from 1922 Western Auto catalog
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from 1922 Western Auto catalog

Western Auto’s new tires borrowed their name from the company’s first private brand,
the Western Giant spark plug, and by 1924 there were actually four “lines” of private brand tires
in the catalogs; the Western Standard Fabric tire, the Wear-well Cord tire, the Western Giant
Cord tire, and the Western Giant Balloon tire with prices progressing from $6.55 for the Western
Standard to $12.95 for the Western Giant Balloon (both in the 30 x 31/2 inch size). The Western
Giant and Wear-well tires and the Wizard car battery were, for many years, the common link
between the two Western Auto companies. Even when everything else in their catalogs grew
more and more unique to the individual companies and when other private brands went separate
ways, both companies advertised that these common brands of tires and batteries could be
serviced and have their warranties honored in all the stores of both companies, coast to coast.
Western Auto of Kansas City continued to expand its lines of private label products using
“Western Giant” for some car parts like horns and bumpers and tire chains, and “Western
Quality Products” for paint products, and other names like “Western Junior”, “Western Special”,
or just “Western” for other items. Western Giant “Indestructible” spark plugs continued to have
strange looking electrodes, although they were getting closer to the standard design that everyone
else had used for years.
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from 1924-1925 Western Auto catalog

Each new catalog featured new and interesting items such as the flower vase and “SlowStop-Parking Light” from the 1924 – 25 Fall and Winter catalog. The light not only turned red
when the driver put on the brake, it also turned yellow when the driver took his or her foot off
the accelerator.
By 1926 Western Auto of Kansas City was bragging about it’s 26 stores and claiming to
be the “Worlds Oldest and Largest Exclusive Auto Accessory House”. The catalog claimed “one
day service” by train or airplane from one of its stores. There were many new but subtle changes
in the 1926 catalogs. The Pharis brand of tires had finally disappeared and Western Giant spark
plugs, the company’s first private brand product, were on their way out and only available for
Fords. Champion and AC brand plugs had obviously become the brands of choice for most
customers. In another catalog first, the 1926 issue included Don Davis’ picture on the page
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advertising “Satisfaction or Your Money Back” and touting Western Auto’s 17 years of service
and its “24 Big Stores” that were “Serving the Nation”. The inside cover of the catalog
illustrated how buying “direct” from the catalog would save money by cutting out “three extra
profits” that would normally be paid to the broker, the jobber, and the traveling salesman.

from original copy of 1926 Western Auto catalog

Things were changing rapidly in the Roaring 20s. The automobile had taken America by
storm. Unlike in Europe where the automobile was seen as a luxury item for the rich and where
drivers of cars were likely to be chauffeurs for the landed gentry, in the United States cars like
the Model T had brought affordable motoring to everyone. This is part of the reason for the
success of Western Auto. The catalogs of the two Western Autos had targeted owners of the
Model T, providing all the essentials needed to keep this very basic and relatively high
maintenance vehicle going while also offering all the extras that could turn the stripped down
factory built automobile into anything from a racer to a luxury touring car. Other cars weren’t
ignored of course, and the catalogs offered tires, batteries, and common accessories to fit almost
any vehicles, but company records showed that 85% of sales were attributable to the Model T. It
was no surprise then that the abrupt end of the production of the Model T in 1927 caused
changes at Western Auto.
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RIP, MODEL T
By 1925 Ford was being outsold by General Motors. Ford’s strategy had been to
concentrate on making the same basic car, the Model T, cheaper to buy every year. There were
slight, evolutionary improvements from year to year but in the mid 1920s the “T” was still much
the same car in basic design as it had been almost 20 years earlier. In contrast, Alfred P. Sloan,
who had taken over GM after its flamboyant founder, William C. Durant, had twice been forced
out by company directors and bankers, had steered his company on a course of making annual
model changes. This tainted older cars with a degree of obsolescence every year when the new
models came out, and Ford’s 20 year old styling simply couldn’t keep up with new models of
GM’s Chevrolet. Not even the plethora of dress-up items and gizmos sold by Western Auto for
the Model T could give it the appeal of a new Chevy. So it was out with the “T” and in with the
“A” at Ford and it was time for Don Davis and George Pepperdine to reduce their reliance on
Ford customers for their sales.
While most Western Auto catalogs had been named the “Ford Owners Supply Book”,
some had been given the simpler title of “Auto Supplies”, and the 1926 “Ford Owners” catalog
had also stated “Tires and Supplies for All Cars”. By 1927 two versions of the Western Auto
catalog were being regularly produced by the Kansas City company. Both were identical inside
but on the covers one said “Ford Owners’ Supply Book” while the other was titled the “Auto
Owners’ Supply Book”. The “Ford” version was sent to registered Ford owners and the second
to all other customers. These twin catalogs still had everything imaginable for the Model T but
they had increased their listings of merchandise for other cars.

Cover from 1927 – 28 Western Auto Catalog
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1927 was the year that Charles Lindberg excited and inspired the world with his solo
flight across the Atlantic in his “Spirit of St. Louis”. The country was on a roll. America was
now a leader in aviation and even the radiator caps in the Western Auto catalog were sprouting
wings.

.

from 1927 – 28 Western Auto catalog

The catalog had feature pages for Chevrolet parts and now offered Western Giant tires for
trucks as well as cars. The Wizard brand had spread from car batteries to supplies for another
fad that was sweeping the country, radio. Most radios of the day operated on one or more
batteries and there were now Wizard batteries for radios and Wizard radio tubes.

from 1927 – 28 Western Auto catalog
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1927 was also the year that the once instantly recognized “Circle Arrow” sign first
appeared to identify the Western Auto store in Dayton, Ohio. The sign, a circle containing the
name “Western Auto” and “belted” by an arrow whose point bent below the circle toward the
store front, took several years to spread to use in the company catalogs and on other stores but in
the 1930’s through the 1950s it became a familiar symbol on store fronts all over America.

from “The Western Auto Story”, December 1953

In 1928 business was booming for both Western Auto companies and, although they still
shared a line of tires and batteries, they were increasingly differentiating their other merchandise
offerings and private brands. Pepperdine’s west coast operation had 150 stores, almost four
times as many as Davis’ company with its 42 stores. The Kansas City company’s stores were,
however, all in large cities throughout the mid-West and East while many of the California based
stores were in smaller communities. In the East, each of the stores served as a regional mail order
house and Western Auto, Kansas City was able to reach more customers than Pepperdine’s
company. There were, quite simply, more car owners in Davis’ territory than in the West. Davis
was also rapidly expanding his company into the Northeast and Atlantic coastal states and would
have 100 stores in operation by the end of 1929.
One reason for the difference in retailing strategies of the two Western Autos may have
been the existence of “chain store” laws in many Eastern States, laws which were just beginning
to make their way west. The California company was basing its sales strategy on a retail store
approach with a large number of smaller stores. Los Angeles, for example, had 22 stores, not
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counting the stores in the cities like Burbank, Long Beach, Culver City, Pasadena and other of
the many communities which make up the greater Los Angeles area. But many states in the
Eastern U. S. had passed laws to protect local merchants from what they considered unfair
competition from nationwide chain store operations, and these laws imposed special licensing
fees or taxes on stores which were not locally owned, particularly if ownership was out of state.
This is not unlike the reaction that is often seen today when Wal-Mart comes into a small
community and local merchants seek any means available to them to keep the competitor out.
George Pepperdine successfully fought such laws in California and other western states.
The Kansas City company continued to rely on its catalog to reach the smaller
communities and to strategically place larger stores so they could provide one day mail service to
any customer in the East and Mid-west, relying on a rail-based mail service which often shipped
faster than today’s air mail and on the twice daily mail delivery which was the norm in those
days. Davis’ company would later find its own unique way to place retail outlets in every small
town in its territory while working around the chain store laws through its “associate store”
program.

Covers of original 1928 Western Auto Catalogs

The 1928 catalogs of the two Western Auto companies reveal some interesting
differences. Western Auto of Kansas City was billing itself as the “World’s Leading Auto
Accessory Stores” while Western Auto of Los Angeles touted its 150 stores. Pepperdine’s
catalog no longer listed Western Giant spark plugs, one of the first private brands he had
established before the companies split. Davis’ catalog still had these spark plugs but only for the
Model T automobile, and these would disappear in 1929. Both companies listed Champion and
AC plugs and the Kansas City catalog also had the Splitdorf brand.
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The only shared merchandise was tires and batteries and there were beginning to be some
differences in these. Wear-well cord tires were guaranteed 10,000 miles by both companies but
the Western Giant Balloon tires were guaranteed for 16,000 miles by the Kansas City company
while the LA catalog had a 15,000 mile guarantee on the same tires. This may have reflected
better road conditions in the eastern U. S. or simply a different sales strategy. One other major
difference was the prices. The same Western Giant tire which sold in the East for $7.65 cost
$9.95 in the West. Similar differences existed in pricing on the other shared item in the catalogs,
Wizard car batteries, where a Chevrolet battery with a 2 year guarantee was $9.95 in the East and
$13.45 in the West. Such price differentials were not unusual in an era when much of America’s
manufacturing base was in the East and higher prices in the West reflected the higher cost of
transporting the product to the retailer or user.
The 1928 Kansas City catalog still offered the “Long Run” brand of motor oil, a brand
used by Western Auto until the late 1940s, but the “Veedol” brand of a west coast oil company
was the only oil listed in Pepperdine’s catalog. The California catalog now had the “Western
Proven Products” label on many paint and chemical products, replacing the “Western Quality
Products” label still used in by the other company. Both catalogs included extensive listings of
camping equipment, tools, and accessories for a wide range of automobile brands but the Los
Angeles company had started to venture into new product lines such as radios and golf clubs.

from 1928 Western Auto (west) catalog

“Western Air Patrol” radios for the home were now advertised in Western Auto stores in
the West with a 6 tube table model selling for $75 (without accessories) and the same radio in a
alternating current powered console floor model listed for $215. The term “without accessories”
meant that the $75 radio had no electrical system to provide power but was designed to operate
on batteries! The price went up to $162 with “A.C. equipment” or $147.15 with “Philco”, a
battery replacement system. Western Auto of Kansas City as yet offered no radios, but did list a
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“Western” portable phonograph (hand cranked) among its camping supplies. Along with its
camping supplies, Pepperdine’s catalog also included three pages of golf clubs and golfing
supplies.

from 1928 Western Auto (Kansas City) catalog

Perhaps the most interesting listing in the 1928 Los Angeles catalogs was the four page
“Aeronautical Department” which listed aircraft instruments, flying suits, goggles, and spark
plugs. Obviously trying to capitalize on the fame of Charles Lindbergh, who had excited
Americans about aviation by flying solo across the Atlantic in 1927, one page was devoted to a
testimonial letter from the purchasing agent at Ryan Airlines. The letter claimed that
Lindbergh’s newest airplane (not the one in which he crossed the Atlantic) had several small
parts which were purchased at a Western Auto store.

from 1928 Western Auto (California) catalog
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A new company brand name also appeared in an obscure corner of the 1928 Kansas City
catalog edition. “Western Wonder” was to become one of the most often used brands of Western
Auto for the next ten to twelve years. It would be used on automotive chemicals and related
products. If it sounds familiar it is because of the similarity to an earlier brand that once
appeared in company catalogs, “Wonder Worker”. Even the style of the labels was similar. No
one today knows why the earlier name disappeared or why Western Auto decided to bring it
back in a “look-alike” and “sound-alike” name, but it would prove a valuable brand as Western
Auto of Kansas City expanded in the Eastern United States.

from the 1928 Western Auto (Kansas City) catalog

The Roaring Twenties had been good to Western Auto in both of its incarnations. By
1929 Pepperdine’s operation had 170 stores and Davis had 100. The twentieth anniversary of
Pepperdine’s founding of the companies brought a strong desire to merge the two Western Autos
into a single operation. Meetings were held and deals were cut to bring the companies back
together. This, of course, required multi-million dollar financial packages from banks and
investors, but all was arranged for the merger.
As if in preparation for the merger, the 1929-1930 Fall and Winter catalog of Western
Auto of Kansas City now boasted on its cover as being “The BIG Nation-Wide Chain of
Exclusive Auto Accessory Stores” and inside it proclaimed nationwide service on Western Giant
tires and Wizard batteries. The merger, however, didn’t materialize. Just as all the paperwork
was prepared the stock market crashed and the banks which would have helped finance the deal
no longer had money to lend. George Pepperdine, in New York to consumate the merger, went
back home to California empty handed, giving up all plans to rejoin the two companies he
founded. Ten years later Pepperdine tried to sell Western Auto of Los Angeles to Western Auto
of Kansas City but by that time the Kansas City operation had grown well beyond the scope of
the California company and had no interest in the deal. George Pepperdine then sold his
business to the Gamble-Skogmo Company of Minnesota. George did eventually live to see his
companies reunited when Western Auto of Kansas City bought the Rocky Mountain and Pacific
Coast operation from Gamble-Skogmo in the 1950s, long after he had ceased his personal
involvement in any part of the business.
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EXPANSION IN THE GREAT DEPRESSION
The Great Depression began with the stock market crash of 1929 and for almost a decade
strained the American public and American businesses to their limits. Many banks went under
and businesses, used to getting bank financing for almost unlimited expansion, often found
themselves facing bankruptcy. Even beyond the economic crisis, the auto supply business was
facing change because cars were better built and needed fewer repairs and accessories. Millions
of Ford Model T’s, on which Western Auto had built much of its business, were still around and
in need of parts, tires, oil, spark plugs and the like. But unlike the “T”, cars of the late 1920s
came with complete bodies, tops, and headlights, and buyers didn’t need to go to the Western
Auto catalog to purchase them. Western Auto of Los Angeles, George Pepperdine’s operation,
had seen this coming and was expanding its product line into sporting goods, radios, and aviation
supplies. The Kansas City company of Don Davis was a little more cautious, perhaps watching
to see if Pepperdine’s moves would prove profitable.
Many of the respected but smaller automobile manufacturers went out of business as a
result of the depression. Franklin, Locomobile, Hupmobile, Pierce-Arrow, Stutz, Cord, and
numerous other companies simply couldn’t make it financially or were unable to adapt to the
demands of the public for safer, cheaper, more comfortable, and more reliable automobiles. The
“big three”, GM, Ford, and Chrysler were large enough and diversified enough to survive, but
most of the companies that produced only one brand or line of cars vanished. There were
exceptions such as Nash, Studebaker, Hudson, and Packard. These single brand manufacturers
struggled through the depression only to later merge (Studebaker with Packard and Hudson with
Nash) and eventually disappear from the scene. Willis-Overland saw a later surge with its
“Jeep” line, developed for the military in WWII and its brand survives after passing through
American Motors (Hudson/Nash) hands and on to Chrysler and Daimler-Chrysler.
The stock market crash, as we have seen, killed the plans for a merger of the two Western
Auto Supply Companies. It also had an impact on George Pepperdine’s Los Angeles based
company. Western Auto (west) had expanded rapidly into over 170 retail stores, many in small
communities which were hit hard by the depression, and some of these had to be closed. The
aviation supply part of the catalog disappeared quickly. The company made serious cutbacks in
many of its operations and finances were uncertain for a year of so, but the operation held its
own.
Western Auto of Kansas City, which had been much more cautious about expansion and
limited itself to larger cities, actually continued to expand, although slowly at first, and never
missed a stock dividend. Prices in its catalog dropped in the early 1930s as did those all over the
nation. The Western Giant Balloon tire in a 30” x 5” size dropped from $12.45 in the fall of
1929 to $9.10 by the summer of 1931. Texaco motor oils were added to the catalog, giving a
national brand along with Western Auto’s own Long Run brand. And, following the move made
by Western Auto in California a few years earlier, golfing supplies were added to the mix of
merchandise.
The 1931 catalog from Kansas City offered several new products and new private brands.
A full line of fishing supplies filled four pages in the catalog. There were also two pages of golf
supplies including “Wizard” golf clubs and balls. A complete set of 12 Wizard clubs could be
purchased for $31.95. A page of household electrical items was added with three models
“Marvelous Electric Clocks”. There was a full color centerfold insert with “Col-O-TeC” paints
made by Glidden, also introduced in Pepperdine’s catalogs.
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Cover of Western Auto 1931 Retail Store Catalog

Wizard Golf Equipment from 1931 WA Catalog

Many automobile and household chemicals, polishes, and the like were now offered under the
private label of “Western Wonder” (an apparent evolution of the earlier Wonder Worker label)
and said to be constantly checked and tested by the “chemical department of Western Auto”.

The Western Wonder Brand is Introduced. 1931 Western Auto Catalog
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One interesting item in the 1931 catalog was a pair of what were described as “clever”
electric lighters for cigars that somehow could be wired into lamps in a manner that would
violate every fire prevention code in the books today. They were said to make excellent gifts
that any man would appreciate!

Strange Cigar Lighters Offered in Western Auto’s 1931 Catalog

The new merchandise lines introduced in 1931 by Western Auto of Kansas City that had
the greatest long term impact were radios and bicycles. The sister company in California had
introduced “Western Air Patrol” radios in 1928 with limited success. But the introduction in
1931 of the “Truetone” line of “all electric” radios eventually proved an enormous success and
eventually led the Kansas City company to other equally profitable lines of household
appliances. The Truetone 6 and 8 tube radios sold from $37.95 to $65.50, a huge sum of money
in the depths of the great depression, and these prices did not include the tubes!

1931 Truetone Radios from Western Auto’s 1931 Catalog
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A “cheap” private brand radio in the 1930’s cost more than a set of tires for the car, yet
radio was one of the few phenomenal success stories of the depression. Once purchased, a radio
could bring hour upon hour of “free” entertainment into every home and people would make
sacrifices to save the money to buy one. As people stayed at home rather than spend money on
movies or vaudeville and musical shows in local theaters and opera houses they found that radio
could provide hour after hour of “free” entertainment. They were able to sit in the comfort of
their own home and listen to the exciting adventures of “Dick Tracy”, “Terry and the Pirates”,
and “Jack Armstrong”, be delighted by the antics of “Amos & Andy”, “Charlie McCarthy”, or
“Burns and Allen”, and listen to the latest music of Paul Whitman and his Orchestra and later to
Tommy Dorsey, Benny Goodman, or Glenn Miller. For the first time in history the folks in
small towns all over America could listen to the same famous stars as the people in New York
and Chicago and they could hear them at the same time as they were performing for an audience
in the big city. This was a powerful incentive for even the poorest of people to save any money
they could for the purchase of a radio.
Western Auto initiated a new policy in the 1930s to help its customers afford a radio.
One could pay $5.00 down and $1.35 a week to purchase the $37.95 Truetone, giving a total
price of $52.00. In fact, a customer could now purchase almost any combination of merchandise
which totaled $20 or more and pay for it over time in any of the 104 Western Auto Stores in the
Kansas City chain, stores which were now in New York, New Jersey, Rhode Island, Virginia,
Maryland, and Pennsylvania along the East coast as well as in the South and Mid-West.
The other new line of merchandise introduced by Western Auto of Kansas City in 1931
was the bicycle. The first bikes offered by Western Auto were sold under the “Peerless” logo but
the brand was quickly changed to “Western Flyer”, a company trademark that became one of the
most famous bicycle brands in America by the 1950s. Western Flyers from the 1930s through
1950s are prized collectors items today, often selling in auctions for well over a thousand dollars
if they are in top condition.

The “Peerless” Brand Bike, Quickly Renamed “Western Flyer” in WA 1931 Catalogs
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In these two new lines of merchandise alone, Truetone radios and Western Flyer bikes,
Western Auto had set the stage to become a household name to families all over the country, for
the first time attracting women and children to the catalog and bringing them into the company’s
stores. While the household paint and sporting supplies also helped vastly broaden the
company’s customer base, over the years nothing brought the instant brand association and
recognition as Western Flyer and Truetone.
Another first on the Summer 1931 catalog, now called the “Thrift Book” instead of the
“Auto Owner’s Supply” catalog of earlier years, was the use of the “Circle Arrow” logo, a
symbol for Western Auto that would be found in small towns and large cities all over America
within a few short years.

The Summer 1931 Catalog Introduced the “Circle Arrow” Symbol and the Western Flyer Bike
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By 1932, with all thoughts of any eventual merger now behind them but still sharing
common interests and a few private brand names, the two Western Auto Supply companies
continued their growth. Don Davis’ company in Kansas City had extended its retail operations
to 86 cities, with 117 stores in the larger cities of most states east of Colorado, while
Pepperdine’s company proclaimed its “170 stores in the West” in both large and small
communities.
In their 1932 catalogs both companies still featured “Wizard” car batteries but, from their
drawings, they were obviously from different suppliers. The Kansas City company was now
using the Wizard brand on radio and other batteries while LA was not. Pepperdine’s company
had adopted Kansas City’s “Long Run” motor oil and lubricant brand but was also selling oil
brands called “Penn Supreme” and “Interco”, while Davis’ catalog featured Texaco and Long
Run oils and greases. Texaco had long been a supplier of Western Auto’s (Kansas City) private
label motor oils and continued to do so at the end of the century.

Different Styles of Wizard Batteries Appear in the Kansas City (left) and LA (right) 1932 Catalogs

In a major departure from past practices the two Western Autos now went separate ways
in their company tire brands. Prior to 1932 both companies implied in their catalogs that their
“Western Giant” tire and “Wizard” car battery guarantees would be honored at Western Auto
stores through the nation; i.e., at the retail outlets of both companies. In 1932 they retained the
Wizard brand on both company’s car batteries but mention was no longer made of a
“nationwide” guarantee or service. Both still carried “Western Giant” and “Wear-well” tires, but
the Kansas City catalog now introduced its new line of “Davis Deluxe” tires, named after
company president Don Davis, while the LA company introduced its new Western Giant “SuperWhipcord” tire, an interesting looking tire with raised “spiral ridges” molded into its sidewalls.
The “Western Giant Balloon” tires carried by the two companies shared a brand name but had
different tread designs. Each company had purchased its own set of unique tire molds.
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Davis of Kansas City and Pepperdine in LA Go Different Directions on Tires in 1932 Catalogs

“Col-O-teC” Paints Were Sold By Both Western Auto Companies
From 1931 Western Auto Catalog
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The one merchandise area where the two Western Auto Company catalogs were still
totally identical was that of “Col-O-teC” paints, the Glidden made private brand of house paints
introduced simultaneously a couple of years earlier by both companies.
Western Auto of Kansas City had built on its success with Western Flyer bikes to add
tricycles and roller skates while the California company catalog listed no bikes. Both had
Western Giant “Double Duty” brand bike tires but they were obviously from different makers
and had different tread designs. Kansas City had also added tennis rackets, balls, and tennis
shoes and in its first move into a later very successful lawn and garden supply business, it now
offered garden hose. The company’s success with “Truetone” radios was obvious as it now
offered 6 pages of home and car radios. Meanwhile, in the west, Pepperdine’s catalog now had
only one model of “Western Air Patrol” home radio and a couple of Motorola car radios.
By 1933 Franklin Roosevelt had been elected President and he and congress had started
massive social programs designed to pull the nation out of the depression. The Western Auto
(Kansas City) catalog that year included the symbols for Roosevelt’s “NRA” program on its
cover and next to Don Davis’ signature line on the Western Auto president’s statement which
always appeared on the first page inside the booklet. New to the 1933 catalog were the “Wizard”
brand spark plugs with a 10,000 mile guarantee. One of the original Western Auto private
brands had been the “Western Giant” spark plug which the company claimed to be
“indestructable”, but these had disappeared from the catalogs in the 1920s, perhaps partly due to
the obvious impossibility of living up to the company’s claim. The new Wizard plugs were
much more conventional in design and promised a service life which would be very competitive
with their more expensive AC and Champion counterparts. Wizard spark plugs continued to be
sold by Western Auto for over 50 years.

Western Auto 1933 Catalog Cover
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Wizard Spark Plugs, Introduced in 1933 Western Auto Catalog

Another company brand returned in slightly altered spelling when “Wearwell” (formerly
Wear-well) was brought back as the brand for Western Auto’s lowest price tire line, joining the
Davis Deluxe and Western Giant. This brand also stayed around for many years, used on lower
quality tires which could be advertised at very low prices and on tire sizes which fit older cars.
The use of company president Davis’ name as a company brand was extended from tires
to automobile wax, cleaner, and polish in 1933, giving the customer a lower priced alternative to
name brand products of Simoniz and DuPont 7.
A new product in the 1933 catalog was an after-market hot water heater for cars. Heaters
were optional on many brands of cars even into the 1950s. Most heaters on earlier model cars
worked by drawing air through a duct over the engine exhaust manifold and exhausting the
heated air into the car interior, a system which worked but presented a danger of pulling engine
exhaust itself into the car if the manifold leaked. The hot water system diverted the engine’s
cooling water through a interior “radiator” (today called the heater “core”) and a fan blew the
interior air over the radiator to heat the air, essentially the same system still used in all cars
today.
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Car Heater Accessory from 1933 Western Auto Catalog

Another catalog addition was “Good Penn” motor oil to supply the needs of customers
who believed the highly advertised claims of the Pennsylvania Crude Oil Association that the
wax based oils from their state were in some way superior to the wax-free oils found in places
like Texas. This battle between Pennsylvania oil producers like Quaker State and other
companies like Texaco would be the subject of passionate debate among back yard mechanics
for years to come.

“Good Penn” and “Long Run” Private Brand Motor Oils from 1933 WA Catalog
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The Western Flyer bicycle line continued to expand with eight models. Now
accompanying the tricycles and skates were scooters, wagons, and what were described as “Play
Autos”, the first of the pedal cars which are so popular for collectors today. The $8.98 “DeLuxe
Fire Chief” pedal car of 1933 would easily bring over $1000 today if one could be found in good
condition.

Fire Truck Pedal Car from 1933 Western Auto Catalog

The 1934 catalog added a “Chrysler Airflow” pedal car to the offerings shown above,
another sure hit with collectors if one could be found today.

Chrysler Airflow Pedal Car from 1934 Western Auto Catalog

By 1934, the company’s 25th Anniversary, Western Auto of Kansas City had expanded
from 42 stores in 1928 to over 150 stores with warehouses in Atlanta, Cleveland, Dallas,
Houston, Kansas City, Newark, New Orleans, St. Louis and St. Paul, and more stores were being
added every year. The Great Depression seemed to have spurred the growth of the company run
by Don Davis as people who could no longer afford new cars turned to retailers like Western
Auto to help them make their cars last a few years longer, and as they discovered radio as a
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source of entertainment to take their minds off the country’s problems. Meanwhile the Los
Angeles version of Western Auto had essentially ceased to grow, perhaps in part because it had
already reached its growth limits in the 1920s and partly because George Pepperdine was
developing a new direction for his personal life.
Pepperdine’s wife, who had helped him hand address his first Western Auto circulars in
1909 and encouraged him as he struggled through illness and stood by him as he relocation to
California and made a go of his new business, died in the early 1930’s, a personal blow that
undoubtedly prompted him to re-examine his life’s goals. Always a very religious man, he
began to develop an interest in Christian higher education with a goal of establishing a college.
He remarried and started a second family and his second wife joined with him in his charitable
interests. It wasn’t long before he was looking for ways to sell his interests in Western Auto and
use the money to finance his new college. The result was the eventual sale of Western Auto of
California and the establishment of what is now Pepperdine University.
Don Davis, in contrast, was interested in the continued expansion of Western Auto of
Kansas City and his company was about to embark on a new and unique experiment that would
create 2000 new stores by the end of the decade, a growth rate which, although interrupted by a
world war, would continue successfully for the next 35 years.
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THE ASSOCIATE STORE ADVENTURE BEGINS
By the mid 1930s America was still struggling to work its way out of the Great
Depression. Western Auto of Kansas City had weathered the storm and broadened its
merchandise offerings in many ways, with the most notable success in Truetone radios and
Western Flyer bicycles. The company was in a rapid expansion mode and had gone from 100
stores in 1930 to 170 in 1935 with stores in most eastern and mid-west cities having populations
of 50,000 or more. The company felt that smaller cities and towns might not supply the customer
base needed to support a store the size of those that Western Auto traditionally operated. There
was also a question of how far any national retail operation could expand into small towns
without triggering “chain store” laws.
Chain store laws which existed in many states in the 1920s and 1930s were designed to
protect small town merchants from large, multi-state retailers who could afford to come into an
area and offer lower prices than local businesses. The fear was legitimate and still exists in small
communities today when local merchants are faced with the prospect of a new Wal-Mart, Home
Depot or similar “super” size retailer entering their area. The large corporation is capable of
opening a new store and at least temporarily offering extraordinarily low pricing to drive existing
businesses to bankruptcy. They can afford to sell at a loss in one store while making up the
difference in their hundreds of other stores and they can do this until they drive their competition
out of business, at which point they go to normal or higher than normal prices.
This aversion too big retail chains was part of the national mood during the depression.
When the Roosevelt administration took office it made numerous moves to break up big
corporations that it considered monopolies. Big automobile manufacturers such as General
Motors and Ford were in many businesses in addition to making cars. Ford made airplanes (the
famous Ford Trimotor) and ran its own airline and GM was tied to a large conglomerate of
airplane makers and airlines and the government ordered the breakup of many such companies.
Many in the country were suspicious of big business in any form, blaming it and its owners for
many of the financial excesses that had led to the depression.
The chain store laws operated not by banning national chains from entering an area but
by imposing heavy fees or taxes on their operations in the hope that it would discourage their
entry in to the local market. One way around this was through catalogs, and giant retailers like
Sears-Roebuck and Montgomery Ward were very successful with this approach. For many small
town shoppers the Sears or “Monkey-Ward” catalogs helped keep local prices reasonable by
providing a measure of competition to local merchants. These catalogs also forced local
merchants to keep their merchandise up to date because their customers were going to see the
latest styles and newest products with every new catalog. Western Auto had also been able to be
a part of the small town scene through its catalogs, but its mail order operations were never near
the magnitude of Sears’ or Wards’.
In the West, George Pepperdine had put his Western Auto stores into many smaller cities
in the 1920s and had successfully fought the expansion of chain store laws in that part of the
country by intensive courting of legislators and by lobbying the public through articles and
letters in newspapers. In much the same way that Wal-Mart does today he argued that the chain
stores were good neighbors which returned more money to the home town economy than the
local “mom and pop” stores, while giving the shopping public better merchandise at lower
prices. He claimed, not without a basis in fact, that a large company like Western Auto could
buy in bulk at considerably lower wholesale cost than could the local merchant. Thus, it could
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sell at a lower cost while making higher profits than the local retailer and returning more of that
profit to the community by paying his employees higher wages. In fact almost every Western
Auto catalog up through the mid-1930s told the story on its inside front cover of why the
customer saved when he or she bought from a company that was big enough to go straight to the
factory to purchase its merchandise without having to work through “brokers”, ‘jobbers”, and
“commission salesmen”.

Claims for Savings in 1936 Western Auto Catalog

By the mid-30s Western Auto saw that the effectiveness of its catalog in attracting mail
order sales was fading. While the catalog was a good sales tool for its retail stores, reminding
the customer of all the things he could find at a Western Auto retail store, it no longer offered
people in small town America their only source of repair parts for their Model T or other car.
Fewer car owners were willing or able to work on their vehicles, even if they could buy the parts
cheaper by mail. To reach these customers Western Auto had to get retail outlets into smaller
towns. The question for Don Davis and his company was how to do this without having to
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operate lower volume retail stores in these communities and without having to battle local
merchants and the chain store laws.
The solution was the creation of the “Western Auto Associate Store”. Western Auto of
Kansas City began in 1935 to offer existing small town merchants and other individuals in small
communities with some money to invest the opportunity to run their own Western Auto store and
sell the company’s nationally advertised merchandise at the same prices as the company’s own
retail stores. This was a truly unique opportunity for the existing and potential small town
businessman. It was not a “franchise” in that there were no fees or any other financial tie to the
national Western Auto operation. There was simply an agreement that the local merchant would
buy a minimum amount of merchandise from Western Auto at a 30% discount and sell it, along
with any other merchandise the store owner wished to sell, under the company banner.
This arrangement was a classic “win-win” situation for everyone. Since there were no
legal ties between the national company and the local store beyond a purchasing agreement,
there was no violation of chain store laws. The local merchant owned 100% of his business. He
could sell at any price he wished and sell other merchandise if he wished. The Western Auto
Supply Company gained a new retail outlet for its merchandise at virtually no cost and the
“Associate Store” owner got a reliable source of nationally advertised goods at a wholesale price
comparable to any other source.

Section of M. Schuler Painting of Typical Western Auto Associate Store
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The first Western Auto Associate Store was opened on May 5, 1935 in Fredonia, Kansas
and the second opened two weeks later in West Plains, Missouri. The boom had started and the
growth was phenomenal. By 1937 there were over 700 Western Auto Associate Stores in small
towns and cities all over the mid-west and east. In only seven years, in the depths of the greatest
economic downturn in recorded history this company had expanded seven fold in its number of
stores. It is no wonder that, a couple of years later when George Pepperdine offered to sell his
170 stores in the West to the Kansas City company, Don Davis turned him down. Davis was
creating new stores at a rate of some 300 per year and that was enough for his company to handle
at that time.
Not all of these new “associate” stores were successful. Western Auto was, after all, in
many cases taking a chance on would-be merchants who might have very little experience. In
some instances Western Auto Associate Stores were formed when the owner of an existing local
hardware or auto supply store jumped at the opportunity presented by the associate program to
become part of a national operation, and these stores usually made a smooth transition. But
where a local investor lacked the business experience or stamina to make his new business a
success, failure could be quick indeed. The owner of that first Associate store in Fredonia,
Kansas only lasted 6 months before selling to a new owner. But Western Auto knew that if its
new program was to endure and grow it had to stand behind these new small town stores and it
did everything it could to make them a success, even to the extent of buying the dealer out and
keeping the store going until a new local owner could be found.
This buy-out and resale of a failing Associate store could be a tricky operation given the
existence of chain store laws in many states. To get around these laws Western Auto would
“loan” the money one of its own company employees, perhaps an assistant manager in a
company retail store, to buy the failing Associate store. That employee would officially sever all
ties with Western Auto and move to the small town to run his “home owned” store. Meanwhile
the company would look for a new buyer and work with the interim “owner” to make the store a
success. It was in this manner that my father, James F. Marchman, Jr., first became the owner of
a Western Auto Associate Store.
Jim Marchman had graduated from Georgetown College in Kentucky with a degree in
Business in the midst of the depression. After graduation in 1934 he went back home to Georgia
to work odd jobs in the Atlanta area and then moved to a job selling lamps in a Cincinnatti, Ohio
department store so he could be near his college sweetheart who was still in Georgetown. When
the department store job ended after Christmas he tried his hand at selling vacuum cleaners door
to door, a difficult job in good times and an impossible task in the depression. He desperately
wanted to find a job which would give him enough income to afford to marry his girl in
Kentucky.
Jimmie, as Alva Edith Curry of Georgetown called him, had, along with his college
degree in business, a wealth of experience working on car and airplane motors and with radios
and appliances. He had overhauled his parent’s Model T at age 12 and started working on
airplane engines in high school and had worked with cameras and radios in college. But times
were very tough and the post graduation job he had hoped for with the Crosley Radio Company
in Cincinnatti had not materialized. Meanwhile, as he waited for a real job to come along, he
went through short term jobs while his fiancé worked part time at her local J. C. Penny store and
part time teaching adults how to read.
By early March of 1935 Jimmie was about to give up on staying near Alva-Edith and was
ready to head home to Georgia when word came that his old department store sales job in
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Cincinnatti was open. But before going there he applied for a job with a new store opening in
Lexington, Ky, a Western Auto Supply Company Store. He had just arrived in Cincinnatti when
he got a call about the job in Lexington. Instead of selling lamps in the biggest department store
in Cincinnatti, he chose a job as the serviceman in a new Western Auto company store, installing
tires and batteries and the like “out back” in the service bay of the store. His talents as a
mechanic gave him a start and the sales lessons he had learned from door to door and retail sales
quickly got him onto the sales floor. Jimmie and Alva were married that fall and he spent the
next 60 years with Western Auto. Their history with Western Auto is but one of many which
could be used to illustrate the company’s growth and we will follow them from time to time as
we explore its next half century.
So it was that Jim Marchman, who had quickly worked his way into the Assistant
Managers position at Western Auto’s Lexington, Ky store, was selected to “buy” the
Middletown, Ohio Associate Store in 1937 and “own” it until a local buyer could be found. This
was the same time that Warren Humphrey, another Western Auto Supply Company employee
who had started out as a stockroom boy in Kansas City, was named President of the company.
Don Davis, who bought controlling interest in a single Western Auto store in 1915, was now
CEO of a company with almost 900 stores and associate stores.
Western Auto’s associate store agreement gave each store’s local owner complete
freedom to determine his own business’ success or failure, even when the company was having
one of its own employees temporarily operate an associate store. At Western Auto’s request, Jim
Marchman left the company store in Lexington, KY and took over “ownership” of a small
Western Auto Associate Store in Middletown, Ohio. In a few short months he turned the failing
business into a success.

My Dad’s First “Home Owned” Associate Store and his Western Flyer / Truetone Bike
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Western Auto’s newer lines of merchandise, Western Flyer bikes and Truetone radios,
represented real opportunities for sales in smaller towns. Capitalizing on this, Marchman
mounted a Truetone car radio onto the front of a Western Flyer bike and strapped a Wizard car
battery on the bike’s rear wheel luggage rack and hired a high school boy to ride the bike around
town with the radio blaring. It was such an effective way to introduce the public to Western
Auto’s bikes, batteries, and radios that soon a competitor was trying to stop him by having the
biker arrested for disturbing the peace.
The Associate Store program proved so successful that only about six percent of the
newly opened stores failed, despite the inexperience of many of their owners. Western Auto
only asked for a small $2000 - $3000 investment to start and that all went to the initial inventory.
There was no franchise or other fee involved. Most Western Auto merchandise was sold to the
associates at a 30% discount from the normal company store retail price. The discount on
Truetone radios and Western Flyer bicycles was slightly over 30% and a few items such as
“Long Run motor oil, considered “loss leaders” and sold at low prices to draw customers to the
stores, were discounted less than 30%. Best of all, there was no minimum purchase required of
each item. While other wholesalers might insist that the retailer buy something like flashlight
batteries in lots of 6 or 12, Western Auto would ship them in any quantity to its associate stores.
If an associate store owner wanted to order only 2 flashlight batteries or a single wrench he could
do just that.

WA Associate Store of H. G. Cornet in Forest City, NC in 1930s

Western Auto provided the associate store owner with catalogs that could be sent to local
customers at minimal cost and provided in-store signage and merchandise tags. The company
would also help with the cost of local newspaper and radio advertising. As a result many owners
of small town stores converted their businesses to Western Auto Associate Stores and the famous
“Circle Arrow” logo of the company was rapidly popping up on store fronts in small
communities all over the country.
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It is not surprising that every Western Auto Associate Store was different. They might
look similar because of their distinctive sign and the window decals furnished by the company
but their owners were free to sell any desired mix of merchandise. Some might concentrate on
bikes, sporting goods and hardware, while others might specialize in tires and auto supplies, and
still others could sell everything that Western Auto had to offer. They could also mix this with
merchandise from other sources, selling, for example, Truetone radios along side GE or RCA
radios from another supplier. In many small communities the local Western Auto Associate
Store replaced the old General Store as the place in town for one-stop shopping. Despite all the
differences the customer could always be assurred that the Western Auto brand merchandise
purchased at any store, whether a “company” store or an associate store, was of the same quality
and that any guarantee on the merchandise would be honored at any other Western Auto.

Associate Store in Forest City, NC in Late 1930s

The “associate store” approach was not unique to Western Auto but the Kansas City
company probably made the system work better than anyone else. Western Auto of Los Angeles
had a somewhat similar plan but it was much less successful with only about 100 stores before
George Pepperdine sold control of his company to Gamble-Skogmo in 1939. Gamble had also
used a similar plan with its hardware/auto supply operation in the Northwest U. S.
By the end of the decade there were over 1200 Western Auto Associate stores in small
towns and cities all over the mid-West and Eastern United States, mostly in towns with
populations of under 10,000. These stores quickly became as important a part of the Western
Auto operation as its own retail stores and their success did much to eliminate the need for the
catalog sales part of the business upon which the company had originally been based. The
Western Auto customer, no matter what his location, could now drive to a nearby small town or
big city and buy the merchandise he wanted without having to wait for a catalog order to come in
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the mail. Western Auto had, in the late 1930s, truly become “A National Institution” as it
claimed on the labels of many of its private brand products.

From the Cover of a 1941 Western Auto Associate Stores “Circle-Arrow Sale” Circular
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“THE COMPANY ON THE MAKE”
By 1936 the world was on the move again, and not always in the right direction.
Roosevelt’s sometimes controversial New Deal programs were pulling the United States out of
the depression. The airlines of the world were discovering the new Douglas DC-3, the first
airplane capable of making a profit without government subsidy by carrying just passengers and
the first airliner to be produced and sold in the thousands. Automobiles were better than ever
with their reliable sealed beam headlights, fully hydraulic safety braking systems, and with some
companies experimenting with fluid drive and early automatic gear changing systems. And New
York was preparing for a World’s Fair that would celebrate the end of hard times in America.
But things were taking turns for the worse in other parts of the world. Adolph Hitler had
been elected Germany’s leader and was making plans to get back at the rest of Europe with a
vengeance in retribution for the severe restrictions that had been placed on his country at the end
of the “War to End All Wars” in 1918. And in the Pacific Japan was expanding its influence and
empire onto the Chinese and Manchurian mainland and looking south.
But in America most people were trying to ignore the problems of the rest of the world as
this country began to get back to normal. The hope seemed to be that the rest of the nations
would just let us alone and let us enjoy a return to prosperity.
By the late 1930’s, with almost 200 of its own retail stores and hundreds of new
“associate” stores, Western Auto was changing rapidly, making its move into the future. These
changes would set the tone for enormous success over its next thirty years. Over its first 30
years, as seen in its catalogs from the earliest ‘teens on, there had only been a slow evolution in
Western Auto’s offerings to the public. By the end of the ‘30s that evolution had quickened into
a revolution.

1936 Western Auto “Auto Owners Thrift Book” Cover
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Most the Western Auto catalogs from its first offering through 1936 looked similar, about
6 x 9 inches in size but growing from around 30 to over 150 pages. The ‘36 catalog, called the
“Auto Owners’ Thrift Book” was still loaded with all manner of car parts, everything from tires
to hood ornaments, from 2 cent gaskets to $33 Davis Deluxe Special truck tires. Wizard Spark
plugs sold for 29 cents each in sets and motor oil ranged from 63 cents to $1.27 for a two gallon
can with four different Western Auto brands; “Long Run” and the cheaper “Cardinal”
conventional or “Texas” grade of oil and “Good Penn” and “100% Pure Pennsylvania” brands
made from wax based Eastern crude oil stock.

Western Auto Offers Lawn Mowers in 1936 (from 1936 WA Catalog)

New in the 1936 catalogs were several lines of “Western Quality” lawn mowers, all reel
type push mowers, priced from $4.98 through $9.98, accompanied by rakes, hoes, shovels, and
other lawn and garden tools and supplies such as seeds and watering hose; the beginning of
Western Auto’s strong presence in the lawn and garden category of merchandise. The
company’s Col-O-teC brand of paints, once shared by Pepperdine’s company in California, had
given way to the new “Wescote” “supreme” and “standard” lines of paint. Electric irons from
GE and Hotpoint joined electric fans, mixers, coffee pots, toasters, waffle irons, clocks,
sandwich grilles, and even an electric blender-like appliance called a “whipper” in the household
appliance lines. The company’s “Wizard” brand name seemed to be used on a wide variety of
products, including car batteries, spark plugs, flashlight and radio batteries, radio tubes and was
even found on a bottle of “pork rind fishing bait”. A second, lower priced line of radios and
radio tubes was introduced with the PLA-MOR brand. And, on the same page as electrical
sockets and switches and light bulbs, “Delta” brand razor blades are offered at 10 cents for a
pack of five.
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Two Unusual Items from the 1936 Western Auto Catalog

For the first time the catalog showed that Western Auto was advertising a private brand
name for some of its better hand tools. “Chrome-X-Quality” had a “lifetime” guarantee.

Chrome-X-Quality Tools Appeared in the 1936 WA Catalog
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Wizard spark plugs now came in two lines, the standard plug and the “DeLuxe” model
with “double electrodes”.

Two Lines of Wizard Spark Plugs Offered in the 1936 Western Auto Catalog

1936 saw Western Flyer bikes priced from $17.95 to $36.95 and eleven models of
Truetone radios for the home and three for the car.

In the 1936 Catalog Western Auto Offered Top Quality Bikes and Radios
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In 1937 the Western Auto “Thrift Book” took on a new look. While WA of Los Angeles
continued to use the old 6” x 9” format, the new Kansas City Western Auto catalog was larger,
approximately 7” x 10”. It’s 100 pages were accented with red printing highlighting its Wizard,
Davis, Western Flyer, and Truetone branded products. A new service was offered to deliver any
merchandise directly to any location within the city limits for orders called into a company store.
And the third page of the new catalog invited readers to contact Western Auto about opening
their own Associate Stores noting that “experience is not necessary – we supply merchandise,
fixtures, advertising and sales training”.

The larger size 1937 Western Auto Catalog
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Company Stores Offered City-Wide Delivery in the 1937 WA Catalog

Western Auto Was Seeking New Associate Store Owners in this 1937 Catalog Ad

The new larger catalog offered merchandise that no one would have ever thought to find
at an ordinary “auto parts” store. Its cover promised radios, bicycles, hardware, and sporting
goods in addition to car supplies, but Western Auto had been selling these for many years. In
addition were watches, kitchen knives, shoe soles, sunglasses, billfolds, and all manner of
household electrical goods such as light bulbs, plugs, wire, switches, and sockets. An expanded
line of kitchen appliances (toasters, waffle irons, mixers, etc.), irons and electric fans was also in
the 1937. And new in 1937 was the Wizard electric drill priced at $9.95.

The First Wizard Electric Drill (from the 1937 WA Catalog)
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A Sampling of the Wide Range of Merchandise Found in the 1937 Western Auto Catalog

This new catalog represented a new thrust into the future for Western Auto of Kansas
City with greatly expanding directions in merchandising and an obvious price in the quality and
success of the company’s private brands. The “Wizard” brand was being used on a full range of
automotive accessories as well as small appliances and sporting goods. The “Davis” trademark
was showing up on automotive polishes and chemicals, replacing the older “Western Wonder”
label. “Western Flyer” and “Truetone” had been successfully established as major national
brands of bicycle and radio in their own right.

Truetone “Dial-O-Matic” Radio (WA 1937 Catalog)
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The best Truetone radios featured a push button tuning dial that Western Auto called the
“Dial-O-Matic” tuning system and the 1937 Western Flyer bikes were proclaimed “America’s
Finest Bicycles”.

1938 Western Auto Catalog Cover

In 1938 the 114 page Western Auto catalog dropped the claim of being a “Thrift Book”.
Its very attractive cover featured a relaxed family at a lake shore with picnic supplies and fishing
gear and only part of a car visible behind them. The company product most prominently
featured on the cover was the “Wizard” vacuum bottle, a pair of them in fact, propped against
what is termed in the catalog an “outing chest”. It also showed a fishing rod and reel and a
camera in use by the family. This cover is clearly a reflection of the country’s confidence that
the depression was behind it and of the company’s new thrust to position itself as a “family
store”, a thrust which it fully incorporated into its name in the 1950’s. The catalog included a
coupon worth from $1 to $2 depending on its use which was only good on selected nonautomotive items such as bikes, radios, electric mixers, fans, and lawn mowers. This was an
obvious effort to bring new customers into Western Auto stores and to bring in women.
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Western Auto was making a determined effort to add women to its customer base,
featuring them prominently on the cover of its catalog and in dozens of drawings in its pages.
Women are shown using paint, garden hoses, household appliances, radios, and even holding a
newly offered outboard motor.

Women Were Featured Frequently in the 1938 Western Auto Catalog

The company was also trying to take itself more upscale, to appeal to people beyond the
do-it-yourself types who worked on their own cars and to take advantage of the country’s
success at pulling out of the depression. Featured were Davis “Deluxe” whitewall tires with a
“Streamlined” design and a 24 month guarantee, several pages of highly attractive accessories
for Western Flyer and other bikes, national brand appliances from GE and Sunbeam, and pushbutton, automatic tuning Truetone radios shown in luxury settings.
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Many Products in the 1938 Western Auto Catalog Were Pitched Toward Women

Some of these efforts at expansion were more successful than others. The outboard
motor, a 1.2 hp model with a “Muncie” label led to a successful line of “Wizard” outboard
motors which continued into the 1980’s. The expanded lines of hardware, including the lighting
fixtures and plumbing supplies shown in the 1938 catalog often corresponded nicely to the lines
of merchandise already being offered by hundreds of privately owned Western Auto Associate
Stores, businesses which may have started as hardware stores before signing on with WA.

The 1938 “Muncie” Brand Outboard Motor Preceded 30 years of Wizard Motors (1938 WA Catalog)
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Hardware Store Items from the 1938 Western Auto Catalog

However another line of products introduced by the company in 1938 never really made
it. The catalog included two pages of men’s toiletries. Added to razors and blades (now
including the Gillette brand) and new “Titan” and “Schick” brand electric shavers, were ten
brands of shave cream, six brands of after shave talc and lotion, ten brands of toothpaste, four
brands of mouthwash, six brands of hair tonic and hair “dressing” and a couple of brands of
shampoo. Also included were toothbrushes, combs, and shoe polish. Many experts note that
toiletries, even those for men, are primarily purchased by women, not the men themselves.
Whatever the reason Western Auto customers seemed to prefer to purchase such toiletries
elsewhere, even though the company claimed to offer the “lowest prices in the city”. These
items often joined the playing cards, poker chips, clothes pins, and spray soda bottles offered in
the same catalog in collecting dust on store shelves until they were offered at give-away, close
out prices. Such merchandise never seemed to fit the customer’s image of Western Auto even
though the company seemed to like to roll out such items in a new attempt to attract new
customers about once every decade.
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Despite This Ad in Western Auto’s 1938 Catalog Not Many Men Bought Toiletries at WA

By the end of 1938 Western Auto was changing its advertising strategy, moving away
from the use of larger expensive catalogs to smaller, more specialized catalogs such as the 6” x
9” “Truetone Radio for 1939” brochure shown below. The full color brochure featured twenty
one radios and radio/phonographs for home and automobile and, as noted from the cover, the
emphasis was on elegance. No prices were printed in the radio catalog, allowing it to be used for
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the entire year even if prices changed, but for 1939 the costs of Truetone radios and radio phonos
ranged from about $11.95 to $99.50.

Special Catalog from Western Auto for 1939 Truetone Radios

A 32 page winter 1938 sales brochure is typical of the direction taken by the company as
it began to rely on more targeted printed advertising than the larger catalogs could offer. This
featured many of the items seen in the larger 1938 catalog but emphasized things like anti-freeze,
heaters, defrosters, tire chains, and snow tires along with items which would make good
Christmas gifts. The gift items included household appliances like mixers and toasters, bikes and
trikes and wagons and pedal cars for the kids, and Truetone radios. The catalog still pushed a
full page of toiletries said to be in the Western Auto store “Shave Shop”, “a convenient section
of our stores, where men (waited on by men) can select their shaving and other personal toilet
needs without hurry, fuss and other disturbing influences”; an obvious attempt to get men over
the fear of shopping for their own shaving and grooming supplies.
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Western Auto Was Still Pushing Toiletries in its 1938 Winter Circular

This catalog also introduced a Western Flyer “Super Air Flow” bike with a “streamline
built-in headlamp” along with “streamlined trikes, wagons, and pedal cars, all of which would be
worth hundreds of dollars each if one could be found in good condition today. “Streamlining”
was a fashion and design trend of the late 1930s inspired by the sleek styling of the DC-3 airliner
and cars of the era. Magazines of the era featured advertisements for everything from
“streamlined” fountain pens to “streamlined” shirt collars.
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It Seemed That All the Wheel Toys in Western Auto’s 1938 Winter Catalog Were “Streamlined”

Despite the unsuccessful foray into Listerine, Colgate, Vitalis, and Aqua Velva which
ended in 1939, the Western Auto revolution was going full steam by the end of the 1930’s. Don
Davis had built his company into a success story with well over a thousand stores, far surpassing
the achievements of his mentor, George Pepperdine.
George Pepperdine’s west coast version of Western Auto, which he offered several times
to recombine with Davis’ company, was finally sold to Gamble-Skogmo of Minnesota in 1939.
Gamble-Skogmo operated Gamble Auto Supply Stores in the Northwest, stores that offered
much the same mix of merchandise as Western Auto. Pepperdine’s stores became “Gambles
Western Auto”, changing all their private brand names to those of Gambles. Finally, in the mid
1950s Western Auto would buy these stores and once again combine the Davis and Pepperdine
operations.
The huge success of Western Auto of Kansas City was recognized nationally in a Fortune
Magazine article in its October 1939 issue entitled “Western Auto Supply: Merchant on the
Make”.

The Headline for the Article on Western Auto from the October, 1939 issue of Fortune Magazine
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The article likened Western Auto to the men’s equivalent of grocery store chains for
women, saying that the stores could be identified by “flaming banners exhorting you to take
advantage of bargains to which there is no end” with their “windows heaped high with spark
plugs, battery cases, fan belts, loops of garden hose” and more. Western Auto was cited as the
“biggest independent auto-supply house in the nation and the only one -- to be listed on the New
York Stock Exchange” and as having over $36 million in sales the previous year. It noted that in
1938 the company had sold over a million tires, 200,000 radios, 560,000 car batteries, 2,500,000
gallons of oil, 4 million flashlight batteries, 2 million spark plugs and over $2.5 million in
bicycles and wagons. Western Auto had increased its sales 127% since the stock market crash of
1929.
Fortune noted that most of the company’s top officers had worked their way up from the
bottom in Western Auto and were consummate merchants. It mentioned that the company
owned no factories and manufactured none of its products. It owned only its buildings, the
furniture in them, a hand-full of tire molds, and the private brand names under which about 75%
of its merchandise was sold. U. S. Rubber made Western Auto’s “Davis” brand tires, National
Battery its “Wizard” car batteries, AC its “Wizard” spark plugs, and Texas Corp (now Texaco)
its “Long-Run” brand oil. Five different companies made Western Auto’s “Truetone” radios and
many of the company’s other products were bought from a variety of vendors. Fortune noted
that Western Auto had very good relationships with all its suppliers because, unlike many large
retail chains, the company allowed its suppliers to make a fair profit.
The Fortune article included a large spread of color photos of two stores, a company
owned store in Newark, NJ and an Associate Store in the small town of Belvidere, NJ
(population 2000), and interviews their manager and owner, respectively. It notes that the
company store’s success is a product of good management, good pricing, and good customer and
employee relations, all governed by strict policies and standards set at Western Auto
headquarters in Kansas City. Meanwhile the success of the small town Associate Store
attributed to the its owner’s knowledge of the community and its people, the training and help he
has received from Western Auto, and the company’s policies that let him order as much or as
little as he needs whenever he needs it. At the conclusion of the article the forecast was made
that the company would soon have over 3000 Associate Stores and do over $100 million in sales.
Western Auto was well on track for meeting those forecasts until progress was
interrupted by the entry of the United States into World War II. By the end of 1941 the company
had over 250 company stores and over 1800 associate stores and had reached yearly sales of over
$70 million. The war would derail this progress for a time but by the middle of the century both
of the goals set in the Fortune magazine article would be easily met.
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WESTERN AUTO DISCOVERS CHRISTMAS
Prior to about 1937 there was little evidence that Western Auto had done much to take
advantage of what is now the biggest shopping season of the year for almost any merchant,
Christmas. But as the country’s economy began to surge back to full speed and as Western Auto
began to introduce a broad variety of non-automotive merchandise in its stores, the company
joined the rest of the major retailers in America in promoting itself as a great place to purchase
Christmas gifts for the entire family. With Western Flyer bikes for the kids, Wizard and major
brand small appliances for Mom, and everything from golf clubs to after-shave for Dad, why
should anyone go anywhere else to find the fight present for everyone? So it was that as the end
of the decade approached Western Auto published its first special Christmas Catalogs.

1939 Western Auto Christmas Catalog Cover

Western Auto’s 1939 Christmas circulars were billed as “Million Dollar Christmas Sales”
and by 1939 the holiday had become a major merchandising event at company and smaller town
“associate” stores. The catalog is filled with a wonderful selection of toys, bikes and other wheel
goods, small appliances, radios and record players, sporting goods, holiday decorations, and even
a section of “gifts for the car”. The company’s Christmas circulars always began with page after
page of toys and in 1939 there were 12 pages full of gifts that would delight children of every
age on Christmas morning.
The third page of the circular featured games from Bingo, to Chinese checkers, to
“Tiddledy Winks”, to a board game promoted by big screen movie cowboy star Gene Autry,
along with a shooting gallery and pin ball games.
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Page of Games from 1939 Western Auto Christmas Catalog

Games were followed by toys claimed to “build intelligence”. These included “Erector”
sets, “Lincoln Logs”, “Tinker Toys”, and classical alphabet blocks. Next came a page full of toy
trucks that would easily draw bids in the hundreds of dollars at auctions today but sold for a
couple of dollars or less in 1939. And on this same page was an “official” Lone Ranger outfit for
only 89 cents!

Toy Trucks from 1939 Western Auto Christmas Catalog
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“Zephyr” Pedal Car from the 1939 Western Auto Christmas Catalog

There were tricycles, scooters sleds, wagons, wheeled horses, Disney pull toys, and a
“Zephyr” pedal car that today would command a price 100 times its $10.45 cost in 1939.

Disney and Ride-on Toys from the 1939 Western Auto Christmas Catallog

Pages 8 and 9 featured eleven different models of Western Flyer bicycles. These
included a “Lite-Weight” bike with narrow tires, a single speed predecessor of the 3-speed
“English” bikes that became popular among older riders in the 1950s and 1960’s. The most
expensive bike, at $38.95, was the Western Flyer “Supreme” with a bright gold finish, a horn, a
tail light, and twin head lights. But the most collectible of the bicycles shown in 1939 in today’s
antique market proved to the the “Rocket” model with twin headlights built into its tank, a
“looped” rear fork design (shared with the “Supreme”), a “streamline” style cover over the front
fork and a special ornament that looked like a small winged aviator’s head mounted on the front
fender. The Rocket and Supreme and most other models of Western Flyers were made by
Murray of Ohio Manufacturing Company, the major supplier of Western Flyer bikes for many,
many years. The Western Flyer Rocket model bike in good shape will bring between $1000 and
$2000 in today’s market and the front fender ornament alone is a prized collector’s item.
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Some of the 1940 Model Western Flyer Bikes in the 1939 Western Auto Christmas Catalog

The bikes were followed in the catalog by roller skates, sets of cars, airplanes, farm
implements; a page of chemistry, electronic experiment, printing, and metal casting sets; and a
page of electric and wind up mechanical trains.

Electric and Wind Up Trains in the 1939 Western Auto Christmas Catalog
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After using half of the catalog to lure children and their parents into the local Western
Auto store, it was time to concentrate on gifts for mom and dad. There were three pages of
Truetone radios and record players ranging in price from $6.95 to $79.50 and offering easy
payments of as little as $1 a week. These included “portable” radios, briefcase sized units made
of cloth covered wood with a suitcase style handle, that could run on either household current or
a large and heavy (by today’s standards) battery.

Two Truetone Radios from the 1939 Western Auto Christmas Catalog

Following the radios came the sporting goods pages with items for virtually every type of
game played with a ball plus fishing, hunting, and camping supplies. These pages also included
a selection of watches and cameras. Two of the cameras were by AGFA, a well known maker of
film and cameras, but the most expensive camera at $9.95 featured a range of shutter speeds and
lens aperture settings and was said to be a “genuine DETROLA”, a company better known for its
record players than its cameras.

Cameras and Watches in the Western Auto 1939 Christmas Catalog
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There were two pages of small appliances including toasters, coffee pots, electric heaters,
waffle irons, electric grilles, heating pads, popcorn poppers, electric mixers, and irons, all
claimed to be ready to “delight” the woman of the family.

Gifts for Women Were Part of the 1939 Western Auto Christmas Catalog

For dad there were wallets, tobacco pouches, electric shavers, flashlights, lunch boxes,
and tool kits and those previously mentioned “gifts for the car”.

Gifts for Dad and the Family Car in the 1939 Western Auto Christmas Catalog
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The two final pages were reserved for Western Auto’s more traditional merchandise and
featured the car batteries, heaters, and anti-freeze that many people would need to get the family
car through a cold winter. And the circular’s back cover wrapped the sales event up by offering
Christmas tree lights (American made with all of 8 bulbs on a strand for 59 cents), and electric
candle wreath decoration, an electric shaver for $1.29, bathroom scales, extension cords, leather
gloves, and an assortment of low prices toys.

Decorations and Other Items on the Back Cover, 1939 WA Christmas Catalog

Notably missing from the Western Auto Christmas catalogs of the 1930s were toys
specifically made to appeal to girls; dolls, tea sets, doll houses, and the like, all items that would
make their appearance during the next decade.
While the new company emphasis on Christmas undoubtedly appealed to shoppers in all
towns and cities where Western Auto had stores, it was in the smaller town “associate” stores
that the holiday became a really major event. In many of these communities Western Auto’s
“Million Dollar Christmas Sale” event offered rural Americans their first opportunity to see such
a wide selection of toys outside of the pages of the Sears-Roebuck or Montgomery-Ward
catalogs. In the cities where the company had its own retail stores, the same or similar items
could be found in toy stores, department stores, and other downtown businesses, but in hundreds
of small towns the local Western Auto might be the only store in town to carry a real Lionel
electric train or a Gene Autry board game.
Western Auto had actually put out at least two Christmas sale circulars before 1939 but
the ’39 version was the first to have toys. The 1937 and 1937 Christmas circulars had Santa
promoting items like tires and batteries for cars and the company’s other normal products. These
included small appliances, radios, Western Flyer bikes, and pedal cars, etc. along with all kinds
of car parts. These catalogs looked pretty much like Western Auto’s other sale circulars with the
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exception of having Santa Claus on several pages and garlands of holly around a few items. It
wasn’t until 1939 that the company apparently decided that it made more sense, not to mention
more profit, to replace the brake lining sets, cylinder heads, and spindle bolt sets with toy cars
and airplanes and cowboy outfits.

Western Auto’s 1937 Christmas Circular May be the Company’s First

For better or worse, by the end of the 1930s Christmas in America was becoming an
increasingly commercial holiday and a vitally important part of every retailer’s financial year
and Western Auto was very much a part of the trend.
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PRE-WAR PROSPERITY AND NEW BRANDS
It was a new decade and America was pushing back toward full employment to the tunes
of Glenn Miller, Tommy Dorsey, and Benny Goodman coming from new Truetone portable
radios. In Europe and Asia war was raging and Americans were following the news in papers
delivered by neighborhood boys riding their Western Flyer bikes. Times were beginning to be
good again but excitement was coupled with fear that the U. S. would be drawn into one or both
“foreign wars”. The nation was trying to remain officially neutral in these international conflicts
while, at the same time, helping those countries that were considered allies. As a “neutral” party
we weren’t supposed to sell arms to any country involved in the wars, so to help Great Britain,
we developed a “Lend-Lease” program where we merely “loaned” airplanes and other
implements of war to the British. And in Asia the famous “Flying Tiger” aviator group was
made up mostly of U. S. Army pilots who were “officially” discharged from the Army and
“volunteered” to fight for the Chinese. Indeed the return to prosperity was partly being fueled by
an expanding defense industry as new factories made planes and ships and armaments for our
“allies” in these and other programs and for the build up in our own defense forces, just in case
America got sucked into active combat.
1940, as Fortune Magazine had predicted, found Western Auto “on the Make”. The
company was adding its own stores at a slow but steady rate and Associate Stores at a very rapid
pace as small town merchants wanted to get in on the action. Gone were the large, mail-out
catalogs that were meant to last for months or for the entire year. They were replaced with
smaller, more targeted sales circulars, often printed on a cheaper grade of paper. The company
began to run regular sales at different times during the year. There was the “Circle Arrow” sale
in March, the “Anniversary Sale” in late April and early May, the “Red Tag” sale in late June
and early July, and of course a Christmas Sale in December. “Coupon Sale” circulars might be
used at other times and there were “Grand Opening” sales when new stores or Associate Stores
opened for business.
Western Auto had begun to offer small appliances like toasters and mixers in the 1930s
and sales of small electrical appliances were up in Associate Stores as electricity had been
brought to rural America by New Deal projects like the TVA. It was only natural that in 1940
Western Auto started expanding into larger appliances, starting with washing machines.

New Wizard Washing Machine, 1940 Western Auto Red Tag Sale Circular
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As it had done with its toasters, irons and mixers, the company chose the “Wizard” brand
for its private lines of larger appliances. The brand, which had first appeared on Western Auto’s
car batteries some 20 years earlier and been used on everything from fishing line to baseball bats
and golf balls, seemed to suit just about any product. Wizard washing machines were to go on to
wash small town America’s clothes for the next 50 years. Washers were first offered in three
models; a “Master” and a “Standard” model electric powered Wizard and a gasoline powered
model for homes without electricity. Gas powered washers, run by a lawn mower type motor,
were offered for many years and could still be found in Western Auto catalogs of the 1970s.
A couple of other new products seen in 1940 advertising circulars were a slightly more
modern looking electric drill, this model having the handle under, instead of behind, the motor,
and “Wizard” brand hammers. The company apparently decided that the “Chrome-X-Quality”
brand name used for its top quality hand tools in the late 1930s didn’t work as well as the Wizard
brand that Western Auto seemed to like to put on much of its private label merchandise. The
Wizard label was also selected for the company’s outboard motor that had been sold under the
“Muncie” brand the previous year.

New Wizard Outboard Motor and Drill from 1940 Western Auto Red Tag Sale Circular

And in the 1940 Anniversary Sale circular a close-out sale was announced on cameras
and film as these items went the way of most of the toiletries and “shave shop” items trumpeted
in company catalogs of previous years. There were apparently also plenty of “Judge” brand
razor blades left from the Shave Shop push of the previous decade because these also went on
sale for half of their previous price.
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Camera and Film Close-Outs from 1940 Western Auto Anniversary Sale Circular

As was the case in 1939, the toys in the 1940 Christmas circular would be the envy of
any antique toy collector today. There were metal airplanes, cars, and trucks, Gilbert chemistry
sets, Erector construction sets, electric trains, wooden pull toys for tots, a large assortment of
board games, Daisy air rifles, footballs and basketballs, and lots more, all at prices which seem
incredible today. Seven different Western Flyer bikes were featured, priced from $18.45 to
$27.95 and trikes ranged from $1.25 to $8.65. Pedal cars sold for $5 and $12. New for 1940
was a couple of pages of dolls, stuffed animals, and doll related playthings aimed at little girls in
the family.

Dolls and Accessories from Western Auto 1940 Associate Store Christmas Catalog
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The dolls offered included “Baby Dimples”, “Sailor Girl”, “Gingham Girl”, “Ritzi Girl”,
and “Mary Lou”. There were dolls that drank, wetted, and said “ma-ma” and dolls with eyes that
closed when they “went to sleep”. These were the dolls of simpler times, well before television
sets hypnotized a captive audience of kids to beg for the latest Barbie or Bratz doll until mom
could stand it no longer and bought one. All had baby-like faces and figures and it was their
diapers, not their bras, that little girls could enjoy changing.
1940 prices in these circulars are amazing to us today, with car batteries from $2.55,
motor oil at 18 cents a quart, tires from $4.70, and even mouse traps for 5 cents. A new 1941
radio, the model D1015 Truetone “Coronet” radio sold for $10.95. This radio, made for Western
Auto by the Belmont Radio Co., is considered a beautiful and classic example of the
“streamline” design era today and is a much sought after antique, selling for well over $150.

Truetone Coronet Radio from the 1940 Western Auto Associate Store Christmas Circular

Advertising circulars were now prominently featuring the famous “circle arrow” Western
Auto sign which had come to identify both company and associate stores all over the nation and
one of the major annual sale events had become the “Circle Arrow Sale”. Ironically, Western
Auto failed to ever seek copyright protection for this famous symbol, perhaps because in its
advertising and store signs, the company had been remarkably inconsistent about the actual
shape of the logo. Sometimes it had a long arrow extending from the circle and sometimes it had
a short one. On some circulars it was a white arrow encircling a red enclosure while sometimes
both the arrow and the interior were red. And it even appeared as a blue arrow around a red
enclosure with white lettering. Further, sometimes the lettering in the sign, saying either
“Western Auto Stores” or “Western Auto Associate Store”, was entirely within the red
background inside the encircling arrow and at other times the lettering overlapped the arrow or
even extended beyond the arrow.
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“Company” and Associate Store versions of 1941 Circle Arrow Sales Circulars

Western Auto usually printed different versions of its sale circulars for its company stores
and the Associate Stores. Usually the “company” store circulars were a little more elaborate and
colorful than those used the associates. In later years Associate Stores could select from sale
circulars with several different levels of pricing and with unique combinations of merchandise
that better reflected their own store’s offerings. If, for example, an Associate Store chose not to
sell appliances, those might be left out of that store’s sale circular. The company operated stores
were expected to sell everything that Western Auto offered.

Is it “Davis” or “Western” Brand Poli-wax? [From 1940 Red Tag Sale Circular]

In the early 1940s Western Auto seemed to be struggling with how to best use its private
brand names, shifting them around among its merchandise for no apparent reason while creating
new names. “Davis” auto polishes and waxes became “Western” branded, while the polishing
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cloths were labeled with the “Wizard” brand. One ad (above) in the 1940 Red Tag Sale circular
lists a car wax combination deal for “Davis” Poli-wax car polish while it shows “Western” Poliwax. Some low priced golf balls were branded “Western Flyer”, the company’s bike brand, and
there were “Wizard” baseball bats. “Westline” was introduced as a private brand for Western
Auto’s lawn mowers and later was used as a brand on lower priced hand tools. The “Pla-mor”
brand which had previously been used on a low price line of radios suddenly appeared on
children’s wagons.

Westline Brand Lawn Mower and Western Flyer Brand Golf Balls from the 1941 32nd Anniversary Sale Circular

There were “Wizard” electric fans, outboard motors, baseball bats, car batteries, spark
plugs and auto ignition parts, fan belts, electric irons, piston rings, and radio tubes. There were
socket sets, hammers, wrenches, and screw drivers with the “Chrome-X” label and most paints
were branded “Wescote”. Oils and grease for cars came in the “Good Penn” and “Long Run”
brands and the name “Wearwell” was used on cheaper grades of tires and motor oil. The
“Davis” name still appeared on a couple of car cleaners and waxes but the “Western” brand was
replacing it and the earlier “Western Wonder” labels on many products ranging from penetrating
oil to car wax to “thermic” jugs. A new “Stop Rite” label was appearing on Western Auto brake
fluid and for the first time the “Revelation” brand was introduced on a roll of fishing line. In
many cases this shift in private branding would carry the company’s merchandise through the
next 30 years.
It would be interesting to know what type of market research, if any, was used to develop
these private brand names and to assess their effectiveness. While “name brands” or labels
associated directly with the company that developed, manufactured, and marketed a particular
product, are directly tied to that company’s reputation and success, private brands owned by
nationwide merchandisers like Sears-Roebuck and Western Auto in the 1940’s were just labels
placed on things made and developed (perhaps to the merchandiser’s specifications) by other
companies. Western Auto put the “Truetone” name on all of its radios even though they might
come from any of a half dozen manufacturers, just as Sears did with its “Silvertone” brand.
“Truetone” was a brand name obviously chosen to send a message about a particular
product, that the sound produced by a radio or record player from Western Auto was true to its
source. “Western Flyer” presented an image of speed and excitement for bicycle riders. These
were successful brand names for Western Auto for over fifty years. “Davis”, on the other hand,
carried no built in message related to the tires into which it was molded or about the auto wax
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sold under that name for a few short years. Earlier WA catalog shoppers probably knew that
Don Davis was the company president because of his message at the front of all the catalogs for
some 20 years, and they may have inferred some assurance of quality in a tire named after the
company CEO. It is, however, doubtful that customers entering the market after the mid 1930’s
had any idea where the “Davis” label came from, other than that it was Western Auto’s private
brand of tires.
Western Auto’s first brand name, “Western Giant”, used on spark plugs and then on tires,
disappeared when Davis put his name on the tires, and the “Wizard” brand was expanded from
batteries to plugs. Some of the other brand names seemed to evolve; the “Wonder Worker” label
of the 1910s became “Western Wonder” in the 20’s and simply “Western’s” in the 40’s.
Apparently if a brand seemed to work on one product, Western Auto often decided to try
it on another. Hence, it seems that the “Wizard” label worked its way around the store shelves
from batteries to spark plugs and tools and appliances and sporting goods at one time or another.
Apparently Western Auto found that the “Wizard” label had a positive image with customers and
the name itself does seem to imply some special quality in the product.
Why did the company choose to put the “Davis” label on its car waxes and polishes and
then take it off within a couple of years? Were the products poor sellers? Were they poorly
performing products? Did customers have difficulty equating the brand name with both tires and
polishes? Perhaps Don Davis himself decided that his name was not appropriate for car
chemicals. For whatever reason, the brand had a very short lifetime on car polish and wax.
There is little evidence that WA or any other companies of this era used the sophisticated
surveying and focus group studies that today’s manufacturers and distributors use to label and
market their goods. Such decisions were, in all likelihood, made by company executives based
on their experience and personal preference and retention of those brands probably depended on
company sales data.
One private brand that Western Auto did stick with was the brand that most people today
still relate to the company, “Western Flyer”. And in the late 1930s and early 1940s new models
of Western Flyer were introduced virtually every year.

From the 1941 Western Auto 32nd Anniversary Sale Circular
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New for 1941 were bike models with a unique “Shockmaster” “knee-action” front spring
fork that was supposed to smooth out the road or path. Shown in the inset graphic of the figure
above, this small spring on an offset shaft did not appear hefty enough to take the shock out of
many bumps in the road. It is certainly different from bicycle front forks with spring action seen
on some bikes today and like other models of classic Western Flyers, one of these in good
condition will easily sell for hundreds of dollars in on-line auctions today.
Western Auto actually was engaged in rather extensive marketing and advertising
research in the 1930s and 40s. New products and brands were often introduced in trial markets
and their sales success studied before they were offered through all the company’s stores. In the
Kansas City headquarters thorough plans for selling products and for displaying merchandise
were developed for use by all company stores and as suggestions for all associate stores. Store
managers and owners were told how to plan for upcoming sales and were given information on
presenting and advertising the sale merchandise, and records from company stores gave quick
feedback on the levels of success of these plans. A typical sales planning guide is shown below.

Western Auto’s June 1942 Selling Plan Booklet for its Store Managers

The man on the right in the “Selling Plans” brochure cover above is my father, Jim
Marchman, the man who started with Western Auto as a mechanic in its Lexington, KY
company store in 1935. Since that start he had rescued a couple of Associate Stores from failure
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and had helped open dozens of new Associate Stores as a company wholesale “representative” in
its new Greensboro, NC Division. He was then called to Western Auto headquarters in Kansas
City to work in advertising and was charged with selling its new line of major appliances to
associate store owners. One reason for Western Auto’s success was its use of people like my
dad, who had worked their way up from the bottom and had “front line” experience in both its
company and associate stores, to plan its nationwide sales and advertising promotions.
In addition to expanding into new lines of merchandise and repositioning many of its
private label brands Western Auto was experimenting in changes in the style of its advertising
circulars. The circulars for the company’s own retail stores were now printed in what is now
called a “landscape” layout rather than the “portrait” format used in almost all Western Auto
advertising for the previous 32 years. By the end of the 1940s most Western Auto circulars
would be printed in an 8” x 10” size in a “landscape” layout.

Western Auto 32nd Anniversary Sale Circular

As 1941 wound toward a close Western Auto was prospering and preparing for its
biggest Christmas season ever, even as the nation was preparing for a war that it hoped to avoid.
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Western Auto’s Company Letterhead from the 1940s
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WESTERN AUTO GOES TO WAR
On the morning of December 7, 1941 Pearl Harbor was attacked by the Japanese and the
United States finally officially entered World War II and life changed drastically for all
Americans.
Prior to December 7 it was becoming increasingly obvious that the country would
eventually be drawn into the worldwide conflict. The nation’s young men were already being
called into military service. The December 1941 issue of “Western Auto News & Views”, the
company’s employee magazine, begins with a “Seasons Greetings” message from its editors
which gives a feel for the uncertainty of the times:
“Particularly do we wish happiness to those who formerly worked with us and who have already
been called away to help defend American homes and American industries. May Christmas
bring everyone joy! The joy of giving gifts -- the joy of hearing excited laughter of happy
children -- the joy of remembering wise men who followed the beam of a star to find the
birthplace of a Savior. And in the New Year, may you find happiness in the constructive work
you do to help America follow the beam of her ideals to the birth of a world of peace and
freedom for all.”

December 1941 Western Auto Employee Newsmagazine
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The December 1941 Western Auto employee magazine, published before the December 7
Japanese attack, accurately reflects both the joys and fears of the nation. Articles in the
publication offer an interesting combination of party spirits and elation over rapidly escalating
company success, along with news of employees who had been drafted into military service and
information about dealing with federal taxes which had been increased to fund war preparedness.
Opening articles speak of “Quota-Buster” company stores, new record sales, and a “Party
Season in Full Swing”. Sales in 1941 had already exceeded $71 million, over $8 million above
1940’s results and well over the entire sales for Western Auto’s first 20 years of existence. The
company now operated in 36 states with 256 company owned stores and 1,867 associate stores.
A major reorganization had been completed to effectively manage this rapidly growing success
story. Operations were split into 3 regions with 14 divisions and with division warehouses
located in Dallas, TX, Houston, TX, New Orleans, LA, Memphis TN, Atlanta, GA, Greensboro,
NC, Kansas City, MO, Dubuque, IA, St. Louis, MO, Cincinnati, OH, Detroit, MI, Cleveland,
OH, Baltimore, MD, and Springfield, MA.
Don Davis, who bought the Kansas City company from George Pepperdine in 1916, was
still Chairman of the Board and W. W. Humphries was company President. Among the large
group of Western Auto “field” executives, home office executives, and department heads who
were in a photo from the December 1, 1941 company planning conference was Jim Marchman,
the young man who had started at the company as a store mechanic and tire installer in
Lexington, VA only 6 years earlier. Also in the photo was J. Clemon Wilson, the newly
appointed manager of the Greensboro Division who would bring Jim to North Carolina a decade
later.
The article on the planning conference notes that: “confidence was expressed the the
company would be able to continue in general along the same lines as it has in the past, despite
the present uncertain conditions”, a prediction that would be blown out of the water by the
Japanese attack a few days after it was made.

Headline from Dec. 1941 Western Auto News and Views Article on New 1941 Federal Tax Rates

More indicative of things to come were the short articles on the former Western Auto
employees who were now in service and the two pages devoted to new federal income tax rates.
Two charts showed how employees could compute their 1941 taxes (which had to be paid by
March 15, 1942) and how to plan in advance for 1942 taxes. There was no tax withholding in
those days but one could purchase “tax savings notes” from the U. S. Treasury as a way to pay
taxes in advance.
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Federal Tax Table from December 1941Western Auto News and Views

There were several short articles about former Western Auto employees who had enlisted
or been drafted into military service. Included among these was a note about the death of Pvt.
Timothy Nolan who had worked at the company’s Cincinnati warehouse for 18 months before he
enlisted to serve with the Army’s 10th Infantry in Iceland.

Headline from Article on WA Employees in Service, from Dec. 1941 Western Auto News and Views

War brought drastic changes in lifestyle to all Americans and American businesses often
had to struggle to survive. With the war came rationing of many things, including tires and
gasoline which inevitably hurt any business based on the automobile. The production of new
automobiles ceased and the tires that were available came from government allocated “pooled”
supplies. Many manufacturers who supplied private brand products like Western Auto’s
Truetone radios converted entirely to the production of military equipment. Businesses, large
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and small, bought merchandise from any source they could find and shifted to new product lines
to try to replace income lost when their regular stocks were no longer available.

Statement on Tire Rationing in 1942 Western Auto Christmas Catalog

Western Auto’s Christmas sales circulars during the war years illustrate many of the
changes forced on the company from 1942 - 1945. The 1942 Christmas catalog is prefaced with
this statement:
Christmas in this year of war will be a different holiday from the Christmas we have
known in the past. Yet it can still be celebrated in a manner that is cheerful and truly American.
Many holiday items that we’ve always taken for granted are no longer available. Others
are scarce, or have been replaced by substitutes.
Still there are hundreds of attractive gifts available, as this catalog will show. You’ll find
many new lines of practical, every-day merchandise .... all of which make sensible, useful gifts.
So far as could be determined at the time this catalog was printed, we were assured of
adequate stocks of all items shown. However, under present war conditions, last-minute
cancellations or substitutions may occur, over which we have no control.
There is one thing war has NOT changed in your Western Auto Store and that is
Guaranteed Quality at money saving prices. Make your Western Auto store your Christmas
headquarters with full confidence of “Satisfaction or Money Back”.
In the 1942 Christmas catalog there were still some metal toys such as airplanes and
trucks but the emphasis was on wood or plastic products. Notably absent were Western Flyer
bicycles, one of Western Auto’s top selling brands. The only children’s “wheel goods” were a
scooter made entirely of wood and a wood wagon. A child’s wheelbarrow did promise a sheet-
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steel box and all steel doll-sized kitchen appliances were pictured. Dolls were still plentiful and
there were lots of board games including ones entitled “Bomb the Jap” and “Battle Checkers”.
There were sporting goods like baseballs, footballs, basketballs and gloves, tennis rackets, and
ice skates, but electric trains, trikes, pedal cars, metal wagons were noticeably absent from the
circular’s pages.

1942 Western Auto Christmas Circular with Soldier and War Bond Stamps Ad on Cover

War Related Toys in the 1942 Western Auto Christmas Circular
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Before the war Western Auto had started selling its Wizard line of appliances, everything
from irons and toasters to washing machines, but the 1942 catalog offered only an electric mixer,
a waffle iron and a coffee maker, presumably from stock purchased prior to the conflict. Tools
were also absent, not only the new Wizard electric drills offered only a year before but even
ordinary wrenches and screwdrivers were unlisted, presumably because supplies had dried up
due to lack of metal.
While the catalog still offered “Truetone” automobile radios the few other radios listed
were branded “Air King” and “Majestic” and the only guarantee offered on the tires was that
they were from “first-line” molds and came from government pools.
To try to replace some of the sales lost from merchandise that was no longer available
Western Auto, like other businesses of the day, tried to branch out into new lines. The company
had tried expanding into mens toiletries, cameras, electric shavers, alarm clocks and many other
items during the 1930’s and none of these had proven very successful. The company’s big
success stories had been in radios, bicycles, and appliances, but these were now almost
impossible to get. The only things left were food and clothing and the company chose to try
clothes.

Western Auto Becomes a Clothing Store, 1942 Christmas Circular

Western Auto had sold hunting clothes in the past so selling other such items didn’t seem
too far a stretch. The 1942 Christmas catalog shows four of its twenty-four pages, one-sixth of
the circular, filled with leather and poplin coats and jackets, wool sweaters, socks, shirts, leather
gloves, billfolds, pants and even ties. “West-craft” ties sold for 49 to 95 cents, a flannel shirt
went for $1.19, a “luxurious” pullover wool sweater went for $2.98, and a “Deluxe Aviator”
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leather coat sold at $15.95. The socks sold for 25 cents a pair or four for 89 cents and if you
bought a set of four and “all four pairs” wore out in four months you got four new pairs free!

Western Auto for Socks and Sweaters, Christmas Circular, 1942

West-Craft Ties from 1942 Western Auto Christmas Circular
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The catalog also featured two pages of luggage, ranging from an 18 inch overnight case
made of canvas and fiberboard with leather bindings at $3.98 to a “genuine Sun-Tan Buffed
Cowhide” “West-Craft” three-suiter with plaid lining for $19.50. The Westcraft brand had
previously been and would later be used for lawn mowers and tools.

Luggage from Western Auto 1942 Associate Store Christmas Circular

It takes a lot of ties and socks to make up for the sale of a washing machine or a bike or a
tire and Western Auto’s wartime sales showed the result. From over $71 million in 1941 sales
dropped to just over $56 million in 1942 and to $46 million and $47 million in 1943 and 1944.
Metal toys had entirely disappeared from the catalog by Christmas of 1943. Wagons,
trikes and scooters were all made of wood and toy cars and trucks were made of wood and
fiberboard. One set of toy trucks, called “Mystic Motors” were made to be assembled by the
buyer from “lithographed cardboard”
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Wood Wagons, Trikes, and Scooters from Western Auto 1943 Christmas Circular

Wood and Cardboard Cars and Trucks from 1943 Western Auto Christmas Circular
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More Wood Toys from Western Auto’s 1943 Christmas Circular

There were no more small appliance gifts shown for Mom but the catalog nonetheless
claimed to have “Just what I wanted ... Fire King” glass oven and refrigerator and serving dishes
and containers.

Fire King Glassware from the 1943 Western Auto Christmas Circular
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Nothing illustrates the impact of wartime restrictions like the inside back cover of this
sales circular. Western Auto must have bought a large supply of Truetone car radios before the
war because they still were listed in the 1943 Christmas catalog even though all other radios had
disappeared. For the family car or “junior’s bike” you could purchase a “God Bless America”
reflectorized, bolt on, “slogan plate” that the catalog proclaimed would “really show your
patriotism this ‘Victory Christmas’”. The few items on this page were the entire listing of
automotive products in this Western Auto sales circular. This was amazing for a company
whose history was built on supplying anything and everything needed for the automobile. For
Christmas of 1942 Western Auto had to resort to selling clothing and wood toys to stay in
business!

The Only “Auto” Items Shown in the 1943 Christmas Western Auto Circular

During the war many Western Auto employees served their country in the armed
services. This included Jim Marchman who left company headquarters in Kansas City to join the
Army Air Force in 1942. Jim had been a pilot since he was a teenager in Kentucky in the 1920’s
and he and his wife had joined the Civil Air Patrol in Kansas City in 1941. Although he wanted
to be a pilot in the Army Air Force he was assigned to the B-29s of the 20th Air Force as an
Intelligence Officer, serving in India, China, and the Pacific before returning to work for
Western Auto after the war.
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There were also changes in the company leadership due to the death of Western Auto
President Warren Humphrey in 1942. Lester Hutchings, who had joined the company in 1928 as
its comptroller, was selected as Humphrey’s replacement while Don Davis continued as CEO.
With the end of World War II in 1945, Western Auto was ready to once again sell the
products that had made it “a company on the make” and to resume its climb to greatness.
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A POST WAR BOOM
The end of World War II brought millions of Americans back home, ready to resume or
begin careers and families. There was pent-up demand for everything. New cars had not been
produced for four years and old ones needed batteries and tires and lots of repair and replacement
parts. Men, who were returning to factories and farms, needed tools and wanted sporting goods
and radios and record players. Women, who may have worked in defense factories or on farms
in jobs once held by men, were returning home to raise families and wanted new appliances such
as refrigerators and washing machines and stoves. And kids who had not been able to get new
bikes for Christmas for four years wanted a new Western Flyer.
Western Auto, having had expansion plans on hold since late 1941, was ready to go. The
company’s 1945 Christmas catalog announced that “Metal Toys Are Back Again” and opened its
pages to “all steel” trucks, planes, jeeps, and tractors. Truetone radios and record players were
back in stock along with many small appliances. The catalog proclaimed that “Now We Can Get
That Train”, showing electric trains for the first time since 1941 and once again there were all
metal toy stoves and washing machines for little girls.

Metal Toys and Truetone Radios Were Available Again in the1945 Western Auto Christmas Catalog
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The boom began in earnest in 1946 when tires and appliances and radios were back in
production. The demand was so great that Western Auto stores often had raffles to determine
who would be able to purchase a new Wizard refrigerator or washing machine when a new
shipment came in. The company planned to meet demands with an ambitious expansion plan.
Western Auto President Lester Hutchings announced plans to more than double the size of the
company over the next 5 years. The war had led to some shrinkage in the number of stores and
in income and in 1945 WA of Kansas City had 235 company owned retail outlets and 1515
Associate Stores and had a total of about 4500 company employees
1946 brought aggressive efforts to hire 2000 more people in the next year and 20,000
more by 1951. These would be needed to fill the company’s requirements for sales people in its
planned expansion to 500 company owned stores and to serve the needs of those retail outlets
and the wholesale operation that was to expand to 4000 Associate Stores. Most of the 2000
employees to be immediately hired were expected to be former employees returning from
military service with the rest being new hires. Among the many returning employees was Jim
Marchman who brought his wife and two year old son from her parents home in Kentucky where
they had spent the time he was away to live in the village of Olathe, KS from which he
commuted to his job at Western Auto’s Kansas City headquarters.
A Western Auto Supply Company recruiting brochure promised the new employees
virtually unlimited opportunity in a bright future with a company that had never failed to pay a
stockholder dividend, even during the depths of the Great Depression. It promised work in a
“democratic atmosphere” where everyone from the President down was on a first name and nickname basis and where everyone was free to express his opinions and have them honored by the
company. It assured prospective employees that “in addition to splendid working conditions”
they would have a paid annual vacation, group life, health, accident, and hospitalization
insurance, and liberal discounts on company merchandise. Periodic reviews for merit
promotions were also guaranteed.

Western Auto Recruiting Brochure from 1946
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The 1946 recruiting brochure showed that Western Auto had added a 15th divisional
warehouse since 1941, this one located in Wichita, KS and planned to open a new warehouse in
Montreal, Canada. There were apparently plans to begin operations, either company stores or
Associate Stores, in Canada because the brochure spoke of serving a territory “from the Gulf to
Hudson’s Bay. For some reason the plans to extend into another country failed to materialize.
There is no mention in any of several Western Auto company authored history articles of the
apparently aborted Canadian venture.

The First Issue of the Western Auto Circle Arrow Retailer Magazine, September 1946

September 1946 saw the launch of Western Auto’s new company employee magazine,
the “Circle Arrow Retailer”. Volume I, No.I was labeled the “Expansion Issue” and its first
short article was a memo from company president Lester Hutchings telling all employees that
their job was now to make the company grow. This was followed by an article on what was
termed a “Vast Expansion Program” that outlined ambitious plans to expand into Canada,
Mexico and Cuba and to open new “Super Stores” in selected big cities. It noted that all the
legal requirements in those three countries had been met but said the go ahead depended on
finding the right buildings and real estate.
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Expansion Article from September 1946 Circle Arrow Retailer

The article noted that Western Auto was expanding as fast as it could, given the still
existing shortage of merchandise and store fixtures. One new warehouse had just opened in
Baltimore and another would be opened in Wichita, Kansas by the end of the year.
The new “Super Stores” were also featured in a separate article. Western Auto Super
Stores had been opened in Houston, St. Louis, and Memphis and these stores had been mobbed
during their grand opening celebrations with security guards needed to regulate the flow into the
store. 10,000 customers had shopped in the Houston Super Store in its first two days of business.
The buying public was starved for hard goods like appliances and tires, items that had been
impossible to get during the war. Washing machines and tires sold almost as fast as the salesmen
could ring them up. In the opening of the Memphis Super Store Western Auto Vice President P.
E. Conner manned a cash register for the first two days of the opening where the entire stock of
Wizard outboard motors, washing machines, and electric motors sold out in less than two hours.

Western Auto Super Stores Shown in the Sept. 1946 Circle Arrow Retailer

These stores were three times the size of previous company owned stores with larger
parking lots and more auto service bays. The St. Louis and Houston stores had balcony levels
and were laid out much like department stores.
Major appliances were hot items immediately after the war and the Circle Arrow Retailer
told of an experiment at the company’s Joplin, Missouri store to give customers a fair chance at
buying one when a new shipment arrived. The 35 new Wizard refrigerators (in two sizes, 7.9
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and 9.9 cubic feet, less than half the size of most refrigerators today) would be sold to the
winners of a raffle. Customers registered and a drawing was held to see who would win, not a
refrigerator, but the right to buy a new refrigerator! 400 people entered the drawing.
Another new move by Western Auto was national radio advertising on the NBC Radio
network. The Circle Arrow Show was on NBC every Sunday Morning and surveys showed that
the show reached 2.5 million listeners.
The new employee magazine also introduced a Western Auto private brand, “VitaPower” motor oil. During WWII the oil industry had developed for the military a “detergent”
type motor oil that both cleaned and lubricated engines. Far better than older, non-detergent
motor oils like those sold before the war, detergent oils would come to dominate motor oil sales
by the end of the next decade. With the introduction of its new Vita-Power brand as its premium
line of motor oil, Western Auto quickly phased out long time brands “Long-Run” and “Good
Penn” motor oils. The Wearwell brand was maintained for use on the company’s non-detergent
line of oil.

Western Auto Introduces VitaPower Detergent Motor Oil, from the Sept. 1946 Circle Arrow Retailer

One feature of the new company magazine was a multi-page article on personnel changes
and activities in the company. Among those mentioned in this first edition of the Circle Arrow
Retailer was Jim Marchman, now returned from service in the Army Air Force, and replacing
Weaver Welch as head of Retail Sales Promotion for Western Auto. This is part of what made
Western Auto a great company to work for. Here was a person who had worked his way from
the lowest position in one of the company’s retail stores to become head of the entire company’s
Retail Sales Promotion activities at company headquarters in only ten years, and that included 3
years of absence in military service. Anyone who started work at Western Auto knew that he or
she had unlimited opportunity for advancement and that the hard work they did would definitely
pay off. The company was loyal to its employees and this made the employees loyal to Western
Auto.
The Circle Arrow Retailer was published in two versions, one for company employees
and the other for Associate Store owners and their employees. In the associate store edition the
company news section was replaced with a section featuring news of associate stores and their
owners and employees. Much like the “society” columns of small town newspapers, these
articles told of job promotions, births, deaths, weddings, and the like among those in the Western
Auto “family”. The publications informed the associate store dealers and WA employees of
company news, new products, new sales techniques and profit opportunities and continually
reminded them that they were an integral part of a hugely successful national corporation that put
high value on the work they did as individuals.
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January 1947 Circle Arrow Retailer

The January 1947 issue of the “Retailer” told how Western Auto had set a company
earnings quota for 1946 of $100 million, almost twice the $58 million of 1945 and almost 50 %
above the previous company record of $71 million in pre-war 1941. The goal was surpassed as
company accountants declared that the target was met between 10 and 11 am on Friday, the
thirteenth, in December. The year ended with a sales record of $107,619,000. The anticipated
boom was underway! The same year saw the start of a company profit sharing plan and
retirement program. This was the fifth issue of the new magazine and it included numerous
letters to the editor praising the publication, an article on operations at the Memphis warehouse,
a human interest article about a cat named Susie that lived in the Cleveland warehouse, a
question and answer based explanation of the company’s new profit sharing and retirement
program, a story about the success of the company’s first Associate Store, ads and information
about paint spray guns, piston ring sets, garden seeders, car vanity mirrors, vacuum cleaners,
leather jackets, fishing lures, power grinders, and fan belts. With these were pages of rather
corny jokes, of recipes, and of news of employees at the company’s warehouses and
headquarters.
The Circle Arrow Retailer was published in one form or another for almost 54 years, until
its elimination after the company’s takeover by Advance Auto. Its name changed with the times
from Circle Arrow Retailer, to the Western Auto Retailer, to Western Auto Today, to the
Associate Planning Guide. It was an interesting and valuable resource to the company and to the
Associate Store owner, keeping him or her informed on new company products and market
trends and telling of news from Associate Stores around the country. The magazine offered an
excellent way to let its Associate dealers know what kind of products and sales techniques had
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worked at other Associate Stores, inspiring them to offer a wider range of Western Auto
merchandise and programs in their own stores. Many issues were filled with news of dealer
anniversaries, store, and family events and with photos of store sales displays and of owners
receiving service and sales recognition. For half a century this magazine helped foster Associate
Store dealer satisfaction at being part of a nationwide Western Auto family and inspired pride in
the Western Auto products they were selling.
An important part of Western Auto’s expansion plan was the desire to more than double
the number of its Associate Stores. These were the stores that brought the company to small
town America and they are the legacy that is best remembered today. And in the thousands of
servicemen returning home eager to pursue their own dreams of success, Western Auto saw the
opportunity to expand into every town and village in the country.
The company’s first job was to rebuild its existing Associate Store network. Over 300 of
the Associate Stores had closed during World War II. They had closed for several reasons; some
because the store owner or his key employees had been drafted, and some because they simply
couldn’t survive by selling clothing instead of tires and washing machines. One of these stores
was the first Associate Store opened by Western Auto. The owner of the Fredonia, KS store
closed his business when he entered the Army in W.W.II but came back to reopen it after his
discharge from service.

1947 Western Auto Booklet for Prospective Associate Dealers

By 1947 there were again more than 1800 Associate Stores in small towns across the
country east of the Rockies, but this was some 2200 short of Western Auto’s five year goal. So
the company published a large and lavishly illustrated recruiting brochure in 1947 entitled “A
Tested Plan for a Profitable Business”. While the booklet appealed to people who already owned
a business such as a hardware store, encouraging them to convert it to a Western Auto Associate
Store, its primary aim was to attract the interest of everyone who had dreams of self employment
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and business success. Its first line read; “to have a business of your own is a natural American
desire”. It offered a business success plan that had been “tested by 1800 dealers” since 1935 and
which “offers you financial independence and security”. Western Auto offered the aspiring
businessman “tested” sales methods, “tested” merchandise displays, “tested” bookkeeping
systems, “tested” stock control systems, and “tested” time payment plans, all with the backing of
a company that had over $100 million in sales the previous year, a company that called itself “A
National Institution” on the labels of many of its products.

From the Western Auto 1947 Dealer Recruiting Booklet
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Western Auto promised new store owners help in selecting a store location, planning,
choosing merchandise, sales and management training, assistance with the store opening, and
regular visits from a wholesale sales representative of the company. These “representatives”
were trained to help associate store owners make the best of their business because, after all,
their success meant sales for Western Auto Supply Company. They also were the company’s
salesmen, tasked with encouraging store owners to carry as many of Western Auto’s product
lines as possible. And Western Auto promised its associate store owners more than 10,000 items
to sell in their stores, including everything for the automobile but gasoline, tools of all kinds,
lawn and garden tools, outboard motors, hunting supplies, radios, bikes and wheel toys, men’s
hunting and work clothing, refrigerators, washing machines, stoves, small kitchen appliances,
paint and painting supply, luggage, toys and games, outdoor furniture, and hundreds of other
product lines. Western Auto also supported their dealers by guaranteeing all their merchandise
and by national and local advertising.
The company’s nationwide Sunday morning radio show, the “Circle Arrow Show”, on
NBC, and its national magazine advertising were parts of Western Auto’s aggressive campaign
to increase consumer awareness and acceptance of its merchandise brands. Western Flyer,
Truetone, Wizard, Davis, Westcraft and other company private brands were being advertised
around the country, familiarizing potential customers with every new Associate Store’s
offerings. Such advertising was a big boost to the local store owner and it helped Western Auto
encourage the independent owner to carry the company’s full line of merchandise.

From the Western Auto 1947 Dealer Recruiting Booklet
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One of the advantages of Western Auto’s associate plan which differed from most
franchise operations was the lack of any requirement to carry specific merchandise lines or order
products in bulk quantity. If a dealer wanted to carry tires but not washing machines he could do
so. If he only needed three size D flashlight batteries or only one of a specific type of
screwdriver, that’s all he had to order. On the other hand, when Western Auto advertised a new
Wizard washing machine in Life magazine it obviously placed pressure on all its associate store
dealers to stock that item.
When the dealer recruiting brochure was published it told the prospective store owner
that success could be his for an investment of between $3,500 and $10,000. It made clear that
Western Auto would not finance any of the startup investment, stating that “the most successful
operation is the one in which the owner invests his own money in a store he personally operates”.
Store owners had to be approved by the Division Office and then by the General Office in
Kansas City. Care was taken to make sure that any Associate Store that opened had a high
chance of success.
The Associate Store plan was unique in that it was not really a “franchise”. The dealer
paid no franchise fee and was not required to buy any specific amount of merchandise. But
Western Auto was thorough in its work with new owners to make sure they were well trained
and that they used company proven merchandising methods and company approved floor plans
for the display of products. And the work paid off in establishing Western Auto Associate Stores
in small towns all over the country. Expansion of the Associate Store network was not as rapid
as the company had hoped, and it fell well short of its goal of 4000 stores by the end of 1951, but
some 1000 new “home owned” Western Auto stores were born during this era and most of them
succeeded.
In 1947 the company did over $121 million in business. Don Davis finally stepped down
as CEO after over 30 years at the helm and was replaced by company president Lester
Hutchings. Paul. E. Connor, the man who had operated the cash register at the grand opening of
the Memphis Western Auto Super Store, became President of Western Auto of Kansas City.
One of the company’s strengths was its policy of promotion from within, with company officers
who had started out as stock boys and who had worked their way through store and warehouse
management and learned all aspects of the business. Connor had started with Western Auto in
1920.

Wizard Outboard Motors from 1947 Western Auto Christmas Circular
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In addition to expanding its network of dealers and company stores Western Auto also
continued to expand its product lines. It had started to get into “major” household appliances
just before the outbreak of World War II and this continued with the addition of Wizard
refrigerators and stoves. The company had also experimented with selling outboard motors
before the war and in 1947 it offered a full line of Wizard outboard motors, excellent performers
made by a then small company that would grow to make a name for itself with its own Mercury
brand of motors. These received heavy national advertising with endorsements from the creator
of the “Mark Trail” newspaper comic strip, a popular series that featured a rugged outdoor
sportsman.
The first Truetone brand televisions were offered to the public in 1947 but since
television broadcasting stations existed in only a hand-full of larger cities, they were not
advertised in the company’s nationwide sales fliers. Televisions at the time were large boxes
with small screens offering a sometimes hazy black and white picture with a nine to ten inch
diagonal measurement. Television had been developed in the 1920s and in the 1930s an
experimental station was broadcasting in New York City for a couple of hours a day, but it was
more of a curiosity for the rich than a reality. During the war, the rapid development of radar
and radio signal technology had resulted in numerous advances in television broadcast and
reception capability and TV was poised to take the nation by storm in the next decade. Western
Auto was ready for the television revolution with Truetone TVs.

Jim Marchman (right) Examines New 1947 Truetone Television

The 1947 and 1948 Christmas catalogs were larger than ever, with 48 colorful pages of
gifts for the whole family. Forty of the forty-eight pages in the 1947 catalog were devoted to
children’s toys, bikes, and sporting goods with the rest of the space given to Truetone radios and
record players, small appliances for Mom, and fishing and hunting gear and outboard motors for
Dad. Interestingly for an “auto” supply company, there was no space left for anything to do with
the family car.
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1947 Western Auto Christmas Catalog Cover

Western Auto was now offering Truetone radios with FM reception even though there
were few such broadcasting stations to be found in most of the country. FM, or “frequency
modulated” radio signal broadcasts used some of the same technology as television for
transmission of signals that were virtually free of the static that was common with conventional
AM or “amplitude modulated” signals that had dominated the airwaves since the inception of
radio. It was also capable of transmitting a true high-fidelity signal, offering sound quality that
far surpassed that of the AM broadcast because of its capability of presenting the full range of
audible sound frequencies. On the other hand FM was limited to “line of sight” transmission and
much more limited in range than AM and it was subject to signal “drift” that often made the
station broadcast seem to fade in and out. Eventually, “automatic frequency control” technology
eliminated the drift problem and as AM station broadcasts became more and more cluttered with
commercial interruptions, the clear sound of FM stations with fewer breaks for advertisements
attracted an increased interest in FM receivers. The addition of “stereo” FM broadcast capability
in the 1960s finally resulted in the dominance of FM radio.

1948 Truetones Introduce “FM”, 1947 WA Christmas Circular
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While today we are accustomed to buying radios with two “bands”, AM and FM, in the
1940s many of the more expensive radios, particularly floor or “console” models, featured AM
and “short wave” bands. Because of the ability of short wave radio signals to bounce off of the
upper layers of the atmosphere, signals broadcast on these frequencies often could be heard
around the world. And, although short wave signals were subject to drift and fading in and out,
they offered Americans a way to listen to music from Spain, the news from England, and Sports
from Brazil. Interest in receiving short wave broadcasts faded in the late 1940s and early 1950s
as American radio and television networks expanded their news coverage to events from around
the globe, replacing the need for all but the hardiest short wave radio fans to receive these
frequencies.

1948 Western Auto Christmas Catalog Cover

The 1948 Christmas circular, like its 1947 predecessor, was filled with toys that are
highly collectable today. Wind up tin toys and metal toy cars, trucks, and airplanes that sold for
a couple of dollars then would bring a couple of hundred dollars today if found in good shape.
Most of these, however, were playtime favorites of the children who received them for Christmas
and didn’t survive years of hard play. A few of the Western Flyer bikes of that era, such as the
one shown below, are highly prized collectors items today, selling for hundreds of dollars or
more. And the “pursuit plane” pedal car from the 1947 catalog would bring thousands of dollars
if found in good shape.

Airplane Pedal Car from 1947 WA Christmas Catalog
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Top of the Line Western Flyer Bike from 1948 Western Auto Christmas Circular

Even the bubble lights from the decorations page of the 1948 catalog have become highly
collectable and modern day copies have made their way into the seasonal market

“Bubble” Christmas Tree Lights from the Western Auto 1948 Christmas Catalog
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A first time item offered in the 1948 Christmas circular was a Western Flyer motor
scooter purportedly capable of going 100 miles on a gallon of gas. No top speed is mentioned,
but for $154.50 the buyer could get a motor bike that was said to be “rugged, low-slung, with
lots of zip for hill climbing and fast get-away” with its 1.5 hp Briggs & Stratton, four cycle
motor.

The First Motorized Western Flyer
[1948 Western Auto Christmas Catalog]

1947 also marked the beginning of Western Auto’s annual “merchandise shows” for
associate store dealers. The first of these was organized by Western Auto veteran Jim Marchman
and held in the company’s newest division headquartered in Jacksonville, FL. All the associate
store owners in the Jacksonville District were invited to attend what amounted to a huge sales
convention where Western Auto showed off all of its important products, with emphasis on new
lines of merchandise that dealers might not yet carry in their stores. Well planned merchandise
displays suggested to these small town store owners better ways to present their products to the
public. With door prizes and a Western Auto hosted dinner featuring lobster and other delights,
the company had a captive audience to which it could preach its gospel. The meeting was
designed to get the Associate Store dealers excited about the company’s merchandise and to get
them to commit to orders for the merchandise before they returned home and their show-inspired
passion could cool. Placing their seasonal merchandise orders at the show earned the dealers
special discounts on their costs and helped Western Auto sell more to each store.
Prior to this show associate store owners got information on new lines of company
merchandise primarily from mailings and their Western Auto regional representative. But
something like a new Wizard refrigerator or outboard motor pictured in a catalog or brochure
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isn’t nearly as impressive as getting to see one in person in a well planned display, and it is much
easier to decide to carry a new item in your store if you hear hundreds of other store owners
talking about their plans to stock the product.
The show proved to be a win-win situation for the company and dealers alike. Store
owners went home excited about the merchandise they had seen and about being a part of a
major, nationwide company. They learned new sales strategies that Western Auto had perfected
in its own stores and they learned from each other. A dealer who had not yet ventured into
offering Wizard washing machines, stoves, and refrigerators got a chance to look at these
products, to learn about them first hand from Western Auto’s appliance experts, and to talk to
dealers in other small towns who were already selling appliances. As a result, Western Auto sold
more merchandise to its Associate Stores and the independent dealers, in turn, sold more to their
customers. As a result of this success in Jacksonville the company expanded the concept into all
of its regions and invited its own vendors, the companies from which Western Auto bought its
merchandise, to participate in the shows to help pay show costs.
The Christmas merchandise show, held in May, became the highlight of the year for most
Western Auto Associate Store owners and their families. This was the big display of all the
products that the company was going to feature in its annual Christmas catalogs, now the biggest
catalog of the year. Dealers placed their orders for Christmas merchandise in May, at, or soon
after the show, and began to receive the orders in August. They came to the show armed with a
special catalog and order sheets and the catalog had pictures of all the items offered and
wholesale and retail pricing information. The dealer then went around the display floor of a
large convention center looking at each item, listening to vendors who hyped their products, and
deciding how many of each to order. They were told which items would be given special
emphasis in the Christmas Catalog and in national advertising, listed as “Joy Bringer Specials”
and encouraged to order enough of these to meet the demand generated by the advertising.

A “Super Joy Bringer” Toy from the 1947 Western Auto Christmas Catalog
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These shows were often family affairs. In many cases the Associate Stores were coowned and jointly operated by a husband and wife team, a true “Mom and Pop” operation, and
both worked together to decide which merchandise to carry. At the show Mom checked out the
dolls and Dad decided which electric trains and cowboy gun sets to order. In many cases dealers
brought their kids along to the shows, making the atmosphere even more chaotic as they wanted
to play with all the toys on display. This was undoubtedly often viewed as a problem by the
vendors and company personnel who had to make sure the kids didn’t get in the way or break the
toys. On the other hand it could be a big help to some dealers who could watch the kids to get
some idea of the best toys to stock for the next Christmas season. In the days before kids
depended on TV ads to tell them what they just had to have for Christmas, watching the way the
children at the merchandise show reacted to the displayed toys was a good way of getting a feel
for what would sell well and what would not. I remember well how, as a child, I and my little
brother and sister looked forward every year to being able to go with Dad to the “Christmas
Show” where we were able to check out all the toys that would be on store shelves the next fall,
well before any of our friends saw them in the Sears-Roebuck “Wish Book”.
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THE FABULOUS FIFTIES
Actually the fifties didn’t start out to be so fabulous with the country involved in a
“police action” in Korea. There had been an economic recession in the late 1940’s but all-in-all,
times were great compared to the depression and World War II. Employment was good, people
were building houses in the suburbs and some families that didn’t even own a car before the war
were now thinking about getting a second car. The country was discovering television; kids
were watching the Lone Ranger and their parents were enthralled with Milton Berle. Those who
didn’t have TVs were just happening to drop in on neighbors who did, just in time for their
favorite show. Automatic washing machines promised to take all the work out of cleaning
clothes and a few new homes came with built in dishwashers. Frank Sinatra was sounding better
than ever before on 45 rpm “singles” and the new long playing 33 rpm record “albums” that
were replacing the sets of 78 records that were the original record albums, as well as on the new
“static free” broadcasts of FM radio. Cars were becoming easier to drive with automatic
transmissions and there was even talk of tires that might last up to 20,000 miles.
Taking advantage of all this, Western Auto had sales of over $156 million in 1950 and
surpassed $171 million in 1952. By 1952 the company operated 276 of its own retail stores in
larger cities and served some 2750 Associate Stores and these numbers were continuing to grow.
Western Auto also continued to broaden its lines of merchandise and began to view SearsRoebuck as its primary competitor in the marketplace. It offered a full line of tools from simple
hand tools to power tools under its Westcraft and new premium line Wizard brands. Many of the
hand tools were made by Stanley and all Wizard hand tools were guaranteed for life. Of course,
a complete range of automobile supplies was sold with the Wizard label on everything from
spark plugs to complete engines. “VitaPower” had replaced “Long Run” and “Good Penn” as
the company’s premium brand of motor oil, with cheaper, non-detergent oil sold under the
“Wearwell” name. Car chemical products, cleaners and waxes were labeled “Western” or
“Western Auto”. Wizard power mowers and garden tractors highlighted a full line of lawn and
garden supplies from bug sprayers to hoses and hoes.

Two Western Auto Ads from November 1951 Popular Mechanics Magazine
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Two Western Auto Advertisements from Early 1950s “Household Magazine”

The Truetone brand now appeared on a dozen different models of black and white
televisions in 17 or 21 inch screen sizes as well as on a complete line of electronics supplies.
There was a full range of Wizard small kitchen appliances and fans and heaters and electric
blankets and flashlights and more. And in “major” appliances there were Wizard refrigerators,
freezers, air conditioners, water heaters, washing machines, clothes dryers, stoves, vacuum
cleaners, garbage disposals, and even the now “classic” chrome trimmed dinette sets.
In the early 1950’s Western Auto introduced its “Revelation” brand for sporting goods,
replacing its earlier “Western’s” brand, and it used this name on everything from tennis balls to
shotguns. In an interesting mix of products, one of the company’s 1951 - 1952 in-store catalogs
mixes sporting goods and “personal items”. A Western Auto customer could purchase
everything from the now classic “Converse All Star” basketball shoe to a diamond engagement
ring. The catalog had baseball gloves, electric shavers, watches, jewelry, pocket knives, razor
blades, lighter fluid, adding machines and typewriters.
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Some of the Diamond Rings Included in the Western Auto’s 1951
“Sports and Personal Items” Catalog

It is not surprising that many older Americans remember the Western Auto in their small
home towns as having been a sort of “general store”. The Associate Store owner could, if he or
she chose to do so, carry everything from fishing lures to refrigerators to tires to diamond rings,
all supplied by the Western Auto Supply Company division warehouse. The only place where
the customer could find more product lines in one place was the Sears catalog, but at Western
Auto, unlike Sears, there was no charge for shipping. Every small town Western Auto dealer
considered the Sears catalog to be his biggest competition and the company often located its own
retail stores near or even across the street from Sears stores to offer their full product line in
competition with that of Sears. Matching all of Sears hardware, automotive, and lawn and
garden merchandise lines, Western Auto even carried a few men’s clothing items and offered a
full range of “Westline” furniture through an in-store catalog. With over 2500 company and
associate stores, Western Auto had far more sales outlets than Sears, and in some sales literature
it claimed to be the largest merchandise distribution enterprise in the world.
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Claim from 1951Western Auto in-store Appliance Catalog

Looking through Western Auto or other catalogs of the early 50s is fascinating to us now
both because of prices and because many of the things in them are highly sought “collectibles”
today. A toy steel Coca-Cola truck that wholesaled for $1.31 and retailed for $1.98 in 1951
would bring well over $100 in an antiques store today. The “Champion” pedal car that in 1951
cost the dealer $9.80 and retailed for $14.70 could bring several hundred dollars today. Yet
today we can buy a television with an outstanding color picture for less than a grainy black and
white set cost in the early 50s.

Some Items from the Western Auto 1951 Dealer’s Christmas Merchandise Order Book

A Few of the Televisions in the 1952 Western Auto Christmas Circular
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In the 1952 Presidential election General Dwight D. Eisenhower, a hero of World War II,
was overwhelmingly elected with the hope that he could end the conflict in Korea and finally
give the country the peace and prosperity it had longed for since the close of WWII. Ike
delivered on that promise and the nation entered a decade of stability and growth. Families
continued to move to their dream houses in the suburbs and new schools, roads, and shopping
areas were built to follow them. The suburban shopping center concept, begun in Western
Auto’s home town of Kansas City with its “Plaza” shopping center, offered new opportunities
for enterprising business people. Western Auto, in turn, designed new company stores and
began its move from downtown locations to the suburbs of larger cities and continued its efforts
to attract small town businessmen to open Associate Stores in their communities. The
company’s Circle Arrow sign was popping up in towns and suburbs all over the country.

A New Sign Appears over Western Auto Headquarters [April 1952 Circle Arrow retailer]

Another place the company’s Circle Arrow sign appeared “big time” was atop its
company headquarters in Kansas City. In 1928 Western Auto had moved its headquarter
operations into a building shaped like a large slice of pie near Kansas City’s huge railway
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station. The shape of the building was dictated by the way some of the tracks from the rail yards
curved around it to make a ninety degree turn. The company initially occupied two stories of the
12 story building but by the late 1940s all of the building was filled with Western Auto activity.
In 1951 Western Auto purchased the unique building and erected a 73 foot tall reproduction of
its famous circle arrow trademark on its roof. Years later the unique sign was designated an
historic landmark by the city.
Introduced in 1953 was a Western Flyer bicycle that is a true classic among bike
collectors today. The Western Flyer “X-53” bike was described in the 1953 Christmas catalog as
“America’s finest deluxe 26 inch bike” and collectors 50 years later agree. A complete X-53 in
good condition will bring between $1500 and $2000 on the open market. Not bad for a bike that
sold for $69.95 when it was introduced. Of course $69.95 in 1953 is more like $699 in today’s
money. It was truly an outstanding bicycle. The boy’s model came in jet black with vermillion
red trim and gold striping. It was beefy with lots of chrome and a “triple action” spring front
suspension system. With a built-in headlight and horn and a heavy duty luggage rack, it had
everything one could want on a bike. The girl’s model was just as dressy but it came in blue and
white with gold trim. A girl’s model X-53 in good condition is even more valuable today than
the boy’s version because fewer were made. Even parts for this bike sell at premium prices on
internet auction sites today.

Ad for the X-53 Western Flyer [Household Magazine, Sept. 1954]

There was really no other company in America that could offer as much opportunity to
the potential small town entrepreneur of the 1950s as Western Auto. An Associate Store owner
could offer customers a huge range of nationally advertised merchandise at prices that could
compete with anyone, even the Sears-Roebuck catalog, and he or she could make a comfortable
living for his or her family doing it. Like operating any retail business, running a Western Auto
Associate Store took a lot of work, but it really was a realization of the American dream. Each
associate store was different, reflecting the interests of its owner and the market potential of the
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town. One store might emphasize hardware and sporting goods while another down the road was
into automobile supplies and bicycles. Some sold hundreds of tires and batteries every month
while others sold scores of appliances. And since Western Auto offered almost everything but
food and everyday clothing, the stores could lure customers in with sales offering bargains on
ironing board covers, ice cube trays, mixing bowls, baseballs, fishing lures, bug spray, extension
cords, a can or paint and hundreds more small items in the hope of selling a TV, refrigerator, set
of tires, or kitchen furniture.

Samples of Pages from a 1953 Associate Store Sale Circular

Hundreds of men and women around America took advantage of Western Auto’s
Associate Store program and the number of associate stores continued to grow. Store owners
worked hard and built not only their own fortunes but those of small communities everywhere.
With their success these store owners were able to ensure a good future for their children and
grandchildren, sending them to college and into productive lives of their own. And for many of
these kids of Associate Store owners, Western Auto became their first employer in after school,
weekend, or summer jobs, teaching them valuable lessons about good work habits and working
with the public. Western Auto’s success, especially in its Associate Stores, was America’s
success.
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A Western Flyer Bicycle Guarantee from the 1950s
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DREAMS COME TRUE
Western Auto Supply Company employees were not immune to the American dream of
business ownership and being their own boss. Many people who started their careers as sales
men and women in company owned stores saw in the Associate Store program an opportunity to
make it on their own. They knew Western Auto’s product lines and the quality of its
merchandise and had a head start on making a success of an Associate store operation. It is not
surprising, then, that many Western Auto Associate stores were opened by people who got their
start working for “the company”.
One of these WA employees who wanted to operate his own Western Auto Associate
store was my father, Jim Marchman, who we have occasionally followed in his rise through the
company since 1935. By 1952 Jim was Western Auto’s Wholesale Sales Manager for its
Greensboro (NC) division. He had filled many positions for the company in his career. He had
been a salesman and an assistant manager in a company store. He had helped dozens of new
Associate Store owners get started when he was a company “representative” in the late 1930s.
He had worked in the Kansas City office in advertising and in developing sales programs for
Western Auto’s expansion into major appliance and outboard motor sales. He had organized the
company’s first wholesale sales meetings and merchandise shows for associate dealers. He was
obviously a man on the move in this company on the move.
Of all the jobs that Dad had done for Western Auto Supply Company his favorites were
times that he had “owned” an Associate Store. He had served as a sort of “surrogate” owner for
one associate store in Ohio very early in his career and later had “owned” a store in North
Carolina when the owners of those stores wanted to sell their business and Western Auto had not
yet found and approved a new buyer. The company had “loaned” Jim the money to “buy” the
stores and he ran them just as if he actually did own them until a real owner could be found. In
both cases he had turned the businesses around, taking a failing store and turning it into a
profitable operation which would attract a buyer. He had also managed a company owned store
in Independence, Missouri where Western Auto was trying out some new ideas in the late 1940s
but didn’t find that experience as fulfilling as owning his own business.
In 1948 Jim almost bought the Western Auto Associate Store in Hendersonville, NC, a
store he had helped open some ten years earlier when he was a sales representative in the, then
new, Greensboro Division. Just as he was ready to sign the papers to purchase the
Hendersonville store, a long time Western Auto Company friend who was then head of the
Greensboro Division got word to him that there might be unforeseen problems with that
particular store or location. Relying on his friend’s advice, he placed his dream of operating his
own business on hold for a few more years as he went to work once again at company
headquarters in Kansas City.
Mother and Dad bought their first house in the suburb of Prairie Village, Kansas when
our family of five moved back to Kansas City in the late 1940s, obviously intending to stay in
the area awhile. But in 1951 Dad felt he could not pass up the opportunity to return to the
company’s Greensboro division as the manager of Western Auto’s wholesale operations. The
Greensboro Division had become Western Auto’s most successful area for associate store
operations. Dad knew this territory because he had worked there a dozen years earlier and had
helped open many of its associate stores. Once again he began to take a close look at those
stores and ponder his and his family’s future.
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Dad had a secure and successful job with Western Auto Supply Company and, through
his work in the Kansas City “home office” he knew all of the company officers. He knew that
Western Auto promoted from within the company and that his experience could very well lead
him to the upper echelons of the company leadership. On the other hand, he loved selling
directly to the public and had a long standing passion for owning and running his own business.
His career with Western Auto had brought him continual and rapid advancement but with that
came continual moves. Our family had never lived in the same place for over two years even
long after Dad had moved beyond being a company representative working with Associate
Stores and living out of a suitcase in a succession of tourist homes. We all loved our new house
in the suburb of Prairie Village, Kansas and our first taste of the fruits of this new American
dream of home ownership. I was enjoying being in third grade in a new school convenient to our
new house and my younger brother and sister were delighted at having a nice yard and
neighborhood to enjoy. We were also looking forward to Dad’s completion of the two new
bedrooms and bath that he had been building in the attic of our new home.
We were all disappointed at leaving Kansas City but Greensboro turned out to be a very
nice place to live and the older home Mom and Dad purchased was spacious and had a nice
location. However, just over a year after our move the family had to face an even more difficult
decision. Dad wanted to buy his own Western Auto store, and this would involve yet another
move to a much smaller town and the taking of the huge financial risk of investing everything
the family had in the new business.
The store that had Jim Marchman’s interest was in Forest City, NC, a town of 4500
people in the southwestern part of the state where the local economy was fueled by several
textile mills and by cotton farming. Jim had served the Western Auto Associate Store in Forest
City as a company representative some 15 years earlier. The first owner of the store couldn’t
make a go of its operation but Herbert G. Cornet had bought the franchise in 1937 and turned it
into a successful business. By the early 1950s Mr. Cornet owned the business and the building
that housed it. His offer to Jim Marchman was to sell the business and lease the building with an
option to buy it later.

The Forest City, NC Western Auto Associate Store in 1937

Despite fears of an uncertain financial future and my mother’s objections to leaving
Greensboro, a moderate sized North Carolina city she had quickly grown to love, Dad signed the
papers to buy the Forest City, NC Western Auto Associate Store in early 1953. Since I was in
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the middle of the school year in Greensboro, the family stayed there and Dad commuted the 150
miles to Forest City, staying in a local tourist home during the week and coming back to us on
Saturday nights. When the school year ended that summer we made the dreaded move to Forest
City, moving into a small, rented house a short walk from Dad’s store. Mother and Dad kept the
house in Greensboro and maintained payments on that mortgage from its rental income, perhaps
as a place to return should Dad’s new business venture turn sour, and perhaps because Mother
still had hopes of returning to the city she would like to have made her long term home.
For Dad, however, there was no question of every turning back. He was going to make
his dream come true, no matter what it took.

Western Auto of Forest City, NC in 1953

Dad’s new business was typical of many Western Auto Associate stores of that era. The
store was in a brick building that had probably been built in the 1920s. The building interior was
split into two sections to provide two separate store fronts, with a separating wall and stairway
leading to a second floor that had been split into rooms that could be used for store storage or
leased to boarders. In the rear of the building there was a combination loading dock and single
vehicle, automobile service area tucked under an attached roof. One side of the building’s street
level floor served as the business’s main sales floor and the back third of the other side provided
additional sales space and a rear exit. The remainder of the “other” side was separated from the
sales area and housed the store’s radio, TV, and appliance service room and tire storage. There
was a partial basement where stocks of new car batteries were kept and where used batteries
were kept charged for possible sale. One side of the second floor was rented to a family who
lived there and the other side was used for storage of store stock and, from September through
December, of customer Christmas “lay-a-ways”. The front of the building had a large display
window on one side and two smaller display windows and the store entrance on the other.
Above the center of the store front was a large, neon lighted, Western Auto Circle Arrow sign.
Below that there were two store front signs that now proudly proclaimed that this was a Western
Auto Associate Store “Home Owned by Jim Marchman”.
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Jim Marchman in Front of his Store in 1953

Rear of Forest City Store in 1953

Dad had taken a huge leap of faith, one that would pay off in a very successful adventure
for our whole family. Jim Marchman had found his American Dream and owned his very own
Western Auto store.

1953 Western Auto Associate Store Grand Opening Sale Circular

When any new Western Auto Associate Store opened or when a new owner took over
operation of a store the company helped it get off to a good start with a Grand Opening Sale. The
sale circular pictured above included special prices on hundreds of items for the whole family.
Of course there were parts and supplies for the family car, including a unique “Traffic Guide”
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that was connected to the brake pedal and looked like a miniature traffic light hanging in the rear
window of a car, perhaps a forerunner of today’s rear window mounted brake lights. The “safe”
car baby seat that sold for 89 cents and hung on two metal straps over the back of the car’s front
seat would horrify parents today. And a few of us may remember the huge front window visors
that were supposed to look sporty and shade a driver’s eyes from the sun.

Interesting Merchandise from the 1953 Western Auto Grand Opening Sale Circular

This circular also included hunting supplies and rifles along with vacuum cleaners,
toasters, mixers, and garbage disposal systems. And in another example of how safety standards
have improved products the circular shows the latest 1953 Wizard power mower with absolutely
nothing in the way of someone sticking a hand or foot into the spinning blade from the front of
the mower!

Open Front Wizard Power Mower in 1953 Sale Circular
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The sale circular featured Wizard and Wescote brand paints for the outside or inside of
the family home and the latest Truetone radios and televisions. The televisions all featured 82
channels, including all the UHF channels (14 and above) even though only a few of the largest
cities in America had stations broadcasting on the UHF band.

Most Small Town Western Auto Customers Had No Use for the UHF Channels in 1953

Finally, the sale circular included 8 pages of bargains on Western Auto’s many different
lines of Wizard brand major appliances including room heaters, water heaters, automatic and
wringer washing machines, refrigerators and freezers, and electric and gas ranges. With the
appliances on these pages were such items as electric popcorn poppers, flashlights, “chrome
dinette” tables and chairs, clothes pins, door mats, hair clipper sets, and a Wizard brand glass
“juice decanter” that was on sale then for 25 cents and now brings up to $15 in antique stores
when one can be found.

Wizard Juice Decanter from 1953
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The centerpiece of this sale circular proclaimed Western Auto’s $13,500 nationwide Bike
Contest where the winners would all get a wonderful new Western Flyer X-53 Super bicycle. To
win you had to write in 25 words or less --- “I like the new X-53 Super bike because -----”. The
entry was supposed to be from a child of age 6 through 16 but the rules authorized help from
“mom and dad”

1953 Western Auto Bike Contest Announcement

The top prize winner in this X-53 contest would not only win a bike but his family would
win things as well, a Wizard outboard motor for Dad, a Wizard automatic washer and dryer for
Mom, and $5000 in cash for the family to spend as they wished.
“Twenty five words or less” contests were all the rage in the 1950s and all over America
people liked to try their hand at winning. Every small town had someone who had earned a
reputation for being able to win prizes by writing their twenty five word explanation of why they
liked this product or that. Often the prizes were small, lower tier prizes in contests that offered
hundreds of awards. But enough people won something to encourage others to try their hand at
the game.
I remember winning a prize when I was a child by writing in 25 words or less why I liked
Howdy Doody brand popsicles even though I had never even seen that brand of frozen flavored
sugar water. Howdy Doody popsicles were not even sold in my part of the country but I found
an entry form in a comic book and wrote something about liking them because they didn’t taste
gritty like other brands. I sent in my entry and many months later, so long that I had almost
forgotten that I had entered, a Tinker Toy set complete with a real electric motor arrived in the
mail for me with a letter saying I had won this as some level of prize in the popsicle contest.
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For Western Auto this contest had to be a real winner. First of all, it practically forced
associate store dealers to carry this fancy bike so people could see it and enter the contest. At
$72.45, the X-53 was one of the most expensive bikes in the country and it was almost twice the
price of a “standard” Western Flyer. Most dealers would normally be reluctant to carry this bike,
assuming that anyone who really wanted a bike that expensive would be glad to order one and
wait for it to arrive. But the X-53 contest created a big demand from prospective contest entrants
to actually see it so they could write their 25 words. And, to encourage people to go ahead and
just buy one right away, Western Auto promised to refund the buyer’s money if he or she later
turned out to be a winner in the contest.
Evelyn Ryan was the self described “contest queen” in the town of Defiance, Ohio. In
the March/April 2001 issue of Book magazine, Terry Ryan tells how his mother used her writing
skills to help her family survive financially as he and his 8 brothers and sisters grew up. Terry’s
older brother, Dick, had been hit by a car while delivering newspapers and his arm and his bike
had ended up broken. Evelyn, who had won many contest prizes with her skills at these 25 word
competitions, decided to enter the Western Auto X-53 contest for her son Dick, in the hope that
perhaps he would win one of the bikes and be able to once again supplement the family’s meager
income with his newspaper route earnings.
Terry Ryan’s story tells of the excitement when a car full of Western Auto executives
drove up to their house to tell them that Dick had not only won a bike but they had won the
grand prize. Western Auto had made their dream come true as the $5000 cash (a full year’s
income for a middle class American in those days) helped them buy a much needed new house.
Evelyn’s entry said: “I like the all-new ‘X-53 Super’ Western Flyer Bicycle because
brand new ideas about the safety, service, sleekness, combined with Western Flyer’s old reliable
construction, make the ‘X-53 Super’ a stand-out in any bike rack!”.
The Western Flyer X-53, whether sold as a Christmas gift in Jim Marchman’s Western
Auto Associate Store in Forest City, NC or won by a needy family in Defiance, OH made a lot of
dreams come true. And, as one of the most collectible antique bikes in America today, it is still
making dreams come true.
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AND THE TWO BECAME ONE, AGAIN
Since 1916 there had been two Western Auto Supply Companies, one with territory in all
states east of the Rocky Mountains and the other to the west of the Kansas / Colorado border.
For many years the two companies were virtual clones, sharing a company name and private
brand names like Wizard, Western Giant, Long Run Oil, and Western Flyer bikes and publishing
almost identical catalogs. George Pepperdine, the founder of both companies, and Don Davis,
his successor at the Kansas City company, had almost worked out a merger in 1929 but the stock
market collapse brought an end to that attempt just as the papers were about to be signed.
Pepperdine again made overtures to the Kansas City company in the mid 1930s but by then
Davis’ company was in a very rapid expansion mode on its own and had no interest in a sudden,
massive expansion to the west. With the possible exception of Sears-Roebuck and Montgomery
Ward (neither of which had as many stores as either version of Western Auto) there were very
few truly nationwide retailers in the 1930s. Having two different Western Autos probably
caused confusion only to people who lived in states along the border between the two
companies’ territories. The manner in which the 1938 Fortune Magazine article sang the praises
of Western Auto and dismissed the west coast company as somewhat irrelevant, probably
reflected the attitude of the Eastern financial establishment toward anything other than a couple
of major aircraft companies that was located west of the Rockies.
Failing to interest Don Davis in a reuniting of the two companies, George Pepperdine,
now tired of running the largest auto supply company in the West and devoting most of his time
to philanthropic and religious pursuits, sold his company to the Gamble-Skogmo Company of
Minneapolis, MN. Gambles was a regional retailer of hardware and other items in the upper
Midwest and Northwest United States and buying Pepperdine’s Western Auto operation allowed
them to expand throughout the west. By the 1950’s these stores were operating under the name
“Gamble’s Western Auto”.

A Gamble-Skogmo Catalog in 1936
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The Gamble-Skogmo Company of the 1930s was very similar in operation to Western
Auto of Kansas City. The company had started as the Gamble Auto Supply Company in St.
Cloud, Minnesota in 1924 and had begun to expand its merchandise lines into radio and
appliances before Western Auto. In 1936, before its takeover of Western Auto of Los Angeles, it
operated 250 of its own stores under the “Gamble Stores” name and had 1150 “franchise” stores
in smaller towns operating as “Gamble Stores Authorized Agencies” or as “Tiger Stores”
throughout what they described as the “North and Middle West”. Many of these competed
directly with Western Auto (Kansas City) Stores and Associate Stores. In 1936 Gambles was
already selling major appliances such as stoves, refrigerators, and washing machines under its
“Coronado” private brand and its 1936 Spring catalog shows that they, like Western Auto, were
experimenting in selling cosmetics and toiletries for both men and women.
By the 1950’s Gamble’s Western Auto stores, while still selling many of the same lines
of merchandise as Western Auto of Kansas City, no longer shared any of the historic WA brand
names. When Gamble-Skogmo purchased Pepperdine’s company in the late 1930s, the Western
Auto stores in the West had already discontinued use of many of the brand names that continued
to grow in the East. The oldest WA brand, Western Giant, first used on spark plugs and then on
tires, had been dropped by the Kansas City company in favor of the Davis brand, while it was
still used in the West on tires for several more years. Kansas City had switched to the Wizard
label for its private brand spark plugs. The two companies had opted for different private brand
names for their radios in the late 1920s with Truetone in the East and Western Air Patrol in the
West, but they both continued to offer Wizard car batteries and sold bikes under the Western
Flyer brand. Gambles, however, brought its own private brand names to its Western Auto stores
west of the Rockies and by 1950 Gamble’s Western Auto Stores were selling “Coronado” brand
appliances, radios, and televisions, “Varcon” car batteries, and “Hiawatha” brand bicycles.
Since Gambles was headquartered in Minneapolis, many of its stores were in the territory
east of the Rockies where Western Auto of Kansas City had operating rights for the WA name.
This meant that Gambles had to operate its stores under two names if it wanted to keep the
Western Auto title in the west. In the early 1950’s Gamble-Skogmo sold essentially the same
range of merchandise in stores with two different names. West of the Rockies many of their
stores operated as “Gamble’s Western Auto” while their other stores were simply named
“Gambles”, with an added trademark proclaiming them “The Friendly Store”.

Gamble’s Western Auto 1952 Christmas Circular
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The Gambles Western Auto Supply Company Christmas catalog of 1952 was hard to
distinguish in its basic offerings from the 1952 Western Auto (Kansas City) Christmas catalog.
Gamble’s “Hiawatha” bikes were made by Murray of Ohio, the same company that made
Western Flyers and there is little doubt that many or the Coronado appliances, radios, and
televisions rolled off the same assembly lines as their Wizard or Truetone counterparts.

Gamble’s Hiawatha Brand Bikes and Coronado Brand Radios from 1952 Christmas Circular

In 1955, Western Auto of Kansas City finally purchased the Rocky Mountain and Pacific
Coast territory from Gamble-Skogmo, returning Wizard batteries and Western Flyer bikes to
Western Auto stores in the West. Western Auto finally stretched from coast to coast with retail
stores or associate stores in almost every state. It would later add stores in Puerto Rico and the
Virgin Islands in the Caribbean and in Guam in the Pacific Ocean. Company sales surpassed
$200 million in 1956.
In the early 1950s Western Auto was also embarking on a program to build new, modern
company owned retail stores in cities, often following the post war population out of the city
centers and into the suburbs.

New Western Auto Retail Store Design [from “the Western Auto Story, December 1953]

The deal to acquire the western territory also set in motion a series of company stock
ownership changes that would, some 30 years later, result in Western Auto’s loss of control over
its own destiny. In 1956 a group of Canadian investors bought some 48% of Western Auto’s
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stock. Much of this stock was probably traceable to George Pepperdine, who had maintained a
share of ownership in the Kansas City company over the years. Then in an interesting circle of
events Gamble-Skogmo, the company to which Pepperdine had originally sold his Los Angeles
based Western Auto and which had sold those western territorial rights to WA of Kansas City in
1955, bought 41% of Western Auto’s stock in 1958.
Western Auto stock was an excellent investment, a rare stock that had never failed to pay
a dividend, even in the depths of the Great Depression. And, fortunately for WA, these buyers of
its stock apparently treated their purchase as an investment and not as a way to take over
operation of the company or to break off and sell off company assets, and Western Auto
continued to thrive and expand. Some thirty years later the company would not be as fortunate
as another major buyer began the gradual breakup of Western Auto’s operations and assets.
But in the 1950’s Western Auto was truly on the move nationwide, continuing to open
more company and associate stores, expanding westward, and growing its product lines. The
company had 16 warehouses around the country and was operating its own fleet of tractor-trailer
trucks that proudly displayed the Western Auto name along every mile of the nation’s new
interstate highway system as they took weekly deliveries to company and associate stores. It was
also preparing for its important 50th anniversary celebration in 1959, a year in which the
company would exceed the $250 million mark in sales through 380 company stores and over
3600 associate stores.
Don Davis, the Kansas City printer who joined forces with George Pepperdine in the
early days of Western Auto and who bought the Kansas City company when Pepperdine moved
west for his health, finally resigned from the Western Auto board of directors in 1957. He had
resigned his position as board chairman ten years earlier, replaced by company president Lester
Hutchings. Davis had helped preside over the operations of Western Auto for more than 40
years and had finally helped the company reunite with its western sibling to become a truly
nationwide retailing giant.
Paul Connor, who had become president of the company in 1947, continued in that post
for ten years. His term was followed by the two year presidency of S.C. Kelly and then by
Arthur Swanson, who remained president until Western Auto’s 60th anniversary in 1969.
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“THE FAMILY STORE”
There are stores that attract men and others that draw women. Grocery stores and
clothing stores are, sexist though it may sound, “women’s” stores while hardware stores and auto
parts stores are “men’s” stores. Retailers know this and design their stores and merchandising
displays to appeal to their natural clienteles. Just as women can spend hours looking over
dresses in a department store while a man will walk in, quickly pick out the shirt he was looking
for and leave, men can spend hours looking over every little item in a hardware or auto parts
store while most women will seldom go into these establishments. It is very difficult for a
business which has established itself as primarily appealing to one sex to broaden its appeal to
the other. One of the secrets of success of the big discount chains like Wal-Mart is that they
have something to appeal to every shopper. Among the older department store chains Sears has
probably been the most successful at appealing to both men and women and they did it by having
distinctly separate sides of their stores, one side filled with hardware, auto supplies, lawn and
garden supplies and appliances (the side for guys) and the other filled with clothing, house
wares, perfume, and jewelry (the side for gals).
Western Auto had always been a “men’s” store. Men were the primary clientele for auto
parts and hardware, the company’s original offerings. As we have seen, Western Auto’s product
lines expanded during the 1930s but, as noted in the 1938 Fortune Magazine article, every time
the company ventured too far from “men’s” merchandise it had problems. In the late 30s
Western Auto catalogs listed a complete product line of men’s cosmetics, everything from razors
to toothpaste to after-shave lotion, but these never sold very well. Even though these products
were to be used by men it was, at least in those days, women who purchased most such products
for men. During World War II Western Auto stores sold men’s clothing out of the need to have
something to sell, but all of these clothing items except those specific to hunting or fishing
quickly disappeared from store offerings after the war.

1955 Fall and Winter In-Store Catalog
The First Western Auto Catalog to Use the “Family Store” Logo
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It was appliances that brought women into Western Auto stores in the late 1940s and the
1950s. Even though the “man of the house”, as the term went in those times, might be the one
signing the time payment contract for the new refrigerator or washing machine, he knew better
than to select one without his wife’s approval. Western Auto saw women coming into its stores
to shop for major appliances, televisions, and even lawn mowers. So in their fall and winter
1955 “in-store” catalog the company began to refer to itself as “The Family Store”, perhaps
taking a cue from Gamble’s claim to be “the Friendly Store”. They had been advertising in
“women’s” magazines such as “Household” magazine since the early 50’s, hoping to attract
women’s attention to Wizard appliances, lawn mowers, paints and other household items. They
had also advertised Western Flyer bikes and Revelation sporting goods in magazines like “Boys
Life”. With the adoption of the “Family Store” trademark, Western Auto clearly signaled its
determination to broaden its customer appeal to include women and children.

The First Western Auto “Family Days” Sale Circular [1955] and Wizard Air Conditioners

As we have already seen, Western Auto sales circulars and many of its advertisements in
national magazines included figures of women as users of company products like Wizard
appliances or as shoppers entering the store. There were women mowing lawns with Wizard
mowers, opening the doors to Wizard refrigerators or ovens, and painting walls with Wizard
house paint. Every company sales brochure now included specially priced items like juice
decanters, ironing board covers, clothes pins, garden trellises, cast iron skillets, pinking shears,
and similar goods to try to draw homemakers into the store. Taking a cue from one of its
associate stores, in 1957 Western Auto added sewing machines to its appliance line under the
Wizard name, bridging a gap between small and large appliances. Jim Marchman’s associate
store in Forest City, NC had been successfully selling sewing machines since 1955 and Western
Auto was always eager to pick up on any idea that would expand its merchandising
opportunities. Also added to the merchandise list were things like children’s outdoor swing sets
and inflatable pools. Western Auto was again expanding its product offerings to include
something for everyone in the family.
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Women Are Featured Prominently in the 1955 Family Days Sale Catalog

Television had been another exciting new product to be added to Western Auto’s
Truetone line in the late 1940s and 1950s. Made for the company by Wells-Gardner, Belmont
Radio, and Hallicrafters Corporation, all of Chicago, and Sentinel Radio of Evanston, Illinois,
Truetone televisions started out with small round screens of 10 to 12 inches in diameter and with
numerous temperamental controls. By the mid 50s televisions had 17 and 21 inch screens and
television stations were rapidly popping up all over the country, usually started by the owners of
other media outlets like radio stations or newspapers in larger and mid sized cities. As these
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television signals reached smaller towns and rural areas Western Auto Associate stores were
often the first store in small towns to offer televisions for sale. TV quickly grew into a major
product line for the company just as Truetone radios had done some 25 years earlier. By the mid
50s Truetone and other brands of TV had become much more reliable than the first sets of the
late 40s and the popularity of shows like I Love Lucy, Ed Sullivan, Milton Berle, the Lone
Ranger, and later of series like Gunsmoke and Peter Gunn made TV a “must have” household
item for everyone in America.

1955 “Portable” TV Sets and UHF Converters [ Western Auto Spring & Summer 1955 “Shopping Guide”]

UHF television channel frequencies (channels 14 – 88) had debuted in the early 50s with
the promise of allowing dozens of television stations to operate in any given area without
interference with other channels but these were very slow to catch on, primarily because their
signal didn’t carry as far as the conventional (channels 2 – 13) TV signals and most people
thought that four “networks” (CBS, NBC, ABC, and DuMont) were enough to meet everyone’s
needs. The quick demise of the DuMont network seemed to prove this assumption and in most
places the UHF channels went unused. While in 1953 almost all Truetone televisions included
UHF reception capability, by 1955 it had become optional on most sets. Add-on UHF tuners
were available at Western Auto but virtually no one every asked about them. It took a later
requirement by the Federal Communications Commission to get manufacturers to once again
routinely add UHF reception capability and to encourage broadcasters to use that band.
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A system of color television broadcasting that was combatable with the conventional
black and white signal was also approved by the government in the early 50s, and Western Auto
introduced its first Truetone color television in 1955. The 19 inch color console listed for
$995.00 at a time when a 21” or 24” black and white console sold for around $200. Not only
was the color set too expensive but there was almost no color programming put out by the
networks and virtually none by local channels. The set also proved incredibly trouble prone,
constantly in need of tune ups of its color system. It was discontinued before the year was out
and it was another 6 or 7 years before Western Auto brought out another color set.

The First Truetone Color Television [1955 In-Store Catalog]

Even though it would take a few years longer before color TV made its big move into the
American consciousness, many other new products were changing the way people lived. Air
conditioning was no longer just something found in movie theaters. It was moving into the
windows of suburban homes, and Western Auto was ready to fill its customers needs with a full
line of Wizard air conditioners. Cooking on the barbeque was becoming the latest outdoor living
fad. Rotary power lawn mowers had taken America’s lawns by storm, replacing push type reel
mowers, and the first practical riding mowers with then huge 3 and 4 horsepower engines sold
for prices as low as $169.95
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Small Appliances and Household Items from the 1955 Family Days Catalog

The First Wizard Sewing Machines [ 1958 Western Auto In-Store Catalog]
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The First Wizard “Riding Mower” from the 1955 Western Auto In-Store Catalog

Riding Mowers Had Improved by 1958 [Western Auto 49th Anniversary Catalog]

By Western Auto’s 49th Anniversary in 1958, automatic clothes washers were rapidly
replacing wringer washers as the homemaker’s choice for home laundry care and clothes dryers
were replacing the backyard clothesline. Food freezers were replacing canning as the way to
preserve foods. Refrigerator shapes were going from a rounded look to a more squared off
shape, with separate doors for refrigerator and freezer, and even the design of automobile tires
was changing to a new “low profile” appearance .
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Western Auto’s 49th Anniversary Sale Catalog from 1958

Wizard Refrigerator Styles in 1955 and 1958

The transistor was rapidly replacing tubes in radios and portable radios were becoming
small enough to carry around in a pocket or purse. Hi-Fi or high fidelity sound was all the rage
in FM radio and stereo was just around the corner for the most realistic sound reproduction
anyone had ever heard.
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Western Auto’s Truetone Portable Radios in 1956 Included the First Truetone Transistor Model

Wizard Power Tools From the 49th Anniversary Catalog
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Tires Were Changing Shape in the Late 1950s [Western Auto 49th Anniversary Catalog]

These were but a few of the many new and exciting products appearing in Western Auto
stores in the 1950s. The family was now shopping at Western Auto and finding everything it
might ever need for everyday living, except perhaps clothing and food. The company’s 50th
Anniversary year in 1959 would find it thriving with over 4000 company owned and associate
stores from Maine to California, from Alaska and Hawaii to Puerto Rico and even Mexico.
Those Western Flyer bikes were delivering papers all over America and brands like Truetone and
Wizard were familiar to everyone.
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A “FAMILY” JOB
For many of the thousands of kids who, like me, grew up in families where the father or
mother owned a Western Auto Associate Store, the “Family Store” meant that the family worked
there. Like many sons and daughters of Associate Store operators, I learned a lot about life from
working at the local Western Auto.
It was the summer of 1955 and I wanted a new bike. I was 12 years old and the 24 inch
Western Flyer I got on my 7th birthday in Prairie Village, Kansas was no longer big enough for
me. Western Auto had come out with a new “lightweight” 26 inch bike with two speeds.
Stronger than the imported, 3 speed, “English” bikes with their hand operated caliper brakes, this
new Western Flyer had low and high gears and good old American coaster brakes, operated by
reversing the direction of the pedals. It came in a color described in the catalog as “Flamboyant
Red” with white trim and it was the bike of my dreams.

Western Flyer 2-Speed Bike [1955 Fall & Winter “In-store” Western Auto Catalog]

At $53.95, the bike I wanted was $10 more expensive than the “standard” 26 inch
Western Flyer and $4 more than the “standard deluxe with its “streamlined luggage carrier”,
battery operated headlight, and chrome plated “truss rods”. It was $1 less than the “deluxe tank
model” with its white wall tires, “Rocket Ray” headlight, “sparkling streamlined built in tank”,
and “double coil chrome spring saddle for smooth riding comfort. And it was $21 less than “The
Bike of Today ... with the Design of Tomorrow”, the famous Western Flyer “X-53”. I thought it
wasn’t too much to hint that the bike might make a good Christmas gift. My Dad, however, had
another idea.
We had lived in Forest City for two years and Dad’s Western Auto Associate store, the
one he purchased after working for Western Auto Supply Company for 18 years, was doing well.
I guess Dad thought it was time for me to learn the trade by starting at the bottom like he once
did. Dad seemed to think that my old Western Flyer was OK and that if I really wanted a new
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one I should be willing to work for it. The deal was that I would work at his store until
Christmas and earn my new bike.
Christmas was, in the 1950s, easily the busiest time of the year in a Western Auto
Associate Store. In these days before Kmart and Wal-Mart and Toys-R-Us, the “Toy Land”
section of the local Western Auto Associate Store often sported the biggest selection of toys in
town. Store owners ordered their Christmas stock at the big regional merchandise store in May
and it started arriving in August. Bikes came in earlier, in time for the “Back to School Bike
Sale” in August. Most Associate Store’s Christmas merchandise included dolls and doll related
items for little girls, electric trains and cowboy sets and toy car, trucks, and planes for little boys.
There were also board games, children’s sporting goods, and everything from rocking horses to
kiddie cars and trikes. For Mom and Dad there were small appliances, televisions, radios, record
players, hunting and fishing supplies, tools, and everything for the home or car. In many a small
town people did their initial “shopping” in the Sears-Roebuck “wish book” but did a lot of their
actual purchasing of gifts at the local Western Auto or department store or hardware store, places
where they could actually pick up and see the things pictured in someone else’s catalog.
I started work in August, when the new Christmas merchandise started to come in. My
job was to check all the incoming stuff against the shipping invoices and then write the stock
number and price on each item using a “grease pencil”, a crayon-like writing instrument that was
sort of a predecessor to the felt tipped pen. I would also assemble all the “wheel goods”;
bicycles, tricycles, wagons, and pedal cars, etc. Once school started for the fall I would work
only on Saturdays, primarily assembling the wheel goods that had been sold and put on lay-away
that week or which were needed to replace the ones sold off the sales floor. This would keep my
Saturday’s busy for the next four months.
This practice, assembling the “wheel” goods, was something we did in our Western Auto
store in those days. Lots of other stores charged extra to assemble these things. Yes, the J. C.
Higgins brand bike in those Sears advertisements might be priced $5 below a similar Western
Flyer, but the ad didn’t tell you it came in a big brown box and you had to put the darn thing
together before you could put a bow on it for a Christmas present. And the ad in the Sears
catalog didn’t mention the extra couple of dollars also added for shipping. All of this was
included in the price of a Western Flyer, at least at my Dad’s Associate Store.
I enjoyed assembling the Western Flyer bikes. They came in long, thin rectangular
cardboard boxes, and most of the bike was pre-assembled. I had to put on the pedals, seat,
handlebars, and hand grips. The first thing that I had to learn was that the pedals screwed on in
different directions. The right one went in by turning the threaded pedal axle clockwise, just like
you would with any normal bolt or screw. But the left one was screwed in backwards, counterclockwise. This was done because of the rotation of the pedals as the bike was ridden. The
friction between the pedals and their axles, small though it might be through their ball bearings,
would tend to always tighten the fit of the pedals. If both pedals had been attached to the crank
arm the same way, the right pedal would have tightened and the left one would have unscrewed
itself. I learned that, at least in those days, the “lug nuts” that hold the wheels on automobiles
worked the same way for the same reason. All the bolts and nuts on the wheels on the left side
of a tire were threaded “left-handed”. This isn’t always done today but it was considered a safety
feature back then.
The only hard things to put on a bicycle were the handlebar grips, probably the last thing
to go on the bike. Forcing those soft plastic or rubber grips onto the chromed handlebars could
be difficult if you didn’t know the professional secret used by all us “professional” bike
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assemblers. If you first spit into the inside of the grips they would slide right on. It’s probably
one of those things you didn’t want to tell the customer about but it’s probably still done today
by the few stores that are willing to actually assemble bikes for their customers. Yes, there is
probably some kid’s spit dried between all those bike handlebars and grips hanging in all your
favorite bicycle stores.
I didn’t like putting together the other stuff as much as the bikes. Tricycles weren’t too
bad, not much more complicated than a bike, but wagons were sometimes painful and those
pedal cars that are high priced collectibles today were the assembly job from hell.
The main problem with wagons was the need to reach around both sides to attach the
wide “U-shaped” brackets holding the axles and wheels as you blindly tried to thread a nut onto
a bolt that you were holding on the other side of the wagon body with a screwdriver that kept
slipping out of the slot in the bolt head. A “Phillips” type bolt head would have made things a
lot simpler but it probably would have cost the folks at the Radio Flyer wagon factory an extra
ten cents per million bolts so they didn’t do it.
Pedal cars were a nightmare to assemble. You not only had to blindly thread bolts on the
inside of the body while holding them from outside but you also had to jam a bunch of stuff into
the underside of those cute little car and truck and tractor medal bodies which was obviously
designed by someone who had never measured the space it had to fit into. And a lot of the stuff
under there had sharp edges too. This was in the days before OSHA and before Federal agencies
worried about “pinch points” and sharp objects on kid’s toys, and those darned pedal cars were
filled with such dangers. I don’t think I ever assembled one without a scrape or a cut.
I always wondered why anyone who had ever seen a kid try to pedal one of those darned
cars would buy one anyway. They were impossible to pedal. Even if the kid did manage to get
his legs into the cramped space in front of the seat without cutting his knees on the exposed sharp
edges, the linear, push-pull motion on the pedals needed to make the wheels move was virtually
impossible to start without someone else giving the thing a push, even when the little guys feet
did happen to reach the pedals (most kids legs were simply not the right size for these things).
The toy tractors were a little more rideable since their pedals moved in a circular motion like the
pedals on a bike. But I honestly don’t remember ever seeing a kid pedaling one of those cars
anywhere. If they were able to make them go at all it was by ignoring the pedals and sticking
their legs straight down and “walking” the thing around.
Some parents just had to get their child one of those pedal cars even though at $12.95 and
up in price, they cost more than a much easier to ride tricycle. The lucky parents stored the pedal
cars away and forgot about them and found them 30 or 40 years later and sold them on E-Bay for
$500. Most folks just left them out to rust away wherever their kid left them after giving up
trying to make the pedals work. But even the old rusted out ones can sell for over $100 in
antique stores.
I wonder who it is that is buying these old pedal cars today? My guess is that it is those
same people that had them as kids and never could pedal them over 3 feet down the sidewalk.
What they do with them today is anybody’s guess. I’ve never seen one proudly hanging over the
mantle and they are too expensive to give to the grandkids. But the Chinese are now making
these again, probably using the same forging tools that companies like Murray of Ohio Mfg. Co.
made them from in the 1950’s. A pedal car identical to the “Champion Auto” that sold for
$12.95 in the 1955 Western Auto Christmas catalog can now be bought from several catalog
houses for only $300!
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Pedal Cars from 1955 Western Auto Fall & Winter “In-Store” Catalog

Every Saturday when I came in to work I found the stack of boxed wheel goods that had
been tagged for lay-a-way during the past week. Lay-a-way isn’t often used for purchases now,
but it was popular in small towns 50 years ago and is a system still used by Wal-Mart and a few
other stores. It was essentially a time payment system where the customer didn’t get the
merchandise until it was fully paid for. This was in the days before credit cards like VISA and
MasterCard became the universal way to pay for things, a time when “time payment” meant that
you paid something like 10% of the price when you bought something then paid a set amount
each week (not monthly as is common now) and you made the payment in the store itself, not by
mail. Like credit card interest rates today, the “usury” charged on time payments was absurdly
high, three to four times what a bank might charge for a loan, nonetheless this was often the way
people in small towns paid for anything that cost over ten or twenty dollars. The businesses
liked this system because they not only made a lot of money on the interest but it brought the
customers into the store every week, usually on their payday. They would cash their paycheck
from the local cotton mill and pay a couple of dollars on their account.
Lay-a-way was a little different in that there wasn’t any interest charged. That was seen
as a good deal for the customer. The shopper could “buy” his or her Christmas gifts in
September or October and pay for them a little at a time and not have to worry about where to
hide them from spouse or children from then to the big day. This also fit nicely with a popular
bank saving plan for the holidays called the “Christmas Club”, another system that has almost
disappeared today. People would go to their banks and pay a little into their Christmas Club
account each week and then withdraw the money to pay for their Christmas purchases. The
banks usually promised to “make your last payment for you” as their inducement to get people to
open these accounts. So people put in their, say, $10 per week for 49 weeks and the bank threw
in another $10 the last week and then the account holder would withdraw their $500 to pay for
Christmas. For a lot of poorer people this was their only savings account, and maybe the only
bank account they had. Most probably didn’t realize that it was a lousy deal with an interest rate
even lower than the 3% level that was common in the 1950’s at banks and S&Ls.
Our Western Auto store did a thriving Christmas lay-a-way business and by Christmas
week we would have over a thousand, often multiple item, lay-a-ways tagged and stored upstairs
above the sales floor. My job was to assemble the lay-a-way tagged wheel goods that had been
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sold each week and then line them up in order of the number on the tag in the storage area. We
had a double tiered row of shelves where the dolls and cowboy gun and holster sets and small
appliances were placed after being boxed and labeled by lay-a-way number and under those
shelves on the floor the wheel goods were lined up and tagged. The storage area filled slowly at
first and then the pace accelerated in October and November. By mid-December the upstairs of
the store was filled with Santa’s bounty, awaiting pickup in time for Christmas day. Then came
that last week before Christmas when my job took on a new and completely different flavor.
School was out for the holidays and I could work “full time” in what had to be the maddest, most
exciting week of the year at a small town Western Auto store in the 1950s.

Western Auto of Forest City, NC at Christmas Time in the 1950s

That last week was when the families who had planned ahead came in to make their last
payment on their lay-a-ways and take all their gifts home. It was also when the last minute
shoppers, usually the Dads, finally got around to buying that electric blanket or toaster that Mom
wanted for Christmas. My job in those last frantic days before December 25 was to bring all
those lay-a-ways from storage upstairs down to the waiting customers.
When a customer paid their bill, the bookkeeper would ring a bell summoning me to the
payment desk where I would be given a copy of their lay-a-way statement listing all their stored
items and the identifying number. I would run up the stairs and go to the appropriate location for
that lay-a-way number and first check off all the items on the contract, then bring them down to
the customer. Often multiple trips were necessary, one for the bundled packages of toys, another
for the bike, and still another for the portable hi-fi record player.
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Truetone 45 RPM Automatic Record Player [ 1955 Western Auto Fall& Winter Catalog]

I was often asked to gift wrap the items. In those days it was not uncommon for many
small town stores to offer free gift wrapping. There was nothing elaborate about it and it was in
the days before all those pre-manufactured stick on bows for packages. We had a table equipped
with a big roll of paper printed with a Christmas theme, usually something like figures of Santa
Claus or clusters of holly and candles or perhaps candy canes, and we would reel this out and
tear off an appropriate length using the sharpened steel bar attached to the roller. We would then
quickly wrap the merchandise and slap on the tape needed to hold it all together. The paper tape
was printed on one side with something like “Merry Christmas from Western Auto” and coated
on the other side with a glue that would stick when moistened. The tape dispenser had a built in
sponge and water reservoir so the tape was ready to slap on when it came off the roll. It was a
“quick and dirty” gift wrap job, but it gave the occasion a festive air and I suspect that in many
cases it was that wrapping that appeared under the tree on Christmas morning.

Some Christmas Presents Were Just Plain Hard to Wrap
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Things got really interesting when the parents came to pick up their lay-a-way and
brought all the kids with them. I could never understand why they didn’t think about the
potential problem in advance, but I guess it just never occurred to some of them that that tricycle
they had on lay-a-way would not be in a box and would be immediately recognizable when they
hauled it out to the car. As a result I got a lot of experience learning to gift wrap some very
unusual packages.
Christmas Eve was inevitably the busiest day of the year in the lay-a-way business and I
ran myself ragged up and down those stairs getting the customer’s packages. By the time I got
downstairs with one customer’s stuff there were two more contracts waiting for me at the desk.
And sometimes I was asked to help the customer take the lay-a-way merchandise to their car in
the lot behind the store. Once in a while the parent would go to the car and open its trunk and
then try to distract the kids while I put the stuff in the trunk. I think one time I even got a 25
cents tip, the highlight of the lay-a-way season!
That night I was beat. For the first time I had some understanding of why Dad wasn’t
very excited about getting up early on Christmas day. But I had earned my new bike. And as a
“bonus” Dad gave me an extra $10. I probably had, in reality, earned about 15 cents an hour for
my four months of work and Dad had probably violated one or two child labor laws in the
process. Nonetheless, it was my first taste of earning money and working in retail. I had learned
a lot about using tools, wrapping packages, and picked up a few customer relations skills. It was
all valuable experience that has served me well ever since.
I continued to work in the store on Saturday’s, during school holidays, and in the
summer. I slowly, very slowly, progressed from menial jobs to working on the sales floor. I
think at one time or another I did almost everything there was to do at the business. One of my
jobs was to walk around downtown Forest City on Saturday morning looking at the tires on the
cars parked along the streets. I carried a stack of large cards with a drawing of a top view of a
car on it and I was told to put a check mark on the card to indicate which of its tires was worn
and needed replacement. The card said something about how dangerous it was to drive with
worn tires and told of the big “Tire Sale” then going on at Western Auto. This was as close as
you came to a “car inspection” in North Carolina in those days.
These tags had a slotted hole in them designed to hang on the car’s door handle or on the
steering wheel. I was told to put them inside the car if it was open so it wouldn’t be blown away.
Amazing as it may seem today, most people left their cars unlocked in those days. If someone
tried to do the job I did then today they would be charged with breaking and entering!
Often I made two or three trips around town on a single Saturday hoping to encounter
different people’s cars each trip. Sometimes I carried a card for seat covers as well as tires.
Today, automobile upholstery is so well made that it truly lasts the life of the car but in those
days car upholstery was not very long wearing. Most people wore out their car’s upholstery,
especially at the driver’s seat, in a couple of years. If a car had a worn place or a hole in the
seats I left a card telling how they could get new seat covers put on at Western Auto. I almost
hated to put these cards out because one of my other jobs at the store was to install seat covers. I
knew this type of advertising worked because every time I went around town inspecting car
upholstery and leaving these cards I ended up putting on more seat covers.
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Typical Western Auto Seat Covers from the 1950s

Seat cover installation was not too bad a job, but it was tiring. Most cars then had simple
bench seats and all you had to do was stretch the pre-made covers over the original seats and
attach them with little clamps called “hog rings”. The rear seat was the hard part because you
had to remove the seats from the car, clamp the covers on, and put the seats back in. On the
other hand you occasionally found a few coins that had fallen out of people’s pockets and
worked their way behind the rear seats. And occasionally you found other interesting things as
well. I remember one occasion when I found a little book with all the Mason’s secret rituals in it
behind the rear seats of one car.
The worst seat cover job was installing the clear plastic seat covers that became popular
in the late 50s. Clear plastic seat covers were, in my opinion, one of the great scams in
automobile supply history. They were a pain to install, especially in winter when they were cold
and stiff. We had to pre-heat them with a radiant heater to get them on. That same quality made
them as cold as ice to sit on in winter before the car warmed up and in the summer they were hot
and sticky. But a lot of people bought them, at least once. Car manufacturers were making
much nicer looking seat upholstery by the late 50s and people didn’t want to hide it behind the
traditional woven fiber, rayon, or nylon seat covers that had been popular in earlier years. The
new upholstery material also wore better and lasted much longer than older coverings. The
result was that a lot of people who bought new cars liked the fancy new upholstery but were
afraid that it would wear out like the seats in their previous cars did. The companies that made
the pre-sized replacement seat covers knew their days were numbered because of the new longer
wearing original car upholstery, so they seized on the idea of telling new car buyers to keep their
cars looking new by covering their new upholstery with clear plastic seat covers. This dumb
idea even spread to selling clear plastic covers for household chairs and sofas, and people
actually bought the stuff.
I remember one set of clear plastic covers I put on a car for a used car dealer. The car
was a convertible and it had leather upholstery that had worn, faded, and cracked from exposure
to the sun. The dealer had tried to make the seats look new again by painting them, but all that
did was make them look shiny, like they had been painted! So he took the car to us and had me
install clear plastic seat covers so he could tell customers that the paint-like shine was coming
from the plastic covers rather than his bad paint job. The covers didn’t help a bit, in my opinion,
and I never learned if he eventually sold the car that way.
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Seat covers were one of the items in the store on which salesmen earned a commission.
If you sold a set you got a couple of percent of the selling price as a bonus. Western Auto’s term
for commission was “spiff”. I have no idea where this term came from other than from Western
Auto Supply Company, but each salesman in the store wanted to earn that “spiff”. You got
something like 5% of the price of a major appliance like a stove or refrigerator or of a television
or hi-fi console. I think you also got 5% on tires and something like 2% on seat covers.
Unfortunately, the guy who had to install the seat covers (me) got nothing but an hourly wage
and all the loose change he found under the back seat of the car. So what I really wanted to do
was be on the sales floor ringing up customer’s purchases, a chance to earn more than the
minimum wage.
Being a salesman in a Western Auto store was demanding. After all, there were over
10,000 different products on the company’s list and while few, if any, Associate Stores carried
all of them there were still plenty of things to know about. One way to start to learn was to help
put up merchandise when it arrived in the weekly shipments and to help take inventory. Placing
incoming items on the store shelves is an excellent way to find out where everything is in the
store and it also provides an opportunity for a new employee to ask an experienced worker just
what each product is and how it works. Taking inventory was another way to learn where
everything was but counting things like nuts and bolts and fish hooks and sinkers is also
extremely boring!
There was a lot to learn about automobile parts and hardware and the rest of the stuff in
the store for a kid who didn’t have a driver’s license yet and who knew virtually nothing about
the fishing and hunting supplies we sold. I knew about the bikes and kiddie cars and seat covers
and a few of the tools but not much else. I had no idea which fishing lures, rods, and reels were
meant for use in a pond versus a river or the sea shore, and I’m not sure I ever figured that out. I
would just take a customer to the fishing supplies and let him find what he needed. I did the
same thing in the hunting supplies although I did learn about the different kinds of rifles and
shotguns.
One interesting challenge for a aspiring young salesperson in a Western Auto store was
learning to translate the name a customer might give to a certain product into its proper name.
Sometimes a customer would come and ask to see a “Kelvinator”. What he or she meant was a
“refrigerator”. It is like calling facial tissue a “Kleenex”. Kelvinator was an early brand of
refrigerator and many people learned to call such items by the first brand name they had heard
for the item. Hence refrigerators were sometimes called Kelvinators or, even more often,
Frigidaires, and washing machines might be called Maytags, even though the customer really
had no brand name in mind at all. Even today virtually everyone in England calls vacuum
cleaners “Hoovers”!
I remember the first time a customer came in and asked for a “Bendix” for his car. What
he wanted was a starter solenoid, a product first manufactured by the Bendix Corporation and
forever after known to some older customers by its brand name instead of its generic name.
Then there were nicknames given to some items that I also had to learn. For example, the
220 volt electric cord that goes from an electric stove or electric dryer to the wall socket is
known as a “pig tail”, and the staples used to attach seat covers to the car seat are known as “hog
rings”. And the all time favorite new term for any young kid working in any hardware type store
to learn was the “bastard” file. Just what or who is such a file used on?
Some of these terms were proper names for certain products (the bastard file) and some
were regionally or locally used terms to describe certain things. An example might be found in
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the various terms used for carbonated soft drinks in the various parts of the country; “soda”,
“pop”, “soda-pop”, etc. In the South, all carbonated drinks tend to be called “cokes” while in the
Northeast they are usually called “sodas” and in the Midwest, “pop” (leaving “soda-pop” for
border states!). In my home town such drinks were known by yet another name among old
timers in the community, something I learned in an interesting way one Saturday morning.
We always had a soft drink dispensing machine of some kind at the store, and in that part
of the country most people used the actual brand name for a drink and not a generic name like
“pop”. If you wanted a “Coke” you said so. But I remember well the first time a customer came
in the back door of the store and asked where the “dope machine” was. I said: “what?” and he
repeated: “where’s the dope machine?” When I look puzzled and asked again he finally said:
“the dope machine, you know, where I can get a Coke.”
It turns out that “dope” was a common term for Coca-Cola in many areas of the South
where Coke was bottled before its original formula was changed to eliminate the narcotic based
flavoring after passage of the Pure Food and Drug Act by Congress in the early 20th Century. If
an older person said he wanted a “dope” in a “poke”, he was asking for a Coca-Cola in a paper
bag.
At any rate, over time, and by asking a lot of questions I learned about most of our store
inventory and could help most customers find what they wanted. The next step was for me to
learn to become a salesman and not just a clerk.
Most people working in smaller stores and department stores are “clerks”, not
salespeople. They “wait on” customers and help them find what they came in for and then “ring
up” the purchase at the cash register. Some are overly aggressive, hounding customers who are
just browsing around to the point that they leave without buying anything, and others seem to do
their best to ignore the customer. But most help customers find what they want and that’s it.
A “salesperson” goes a step further, helping the customer find what he or she wants and
then suggesting other items that might go with the main purchase. That’s where the selling
comes in, either in “selling” the customer up to a better grade or higher priced version of the item
he was seeking or in selling her something she hadn’t thought about when she came in. For
example, if a customer comes to a Western Auto store looking for 6 quarts of oil a “clerk” will
sell him that oil and thank him for coming in, while a “salesman” will suggest that he will need a
new oil filter to go with the oil, and a good salesman will also suggest that it will be a good idea
to go ahead and change the fuel and air filters at the same time. Similarly, a salesperson will sell
a set of spark plug wires to the person who came in to buy only the plugs. A salesman is worth
much more to a store than a clerk. That’s why the big “mart” stores have virtually eliminated
sales clerks and only employ people to run the cash registers in the check out lines. If all the
“clerk” is going to do is help the customer find what he or she came in for, it is cheaper to just
put up signs and let the customer find the stuff himself. There’s no place for a “salesperson” in a
Wal-Mart or K-Mart or Target. That’s why smaller stores can still compete with the retail giants.
Stores with knowledgeable sales people, who add to the value of the merchandise with their
service, can still make it despite a world full of “super” mega-stores.
At the Western Auto Associate Store in Forest City, NC we had some great salesmen. I
remember one salesman who greeted a person who just came in to ask what time it was and,
before that person left, he had bought a 15 cubic foot food freezer! I never got that good, but I
do remember the thrill of selling my first major appliance and getting the “spiff” added to my
regular hourly wage. Before long, every week I was managing to sell a few items that could
supplement my wages with commissions.
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Western Auto’s 6-Point Sale System Was Illustrated in a 1942 Company Brochure

My hourly wage went up with the minimum wage. I remember the day Dad called me
aside and told me that “because I had been doing a really good job” he was going to raise my pay
from 50 to 60 cents an hour, a 20% raise. I think I made him mad when I told him that I had
seen in the newspaper how the minimum wage had gone up to 60 cents and I knew that the
“raise” had nothing to do with my performance on the job. I worked off and on through high
school and college, always at minimum wage plus commission. That was simply Dad’s system
and I guess it worked.
One thing that always stands out in my mind today when I go into a store is how dumb
today’s “clerks” seem compared to those of my high school days. Kids, and even adults,
working in stores today can’t figure either tax or change without the use of a computer. In the
1950’s we were expected to do both calculations in our heads. Yes, we had little sales tax charts
but we never used them, and making change just seemed like simple math. Today’s store clerks
seem to have real difficulty figuring out what to do if the price comes to $1.90 and the customer
hands them $2, and they are amazed when I can tell them how much change is due before their
computerized cash register displays the amount. It is no wonder people complain about the
dumbing down of education in America.
One final story that I must relate deals with my first real awareness of racial segregation
in the South and its dehumanization of black people. I was raised in a home where I never heard
a single word about any race being inferior to any other. I was taught that all people were to be
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treated with dignity and respect, and that lesson was reinforced when I went to work in my Dad’s
Western Auto store. All customers, whether white or black, rich or poor, etc. were to be waited
on and helped in exactly the same manner. The person buying a fish hook was just as important
as the customer looking at a refrigerator or a set of tires. One person’s needs were just as
important as any other’s and one person’s money was just as good as any other’s.
I suspect that most young children see little need to question the way things are, whether
it is the fact that the sun rises in the east or sets in the west or why only people of their own race
attend their church or school. At some point, however, children are either taught the “reason”
things are ordered the way they are or they begin to discover that some of the order doesn’t make
sense or that the explanation given for that order doesn’t make sense.
I had grown up moving around the country and had started school in New Orleans, gone
to second and third grade in Kansas, and the next two grades in Greensboro, NC before moving
to the small town of Forest City, NC. It was in Forest City that I remember first being troubled
by the fact that some buildings, most notably the town hall, had two sets of rest rooms and two
water fountains, with two of the restrooms and one water fountain labeled “white” and the others
labeled “colored”. I remember asking my mother why this was done and why the “colored”
water fountain just had “tap” water and was filthy while the “white” one was chilled and clean. I
noticed similar signs of segregation in other places in town, including many stores and wondered
why people thought this was necessary. The explanation I was given by my school classmates
was that this was to protect white people from black people’s germs and dirt!
In my Dad’s Western Auto store there was only one water fountain and it had chilled
water. I had never thought about who could or couldn’t use that fountain. It had no sign on it
and as far as I knew it was available to anyone. Dad had one black employee at the store and, as
far as I knew, he was allowed to use the same employee’s men’s restroom in the store that the
rest of us used and could drink out of the same water fountain as anyone else. So I guess I
thought that segregation did not exist in our store.
But that perception changed one Saturday when I was working at the store and an elderly
black gentleman came up to me and asked where he could get a drink of water. It happened that
we were standing not five feet from the store water fountain so I just pointed to the water cooler.
He took a quick look and asked again: “where can I get a drink of water”? Again, I pointed to
the water fountain. Finally, he walked over to the rack of used coke bottles near our soft drink
machine, picked out an empty bottle, and asked me if I would fill it with water for him. I still
didn’t understand, but I took the bottle to the water fountain, rinsed it out, filled it with cold
water, and handed it to him. Only then did it dawn on me that, even where there was no sign
saying “whites only”, years of living under “the system” had taught him that chilled water was
only for white people and for him to drink from that fountain would violate that system and
could, if the wrong people saw it, get him in deep trouble.
I have never forgotten that incident and the shame and sorrow that both that man and I
felt. In that moment I had learned that the system called segregation, no matter how one might
try to justify it, was wrong because it dehumanized people, even to the point of denying their
right to a sip of cool water.
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GOLDEN ANNIVERSARY
BRINGS NEW TECHNOLOGY
In 1959 the United States was in the midst of the “Cold War” against our arch enemies,
the Soviet Union and “Red” China. The world was in a decade of precarious peace supposedly
made possible by a “balance of terror” as we and the Russians kept each other at bay with the
threat of atomic warfare. But, aside from an irrational fear or justifiable wariness of
Communism (depending on one’s point of view), life in America was full of hope and success.
Elvis was on his throne and the Kingston Trio was singing about Tom Dooley for the younger set
and Perry Como and Pat Boone entertained their parents and reassured them that all was well in
the musical world despite Presley’s gyrations. The Eisenhower Interstate Highway system was
being built and we were well on the way to two cars in every garage. Boeing’s new 707 jetliner
was revolutionizing air travel and making it possible for the middle classes to vacation in
Europe. On TV shows were still providing entertainment for the whole family even if they were
somewhat naïve in their portrayal of family life in America.
1959 was a very special year for Western Auto, its 50th anniversary. With over 4000
stores and associate stores spread from coast to coast and beyond, and offering over 14,000 items
through its stores and catalogs, the company had truly made its founder’s dreams come true for
itself and for thousands of independent store owners in small towns everywhere. “The Family
Store”, as the company proclaimed itself, offered something for everybody. A Western Auto
Store or Associate Store could be an auto supply store, a hardware store, an appliance store, a
lawn and garden supply store, a farm supply store, a TV and electronics store, a sporting goods
store, a toy store, or any combination of these desired by the store owner or company store
manager. Whatever the local market’s need in almost every area but food or clothing, Western
Auto could fill it.

Wizard and Westline Oil Filter Cartridges from the 1959 Spring & Summer WA “In-Store Catalog

The 1959 spring and summer “in-store” catalog displayed seven different models of
Wizard refrigerators, three lines of automatic washers and dryers, five of wringer washers, 14
models of water heaters, 14 of stoves, seven models of food freezers, and seven models of room
air conditioners. It had 96 different kinds of fishing rods, 19 different Wizard power lawn
mowers and four riding mowers. There were three different lines of Wizard spark plugs for cars
(in addition to AC and Champion brands) and two full lines (Wizard and Westline) of
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automobile oil filters. New in that year’s catalog was a full line of back to school supplies
including notebook paper, pencils, and even crayons and chalk.

School Supplies from 1959 WA Spring/Summer In-Store Catalog and 50th Anniversary Crest

For the company’s year-long Golden Anniversary celebration there were special editions
of products in almost every category that had been designated Golden Anniversary specials.
These were identified with special Golden Anniversary Crest symbols on price tags and on the
merchandise itself. There was a golden anniversary Western Flyer bike in black and gold colors.
Special editions of major appliances with unique values or features were also offered as Golden
Anniversary Crest Models. Sale brochures throughout the year had a Golden Anniversary theme
and many items really were offered at special anniversary prices.

Golden Anniversary Freezer from 1959 Spring/Summer In-Store Catalog
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Golden Anniversary Western Flyer from 1959 Western Auto In-Store Catalog and New WA Logo

The emphasis on the “family store” theme continued and during several sales in the
golden anniversary year, Western Auto gave free “Anniversary Crest” packages of German made
sewing needles to women who came in to look at appliances.
One feature of the Golden Anniversary Crest design was the latest style of writing the
Western Auto name that had been introduced on sale circulars in mid 1957. The “W” and the
“A” of the two words in the company name were highlighted in rectangular boxes with lettering
in a font similar to the popular “Times Roman” style often used in publications today.
Western Auto would use this style of logo in its advertising until 1975, replacing forever
its best known symbol, the Circle Arrow. Like the Circle Arrow symbol before it, the “block
WA” logo never appeared with any indication of copywriting for legal protection of the
trademark. Unlike the Circle Arrow which had appeared prominently over every Western Auto
company store and Associate Store, the “block WA” logo was seldom used on large store signs.
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Signs placed on stores from the late 1950s through the mid-1980s tended to be a somewhat
uninspired, all capital letter sign simply saying Western Auto.

WESTERN AUTO
The signs were merely large red plastic letters that could be attached to the front of the store to
spell out the company name
Western Auto’s golden anniversary year coincided with a couple of electronic
entertainment developments that would in many ways revolutionize the world of audio
entertainment. These were stereo sound and the age of the transistor.

Explanation of Stereo Sound from Western Auto’s 1959 In-Store Catalog

The latest development in the electronics entertainment world was stereo sound. Stereo
records were the last of a decade of changes that had revolutionized the recording industry. The
1950s had started with all popular recordings on 78 rpm records, easily broken disks which could
hold about three minutes of sound on each side. By the middle of the decade these had been
totally replaced by more flexible vinyl 45 rpm “singles” and 33-1/3 rpm “albums” with high
fidelity sound capability. The term “album” was a hold-over from the time when a set of 78 rpm
records were assembled into a special container called an album.
The 78 rpm record had been the standard for sound recording and playback for almost 50
years. 78 rpm record platter technology had been based on the need to produce an audible sound
without the use of electricity, either to turn the turntable or to amplify the sound. The record
player (originally the “Gramophone”) relied on a vibrating needle attached to a sensitive metal
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membrane or diaphragm. The needle vibrated as it was drawn along a groove on the rotating
platter or record and this vibrated the diaphragm which, in turn, created sounds related to the
frequencies and amplitudes of the vibrations. These sounds were amplified by a “horn” or
conically expanding tube or channel in much the same way as the sound made by a trumpet
player’s lip vibration is amplified by the bell of his instrument. To get a good strong sound the
speed at which the needle moved through the record groove had to be fast and to keep the needle
in the groove at those speeds the groove had to be deep.
The beauty of 78 rpm record technology was in the fact that electric power was not
needed. The turntable was set in motion by a wound-up spring mechanism and the
needle/diaphragm/horn system was capable of a reasonable level of “natural” amplification. The
frequency range of the sound was, however, quite limited, so the listener never heard the full
range of sounds and tones produced by musical instruments or the human voice. This was
essentially the same level of technology as the communication device children used to make by
cutting out the top of two tin cans, punching a hole in their bottoms, and running a tightly drawn
cord between them, then talking into one as a friend listens to the open end of the other (an
experiment that has disappeared along with the 78 rpm record player).

1930s Wind Up 78 RPM Record Player, 1930 M. W. Savage Catalog

As electricity became more universally available in homes and as radio amplifier
technology improved it became obvious that much more faithful sound recording and
reproduction was possible with electronic amplification of the record player needle’s vibration.
This could be done with a much slower rotational speed for the record, allowing the use of record
grooves that were much less deep than on 78 rpm disks, since there would be less problem with
the spinning record throwing the needle out of its groove. Furthermore the amplification
technology was so good that it could pick up a much wider range of needle vibration frequencies.
For the first time sound could be recorded covering the entire range of sound detectable by the
human ear. High Fidelity recording was now possible.
The recording industry decided to standardize on two rotational speeds for its new vinyl
disks, 45 rpm and 33 ? rpm (revolutions per minute). The “45” record was immediately
identifiable by the large hole in its center and it was used for “single” recordings of popular hits
and songs (actually there was another recording on the other, or B, side of the disk that served
more or less as a filler just as had been done with 78 rpm records). And instead of marketing
“albums” containing a half dozen 45 rpm singles as had been done with “78’s”. “Albums”
became a single “long playing” 33 ? rpm records usually imprinted with five or six songs or
individual recordings per side.
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The improvement in sound quality and in the ability to pack a lot of songs onto a single
plastic disk was phenomenal compared to the technology it replaced. The 45 rpm hi-fi, “single”,
with its large hole in the center to make sure no one tried to play it on a 78 rpm player, had
become the standard item in record stores with all the latest hits offered this way. 45s were
bought at a fast pace by teenaged fans of the latest trend in popular music, Rock-and-Roll.
Western Auto and others offered easily portable 45 rpm single speed record players that could be
taken to friends houses or to after-the-ball-game, high school “sock-hops”. Many teenaged girls
spent their weekly allowances buying the latest 45 of Elvis or Fats Domino just as their mothers
had bought Big Band 78s in the early 1940s.

Truetone Golden Anniversary 45 RPM Record Player

The new cartridges that sensed the vibration of the record player needles were also
sensitive enough to be able to respond not only to the side to side motion of the record groove as
was done in normal recording but also to an additional up and down motion. Sound engineers
learned how to use this to simultaneously record the sounds from two sources at once. The
record player needle moved up and down to pick up the signal recorded by one microphone at
one side of an orchestra and side-to-side to pick up the signal from the mike on the other side.
These vibrations were sent through two separate amplifiers and speakers to produce “stereo”
sound that made it sound as if the music played by the instruments on one side of the band were
actually coming from that side of the room at the same time that other instrumental sounds
seemed to emanate from the other side of the room.
Sensing the vertical motion of the record player needle was not really a new technology.
It was, in fact, the method Thomas Edison used to record and re-produce the vibrations of a
sound wave in his early “cylinder” style record players. Edison’s use of rotating, constant
diameter cylinders to maintain a constant speed of the needle in the groove, along with a vertical
vibration of the needle was, in reality, a superior technology to the use of a rotating disk or
recording platter. With the rotating platter method of playback and recording, the speed of the
needle in the track or groove varied (decreased) constantly as the needle tracked the groove from
the outer rim of the disk in toward its center and the rotational or centrifugal forces imposed on
the needle by this rotation required a deep groove and heavy pressure to hold the needle in the
spinning groove. Edison’s cylinder recordings were capable of better sound quality and longer
wear than the rotating platter type records but his tight patent control over his technology, his
reluctance to license it to others and the ease of storing and handling “record” disks gradually
allowed their popularity to outpace that of the Edison cylinder recordings.
Stereo recording wed Edison’s vertical vibration recording method with the side to side
vibration of his competitors to produce a new dimension in sound. But to the small town retailer
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like the Western Auto Associate Store owner, there was a lot of uncertainty over whether people
would really want this new stereo technology. The public was just getting used to high fidelity
recordings and that was such an amazing improvement in sound that stereo seemed almost
unnecessary. The home electronics industry was still feeling out the limits of how quickly the
rapidly advancing technology of the 1950s could be introduced without scaring the public. This
was at a time when, especially in small town America, television was just beginning to replace
radio in most homes. Color TV, which the “experts” had predicted would take the country by
storm, had been an utter failure when the first sets were offered some five years earlier because
of its high price, its lack of reliability, and lack of color broadcast programming. And, FM radio,
clearly superior in sound quality to AM broadcasts, had so far largely failed to capture the
public’s interest either. People, after all, have proven over and over to be unwilling to accept
new technology at too rapid a pace, especially if they can see no real benefits in it.
The saving grace for stereo was probably found in the fact that it was totally compatible
with the existing new high fidelity systems. A monaural (non-stereo) hi-fi record could be
played on a stereo system and it would sound fine, meaning that the new technology didn’t make
all the old records obsolete. So the purchase of a stereo record player wouldn’t require anyone to
throw out all their old 45, 33 1/3, or even 78 rpm “mono” records. And the people who had just
recently bought the new high fidelity players could convert to stereo by adding a second speaker
and amplifier and changing needle cartridges. In fact, at the beginning of 1959 Western Auto
advertised that many of their record players were “stereo adaptable” and offered stereo cartridges
and plugs which would allow one to use his or her hi-fi quality radio to amplify and play the
second channel of the stereo record.

Truetone “Portable” Stereo Phonographs from Western Auto’s 1959 Christmas Catalog

By Christmas of 1959 Western Auto’s holiday catalog offered three portable stereo
record players and two furniture quality stereo consoles. But stereo was still at least $15 to $20
higher (a big sum in those days) than a comparable monaural record player and many people
were reluctant to spend the extra money on something that may only prove a fad. Any
introduction of new technology leads some to put off the purchase of any related products until
they are satisfied that the new approach will “make it”. So every Western Auto Store that sold
stereo record players that Christmas had a stereo demonstrator record and a specially designed
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display to demonstrate the wonders of stereo sound. The stores were instructed to separate the
two speakers about 10 feet and to play the demo record for curious customers. The record
started with a person talking as he walked from one microphone to the other, producing a sound
which was heard moving from one speaker to the other. Then there was a recording of a game of
table tennis (ping-pong) in which the listener would hear the ball being hit from one side of an
invisible table and then the other. Finally the record moved on to some specially selected music
recordings where instrument placement was deliberately exaggerated to provide stereo separation
on the playback. You heard the trombones in Tommy Dorsey’s Orchestra coming from the
speaker on the left and then heard the trumpets scream out from the right speaker. There were
always a few customers too deaf or stubborn to admit they could hear the difference in the new
sound but most were impressed enough to choose the more expensive stereo set over the mono
outfit.
These recording innovations of the 1950’s, 45 and 33 ? rpm high fidelity and stereo,
would continue to be the norm for music listening until the advent of the successful tape cassette
many years later.
Other technologies changed more slowly in reality than they did in appearance. The
automatic washing machine was slowly replacing the older wringer machines, but even in 1959
Western Auto offered twice as many models of the old machines as it did of the Wizard
automatics. Still offered was a gasoline motor powered wringer washer for people who lived
where there was no electricity, a reminder of how rural in character many Associate Store towns
were.

A Wizard Gasoline Motor Powered Wringer Washer from WA’s 1959 Major Appliances Sales Manual

Automatic defrosting was still the latest thing in refrigerators with true “frost free”
systems still a couple of years away. Refrigerators, freezers, and stoves had, however, taken on a
new “box” shape that was to remain the styling norm for the next 40 years. Previously, all these
appliances had a “soft” rounded appearance. The sharper edged appearance of late 50’s major
appliances seemed to portray some important advances in technology even if it was in reality
only a cosmetic change.
Transistor radios were having a big impact on the world of personal entertainment,
allowing people to easily take their radio listening with them. One Truetone in the Christmas
catalog was said to be “no larger than a cigarette pack” while another was said to be a “Vest
Pocket Radio”. Neither of these, however, offered FM reception. Only one of the Truetone
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console radio record player combinations offered FM radio and one table model radio, not listed
in the Christmas catalog, also offered FM.

Truetone Transistor Portable Radios for 1959

It is hard for us to look back and imagine why FM radio took so long to catch on. Today
it is AM which is seldom sought on our radio dials. FM has, as it did in 1959, a much better
inherent sound quality. The system by which the FM or “frequency modulated” signals are
broadcast allows transmission of the full sound frequency band. AM radio could not transmit a
Hi-Fi sound signal but FM could, but then in the 1950s prior to the advent of hi-fi record players,
few had heard a true high fidelity sound from a record or radio and no one knew what they were
missing. Some home AM radios had advertised “high fidelity sound” but this was merely the
high fidelity reproduction of the very limited range signal that could be broadcast with an AM
signal. All the high frequencies and most of the low frequency parts of the audio spectrum were
missing. What people heard was the part of the sound spectrum that covered the range of the
human voice. For the spoken word and for some singing this was fine but all the sound
“overtones” that give most musical instruments their unique flavors were missing.
FM radio, like UHF television, was a real hard sell in the 1950s. This was partly because
most people had never heard it and they assumed they were getting all they needed to hear in
AM broadcasts. It was also partly because the industry hadn’t built enough FM stations yet. But
perhaps the biggest reason was that FM signals were subject to significant “drift”, the listener
had to keep retuning the station on the radio dial to keep on the center of the signal and to get the
full benefit of the hi-fi sound. It would be a few more years before FM radios added “automatic
frequency control” to prevent signal drift and before FM-Stereo suddenly made the media a hit.
UHF television, the broadcast on channels 14 to 83, also was available but had not caught
on. In the early 1950s most new televisions boasted “all channel” reception for both VHF
(channels 2 - 13) and UHF (14 - 83) stations. But UHF stations were few and far between. It
was not until the late 1960s that the VHF spectrum became so filled that UHF was the only thing
available to new stations. Hence, TV makers had quickly stopped including UHF tuners in their
sets by the mid 50s. Many of the TV’s offered in 1959 offered an optional UHF tuner but few
people outside of major cities purchased it. One problem was that a UHF signal didn’t carry as
far as VHF and people in rural areas often couldn’t get a UHF station if they wanted to. Also,
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like early FM radios, UHF tuners were subject to signal drift and the dial had to be frequently
adjusted to keep the signal in tune. Today the all channel tuners home-in precisely on the signals
of all stations and UHF stations are everywhere. In 1959 a Truetone television set with both
UHF and VHF would cost from $20 to $30 more than the more common VHF only set and
would probably be a “special order” item in most Western Auto stores.

Typical 1959 21-inch Truetone Black & White Television, WA Fall & Winter In-Store Catalog

UHF Channel Tuners (Converters) for VHF TVs [WA 1959 Fall & Winter Catalog]

Every year Western Auto tried to move into new lines of merchandise. Often the
company’s ventures into new product territory made dealers wonder about the sanity of the folks
at Kansas City headquarters, and 1959 was no exception. Listed in the back pages of the 195960 Fall and Winter in-store catalog were seven sizes and types of Dan River sheets and pillow
cases. These were on the same page as a full line of “comfortable, long-wearing Fruit-of-theLoom brand socks. Perhaps someone thought the sheets and pillowcases should be offered with
the “Englander” brand mattresses that were offered for sale in the company’s Spring and
Summer catalog or that they might sell to the customer who bought his or her electric blanket at
Western Auto. Selling socks was something the company did during World War II when it was
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desperate to have something to sell in its stores. As far as I know, neither of these items made
even a small splash with dealers or customers, even though a good number of Western Auto
Associate Stores did a fairly decent business in furniture, beds, and mattresses.
But the most unique items in the Fall & Winter 1959 catalog had to be the ones shown on
page 301, Western Auto Puppies!

Order Your Guaranteed Puppy from Western Auto [1959 Fall/Winter In-Store Catalog]

Western Auto offered twenty breeds of AKC registered puppies, ranging in price from $41.50 for
a Beagle or a Cocker Spaniel to $284.50 for a Yorkshire Terrier. Poodles ranged from $171.50
(standard) to $235.50 (toy). Equivalent prices today would be about ten times those prices; i.e.,
these were expensive little doggies!
The catalog listed “NINE REASONS why a dog purchased from Western Auto will be a
good dog”, promising that all vaccinations and health checks would be given prior to shipment to
the store and that AKC registration papers would be included. The puppies were “guaranteed for
10 days after delivery”! Christmas delivery could only be promised on dogs ordered before the
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end of November. It is still hard to imagine anyone wanting to order a Poodle from Western
Auto!
These Western Auto “in-store” catalogs were not mailed out to customers. The company
had stopped mailing out full catalogs in the late 1930’s, switching to the mailing of regular
monthly or semi-monthly sale circulars. Mail order from Western Auto had been replaced by the
Associate Store system where the company brought the merchandise to virtually every small
town in America. If the local store didn’t have an item it could supposedly get it within a few
days from the regional warehouse. This “in-store” catalog represented the beginning of an
attempt to re-enter the catalog order business in a different way.

Western Auto Promised to Get Almost Anything for the Family in its 1959 F/W In-Store Catalog

By 1959 Western Auto was listing over 14,000 products for sale and there was no hope
that any single store could carry all of these. With each Associate Store being different, perhaps
among the 4000 stores all 14,000 items were sold somewhere, but any store could get any of
these products for its customers and Western Auto was now asking its dealers to prominently
display their “in-store” catalog for customers to thumb through in hopes that they would “catalog
order” any items they wanted that the store didn’t carry. This was an obvious attempt to attract
some of Sears’ and Montgomery Wards’ catalog business.
The catalog promised customers that, unlike ordering through its competitors, with
Western Auto you only had to ask the local dealer to get what you wanted. There were no forms
to fill in and no extra, hidden charges, and if you didn’t like what you got you just left it at the
store. And, of course, there was an “easy payment” plan to make your purchase easier.
Few customers, however, were attracted by this “catalog order plan”. Delivery times
were often very long and unreliable since, in many cases the item had to be ordered from a
factory and it then sent to the regional Western Auto warehouse and, from there, on to the store
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as part of a regular store shipment. It did, perhaps occasionally, allow store salesmen to sell a
few items they didn’t normally carry in their store, but its biggest success was probably in
encouraging associate store dealers to broaden their line of products by constantly reminding
them of the full range of products available from Western Auto. A few short years later,
however, the company would try to reenter the catalog order business on a larger scale.
Every Western Auto sale in 1959 had a 50th anniversary theme. The annual “Red Tag”
sale became a special “Gold Tag” sale; and, of course, the anniversary sale itself was very
special. The 50th Anniversary Sale circular was printed in black and gold and virtually every one
of its 48 pages had some item on sale as a “Golden Anniversary” special.

Western Auto Golden Anniversary Sale Circular

The final sale of the year was, as always since the late 1930s, the Christmas sale, this year
dubbed the “Christmas Climax of Golden Anniversary Values”. The Christmas sale circular was
56 pages long with 40 of those pages devoted to toys, dolls, electric trains, bikes, trikes, pedal
cars, sports toys and the like for the kids in the family and most of the rest filled with appliances,
televisions and radios other items for mom.
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Western Auto’s 1959 Christmas Catalog

On the back cover of the Christmas catalog in 1959 was a toy truck selling for all of 66
cents. Today one of these trucks in good condition will bring over $50 from collectors, and one
with an original box can command over $100.

This Toy [from the 1959 WA Christmas Sale] Can Sell for 100 Times This Price Today

1959 ended as Western Auto’s biggest year ever. There were new records for company
sales at over $200,000.000.00 and nothing but growth was in sight. Arthur Swanson had taken
over the company presidency. Everyone was looking forward to another prosperous decade in
the 1960s.
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CATALOGS IN THE SWINGING SIXTIES
America had begun to live its dream in the Eisenhower years of the 1950s. With “Ike” in
the White House and the world at relative peace for the first time in a generation, the veterans of
World War II built their houses in the suburbs, bought new cars, and raised families. Economic
stability and high employment allowed families to take advantage of many of the advances in
technology that highlighted that era. Television brought the country together and introduced it to
all the new things that American manufacturers could offer. The folks in their new home in the
suburbs saw families in their favorite TV shows getting new home appliances and they wanted
them too. They wanted washers, dryers, dishwashers, automatic defrosting refrigerators and
back-yard barbeque grills just like the families on TV had. They wanted a second car to make
runs to the supermarket, shopping center, or the Little League game, and the station wagon, the
forerunner of today’s SUVs and minivans, took the suburbs by storm. The family car now had
power brakes and steering and an automatic transmission and a wrap around windshield, tail fins,
and dual headlights. And Western Auto, the “Family Store” offered something for every car and
everyone in the car.
1960 brought a new hope and optimism to the country with the election of the youngest
President in the nation’s history. John and Jackie Kennedy had turned the White House into
“Camelot” and the country dreamed of continued prosperity. Jet airliners were bringing the
country’s east and west coasts closer together. Major league baseball could now expand to the
West coast without messing up game scheduling, and Americans could travel to Europe in just a
few hours at a reasonable cost.
Despite all the changes, things were still far from what we find commonplace today.
Color TV had been introduced in the mid-50s but hadn’t worked well or caught on. FM radio
was still trying to gain acceptance. UHF television channels were only used in the largest cities.
Cars still needed to have their oil changed every 1000 miles and their engine valves ground every
10 to 20 thousand miles. Tires were doing well if they lasted 20,000 miles and car battery
lifetimes of over two years were considered exceptional.
Automatic washing machines had replaced the old wringer types in those new homes in
the suburbs and some families even had clothes dryers, room air conditioners, and dishwashers.
Refrigerators featured automatic defrosting but true “frost free” refrigerators and freezers were
on the horizon. Stereo-Hi-Fi was all the rage in recording with the Kingston Trio topping the
charts and the Beatles waiting in the wings.
There was still no such thing as an electronic calculator. Computers were huge machines
that filled entire rooms, were programmed with punch cards, and used lots of power but couldn’t
do as much as a $5 solar powered, hand held devices of today. Those new jet planes and
satellites were designed by engineers using slide rules. The “digital” world existed only in
science fiction.
This was a prosperous time for America and Western Auto was there to supply its needs
with everything from lawn mowers to barbeque grills to sporting goods to appliances to tires and
batteries and everything in between. There is no better evidence of this than the 1960 Western
Auto 51st Anniversary Sale catalog.
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Western Auto’s 51st Anniversary Catalog [1960]

This was a sale “circular”, a newspaper insert or mailer, that had as many pages as
Western Auto’s complete yearly catalogs of the 1920s and 30s. It had two pages of barbeque
grills and picnic supplies, followed by two pages of power lawn mowers and two more pages of
riding lawn mowers. For $119.95 you could buy a 24 inch cut riding mower with a 3½ hp motor
and pay for it with $5 down and $2.50 per week. Other lawn and garden supplies were found on
the next three pages of rakes and hoes and shovels, garden hose and sprinklers, tillers and weed
killer chemicals. Seven piece, chrome trimmed dinette sets accompanied fans and air
conditioners on the next page followed by twelve pages of stoves, washers and dryers, water
heaters, refrigerators and freezers mixed with toasters, sewing machines, vacuum cleaners and
other appliances. There were nine pages of all kinds of Wizard brand paints for everything from
home to car to boat and all the supplies needed to complete the painting job. This was followed
by three pages of stereos, radios, and TVs, then by a couple of pages of outdoor gym sets and
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sporting goods. Western Flyer bikes, trikes, wagons, and accessories filled the next couple of
pages, followed by two pages of hand and power tools.

A Low Priced Riding Mower and Two Classic Dinette Sets from the WA 51st Anniversary Catalog

For the family car were four pages of seat covers, polishes and cleaners, mufflers, jacks,
motor oil, spark plugs and everything else one might need, followed by four pages of Davis tires
and Wizard batteries. The Davis Imperial Sentry introduced Western Auto’s new “low profile”
tire design meant to give more stability and a cooler tire, and claiming to give from 6 to 12 extra
miles per gallon on the highway.

The Ill-Fated Davis Imperial Sentry Tire [WA 51st Anniversary Catalog]
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This tire, advertised as Western Auto’s premium offering in automobile tires, turned out not to
be as good as promised. It had problems with tread separation and excess wear and it was
quickly replaced with a similar looking but much better Davis Premium Sentry tire.
The catalog finished out with four pages of fishing gear and outboard motors (from 3.6 to
60 horsepower), outdoor folding chairs and lounges, ending with a page full of assorted kitchen
and household items ranging from light bulbs to pots and pans. The inside back cover
introduced customers to Western Auto’s new vinyl-asbestos, do-it-yourself, floor tile and
proclaimed a sale on baby furniture. The back cover included an entry form for a contest where
a “whole family” vacation to San Juan, Puerto Rico was the grand prize.

Western Auto’s Family Vacation Contest [51st Anniversary Catalog]

A Western Auto “mini-catalog” of Wizard outboard motors was included as a 12 page
insert in the April 1960 issue of Outdoor Life magazine. Wizard outboard motors had been
introduced in the late 1930s and in this little advertising insert Western Auto bragged that its
Wizard motors had been chosen by over 250,000 families; not fishermen or even fisherwomen,
but “families”, continuing the company’s emphasis in trying to appeal to a wider buying
audience. This catalog featured the new sleekly styled Wizard 7½ horsepower motor, a
lightweight motor designed to be easy to handle and to look modern. This was accompanied by
larger powerhouses with up to 69 hp. In addition to motors the little catalog listed WA’s
Revelation brand fishing supplies, from rods and reels to nylon line, and Wizard water skis.
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Back and Front Covers of the 1960 Wizard Outboard Motor Brochure

Other catalogs of 1960, 61 and 62 showed the breadth of product lines that Western Auto
was then offering through its “Family Stores” and there was definitely something for everyone in
the family. Almost every sale circular offered specially priced household items designed to
attract different members of the family into the store. These included ironing board cover and
pad sets

Assorted Sale Items, Western Auto 1962 Parade of Values Sale Circular

for 88 cents, sets of three kitchen towels for $1, a pack of six light bulbs for 98 cents, a set of
mixing bowls for 77 cents, a ten inch cast iron frying pan for about a dollar, Wizard spark plugs
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for 44 cents each, a 4-socket lug wrench for 88 cents, motor oil at five quarts for $1.64, or a pair
of pliers for 49 cents. Offering a wide range of such sale items assured two things; a variety of
customers would be attracted to the store, and the associate store dealer would have to expand
his or her inventory to carry all these special items. If a sale item sold well it was likely that a
dealer would reorder and keep that product in the store, permanently expanding its offerings of
Western Auto products. This benefited the customer, the dealer, and the company.

Assorted Housewares on Sale in the Western Auto 51st Anniversary Sale

In the 60s Western Auto experimented with adding a huge range of items to its retail
offerings. Sale items might include bags of clothespins, dust mops, work gloves, combination
locks, cake pans, faucet aerators, trash cans, stadium blankets, bicycle baskets, cameras, kitchen
sinks, pool tables, chord organs, rugs, pillows, recliner chairs, insulated underwear, electric
cable, light switches, scissors, hair cutting sets, electric shavers, and even Western Auto’s own
line of family vitamin pills! It was virtually impossible for any one store, whether company
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owned store or associate store, to carry all the things the company offered. The dealer had to
choose wisely which items that would be listed in a particular sale to add to his or her stock. The
failure to have a popular item could make a lot of customers mad, and stocking up on an item
that proved unpopular meant being stuck with unwanted merchandise for months or even years
to come.

Western Auto Family Vitamins [1962 WA Parade of Values Sale Circular]

This drove associate store owners crazy because there was often no way of knowing what
item would sell and which one would become a “white elephant” and sit on the shelf forever.
Things like the 88 cents ironing board cover and pad sets were always popular as were the $1
cast iron frying pans. The packs of light bulbs were often a hard sell because two of the bulbs in
the package were 75 watt bulbs and no one wanted them. Vitamins were almost impossible to
sell at any price. Customers just couldn’t accept that Western Auto was a good place to buy
vitamins. But the vitamins were a winner compared to WA’s Revelation brand razor blades.

“Revelation” Brand Razor Blades [1963 WA Bargain Days Sale Circular]

In 1962 Western Auto came out with “Revelation” razor blades, a package of 40 for 95
cents, said to be made of the “finest precision steel” and “super sharp”. These blades looked like
a real bargain. They came in a really handy plastic container/dispenser that easily ejected the
blade from the box onto the razor. These blades were for the Gillette style safety razor of that
era, a device that opened its top to receive a blade when one twisted a knob on the bottom of its
handle. The Revelation brand blades were designed to look like the Gillette “Blue Blade”, the
biggest brand of razor blade at the time, and the price was less than half that of the name brand.
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But there were at least two serious problems. The first was that Gillette and others had just
introduced stainless steel blades to the American public and this made most other blades
obsolete. Stainless blades were sharper and held their sharp edge longer than other blades. The
second problem, and perhaps the biggest one, was that Revelation razor blades were simply not
as sharp as even Gillette’s bottom of the line “Thin Blade” brand of razor blade. Once a person
tried one, they never wanted another! Western Auto store owners who thought these razor
blades would be a great selling sale item and would draw lots of shoppers into their stores ended
up stuck with a whole lot of dull razor blades. When they still failed to sell at 49 cents a pack,
company owned stores offered their sales people a 25 cent commission on every pack they could
sell. That still didn’t work. And, to compound the fiasco, Western Auto followed up with
Revelation brand stainless steel razor blades at ten for 98 cents. These were much better blades
but after the bad experience with the other blades, dealers refused to carry them and customers
wouldn’t buy them.
There was no way any store could carry all the merchandise Western Auto offered, but by
offering such a wide range of products the company could meet the needs of a huge variety of
associate store owner interests. Some Associate stores specialized in hardware and sporting
supplies, others in auto supplies, others in appliances and lawn and garden items, while others
pushed furniture, and Western Auto could supply all of them with most of the items they wanted
to sell. Many of the more ambitious dealers tried to offer some of everything. My Dad’s
Associate Store in Forest City, NC did this and kept expanding its floor space to accommodate it
all. By the 1960s the store had expanded its floor space by about 250% over that available when
Dad first bought the store in 1953. He opened up the entire first floor of the original store
building and then bought the lot next to the store and built a new building in that space, knocking
out the wall between the buildings to join them. This accommodated the store’s greatly expanded
appliance, furniture, and electronics product offerings.

Associate Store Expansion in Forest City, NC

Western Auto did not carry their complete line of merchandise, even in their own largest
retail stores, and they knew that none of their associate dealers could carry it either. For that
reason they wanted to offer the customer the opportunity of catalog ordering any merchandise
that the dealer did not carry in the store. For many years the company had provided each store
with an “in-store” catalog that had grown to include over 16,000 items by 1963. They had not,
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however, distributed this catalog to customers. It was entirely up to the local dealer to draw
customer’s attention to the catalog or to use it to offer the customer some item that was not in
store stock. If, for example, an item was listed in a sale circular but not in the store and a
customer wanted it, the dealer could go to his catalog and order one for the customer. Many
dealers, however, did not often take advantage of this opportunity to sell something extra and
customers were not likely to know that this option existed. So Western Auto decided it was time
to put their “big” catalog directly into the customer’s hands.

New Western Auto Catalog Order Home Catalog for 1964

In 1964, some 55 years after George Pepperdine launched his new company with a mail
order catalog, Western Auto returned to “catalog order” as a way to continue to expand its
business. This catalog was 324 pages long and packed with a huge range of products that could
be ordered through your local store or associate store. The company began to refer to itself in
advertising as “Western Auto...the Family Store and Catalog Order Center” and it promised
“Satisfaction Guaranteed or your Money Back”. This also offered stores a better chance to
compete with Sears-Roebuck, which was opening catalog order centers in smaller towns where
Western Auto Associate Stores were also located.
Western Auto touted its “New Catalog Order Centers” in national magazine advertising
with pictures filled with the wide range of products offered in its catalog and asking “From
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Western WHO?” The advertisement’s answer to its own question was “ From Western
AUTO...that’s who!”

Magazine Ad for Western Auto’s New Catalog Ordering Plan

Sears-Roebuck and Montgomery Ward had been selling all over the country through their
big catalogs since the late 1800s. And the J. C. Penney department store chain had also started
competing successfully with the Sears and Wards catalogs by publishing their own catalog filled
with clothing and household goods and expanding into hardware and automotive offerings. But
Western Auto designed its new catalog system to be better than those of its competition in
several ways.
When a customer ordered from a Sears or Wards catalog, he or she never ended up
paying the price shown in the catalog, but had to add shipping charges, an irritant to many
shoppers, especially when they could end up paying a higher price than the same item might cost
in the store. And the catalog and store prices were often confusingly different to the point where
customers wondered if they were really getting the same thing from the two sources. Savy
customers shopped both the catalog and the store to make sure they got the best price but this
was often confusing. It also made the in-store salesperson’s job more difficult, often having to
try to sell an item at one price when the customer might already know that it would be cheaper to
make the purchase through the catalog. Many a Sears salesman, who depended on sales
commissions for a major part or his pay, had frequent occasion to curse the Sears catalog when
its prices were better than he could offer on the sales floor.
In Western Auto’s catalog order system the customer always paid the same price that he
or she would pay in the store. If the item was on sale in the store it was also on sale through the
catalog. And there was a shipping charge only if the item was a special factory order purchase.
Essentially, Western Auto was promising to deliver almost anything in its catalog directly to the
local dealer, who would sell it just as if it had been in his or her store stock. The concept was
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fantastic. An Associate Store dealer could offer thousands of products that he or she didn’t want
to regularly carry or simply didn’t have room for in the store. The customer could order the
item, look at it when it arrived at the store, and if it turned out to be something other than what
was expected, he or she could just leave it there without ever paying a penny. The dealer who
didn’t want to carry all 7 sizes and styles of 1964 Wizard riding lawn mowers could, for
example, only carry the 2 models he expected to sell best and catalog order any of the others for
a customer who wanted something different. The local store, in theory, never had to miss a
possible sale, and the customer, by having the catalog in the home, never had to look elsewhere
for anything from color televisions to vitamin pills!
By the mid 1960s color TV was finally becoming popular. By unfurling its famous
peacock tail image before every show it offered in color and by naming its most popular family
show “Walt Disney’s Wonderful World of Color”, NBC had found the trick to finally make the
country yearn for color television. It also helped that NBC was owned by RCA, the holder of
most patent rights on color TV technology, and that color TVs were cheaper and more reliable
than ever before.

Truetone Color Televisions from the WA 1964 Spring and Summer Catalog

The new 1964 line of Truetone color televisions, all 21 inch models, retailed at from
$469.95 for a VHF-only, “consolette” ( a box with pointy looking legs) to $659.95 for a
VHF/UHF console model with a “certified fruitwood veneer hand rubbed finish”. These all had
the round looking picture tubes, much like the black and white models of the late 1940s, in
contrast to the more squared off pictures of the 1964 black and white sets that cost $149.95 and
up.
The new catalog also offered a new full line of musical instruments. Now you could buy
a violin or a trumpet the same store where you got your spark plugs and tires! Offered were
violins, banjos, ukuleles, eleven models of acoustic and electric guitars, trumpets, cornets,
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bugles, trombones, clarinets, flutes, and drums. Not surprisingly, there were few orders for a
trumpet or violin from Western Auto, but the company did develop a fairly brisk trade in guitars.

Western Auto Was Ready to Outfit the Local Band from its 1964 Spring and Summer Catalog

The new catalog looked great and it proved popular with dealers and customers but it
never really lived up to its anticipated potential. The real success of the catalog was in showing
the customers the huge range of merchandise that was available through Western Auto and in
showing the local dealers what products they could successfully sell, if they carried them. Many
dealers expanded their merchandise offerings as a result of customer demand for catalog items.
The failure of the catalog order system was that, far too often, the company simply could not
deliver a customer’s order in a reasonable time.
Unlike Sears and Wards and even catalog newcomer Penney’s, all of which kept their
catalog operations separate from their retail store operations and had special catalog order
warehouses scattered around the country, Western Auto tried to operate its system from the same
warehouses that supplied its retail stores and associate stores. Sears or Penney’s or Wards sent a
customer’s catalog order directly from the catalog order warehouse to the customer or to the
local catalog order center, and if it didn’t have the item the customer wanted in one catalog
warehouse it simply sent it from another. Western Auto, on the other hand, supplied a given
store and that store’s catalog order customers from a specific regional warehouse, and if that
warehouse happened to be out of the item ordered by the customer, there was no easy way to
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ship it from another warehouse where it might be in stock. The warehouse in Baltimore simply
didn’t serve the store in Forest City, NC which received its shipments from the company’s new
Gastonia, NC warehouse. The result was that a customer who ordered a low volume item such
as the kitchen cabinet shown on page 43 or the toilet shown on page 217 of the new 1964 catalog
might not get it for weeks if the local warehouse had already sold the two or three such items it
had in stock.

Western Auto Bathroom Fixtures and Baby Furniture from the 1964 Spring and Summer Catalog

The real advantage of the catalog to Western Auto was that it presented the company’s
full range of products to potential customers. It brought the local store into the customer’s home
and gave them the opportunity to shop for many things at their home town WA store that they
might have never thought to look for there before. It also encouraged the Associate Store dealer
who had never before stocked major appliances or other such products to begin to do so,
especially if several customers came in asking about an appliance seen in the catalog.
Despite its shortcomings Western Auto continued the catalog for the next 20 years, and a
look at the changes in the publication over those years provides an interesting view of the
company’s successes and failures as it tried to stay in tune with the times and with the changing
fortunes of the marketplace.
The company’s second “big” catalog sent out to customers was the 1964-65 Fall and
Winter edition and on its cover it featured a new “Catalog Order Center” sign that was meant to
hang over a catalog order desk (usually the same desk where customers made payments on their
charge accounts or lay-a-ways). The company was now advertising its stores and associate
stores as “Western Auto … the family store and Catalog Order Center”, a real mouthful by
any measure.
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The Cover of the 1964 – 65 Fall & Winter Catalog Showed the Range of Merchandise Available at Western Auto
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DISCOUNT SUPER STORES AND BRAND CHANGES
The mid 1960s in America was a time of great change. A President had been
assassinated, civil rights issues dominated the headlines, and Americans were learning more than
they wanted to know about a far off place called Viet Nam. An imposing Texan was in the
White House, put there by the death of John Kennedy and then re-elected by a landslide over a
conservative named Barry Goldwater who had been portrayed as pushing the Republican Party
too far to the right. Johnson surprised everyone when, as a Southerner, he pushed hard to enact
sweeping social and civil rights programs that would change the country forever. Often unnoticed behind the newspaper headlines about the crusade for racial equality were the stories of
an ever increasing number of American military “advisors” being posted in Viet Nam in hopes of
propping up an unpopular government against a foe that had been on our side in World War II
but was now labeled Communist. Lyndon Johnson would ultimately take the blame for taking
the country down the road to an un-winnable war even though he had originally opposed
President Kennedy’s moves in this direction.
In the midst of the turmoil of the civil rights struggle and of the country’s youth being
forced to face the military draft for the first time in over a decade, a huge retail revolution was
rapidly spreading over America in the form of a company called Kmart. Today we see Kmart
struggling to stay alive in a world of imitators who took Kmart’s discount store operation model
and made it work even better, but in the late 60s that company was sending shock waves through
the American retail scene.
Western Auto had reached its peak in number of stores by the mid 60s with over 5000
company and dealer owned outlets. Its stores might sell virtually everything but groceries and
wedding gowns (they did offer vitamin pills and wedding rings!). But the world of retailing was
about to change. Kmart had come on the scene.
Kmart was the first successful large scale “discount” retailer. Kmart was an expansion of
the S. S. Kresge “dime store” empire. In 1962 Kresge began to expand its “five and dime”
success into higher priced merchandise of the kind previously found only in department stores
and hardware stores, and to sell a greatly expanded line of products in huge (for their time)
stores. They dared to break the “suggested” price guidelines set by makers of everything from
tools to small appliances, and offered everything from clothing to detergents at prices lower than
customers could find in other stores. Why buy a GE electric iron at another store at its suggested
retail price of $19.95 when you could get it at Kmart at $18.88? And why should one buy a
private label Wizard or Kenmore brand toaster for $12.95 when a “name brand” Westinghouse
model is available at the “discount” store for the same price.

Kmart’s strategy was to offer everything the consumer could want for everyday living at
prices below the “suggested retail” listing and to draw in customers with weekly sales offering
even lower prices on selected items. Opening stores in medium and larger size cities all around
the country, Kmart quickly became a major force in retailing, and other former “dime” store
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chains like Woolworth and Grants soon entered the fray. In 1966 Kmart had 162 stores and was
building new stores at a rapid pace. Today’s king of discount retailers, Wal-Mart, had yet to
appear on the scene.
Western Auto saw the success of these discount stores as both a threat to its own stores
and as an intriguing way to expand its “family store” concept, and in 1967 and 1968 its Gastonia
(NC) Division opened huge “WA Family Store” department stores in Sumter, SC, Spartanburg,
SC, and Gastonia, NC. Just after World War II Western Auto had experimented with what it
called “Super Stores” in three major cities in the mid-west but these new company owned stores
were far larger, offering virtually everything Western Auto listed in its catalogs under one roof
along with a lot of merchandise never seen in its stores, including clothing, shoes, and household
goods. Imagine a Kmart store with the “WA Family Store” sign on the front and large
automotive and appliance sections, and you’ve got a pretty good idea what these stores looked
like. They looked great, but the attempt to become “WA-mart” proved a failure.
Not only did Western Auto prove less than successful at competing with the new discount
department stores such as Kmart, but it also managed to undercut its own regular Western Auto
retail outlets and to infuriate its Associate Store dealers at the same time. Instead of offering
“name brand” products such as small appliances and hardware at discount prices, the “WA
Family Stores” offered Western Auto’s brands at discount prices. Customers, however, just
didn’t find a discounted Wizard brand waffle iron or electric drill as attractive as similar items
with a GE or Black and Decker label. And in discounting its own private brands, the company
managed to undercut its own retail and associate stores, hurting their sales and angering their
managers and owners. How could a nearby Western Auto store hope to sell a 5000 BTU
window air conditioner for $128.88 when the “Family Store” was advertising them for $99, less
than the wholesale price for the associate store dealer?

5000 BTU Air Conditioner from 1967 Western Auto Red Tag Sale Circular

The “Family Stores” in Gastonia, NC and Spartanburg, SC were only about 50 miles
apart and their regular weekly advertising in the Charlotte, NC and Spartanburg, SC Sunday
newspapers reached almost every small town within a 50 mile radius of both stores. Within this
area were at least a half-dozen Western Auto company retail stores and over 25 Associate Stores.
The associate store owners might find that, after they just bought a load of single speed, 5000
BTU air conditioners from Western Auto for $93 each so they could offer them at a deep
discount or “loss leader” price of $99 in an upcoming sale, they would open their Sunday paper
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and find that the nearby “WA Family Store” was offering the same air conditioners for sale at
$88 each! Western Auto was actually selling items for retail prices that were below their
wholesale prices to dealers for the same product.
Complaints by dealers fell on deaf ears. Western Auto’s management insisted that these
short time (perhaps only over one weekend) sales at below dealer wholesale prices would not
hurt long term associate store sales, but the store owners knew better. What were they to tell the
local customer who brought in the “WA Family Store” advertisement from the Sunday paper and
wanted to buy the $88 air conditioner?
Jim Marchman’s associate store in Forest City, NC was located only 20 miles from the
Spartanburg Family Store and only 35 miles from the one in Gastonia and he saw the damage
these stores were doing to his sales. Since Western Auto seemed insensitive to the complaints of
its dealers, he, and perhaps other nearby dealers, took things into their own hands. When the
WA Family Stores would advertise a major item like a lawn mower or an air conditioner at a
below dealer wholesale price, Jim would send one of his employees with a truck to these stores
and give the employee enough cash to buy as many of the “sale” items as they could haul in the
truck, often buying the discount store’s entire supply of the item. This left the “Family Store”
with no product to sell at their low price and gave Marchman’s store the item at a price below
Western Auto’s wholesale. I remember making this somewhat subversive merchandise run once,
driving to Gastonia and buying a dozen small air conditioners (all they had) and using my change
to buy a couple of lawn mowers that they were also selling below our wholesale cost.
Western Auto’s experiment at copying Kmart proved a failure for many reasons. Perhaps
they finally realized how upset the new stores made their associate store dealers and maybe they
saw how much it hurt their own retail store sales, or it could be that they just awoke to the fact
that this kind of store simply wasn’t their niche. The WA Family Store concept died a fairly
quick death.
Another 1967 move by Western Auto proved to be beneficial. This was the purchase of
Midland International Company, an electronics importer also located in Kansas City. Midland
bought radio, TV, and other electronics products from Japanese and other far eastern
manufacturers and imported them with the Midland brand name. WA had been buying imported
radio products from Midland and selling them under its Truetone brand, and buying the company
gave Western Auto an experienced partner in the electronics business, a trade that was
increasingly relying on parts and products made in Japan, Taiwan, and other far eastern
countries. Midland had also made a name for itself as a top supplier of Citizen’s Band radios
and CB radio was quickly becoming a must have item for every driver or trucker in the country
who hoped to use the communicators to get advanced warnings of speed trap locations.
Since entering the radio sales market in the early 1930s, Western Auto had put its
Truetone brand on communications products made by dozens of independent manufacturers just
as Sears Roebuck had done in selling similar products under its Silvertone brand. Midland did
the same thing using suppliers on an international scale. The biggest supplier of radio, TV, and
stereo hi-fi equipment to be sold as Truetones continued to be the Wells-Gardner Company of
Chicago which made its products in the United States, but the handwriting was on the wall in the
electronics industry as Japanese and other Oriental manufacturers began to offer high quality
products at low prices.
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Truetone and Midland CB Radios from Western Auto’s 1969 Spring and Summer Catalog

In many ways the shifts in marketing in the electronics industry of the 1960s were a
strong indication of the wave of the future. Companies like Sears, Wards, and Western Auto
competed in the radio and television market with their Silvertone, Airline, and Truetone
“private” brands against “name” brand companies such as RCA, GE, Philco, Zenith, Admiral,
Magnavox, Sylvania, and others. These “major” or “name” brand companies were often the
pioneers in the industry and they spend a lot of money on research and development and patent
rights to bring out new products under their own brand and stay a step ahead of their
competition. RCA or GE, for example, might introduce a new innovation in something like
automatic frequency control for their FM radios and keep it to themselves for a couple of years
before licensing it to their competitors. Western Auto or Sears either had to try to buy their own
version of the new product directly from RCA or GE with their private brand label substituted
for the “name” brand, or wait a year of two to introduce the new innovation on their Truetone or
Silvertone brand products after the companies with the patents had licensed the technology to a
company like Wells Gardner. Because of this the private brand products were almost always a
step behind the major brands in their performance. And as American consumers became more
affluent they became more “brand” conscious, causing companies like Western Auto to spend
more on advertising for its private brands like Truetone or Wizard to try to equate them in the
consumer’s mind with major brands like Sylvania or Magnavox or Westinghouse.
Ironically, today, some 40 years later, the situation has reversed itself, as companies like
Sears sell either all “brand” name appliances and electronic products or sell them in addition to
their own private label products. Today, most of the companies that were once behind familiar
brand names like RCA, Westinghouse, Zenith, Philco, Sylvania, Frigidare no longer exist.
Today these familiar names are nothing more than “brands” owned by huge marketing
conglomerates that buy products made by generic suppliers and stick their name on them, just as
Western Auto and others once did with their private brands. A few well known companies like
General Electric still manufacture products like major appliances but often they merely license
their names to other companies for use on electronics products and small appliances. In
electronics products the few companies that actually carry a product through from design to
development, manufacturing and sales are Japanese and Korean makers such as Sony and
Samsung.
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In the late 1960s Western Auto began to do a somewhat strange thing with the branding
of its major appliance lines. Since introducing washing machines and refrigerators in the late
1930s and 1940s, the company had sold these items and other large appliances under its prolific
“Wizard” brand name. Over the years WA had used the Wizard label on everything from car
parts to water skis and garden hoes and paint. Perhaps the company now wanted some way to
differentiate its major appliance line or to create a more prestigious logo for these products, or
maybe it just thought it was time to create a new brand as had often been done in the past. For
whatever reason, by the late 60s “Wizard” appliances transitioned to “Wizard Citation”
appliances and then the Wizard part of the name started to shrink until only the “Citation” label
remained.

“Wizard” becomes “Wizard Citation” and then Just “Citation” from the 60s to the 70s

In the following years the same fate awaited other products sold under Western Auto’s
second oldest label. By the late 1960s the company’s best car battery was called the Wizard
“Tough One” and a few years further down the road the Wizard part of the name disappeared.
The same fate awaited the Wizard brand name on Western Auto tools and all manner of other
products. By the end of the century the company’s once most used brand name remaind only on
lawn mowers and a few gardening products.
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Wizard Batteries Became “Tough Ones” in the 1960s

Many of Western Auto’s private brand names gradually disappeared from use, but in the
1960s they were proudly promoted. The 60th Anniversary Catalog bragged of “Western Auto’s
famous brands: Davis, Wizard, Revelation, Truetone, Western Flyer, and Treasure House”, the
last of these being the company’s brand for its furniture.

Western Auto’s Brands in the 1960s [60th Anniversary Catalog]

In the 60s Color television was the hot new item in consumer electronics and by later in
the decade four and then eight track tape players brought new choices in listening pleasure to car
drivers. Frost free had been the new word for refrigerators at the beginning of the decade, and
Avocado and Coppertone color appliances were all the rage by Western Auto’s 60th
Anniversary. Other changes were happening in the automotive supply field.
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TIRE EVOLUTION DELAYS REVOLUTION
George Pepperdine’s first “Western Auto” sales flyer in 1909 was an offering to sell tires
at discount prices and, in many ways, the history of the company that George founded could be
seen in its tires. The company’s first and last sale circulars offered a variety of tire brands and
prices but the tires offered in those earliest catalogs had almost nothing in common with the tires
sold today.

Samples of Western Auto’s First and Last Tires [1915 and 2003]

Over the century of the automobile tires transitioned from hard rubber coverings for large
diameter wagon-type wheels, to pneumatically inflated high pressure bike-type tires, to cord
reinforced and then larger “balloon” tires, to smaller diameter wheels with lower pressure tires,
and so on. Materials used in tires besides rubber have included cotton, rayon, nylon, and Aramid
cords and weaves plus fiberglass and steel. 100 years ago a motorist considered himself lucky if
his tires lasted over a couple of thousand miles. Technology moved slowly, but each new decade
saw longer tire lifetimes, due both to better tire design and construction and to better roads. By
the middle of the century Americans were enjoying smooth as silk car rides thanks to new
interstate highways, “tuned” car suspension systems, and lower pressure, “low profile” tubeless
tires; and their tires were lasting as long as 25,000 to 30,000 miles.

Low Profile Tire Design [1961]
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The tubeless tire and lower tire cross sections or profiles had been the major innovations
seen in car tires in the 1950s in the United States. In Europe, the Michelin tire company had
begun to make a revolutionary new type of tire using a “radial” reinforcing cord construction.
These tires lasted much longer than conventional “bias” ply tires where the reinforcing cord or
threads crossed over each other at something like a 45 degree angle in successive layers or
“plies” through the tire’s sidewall and under its tread. American tire makers were slow to adapt
this radial technology to their products for many reasons. They saw no need to change a
successful product, especially with one that might result in drivers needing to buy new tires less
often. They also encountered problems with tread separation and tire ply failure when
attempting to make their own “radial” tires. Besides that, the radial tires always looked
(compared to bias ply tires) as if they were running “flat”, and consumers were somewhat
suspicious of this new French technology.
American cars were much larger and heavier than European automobiles for which
Michelin developed radial tires and when these tires were put on American cars they not only
looked flat but they did not give the car a comfortable ride. American tire manufacturers like
Goodyear, Goodrich, and Firestone decided to concentrate on ways to make longer lasting, more
comfortable riding bias ply tires. Radials would have to wait for Americans and American tire
companies to accept them and, as hard as it may seem today, this was a long and painful process.
In the early 60s tire makers experimented with new tread rubber compounds and tread
designs, trying to find tires that would last longer and give improved traction. Western Auto
marketed one of these tires in 1961 as the Davis Imperial Sentry, a tire that claimed to be
everything from strikingly beautiful to having a new “shock absorber tread”. It also promised 12
more miles to every tank of gas. But this tire couldn’t live up to its promises. The new shock
absorber tread all too easily broke away from the rest of the tire and many of the tires sold had to
be replaced with other tires. A year later the tire was replaced in Western Auto’s tire line with
the Davis Premium Sentry. The Premium Sentry promised 25% more mileage with its “miracle
rubber”, extra deep tread with a heavier “undertread” to prevent the problems seen in the
Imperial Sentry. This tire was a much better tire than its predecessor in the Davis “premium” tire
line but its tread just didn’t look as impressive as normal tire treads like that of the less expensive
Davis Safety Sentry.

Davis Imperial Sentry [1961 F&W Catalog] and Davis’ Premium Sentry and Safety Sentry [’62 Parade of Values]
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Finally, in 1966, Western Auto hit on a winner for a premium tire as the tire industry
learned to better blend its rubber compounds and build stronger tires. Without doubt the best
non-belted bias cord tire every made for the company was the Davis Luxury Premium Sentry, a
tire that performed exceptionally well for its time and was one of the best looking tires on the
highway (yes there are a lot of people that judge tires by their looks). After the “Imperial
Sentry” debacle Western Auto had made sure that its supplier for the Luxury Premium Sentry
had thoroughly tested its new design and the company was confident enough in the tire to give it
an exceptional tire guarantee and to hire a nationally know race car driver, Fred Lorenzen, to be
the personal spokesman for the tire in television and national magazine advertising.

Western Auto Luxury Premium Sentry Tire [56th Anniversary Sale Circular]

Most tires in the 1960s had no treadwear guarantee. Tires typically wore through their
treads in 10,000 to 15,000 miles and top of the line tires might make from 20,000 to 25,000
miles. Those tires that did offer treadwear guarantees usually stated them in months rather than
miles. Most Western Auto Davis tires were guaranteed to last for from 15 to 30 months and the
assumption was that drivers would put less than 1000 miles on a tire per month. The tires were
also guaranteed against “failure” from defect or road hazard and if it failed the owner could buy
a replacement tire at a reduced price based on the percent of treadwear. But to collect on the
treadwear guarantee itself the tread had to wear completely out; i.e., the tire tread had to be
completely smooth everywhere on the tire, an unsafe condition but one seen often on old tires in
those days. On most Davis tires the treadwear guarantee gave the owner a set dollar amount off
the price of a replacement tire if the tread completely wore out.
The Davis Luxury Premium Sentry was so good that WA offered a lifetime treadwear
guarantee, if the tread ever wore out, regardless of how long the tire had been in use or how
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many miles it had been driven, the owner would get a $8 allowance per tire toward a tire
replacement. This may not seem like much today but we are talking about tires where the most
expensive size cost less than $35.
The Luxury Premium Sentry remained Western Auto’s top of the line tire for most of the
1960s, until “belted” tires began to enter the premium tire market to compete with the belted
radial tires being imported by Michelin. The tire came in blackwall, whitewall, and even a sport
version with a red stripe on one side and parallel red and white stripes on the other. This “sport
red” version was my choice for a set of replacement tires on my first new car, a red 1965
Plymouth Fury two door hardtop with a black vinyl roof. They provided the perfect complement
to the car’s color and they gave great performance and treadwear for tires of that era.
Another successful new tire introduced by Western Auto in the 1960s was the Davis
Traction Sentry, a “mud and snow” tire with a very aggressive tread that ran much quieter than
most snow tires of the day. This proved an exceptionally good tire in snow and for off-road use
and a special version of the tire was used in off-road desert and dirt track racing and earned a
well deserved reputation as a race winner. Because of tires like these, WA sold millions of tires
in the 1960s and the excellent guarantees offered by the company allowed its stores and associate
stores to compete very successfully with “name brand” dealers in their areas.

Western Auto’s Aggressive Traction Sentry Tire of the 1960s [60th Anniversary Catalog]

In the mid-1960s Western Auto seemed to offer everything for everyone. In the 64 page
1965 Christmas catalog there were over 40 pages filled with toys and gifts for children including
19 different models of Western Flyer bikes of all sizes, 10 styles of pedal cars, 5 types of pedal
tractors, and 6 kinds of wagons. There were pages of dolls including Barbie and GI Joe and
“slot” racer car sets had joined electric trains as “boy” toys. Page after page were filled with toy
cars, trucks, doll accessories, games, cowboy and army play sets, and “educational” toys such as
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chemistry sets, “Erector” sets, microscope sets and the like. And for the rest of the family were
everything from tires, to pool tables, to refrigerators, to typewriters, to TVs, to luggage, to
electric drills and saws, to dinette sets, to blenders, to guitars, to electric blankets, to kitchen
utensils. If you couldn’t find what you wanted at Western Auto it probably didn’t exist. The 25
inch long Western Auto tractor-trailer metal truck selling for $3.99 in that catalog brings over
$100 from today’s toy collectors if it is still in good shape.

Toy Truck from 1965 Christmas Catalog and Contest Information from 1966 Red Tag Sale Circular

Always trying to appeal to everyone, WA’s sale catalogs of the 1960s featured a wide
variety of items that many people wouldn’t expect to find in an “auto supply” store. In addition
to the WA Family Vitamins at 88 cents a bottle there were brooms for 99 cents, charcoal at 10
pounds for 66 cents, electric popcorn poppers for $2.99, beach balls for 47 cents, men’s sport
shirts for 99 cents, women’s nylon hose at 3 for $1.19 garment bags for $1.55, metal garbage
cans for $2.88, 50 piece stainless steel dinnerware sets for $9.88, golf balls at 3 for 96 cents, and
to attract the entire family to shop their stores there were nationwide contests with thousands of
prizes ranging from mink stoles to oil filters.
Western Auto’s private brand names were also spreading to new products. In 1966 the
“Revelation” brand, which had been used only on sporting goods and then extended to outdoor
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goods like coolers and insulated drink containers now appeared on lawn and garden fertilizers
and grass seeds and charcoal briquets. The seemingly all purpose “Wizard” brand was used on
most other lawn and garden supplies from lawn mowers to rakes and hoes with less expensive
lines of garden tools and workship tools given the “Westcraft” name. The Wearwell tire brand,
in use since the 1920s, was about to be abandoned, but the name was kept in use for nonpremium lines of motor oil and transmission fluid. A big change was under way on major
appliances as the Wizard name changed to “Wizard Citation” and then to simply “Citation” on
refrigerators, washers and dryers, hot water heaters, freezers, stoves, and air conditioners.
Whatever Western Auto’s motive for this change, there was never any indication that it made
any difference to customers. In fact, the combination of the two names Wizard and Citation used
for several years seemed downright cumbersome for both salespeople and customers.

Wizard Citation Washer

Sales and festivities accompanied Western Auto’s 60th Anniversary in 1969 and the
company had much to celebrate, but problems were beginning to show as well. Western Auto
had become a senior citizen in the corporate world and its age was showing. Many of the
company owned stores were getting old and their downtown locations were off the beaten path
as shoppers shifted their attention to suburban shopping centers and as new things called
“shopping malls” began to pop up on the map. Discount stores were becoming big competitors
and Western Auto’s attempt at emulating their operation had failed. And now Kmart was
moving into smaller towns and competing with Western Auto’s Associate stores, and their
competition was especially felt at Christmas when shoppers found they could buy all the “name
brand” toys they saw on TV for a lower price at the discount chains than at WA. To add to all
this, Associate Store numbers were starting to shrink as owners who had started stores 20 and 30
years earlier began to retire and as new owners who had to start with higher overhead costs
found that they couldn’t make ends meet. Western Auto, like many 60 year olds, was beginning
to look and feel old and was finding itself a little out of touch in a fast paced world.
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THIS SENIOR CITIZEN COULD USE A FACE LIFT
Western Auto had pulled out all the stops for its “golden anniversary” in 1959 and, in
1969, it tried to recreate the magic at age sixty. For the year long celebration the company
adopted a “60” gold medallion which adorned its 1969 Spring and Summer catalog and special
value sale tags throughout the year.

Cover of 60th Anniversary Catalog

Comparing the 1969 catalog with those of WA’s first 40 years reveals the huge expansion
and change in direction of this company over its 60 years of service to America. There is
evidence of continuity in that there are still “Wizard” brand car batteries and “Davis” brand tires
and, of course, there are still “Western Flyer” bikes and “Truetone” radios, but these same names
now appear on a much wider range of products, and a new brand has appeared in “Treasure
House” furniture.
Furniture at Western Auto?! Actually, the company started selling furniture in the 1940’s
and had slowly expanded the line ever since. The 60th Anniversary catalog opened with a full
45 pages of furniture. Shown were sofas, recliners, tables, lamps, dinette sets, desks, bedroom
furniture, mattresses, baby furniture, carpets, and outdoor furniture. Few, if any Western Auto
stores carried the full range of furniture; there were, for example, 20 different styles of sofas.
But many did carry recliner style easy chairs and a couple of lines of dinette sets since these
often appeared in sales brochures. All of the furniture was what most furniture stores would
consider comparable to their low priced lines but it looked reasonably good and came in enough
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styles to appeal to almost any customer who was looking for low priced furniture. And the
timing was good with the post war “baby boomer” generation getting married and looking for
“starter” furniture for their new homes and apartments. Some Associate Stores found a nice
market niche in low priced furniture and expanded their stores to include a reasonable sized
furniture sales space, usually close to their displays of Wizard appliances.

Western Auto “Treasure House” Brand Furniture [1969 Spring & Summer Catalog]

As mentioned in the previous chapter, WA’s major appliances were undergoing a name
change for no apparent reason. Perhaps the company thought that having the same name,
“Wizard”, on its refrigerators and washing machines as it used on its spark plugs, screw drivers,
and lawnmowers just wasn’t sophisticated enough. For whatever reason, company had been
switching the brand name on all its major appliances from “Wizard” to “Wizard® Citation”.
Even stranger than the change itself was the adding of the copyright notation to only the Wizard
portion of the brand name.
The “Citation” name had first appeared on a single model of a Wizard washing machine
and matching dryer in the mid 1960s. It was used in the same way as names like “standard”,
“master”, “deluxe”, or “imperial” were used on other models of Wizard washing machines; i.e.,
seemingly to designate a specific model of machine. But soon the Citation moniker began to
join the Wizard trademark as a two word branding on a wider and wider range of Western Auto’s
major appliance lines. And a few years later only the Citation part of the brand name would
remain, sometimes merged with a WA symbol. Even later it would be combined with the
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“Norge” brand as “Citation by Norge” when the company apparently began to believe that there
was some value in telling the customer what company actually made the appliance in question.
Through the 1960s and 1970s many (but never all) of Western Auto’s refrigerators, freezers,
washers, dryers, and air conditioners were made by Norge.
Speaking of appliances, by 1969 the latest thing in refrigerators were the new “side-byside” style refrigerator/freezer units. Some years later these would become very popular when
water and ice dispensers would be added to the freezer doors. In ‘69 the hottest sellers in
refrigerator/freezer combinations were the ones with the freezer on the bottom. While this
arrangement put the freezer just over the heat emitting compressor and made the freezing process
less efficient, the fact that the most used part of the dual unit, the refrigerator, was at the users
arm height where it was easy to load and unload food. This made getting food in and out much
more convenient than having to bend over to use the standard “freezer on top” arrangement. The
tradition of freezer on the top probably started with “ice boxes” where the block of ice was
placed above the cold food storage compartment in the days before efficient electric refrigerators
were developed. But as freezing replaced “canning” as the preferred way of preserving foods
and as freezer sections became larger to hold more than just a couple of ice cube trays and frozen
TV dinners, the freezer section grew to dominate the upper part of the refrigerator and then to
have its own ever larger door.

Side-by-Side and Bottom Freezer “Wizard © Citation” Refrigerators [1969 S&S Catalog]

Of course, the latest word in major appliances was “color” and home decorators and
“housewives” who wanted to have the latest in kitchen and laundry room designs were buying
their appliances in color. Coppertone and avocado were apparently the color fad for 1969 as
were gold tones and shades of beige in other years, all choices that would eventually make
families question their decorating sanity when, a few years later, the appliances were still
running fine but had far outlived their owners’ passion for those particular colors. This worked
out nicely for the appliance makers and retailers who didn’t mind at all when the perfectly good
coppertone refrigerator made its way to the basement or the beach house, replaced by a new
model in the latest designer hue.
The 60th Anniversary catalog included many other things that America’s families might
find strange being sold at Western Auto. This included three different models of “Wizard” brand
typewriters, a set of encyclopedias, four models of full sized pool tables, six types of Wizard
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water skis, four pages of diamond rings and watches, ten pages of kitchen and bathroom fixtures
including toilets and bathtubs, and three pages of family sized backyard swimming pools. On
the other hand, tents and camping supplies had appeared around 1920 in Western Auto catalogs
and the 1969 catalog had 8 pages of tents and sleeping bags.

Wizard “Truetype”, “Trutab”, and “Tabulator” Typewriters [1969 Spring & Summer Catalog]

The catalog shows several interesting electronics products that either never made it or
were popular only a short time. One of these was the “hip pocket” record player, a small player
which played little 16 rpm flexible records that could supposedly be carried in one’s hip pocket
(the records, not the player). The 16 rpm records never caught on with consumers. Also shown
were several models of 8 track and 4 track tape players for cars. The 8 track players were a
popular option for car buyers for a couple of years in the 60s but their operation was
cumbersome and unreliable. Both of these technologies were made quickly obsolete by the tape
cassette, developed by Phillips in the Netherlands, which quickly caught on as an easy to use and
carry medium for both playing pre-recorded music and for recording one’s own sounds.
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Truetone “Hip Pocket” Record Player and 4 and 8 Track Car Tape Players [1969 Spring & Summer Catalog]

In 1969 Western Auto introduced a new line of automobile batteries with the best
guarantee in the business. The company decided to call these 60 month batteries the Wizard
“Tough One”.
Western Auto’s first “Wizard” brand product was the car battery, or automobile storage
battery as they were first called. These batteries were essentially a box containing a set of three
cells or containers fitted with electrode plates that were submerged in acid. Each cell was
capable of producing about two volts and the set of three were coupled together to give six volts
total output. The acid was very corrosive and the cells were enclosed in a hard rubber, acid proof
box, with the top of the box sealed with a tar-like substance. Each cell was fitted with a screw
cap to allow the needed acid to be poured into the cell or to allow water or acid to be added as
needed to replace that lost to evaporation. The amperage or current which the battery could
produce depended on the number of plates in each cell and the lifetime of the battery depended
on many things including the quality of the materials used in making the battery.
In the early to mid 1950s the automotive industry began to switch from 6 volt to 12 volt
technology, using the same amount of power or wattage but requiring less amperage or current
since the voltage was higher. This allowed the use of lighter wiring and reduced the danger of
shock and resulted in longer lasting batteries and electrical equipment such as car radios. Along
with this change came a change to plastic cases which were lighter and stronger than the former
hard rubber variety. There was always a wide range of battery sizes for various brands and
models of cars. The larger size batteries allowed the use of more plates per cell and delivered
more power and longer lifetimes.
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By 1969 WA had several models of car batteries, each with different guarantees. The
Wizard “Champ” was guaranteed for 18 months, the “Standard” for 24 months, the “Sentry” and
the “Deluxe” were both guaranteed for 36 months, and the “Imperial” was warranted to last 48
months. A 48 month warranty was considered good for a car battery at that time and today, over
30 years later, it is still pretty good.

Wizard “Deluxe” 6 and 12 Volt Batteries and the 12 Volt “Tough One” [1969 S&S Catalog]

With the “Tough One” and its five year warranty to top out its battery line, Western Auto
offered the customer as complete a choice of car batteries as could be found anywhere. A
description of the new battery in the August 1969 edition of the “Western Auto Retailer” dealer
magazine claimed that the use of a new polypropylene plastic for the battery case allowed the use
of thinner walls and the inclusion of larger, more tightly spaced plates which gave a longer
lasting, more powerful battery.
I always thought the “Tough One” name was sort of corny but someone at Western Auto
liked it enough to put it on a new premium tire. “The Tough One 4 plus 2 by Davis” was WA’s
first “belted” tire and it carried the same “lifetime” tread wearout warranty as the Davis Luxury
Premium Sentry tire which had been the company’s most successful tire in its history.
The Tough One 4 plus 2 was what is known as a “bias-belted” tire. It had two fiberglass
belts placed under its tread and running around the circumference of four polyester cord wraparound plies which were wrapped over each other at angles to each other.
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The Davis “Tough One 4 + 2” Bias Belted Tire [WA 1969 Spring & Summer Catalog]

The “bias-belted” tire was, in 1969, the answer of American tire companies to the
Michelin “radial” tire design. American companies still hadn’t developed a successful radial tire
design and many American consumers still distrusted a tire that looked like it was flat when fully
inflated as was the case with many radial tires. It wasn’t until a couple of years later when Sears
marketed a heavily advertised and affordable radial tire made by Michelin that radials became
acceptable to the American public, and even then there were some serious safety problems with
American built radials.
These belted-bias ply tires were not as flexible as radials and didn’t ride as comfortably,
but their belts did allow them to wear longer and gave them better impact resistance. In general,
a standard belted tire could be expected to last about 20,000 miles and a radial tire could go
twice that far. The bias-belted tires were somewhere in between, lasting about 30,000 miles
when driven properly.
Western Auto also brought out a bias belted mud and snow tire in 1969 and called it “The
Tough Grip 4 plus 2”. This tire essentially built the successful Davis Traction Sentry’s
aggressive tread design onto the same bias-belted body as the Tough One 4 plus 2 tire. It had a
42 month tread wearout guarantee, pretty good for a snow tire.
Also popular in the late 60’s were “70-series” tires that were about 35% wider than
normal tires. These tires were used on “muscle” cars of the era, usually mid size cars with big
engines designed to be the hot rods of their time period. Western Auto brought out a series of
these tires in both regular and snow treads. Continuing the same stroke of insanity that lead to
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“The Tough One” name, the company selected “The Wide One” and The Wide Grip” as series
names for these Davis brand tires. These tires were not belted, but just bias ply tires made in a
wider size that was popular with young drivers who owned muscle cars.

Davis Tires Get Tougher and Wider in the Late 1960s [WA 1969 – 1970 Fall & Winter Catalog]

The 1969 catalog also listed a full line of tires for large trucks, tractors, campers, and
even a line of tires for antique tires.

1962 Western Flyer “Strato Flyer” [May 1962 Western Auto Retailer Dealer Magazine]

In the early 1960s Western Auto introduced its new line of Western Flyer bikes that
replaced the old “balloon tire” style bike with a slimmed down “mid-weight” bike design. By
“mid-weight”, bicycle manufacturers meant that the bikes were lighter than the older style bikes
but not as light as the light-weight models popularly called “English” bikes. While there had
been Western Flyer light-weight bikes offered by the company since before World War II, many
Associate Store dealers refused to carry them. Many of the “English” bikes had three speed
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gears and caliper brake systems and that meant more demands for repairs. Also, if these lightweight bikes were given to children, the rough treatment they sometimes received led to a lot of
warranty claims. Even though Western Auto was always pretty good about honoring its
guarantees, it was a real hassle for the dealer to have to deal with an angry customer and crying
child, neither of whom wanted to admit that the bike simply wasn’t designed for flying off of the
neighborhood’s empty lot “ski-jump”.
The first Western Flyer “mid-weight” bike was a one year experiment in the 1950s with a
26 inch boy’s bike with a two speed gear system and traditional coaster brakes. This was the
bike that I worked all fall to earn but it didn’t prove all that popular with customers. But in 1962
the entire American bicycle industry turned to mid-weight designs, instantly making the old
“balloon tire” designs obsolete. The top of the line mid-weight Western Flyer by 1964 was the
special “Strato Flyer” shown below, with its “copper, nickel, chrome” clear lacquered finish and
black and red accents. Its “luggage rack” had automotive style turn signal lights and its
streamlined “tank” had an electric horn and twin headlights.

Strato Flyer [Western Auto 1963 – 1964 Fall & Winter Catalog]

Western Flyer bicycles took up 7 pages of the 60th Anniversary catalog and these
included some unique styles, including one with a steering wheel instead of handle bars and
several with “high rise” and other unique types of handle bars. These were a few of the many socalled “Buzz Bikes”, 20 inch wheel bicycles that were jazzed up with “banana” style seats and
“eliminator” style frames, just what every kid needed to be the coolest cruiser in the
neighborhood!
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Interesting Styles of “Buzz Bikes” for 1970 [1969 – 1970 WA Fall & Winter Catalog]

Just a couple of years earlier the 20 inch bike was known as a “baby” bike, the little bike
that parents who didn’t know how to teach their child to ride would put “training wheels” on.
Training wheels were those little outrigger wheels that would prevent a few skinned knees and
elbows but would also keep the kid from ever achieving the real sense of balance needed for
successful bike riding. Now these little bikes had been redesigned to encourage wild riding and
death defying stunts. Heaven forbid that a parent ever even think of adding training wheels to
these speedsters.
Also included in the Western Flyer bike selection were some unique light-weight style
bikes. The “London Flyer” had a unique combination of a traditional “English” three speed gear
system with a twist grip gear shifter rather than the usual shift lever. It also had both caliper
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style and coaster style brakes. Its rear coaster brake, activated by reversing the pedal action,
worked just like the brakes on traditional American style bikes that had become a “natural” way
to brake for most American kids. Added braking safety came from a front wheel caliper style
brake activated by a lever on the left handle bar. This bike had a wonderful combination of
features that made it, in my opinion, one of the finest “touring” style bikes ever manufactured. I
currently own and ride two of them, one that I bought in the 1960s for use in college and the
other bought a few years back on Ebay.

Two Unique Light-weight Western Flyers for 1969 [Western Auto 60th Anniversary Catalog]

The other lightweight bike is the 10-speed “Galaxy Flyer” shown on the left above. This
style bike, with its “derailleur” gear system and so-called “racing” handlebars, marked the biking
trend of the future. Unfortunately, to my way of thinking, it represents a real regression in bike
design. Virtually everything new about this bike, compared to the London Flyer to its right,
makes life more difficult, dangerous, and expensive.
The most obvious difference in these two light-weight bikes is the “gear” system, and the
fact that they both have multiple “gears” differentiates them for ordinary “single-speed” bikes of
their day. The advantage of multiple gears is that it allows you to change the relative rotation
speed between the pedals and the rear (drive) wheel, adjusting the pedal force needed on
different types of terrain. This works similarly to a car’s gearing system that changes the
rotating speed of the engine’s crank shaft to a different rotational speed for the car’s drive shaft
that goes to the drive wheels.
The earliest “bikes” worked like today’s children’s tricycles, with the pedals directly
attached to the trike’s drive (front) wheel. This gives a 1-to-1 “gear” ratio, meaning that the
pedals go through a complete circle every time the wheel does. If the drive wheel is small
enough this is ok but as the wheel gets larger it becomes harder and harder to get the wheel to
turn. In technical terms, the “torque” requirement goes up with wheel diameter. This made the
earliest “two wheelers”, the old timey bikes with a huge front wheel and a little rear wheel and
with pedals attached directly to the front wheel, very hard to pedal. They essentially had to be
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started by pushing them up to speed and then jumping on, and only the very strong could pedal
them on any sort of uphill slope.
The chain and sprocket “gearing” system revolutionized bicycling by allowing the use of
large wheels with normal pedaling force. By using a small “sprocket” (the round thing with
teeth that the chain fits over) at the rear or drive wheel and a larger sprocket at the pedals and
connecting these with a chain loop, the “gearing” can be set up to give multiple revolutions of
the drive wheel with every single rotation or the pedal sprocket, and this requires less pedaling to
go a given distance. On a “single speed” bike the front or pedal sprocket has a diameter several
times the diameter of the rear wheel sprocket. The bike rider will then turn the pedals through
only part of a circle for each time the bike’s rear wheel makes a complete revolution. Early bike
inventors experimented with this “gear ratio” until they got one that was a good compromise for
the average rider.
One reason this chain and sprocket system works so reliably is its combination of
strength, light weight, and flexibility. A chain and sprocket is used instead of something like a
belt and pulley system because it is rugged and a chain is much harder to dislodge from a
sprocket than it is to get a belt to jump out of a pulley. It takes a steady tension to keep a belt in
a pulley but a chain drive system will stay in mesh with its sprocket even when loose.
The single speed bike system is, as noted above, a compromise, probably designed to
make it reasonably easy to pedal up a slight incline. On a steep incline a rider might have to get
off and walk, while, if the sprocket size ratio was different he or she could pedal up the hill. On
the other hand, a gear or sprocket ratio designed for a steep hill would result in too much
pedaling to go a short distance in level or downhill travel. Hence, the reason for multiple gears.
The London Flyer shown above has three speeds with a normal chain and sprocket
system. It, and most three speed bikes, uses a set of “planetary” gears inside the rear wheel hub
to achieve three different gear ratios between the rear wheel chain sprocket and the wheel itself.
In the lowest gear setting the sprocket directly engages the rear wheel and they turn at the same
rate but when shifted into either of the two higher gear settings a different set of gears engage in
the rear wheel hub to rotate the bike wheel faster than the drive sprocket. Having three gears
allows relatively easy pedaling on level ground, a moderate incline, and a large incline. This
works much like the way gears on a car allow the car’s engine to run at its “best” speed no matter
how much power may be needed starting up or going up hills.
But for some cyclists, three speeds were apparently not enough, even though most studies
have shown that bikers with multiple speed bikes seldom actually make use of over three of their
multiple gears. But three gear ratios is the maximum that one can get out of a hub-enclosed
planetary gear system. It might, one would think, be possible to install another planetary gear
system in the hub that holds the pedal sprocket, giving three gears there and a total of nine
possible gear combinations, but instead, bike manufacturers decided to go with a “derailleur”
system using multiple diameter sprockets at both the pedal hub and at the rear wheel hub.
In a “derailleur” system the gears are changed by forcing the chain to do something it is
inherently designed not to do, that is to jump off of one sprocket and onto another one. Making
this happen requires special spring-loaded “derailleur” sprockets that allow the chain to have an
adjustable margin of “slack” and requires parts that essentially shove the moving chain to the left
or right to force it onto another sprocket while in motion. All of this causes incredible wear and
tear on the chain and sprockets and to work properly it requires careful and regular adjustment of
the system. Bikers with derailleur type multiple gear bikes spend far, far more time making road
side repairs and adjustments than those with planetary gear, three speed systems. They also
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spend far more time than three speed bike riders pedaling in a very inefficient gear simply
because of the difficulty of changing the gears on a derailleur type bike.
So, we now have a bike with a complicated chain and sprocket system where changing
gears requires forcing the chain from sprocket to sprocket. What then is the primary thing you
could change about the design of the bike to make the chain system even more cumbersome?
Why not remove the chain guard?!!
Bikes didn’t have chain guards as standard equipment before the late 1930s. Chain
guards were added to bikes to keep pant legs and skirts from getting caught in between the
moving chain and sprocket when pedaling the bike. Before chain guards were used boys would
use large rubber bands around their right pant leg to keep it out of the way of the chain. This
became more of a problem when boys pant legs got baggier in the 1930s. But now with multiple
speed derailleur systems the chain guard is sort of in the way, given the frequency of needed
repairs to the system and the need to manually put the chain back on the sprocket whenever the
system malfunctions and carries it past all the sprockets. So bikes once again become destroyers
of pants legs.
The final change in bike design that is evident when comparing the London Flyer and the
Galaxy Flyer is the near elimination of bike fenders. This is one change I have never
understood. The only thing I can figure is that bike manufacturers decided that if they could get
a gullible public to accept a bike with no fenders it would save them a few dollars in making
each bike. But somehow, the biking world has come to accept, with some degree of totally
irrational pride, the wet dirty stripe that ends up on the back of any bike rider who happens to
ride through a puddle with a fenderless bicycle. It makes no sense at all to me but bikers seem to
like it.
More gears and then even more gears were added year after year until now 20+ speeds
are the norm. But even now, few bikers actually every use over three of their gear ratios, and
almost every time I go for a ride on my old London Flyer three-speed bike I pass at least one
ardent biker with his or her multi-speed, sans fender and chain guard, bike lying on the ground
by the side of the path as he or she tries to get the chain back in place.
The 1960’s had been good years for Western Auto and the company had expanded its
product offerings in almost every conceivable direction, but its company owned stores hadn’t
kept up with the changes as well as many of the over 4000 associate stores. Most of the
company owned stores were in downtown locations in larger cities, often in the same locations
where they were started in the 1920s and 30s. While many new stores had been built in the post
war years, most of these were also in or near downtown areas. But the demographics of cities
and the shopping patterns of city dwellers were rapidly changing.
I worked for a short time in an older, downtown, company owned Western Auto store in
Raleigh, NC in 1962 and I was amazed to find out how poorly it was operated compared to my
Dad’s small town Associate Store. The store manager only cared about making his weekly
quota, and once that was made he might take the rest of the week off. He once noted that if the
store beat its company set quota too often it would be raised and he might have to work harder!
During one of my first weeks on the job I sold a food freezer, a major appliance sale that
would have earned me a commission in my Dad’s store; but I was told that the store manager
was the designated appliance salesperson and only he made a specific commission on appliance
sales. The only way I could earn a commission by selling an appliance was to first meet my
“quota” in small item sales, and it’s awfully hard to sell several hundred dollars worth of
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screwdrivers and tire valves in a week. I very quickly learned to just be content with my hourly
wage and forget trying to sell things like appliances.
If all their stores had these kinds of policies and attitudes it was obvious that the Western
Auto company operated retail stores were hurting. Add to this the fact that shoppers in larger
cities were making the majority of their purchases at new, more suburban, shopping centers and
malls and not at downtown stores, and you have a serious problem.
But instead of addressing such problems by revising its sales and store management
policies and by building new suburban stores, Western Auto had tried to make a big jump to
Kmart-like super stores and had overreached the limits of its experience.
The Associate stores were in smaller towns and had yet to face the problem of shopper
flight from downtown. Many of them were prospering and had been expanding to take
advantage of all the products made available to them by Western Auto. But they, or rather their
owners, were beginning to show signs of age as well.
Many Western Auto Associate Stores were owned by people who had come in “on the
ground floor” when the company started its dealer system in the late 1930s, and by the late 1960s
a lot of them were ready to retire. Some of these dealers were succeeded by sons or daughters
and the store operation continued as a family business, but often Western Auto made transition
difficult by insisting on new dealer contracts with the new family member as if the business was
starting from scratch. And if the store was sold to a new owner, the company often put very high
pressure on him or her to expand the store’s range of Western Auto merchandise in order to keep
the franchise or to get the best deals on merchandise. These pressures, combined with the
inexperience of many new owners and the increased overhead costs that almost always
accompany the transfer of a business to a new owner, were at least part of the reason some of
these stores dropped their Western Auto franchise and went with other suppliers or went out of
business altogether. Expanding hardware franchise operations like Ace, Sentry, and True Value
were often willing to make it easy for a Western Auto Associate Store to convert and this could
be very tempting if that store’s main line of business had been hardware all along.
Store owners who had legally incorporated their businesses often faired better when
transferring ownership to another family member than those who had a personal contract with
Western Auto. Since the franchise was with the corporation and not the individual, the contract
did not have to be renegotiated upon transfer between family members. But in cases where an
owner died and the spouse, son, or daughter was in line in the owner’s will to take over the
business, that person quickly found out that Western Auto had no contract with them. This,
added to the complications already surrounding the settling of estates and estate taxes, and
sometimes led to a quick sellout of a once successful business that could have been avoided with
proper planning.
The result of all this was a slow erosion of the Western Auto Associate Store family.
This erosion would accelerate over the next twenty years as more dealers retired and sold their
businesses and as company policies began to alienate some associate store owners. Others,
particularly newer dealers, often found themselves unable to hold their own in the changing
marketplace.
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THE STRUGGLE BEGINS
The 1970s saw a nation in a struggle with itself. Richard Nixon had been elected
President in 1968 after Lyndon Johnson had declined to run for a second full term under the
stress of popular and political criticism for his leadership in the country’s war in Viet Nam.
Challenged by Senator Eugene McCarthy for his own political party’s nomination, Johnson had
bowed out and his Vice President, Hubert Humphrey, could not differentiate himself enough
from Johnson to gain the confidence of the country’s voters. A nation desperate for some way
out of the quagmire in Southeast Asia called on Nixon, who had bitterly announced his
retirement from politics only 8 years earlier after his loss to John Kennedy in the 1960
Presidential election.
The Nixon administration pulled the country out of Viet Nam, declaring that we had met
our obligations there and evacuating the military as the Viet Cong rushed in to claim their prize.
Shortly thereafter Nixon surprised everyone by establishing relations with former enemy, the
People’s Republic of China, realizing that this giant of a nation could no longer be ignored. But
he also created his own problems at home as those around him broke laws and betrayed the
public’s confidence, leading to the resignation of Vice President Spiro Agnew and ultimately to
his own resignation under threat of impeachment. The nation was also shocked economically by
a previously obscure coalition of oil producing countries called OPEC that successfully created
an oil shortage leading to high gas prices and long lines at the pump. By the middle of the decade
the country had an un-elected President, Gerald Ford and it was trying to recover from the self
inflicted wounds of a war gone bad while it adjusted to ever rising gas and oil prices.
As it entered the 1970s, Western Auto tried to continue what had been very successful
policies for the company in the preceding 25 years. Still calling itself “The Family Store and
Catalog Order Center” it put out two big catalogs every year filled with hundreds of pages of
everything imaginable. Monthly sales continued to offer bargains on familiar merchandise as
well as the occasional new and sometimes seemingly out of place items, although the ventures
into family vitamins, women’s hosiery, men’s sport shirts, and razor blades seem to have come
to a well deserved end.

Colorful Appliances and TVs from Western Auto 1971 Christmas Circular
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The 1971 Christmas Gift Guide, published as a newspaper insert for company owned
stores, featured about 15 pages of everything imaginable in toys and other children’s gifts along
with pages of tools, hunting supplies, and car accessories for Dad and appliances large and small
for Mom. “Wizard Citation” washers and dryers now came in harvest gold, coppertone,
avocado, and the more sensible white; while side-by-side, no frost refrigerator/freezer
combinations came in white, coppertone, and avocado finishes. Color Truetone TVs were now
the norm and black and white was reduced to “second TV” status.
Western Auto seemed to be trying to ignore the slippage in number of its Associate
stores. In every monthly issue of its dealer magazine the company ran stories of new stores
opening all over the country and of large groups of new store owners going through its National
Training Center classes for new Associate store dealers and managers. And in every issue there
were dozens of stories about dealers earning awards for long term service to their communities
and for new levels of sales and store expansions.

Story on New Associate Store Owners from 1975 No. 3 Issue of Associate Store News

In July 1972 Western Auto had special “golden” medallions minted to help celebrate the
“success” of its Associate Store program and commemorating the opening of its 4000th
Associate store that month. No one mentioned that in 1963, some nine years earlier, the
company had over 4500 Associate stores. In reality they were rejoicing in the fact that they had
lost only 500 stores over the previous decade, a strange celebration indeed!

1972 Western Auto “Coin” Commemorating “4000th” Associate Store
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As if trying to find its way by staying the same but pretending to change by creating new
names and logos, the company designed a new logo for its letterheads and advertising and
dropped the reference to “the Family Store. It even changed the name of its monthly dealer
magazine several times in the 1970s, going from the “Western Auto Retailer” to the “Associate
Store News” to “Western Auto Today”. The company presidency also changed hands twice in
the decade, perhaps also reflecting Western Auto’s uncertainty about its direction.
Part of the problem the company faced was in its apparent inability to understand and
survive in the different markets served by the company stores and the “dealer” stores. In reality
dealer stores were much more diverse than company stores. For example Western Auto had, in
the early 70s, ten company stores in and around Washington, DC and these all carried similar
mixes of merchandise, but a short trip into the Virginia or Maryland countryside would lead to
one small town after another where dozens of Western Auto Associate Stores might bear little
resemblance to one another.
Associate Store owners were free to build their own merchandising plans to fit their
communities. They could take full advantage of WA’s huge variety of product offerings to
create their own market niche. The dealer in one town might have a store with four auto service
bays, specializing in auto supplies and repairs and selling hundreds of tires and batteries per
week; while the store in the next town, perhaps only 8 or 10 miles down the road, might have no
auto service at all but be the town’s leading seller of televisions, appliances, and lawn mowers.
Still another nearby WA Associate store might have the best hunting, fishing, and sporting goods
merchandise and the largest hardware supply inventory in that part of the state, while a fourth
store in the same county could sell more bicycles and household furniture than anyone in the
area. The most successful dealers might venture into all these lines.

Western Auto Associate Store News Story on Expansion of Forest City, NC Store, [March 1975]
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My father’s associate store was one of those that sold almost everything Western Auto
had to offer. It was cited in the March, 1975 issue of the “Associate Store News” in a two page
spread telling how Dad had taken the business from half of a single building in 1953 and
expanded it into four buildings to cover almost an entire downtown block. Dad’s store had four
auto service bays and carried a full line of auto supplies, tires, and batteries. It also had complete
selections of hardware, bicycles and wheel goods, major and small appliances, furniture,
television and electronics, and lawn and garden supplies. It was, in fact, far larger than most
company owned Western Auto stores.
Successful Associate store owners knew their
community and the people in it, and knew the right mix of merchandise to fill the needs of that
community. Most also knew the value of personal service and of being able to service anything
they sold. These dealers’ knowledge of their home towns enabled their survival in an era of
increased competition, oil embargoes, and a national economic downturn. Times were often
more difficult for Western Auto’s company owned stores where managers were sometimes only
concerned with making their quotas and getting promoted to a newer store in a suburban
shopping center somewhere away from a dying downtown.
In the 1970s both the dealer and the company store manager were facing new challenges
beyond the move of business from city to suburb and a slowing national economy. Western
Auto dealers had usually considered Sears-Roebuck to be their biggest competitor in the retail
marked, either through their big stores in major cities or through their huge catalog sales system.
Except for clothing, Western Auto could essentially match Sears item for item and both aimed
their marketing at middle and working class families. Both companies relied on private label
branding on products made by a variety of manufacturers that could be sold at lower prices than
their “name brand” competition. A Wizard or Coldspot (Sears) refrigerator could sell for less
than the same size GE or Frigidare unit, even though the private brand appliances may have been
built by those very companies. Similarly a Davis or Allstate (Sears) brand tire could be made by
a nationally known tire manufacturer and sell for less than that company’s own brand. Buyers of
the Sears or Western Auto products knew that their purchases might not have every single
feature offered by the “name brand” maker but they also knew that WA or Sears would back up
their private brands with excellent guarantees and dealer service.
This system worked well until Kmart and other discount chains (Woolco, Grants, etc.)
began to offer “name brands for less”, meaning less than the manufacturer’s “suggested retail
prices”. When Kmart came on the scene in the 1960s and moved into smaller communities in
the 1970s its presence was immediately felt by every retailer that cold comparable products.
Most of the competition felt by Western Auto stores was in hardware, lawn mowers, and small
appliance lines. Most Kmart and Woolco discount stores did not sell large appliances or tires but
competition was intense in many other merchandise lines. The biggest effect of this competition
was at Christmas.
Over the previous forty years Western Auto’s Christmas “Toyland” had become a major
contributor to its stores’ profits. The May merchandise shows for Western Auto dealers were
often the highlight of the year for both the stores and the company as dealers selected their toys
to be sold the next Christmas. And a big part of that merchandise show was the effort made by
the toy manufacturers and dealers alike to pick the toys that would be the hot sellers the next
Christmas.
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From Cover of the Western Auto 1971 Company Store Christmas Circular

By the 1970s store owners found that they had serious problems with this system. At the
May merchandise show they may have been told that a particular toy or doll was going to be
heavily advertised on TV that fall and was sure to be in demand by parents and kids. They were
told that the toy was going to be featured in Western Auto’s Christmas Sale circulars for a
special price of, say, $8.99 and that they should order an ample stock to be ready for heavy sales.
Based on past experience they might follow that advice. Then, just as the WA Christmas circular
came out offering the toy for $8.99, they would see an ad on TV and a newspaper circular
showing the same toy at K-Mart for $7.49, some fifty cents less than the Western Auto dealer’s
wholesale price. The only way the dealer was going to sell these was to let them go at a loss or
hope that the discount store would sell out and desperate parents would look for them elsewhere.
Western Auto’s “Toyland”, for 40 years the hottest place in town to buy Christmas gifts in small
town America, was now being abandoned by shoppers rushing out to get the discount store
bargains. By the latter part of the decade it was obvious that some changes had to be made.

A Sample of the Christmas Toys Heavily Advertised on Television in 1971 [1971 WA Christmas Circular]
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DRASTIC CHANGES
The late 1970s brought great change to America and to Western Auto. In 1976 the
country, weary of political scandal and OPEC oil price manipulation induced economic
uncertainty, elected Jimmy Carter to the Presidency. But a revolution in Iran in which American
Embassy personnel were taken hostage followed by failed hostage rescue attempts helped doom
Carter to a single term in the White House. Seeking new directions and lured by promises of
what one of his opponents in his own party called “Voodoo economics”, the people elected
former actor Ronald Reagan to the Presidency.
The rapidly increasing oil prices of the 1970s sent shock waves through the American
economy leading to inflation and to a downsizing of the American automobile. Japanese car
imports began to make a big impact on US car sales and to overtake European models in the
import market. Chrysler Corporation, the smallest of America’s so-called “big three” car makers
was saved from bankruptcy by a government loan guarantee and recovered in the mid-1980s
with the introduction of its popular mini-van.
The home computer became reality in 1981 with IBM’s introduction of its PC using a
new operating system developed by Microsoft. The IBM PC almost instantly made other home
computers by companies like Radio Shack, Commodore, and Atari obsolete. Only the “Apple”
computer with its almost cult-like following, was able to resist the IBM / Microsoft onslaught.
The ever more rapid advances in the world of computers would lead to revolutions in the world
of communications and in control systems for everything from home toasters to space shuttles.
Change was coming everywhere and coming rapidly, and any company not ready to embrace
change or at least keep up with it was doomed to failure.
During the 1980s Western Auto tried to reinvent itself with often disastrous results for its
Associate Store program. It bought two other companies but was bought and sold twice itself.
By the end of the decade this company, which had been justly proud of its 4,500 associate and
500 company owned stores in 1963, was reduced to 310 company stores and only 1,400
associate stores. And, ironically, the worst was yet to come. What happened to this once
prosperous company that had been the model for other franchise operations to follow?

A New Company Logo for the Late 1970s
[From the 1975 Western Auto Spring & Summer Catalog]

In the late 1970s Western Auto tried to find answers to the problems that had been
building up for several years. The results of many of these attempts at fixes are seen in the 1979
Spring and Summer catalog. The catalog featured the new Western Auto logo that had appeared
earlier in the decade, an emblem featuring the company name and stylized WA initials.
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Somewhat ironically this new logo appeared on catalogs and hundreds of company products but
not on its stores. Many of the Associate Stores still displayed the famous “Circle Arrow”
company trademark that first appeared in the 1930s. In the 50s Western Auto had gone to a logo
which featured the first letters of the words in its name in staggered blocks, but this logo had
only rarely been used on store signs. Instead, the company had merely identified its own stores
with a rather unimaginative signage with the name WESTERN AUTO in capital red letters made
of cheap looking plastic. This kind of signage simply didn’t have the visual impact of the
porcelain-on-steel, neon lighted circle arrow logo that previously had adorned every Western
Auto company or associate store. Newer associate stores also featured the newer sign. The
result was that the image used as the company logo in catalogs and sale flyers didn’t bring with it
any sense of association with the signs on the stores.

Typical Store Signage around 1980

Western Auto apparently decided that its image needed an update. In the 1940s, 50s and
into the 1960s the company had advertised regularly in nationally distributed popular magazines
but by the 1970s television had become the advertising market of choice for most major
companies and Western Auto didn’t keep pace. Despite years of advertising its private label
brands the general public still didn’t seem to relate the brands to the company, and in many
cases, people found the brands confusing. And this was an era when the buying public seemed
to have become more brand conscious. Television advertising had probably done more to fix
brand identifications into the mind of consumers than radio or magazines had ever been able to
do, and Western Auto had not really gone in for any kind of nationwide television advertising.
Rather than try to play catch-up in the advertising game, the company apparently decided that it
was time to reassess its private brands and revise its approach. It would begin to concentrate on
selling more “name brand” products and hope that the national advertising of the makers of those
brands would bring in customers.
The three Western Auto brands that seemed to have a strong company connection with
the public were “Western Flyer” for bikes and children’s wheel goods, “Truetone” for radio and
TV, and “Wizard” for lawn mowers and other lawn and garden products. Wizard was the
company’s oldest brand that was still in use, first used on its automobile batteries and eventually
used on almost every kind of product sold in its stores. At one time or another the name Wizard
had been used on golf balls, baseball bats, outboard motors, washing machines, fertilizer, grass
seed, car parts, lawn mowers, and water skis. It had been used to the point that the public simply
didn’t know what product it went with. In fact, “Wizard” brand room spray deodorizer, a
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product that had nothing at all to do with Western Auto, probably had a better brand
identification with the public because of extensive television advertising.
Despite the use of the “Davis” brand, honoring the company’s long time president and
CEO, on Western Auto’s tires since the 1930s, the company decided that the brand no longer
resonated with the public. It was dropped from all Western Auto tires but no single brand was
apparently chosen to replace it. The company’s top of the line tire was branded the “Western
Auto Aramid Belted Radial”. This was a tire that, when first introduced, actually carried an
unlimited guarantee for free replacement if it ever wore out, a guarantee unparalleled in the
industry. (By 1979 it had a 40,000 mile guarantee.)

Western Auto Aramid Belted Radial Tire and “Macho” Radial Tire
[1979 Spring & Summer Catalog]

Many of the company’s other tires didn’t display the company name at all. They were
just known as the “LPS Steel Belted Radial”, the “Sentry Radial”, the “Sentry Belted”, the “LPS
III”, and the “Sentry”. (The former “Luxury Premium Sentry” tire had been downgraded in
quality and renamed “LPS”.) The “Wide One” was still around in a bias-belted 60 or 70 series
tire and the company had picked an even more embarrassing name in its “Macho Radial”,
“Macho Radial XL”, and “Macho Belted” tire lines. With tire names like these some dealers
were not surprised that the company didn’t want to put its name or the name of one of its
founders on the tires!
A possible reason for the tire brand change might be found in the company’s moves to
acquire two large, regional tire discounters and to combine tire purchasing with them for
economy of scale. The absence of any specific references to Western Auto or its previous
“Davis” brand would allow the same tires to be sold by all three companies.
The other name that disappeared from hundreds of products was “Wizard”. Appliances
had slowly gone from “Wizard” to “Wizard® Citation” to “Wizard Citation” to “Citation” and
sometimes “Western Auto Citation”. The Wizard brand stayed on lawn mowers and related
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lawn and garden supplies, including chain saws, but it disappeared from automobile batteries,
where it had first been used some 60 years earlier. Western Auto car batteries now were adorned
with the new company logo and names like “Tough One” and “Charger”. “Wizard” oil and air
filters for cars assumed the “Western Auto” label.

“Western Auto” Brand Oil Filters Replace “Wizard” in 1979 Spring & Summer Catalog

In most cases the Wizard name was replaced by another company brand. Hand tools
began to appear with the “Western Auto” or older “Westcraft” brands which the catalog assured
its readers were “made by leading manufacturers”. The change in hand tool branding seemed to
coincide with a change in country of manufacture from the USA to Japan or Taiwan, as those
countries developed a better reputation for tool quality. In addition, the company began to offer
some “Stanley” brand hand tools (Stanley had made many of the better Wizard brand tools in the
past).
Apparently disappointed that its “Wizard” branded power tools, made by various
manufacturers for some 40 years, were no longer able to compete with name brand power tools
sold at discount stores, Western Auto dropped its own line of power tools and began to sell
products by Black and Decker, Toolcraft, and DeWalt. This soon proved to be a mistake as the
B&D tools were usually available at lower prices at K-Mart and other discounters and the brand
came to be viewed by many power tool users as inferior to other brands such as “Skill”.
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Western Auto’s “Revelation” Brand Softball Glove [S&S 1979 Catalog]

The company did keep its “Revelation” brand for sporting goods, hunting supplies and
guns, and fishing supplies. It also kept two of its older brands, “Western Flyer” for bikes, trikes,
wagons, etc., and “Truetone” for radios, televisions, and record players.

Western Flyer 12 Speed Bike from 1979 Spring & Summer Catalog

All of these changes created problems for small town Associate Store owners who had
spent their careers establishing a good reputation for Western Auto’s many private brands. Long
time customers wondered why “Wizard” washing machines and refrigerators were now called
“Citation” washing machines and refrigerators. They knew that “Wizard” hand tools were
guaranteed against breaking forever but weren’t so sure about these “Western Auto” brand tools
made in Taiwan. And many customers would go across the street and buy a Skill brand saw at
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the local hardware store before they would buy a Black and Decker at WA, especially one that
sold for a couple of dollars less at the K-Mart down the road.
Western Auto wasn’t alone in this retreat from private label brands. Sears was doing
many of the same things, dropping the Allstate label from tires and auto supplies and the
Coldspot name from refrigerators, etc., replacing these with simply “Sears” or its “Kenmore”
appliance brand name. But Western Auto was thinking of even more basic changes in its
merchandise lines.
Major appliances took a lot of space on a sales floor, and sales of refrigerators, stoves,
washing machines, water heaters, etc. were declining at the big city, company owned stores.
Despite this, in a 1975 issue of the Western Auto dealer magazine the company tried hard to
convince its associate store owners to stock and sell more large appliances.

From Western Auto “Associate Store News”, No. 3, 1975

The small print said: “That’s right. Every time you move just one Wizard Citation RefrigeratorFreezer, you make as much profit as when you sell two tires, a bike, three batteries, a record
player and four pocket radios. Only you don’t work as hard. One quick sale. One nice profit
margin. One big payoff.” It went on to encourage dealers to: “Keep your inventory up. Keep
your sales up. And keep your profits up too.”
Ironically, even as they were trying to get Associate Store owners to carry and sell more
major appliances, Western Auto was planning to discontinue selling appliances at most of its
company owned retail stores.
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In 1981 Western Auto decided to try a new approach, or perhaps a return to an old one, in
a group of its company stores. Thirteen of the company owned stores in Kansas City, company
headquarters, were converted to purely auto supply stores, no longer selling appliances, lawn and
garden supplies, electronics, sporting goods, etc. They decided to call these stores “discount auto
superstores” in an experiment to see if this might work for all their stores.
Western Auto was not alone in looking at this kind of change. Advance Stores, a much
smaller group of “home and auto supply” stores headquartered in Roanoke, VA, had made a
similar change. Advance Stores had been started by Arthur Taubman in 1932 when he bought
three auto supply stores in the Roanoke area and, perhaps copying Western Auto or following the
same trends, Advance had expanded to carry most of the same lines of merchandise as WA in its
chain of stores in parts of NC, VA, and a couple of other states. In 1970 Advance Stores billed
themselves as “The South’s Outstanding Toy, Home and Auto Stores” but during the 1970s
Advance started eliminating everything but auto supplies from its stores and returning to what it
felt to be its core business. It also changed its name to Advance Auto. By the mid 1980s,
Advance Auto was selling only auto supplies and had begun expanding, opening its 100th store
in 1986. A few years down the road this expansion would have major implications for Western
Auto.

Advance Stores Company Logo [Advance Stores 1970 Gift and Toy Circular]

Western Auto, in 1981 some 20 times the size of Advance Auto but sensing the same
need for a redirection of its company owned stores, began its new experiment and called it the
“Flag Store” program. The company created a new logo for the stores in this program and, for
the first time in many years, created new signs for its stores to match its new logo. The logo
featured the bright red words “Western Auto” in a new style text and these were later combined
with a stylized, waving, checkered and striped flag .

New Company Logo from 1981 [From 72 Anniversary Sale Circular]

Apparently pleased with the results of the new “auto supplies only” approach in the
Kansas City company owned stores, WA began the process of converting other company stores
to this format while closing many of its older downtown stores and building new stores in strip
type shopping centers with better locations. At the same time the company began to try to
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convince the owners of Associate Stores to make this same move. This brought huge problems
and resulted in the accelerated loss of Associate Stores.
One big problem was that no two Associate Stores were alike and many did very little
real automotive based business. For example, the Western Auto dealer in Blacksburg, VA, a
small university town in the mountains west of Roanoke, VA, was essentially a hardware store.
The store carried some of WA’s basic stock of auto supplies with things like spark plugs,
batteries, and other small parts and carried auto chemicals like polishes and oil, but the owner,
Reid Hardin, had no desire to sell tires despite the fact that tires had always been Western Auto’s
biggest automotive product. Reid also stocked few appliances, only the occasional refrigerator,
stove, or washer, and few of the company’s other major items. His store was essentially a
traditional hardware store with the Western Auto label on the front. At the rear of the store was
what had once been a small, one car service bay of sorts but Hardin used this space for storage.
If a customer found in a Western Auto sales circular a tire that he wanted to buy, Hardin would
order it for him and have it installed by a nearby gasoline service station.
Just eight miles down the road in Christiansburg, VA there was another Western Auto
Associate Store which was owned by a former WA company employee. This store was
primarily a hardware and sporting goods store with some auto supplies. Its profits probably
came mostly from the sale of hunting and fishing supplies. The owner’s wife had converted
about half the floor space into a sales area for “western wear” and supplies for owners of horses,
apparently her first love. Like the Blacksburg, VA store this store had what once been a one car
service shed behind the store. If a customer tried to buy a tire here he was told that a few dollars
would be taken off the price and the customer could take it and have it installed on his or her
wheel wherever they wanted to take their business.
There was obviously no way that Western Auto was going to convince these two store
owners to convert their businesses to the company’s “Flag Store” plan. Reid Hardin, the owner
of the Blacksburg store, eventually retired and sold his business to someone who was not
interested in keeping the Western Auto franchise and who renamed the store “Basic Hardware”.
He was also not a very good businessman and his hardware business lasted only a few years.
The Christiansburg store owner also decided to part ways with Western Auto, despite his having
once worked in a WA company store, and simply dropped the name “Auto” to become “The
Western Store”. This was similar to the fate of hundreds of other small town Western Auto
Associate Stores during the 1970s and 1980s. Owner retirement or lack of interest in changing
to the direction they saw their parent company heading led to the demise of many dealer stores.
In Southwest Virginia where the Blacksburg and Christiansburg stores were located there were
other Associate Stores in dozens of small towns and all of these disappeared in this time period.
By 2000 there wasn’t a single store in a 50 mile radius of Blacksburg. Ironically, Advance Auto
eventually opened auto supply stores in most of these towns and did well, indicating that if these
store owners had adopted Western Auto’s Flag Store plan they might have succeeded.
Many much larger Associate Stores also showed very little enthusiasm for Western
Auto’s new Flag Store plan. My dad was very unhappy with the plan. His store was very
successfully selling almost all of the company’s product lines, everything from auto supplies to
appliances and electronics, to lawn and garden equipment, to bikes, to furniture. There was no
way Western Auto was going to convince him or hundreds of very successful dealers like him to
give up half of their successful product lines and convert to selling only auto supplies. Dad had
been loyal to Western Auto since his first job with the company in 1935, but he was convinced
the company was now making a big mistake. He complained that Western Auto, in its efforts to
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revitalize its company store business in larger cities, had lost sight of what worked in small
towns where its Associate Stores were located. So, while some dealers did choose to follow the
company’s new “Flag Store” plan and convert to all auto supplies, my father and most other
associate store dealers refused to sign onto the plan despite intense pressure to do so and despite
the promise of lower wholesale prices if they would adopt the company prescribed inventory list
and sales floor plan. He knew his community better than some executives in Kansas City did
and he knew their plan would put him out of business.
The result was a compromise of sorts. Western Auto decided to continue to offer the
Associate Stores what it called a “home and leisure” line of merchandise, including home
appliances and electronics, lawn and garden equipment, and bicycles, along with an expanded
selection of auto supplies. Company stores would convert to the new auto supply only, “Flag
Store” concept and dealers could choose to go along with them or to follow what Western Auto
now called its home and auto format. It was this combination of directions that the company
proclaimed in its 1984, 75th Anniversary catalogs; ironically the last year it attempted to
continue to push its catalog order system, to which it had returned with much fanfare some 20
years earlier.

Cover of Western Auto 1984 Spring & Summer Catalog

In the Spring and Summer 1984 catalog Western Auto celebrated its 75 year history,
giving an interesting review of the changes in its business philosophy over the years in the first
couple of catalog pages. The catalog finished its review of the company’s history with this
statement:
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Early this decade Western Auto recognized the growing need for a superior automotive
specialty store that would cater to the do-it-yourselfer. In larger metropolitan areas store after
store was restocked with expanded lines of tires, parts and accessories. In smaller communities,
Western Auto Associate Stores continue to supplement expanded automotive lines with products
for home and leisure living. This “New Western Auto” is dedicated to serving you, our
customer. As we enter our 75th year, we have renewed out commitment to serving America’s
motorists as we have since 1909.
Actually, this statement wasn’t quite true. Western Auto kept its stores in Puerto Rico,
the US Virgin Islands, and some of the stores along the California / Mexico border stocked with
what it now called its home and leisure lines along with the automotive offerings. It seemed that
company stores in Spanish speaking city communities were better at selling appliances and lawn
mowers than those in other cities!
The catalog also featured Western Auto’s bright new logo, introduced in 1981 and still in
use today. This catalog reveals the extent of the company’s expanded automotive line as well as
the changes in its non-automotive offerings. In the past Western Auto carried mostly automotive
parts and supplies under its own private brand names. It offered, for example a “Wizard” brand
of car oil filters and a lower priced “Westline” branded line. In the 1984 catalog the company
still offered filters under the “Western Auto” label but also listed filters by Fram, Purolator, AC,
and Motorcraft. Many Associate Store dealers thought it was a waste of shelf space to carry
complete lines of all five brands but the company believed it needed to be able to offer brand
conscious urban customers a choice of their favorite names.

Oil Filter Selection from 1984 Spring & Summer Western Auto Catalog

Western Auto’s first private brand product had been the spark plug, first under the
“Western Giant” label and for over 50 years under the “Wizard” brand, but this had disappeared
from the company’s stock listing. Now they offered AC, Champion, Autolite, Motorcraft, and
NGK brand plugs. They still offered company branded brake parts and mufflers but most other
auto supplies were sported “name brand” labels, some well known, and many not so well known.
There was still a “Western Auto” brand for motor oil, anti-freeze, and a few popular cleaning
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chemicals and oil or gasoline additives, but the catalog also seems to offer every name-brand oil
or chemical product made anywhere. This was one of the problems for Associate Store owners
who were being pushed to adopt the full “Flag Store” assortment of auto supply merchandise but
didn’t want to load up their shelves with twenty different brands of something like motor oil
additive when they knew that only one or two brands were popular in their area.

Just a Few of the Hundreds of Auto Chemicals Western Auto Wanted its Stores to Carry in 1984
[WA 1984 Spring & Summer catalog]

In the Flag Store concept, the company claimed to have expanded its tire lineup, yet a
look at this catalog shows a smaller variety of tires than was offered ten to twenty years earlier.
And the tires in this catalog are strikingly different from those of a decade earlier in that they
appear to be “generic” in style; i.e., the same tires that were sold by a dozen other companies
with each company’s name or tire brand hot-stamped into its sidewall instead of being molded in
during construction. In other words it appeared that Western Auto no longer wanted to take the
extra step and expense of purchasing its own unique tire molds. In fact, many of the tires no
longer had any company identification on them other than the “Sentry” label, which customers
may or may not associate with WA. Further, for the first time since around 1920, Western Auto
was now offering “name brand” tires, the Goodrich “Radial T/A” series. Car batteries now
featured the new Western Auto “Flag” logo.
Very few tools are shown in the catalog, a big change from earlier years, and most of the
tools and tool boxes had nothing on them to identify them with Western Auto. In electric tools
only drills are shown but the Skill brand has been added to the B&D line, perhaps in an effort to
provide a brand not found at discount stores. Many of the hand tools, especially those in sets,
look to be cheaply made, the kind often seen in bargain bins at hardware stores, and there is no
longer any mention of guarantees.
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Some “Western Auto” Branded Socket Sets in the 1984 Spring & Summer Catalog

The catalog offers a complete line of televisions but the “Truetone” brand has
disappeared, replaced by Magnavox and Midland products. The “Citation” brand continues to be
used on room air conditioners but has disappeared from vacuum cleaners which now are offered
under the name of the company that had made WA’s vacuums for many years, Eureka. The
same had happened to most refrigerators with most sporting the Norge brand. Refrigerators
made by other companies like GE still used the Citation label. Washers and dryers offered a
curious mix on the brand name, labeled as “Citation by Norge”.

“Citation by Norge” Replaces “Wizard Citation” in 1984 Spring & Summer Catalog

The catalog still offered some furniture, mostly recliner chairs and dinette sets. Still
offered were paints and sporting goods but, again, the “Western Auto”, “Wizard”, and
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“Revelation” brand names were gone except for the latter name appearing on a few rifles. The
paint offered was by “Kem-Tone”, a moderately priced paint brand made by Sherwin-Williams.

“Wizard” Riding Mower from 1984 Spring & Summer Catalog

The only place the venerable “Wizard” brand still appeared was on lawn mowers, tillers,
and other lawn and garden equipment. Apparently the company lacked confidence even in this
old brand because it felt it necessary to add the words “Western Auto” in small print to the
Wizard label on many of these products. The chain saws were branded “Wizard by Poulan” as if
to reassure customers that even though it is labeled Wizard it really was made by a reputable
company. Only the “Western Flyer” brand seemed to still hold its own as a nationally known
and trusted brand of bicycle.

From the Cover of the 1984 Fall & Winter Catalog, Western Auto’s Last “Big” Catalog

The 75th Anniversary Fall and Winter catalog cover showed what the company wanted
all its stores to look like, with aisle after aisle of automotive supplies and chemicals in every
conceivable brand and with perhaps one aisle off to the side of something else like bicycles.
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Then, on the third page of the catalog were photos taken in what Western Auto depicted as some
of its auto and home variants of the “Flag Store” motif. In an inside front cover letter, company
CEO John T. Lundegard states:
“As we look toward our 100th Anniversary we see Western Auto Stores in major
metropolitan areas offering do-it-yourself automotive products through “automotive
supermarkets”. Smaller, rural areas find Western Auto stores emphasizing expanded automotive
lines along with products for home and leisure; lawn and garden needs, TV’s and home
electronics, major appliances, bicycles and other leisure items.”

From the 1984 Western Auto Fall & Winter Catalog

Among the more interesting merchandise items in the two 1984 anniversary catalogs
were the video tape player and recorder systems. VCRs were new and expensive in 1984 and in
the Spring Western Auto offered a “Sharp” brand VHS video cassette recorder that sold for $539
and weighed over 20 pounds. Its “remote control” was attached to the recorder with a long wire.
If you wanted to record from your own video camera the price went way up. The camera did not
contain the video tape. It had to be connected to a portable recorder and the two together cost
$1750.00. The person who wanted to make his or her home videos had to lug around a fairly
large camera and carry a large “portable” recorder using its shoulder strap equipped carrying
case. Of course the microphone was also a separate item so if you wanted sound you held the
camera in one hand, the mike in the other, and hoped the suspended recorder didn’t break your
collar bone.
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The Latest Thing in Video Cassette Recorders in early 1984 [WA 1984 S&S Catalog]

By fall a similar VCR was offered at a “limited time” price of $399.00 (regular $449.95)
and the portable model now came with a new lighter weight camera for a combined price of
$1199.00. The next few years would see a boom in VCR sales as prices dropped dramatically.
These catalogs reveal a company that seems only a shadow of what it was on its 60th
Anniversary. Gone is any pride in its own brands and confusion seems evident about the
company’s sense of future direction. It is determined to be an “automotive superstore” but
resigned to keeping the “Family Store” concept alive for its Associate Stores.
Even modifying the Flag Store plan to include home and garden lines of merchandise
plus bikes and sporting goods did not satisfy most associate store dealers, and by the end of the
decade less than a third had committed to the plan in any form.
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There were many problems with the “Flag Store” plan in the view of Associate Store
dealers, but their major objection was what appeared to them to be a loss of independence. From
its very beginning, the uniqueness of Western Auto’s Associate Store concept was that it allowed
store owners to take advantage of the company’s huge variety of nationally advertised
merchandise at reasonable wholesale prices and to do so at their own pace. The 1938 Fortune
article about the “up and coming” company, cited as one of the strengths of the associate plan the
fact that it allowed dealers to order as much or as little of the company’s merchandise as they
wished. Other franchise operations required their dealers to stock minimum quantities of every
item deemed part of their agreed upon “floor plan”. With Western Auto, the Associate Store
dealer, and not the company, was the best judge of what would sell in his town.
This had helped Western Auto flourish for over 45 years, but it had also resulted in no
two Associate Stores being alike. But by expanding its product lines to meet the desires of this
wide array of stores, the company apparently felt it had stretched itself too thin and was going in
too many directions to compete effectively against a new set of more targeted competitors. In
the major cities where WA had its company stores, customers had a wide range of options when
shopping for, say, appliances or television and electronics, and there was no way the company
could compete against large appliance or electronic specialty stores that were selling major brand
products at lower prices than WA’s private branded merchandise. But in small towns, Associate
Stores could still effectively compete against the local hardware store, the local lumber yard and
the nearby lawn mower sales and service shop. In short, Western Auto saw that, in company
stores, it was loosing its edge in almost every category except auto supplies. Hence the
conversion of company stores to Flag Stores. And, if it no longer needed to supply its own stores
with a huge range of merchandise the company questioned the need to continue to supply its
dealers with the same things.
But the dealers felt they could still compete in appliances, furniture, hardware, sporting
goods, bikes, lawn mowers and everything else they had carried for years. The smaller towns
hadn’t yet been invaded by these specialty stores and, while some people might drive to the city
to shop for these items, most wanted to buy things near home where they could get them
serviced.
The real problem for dealers was that the “Flag Plan” called for them to not only restrict
themselves to a specified array of merchandise but also to be subject to the dictates of Western
Auto regarding their inventory of that merchandise. The company would not only tell them what
they could and couldn’t carry, but also how much. Dealers saw the plan as a takeover of control
of their business by Western Auto and in many ways that’s what it was meant to do.
The Flag Store program required the dealer to accept a store inventory stocking plan
dictated by Western Auto and to agree to display this merchandise using a floor plan approved
by the company. He or she had to stock whatever WA told them to even if many of those items
were likely to be slow sellers in that area.
Even more bothersome to dealers who were used to operating independently was the
requirement that Flag Store dealers had to buy a computer controlled cash register system that
essentially gave Western Auto complete knowledge of the store’s sales and profits and
automatically placed orders to replace any items that were sold. This was considered by most
dealers to be a “Big Brother” type invasion of their privacy. It was seen as a way for the
Western Auto Supply Company to essentially take over control of the dealer’s business.
As if this wasn’t enough, the Flag Store program required the dealer to “liquidate the
store’s inventory of merchandise [that was] not included in the store’s [company dictated]
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inventory stocking plan.” The dealer was also required to spend at least 3.5% of his or her gross
sales revenue on advertising and was not allowed to use any advertising not approved or
provided by Western Auto.

The 1984 “Flag Store” Logo

Essentially, the Flag Store plan was a program that would drastically change the associate
store program from a very diverse collection of privately owned small businesses that operated
with a wide latitude in what they sold and how much of each item they chose to carry, into a
tightly controlled group of franchise outlets which would sell exactly what the company wanted
them to sell and nothing else. The “Flag” model associate store would be little more than a
“company” store with an owner-manager who assumed all the financial risk for the company.
In its company newsletters Western Auto printed stories of newly opened Associate
“Flag” stores, many of which offered only auto supplies; however, many of these were short
lived experiments, often because of the new owner’s inexperience.
In the end, it should not have been surprising to Western Auto that few of its existing
associate store dealers wanted anything to do with the Flag Plan. But this plan wasn’t all that
was changing at Western Auto.
Not long after starting the Flag Store experiment, Western Auto, after years of ownership
by Beneficial Finance Corporation, was sold to a little known group called Westray Capitol
Investments. Westray expanded the company by buying two major midwest tire retail chains,
Tire America and National Tire Warehouse, in 1986 and 1987. Then in 1987 Westray put the
company stock back on the market and control of the company was quickly bought by Sears,
Roebuck and Company. It is quite possible that Sears had been a major player in Westray all
along. Sears operated in much the same way when it effectively took control of Advance Auto
about 15 years later.
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THE SEARS YEARS
Sears, Roebuck and Company bought all of Western Auto’s stock in April 1988, shortly
after Westray Capitol Investments had put the stock on the market. This may simply have been
the final step in a plan hatched several years earlier under which a group of investors, possibly
working with the backing of Sears, bought Western Auto from Beneficial Finance, then bought
Tire America and the NTW Company to bring together a “critical mass” of tire buying power
under one owner (WA) to put together a nice package for Sears’ purchase. Had Sears purchased
these three tire retail and wholesalers outright, questions might have been raised about their
attempt to dominate tire retailing in certain parts of the country. Whatever, the plan, it came as a
shock to most Western Auto Associate Store dealers to find themselves suddenly part of their
long time arch rival.

Sears Logo from 2004 Advertising Circular

Throughout the history of Western Auto, particularly in the years since the Associate
Store program had started, Sears was seen by WA as the “enemy”, the primary competitor. I
remember working in my father’s Associate Store in the 1950s and showing customers how our
“Wizard” brand food freezer was a better buy than the “Coldspot” freezer Sears sold by showing
them a cutout of the Sears freezer wall which was filled with shredded paper insulation while the
Wizard model had real fiberglass insulation. And we always told our customers how much
better Western Auto’s tires and batteries were than the “cheap stuff” sold at Sears. And, of
course, our catalog order system was better than Sears’ because there were no shipping and
delivery charges. Sears was the enemy, and now they owned “our” company!
It was hard for long time Associate Store dealers to imagine anything good coming out of
Western Auto being owned by Sears. Why would Sears want the company anyway? What did
WA have that Sears wanted? A few years later it appeared that Sears’ goal was primarily to
build an even bigger share of the nationwide tire and battery replacement market and to be able
to buy and sell “name brand” appliances at larger volume discounts, but it was never clear that
Sears ever benefited greatly from its purchase of this old time rival. Would there be any benefit
to Western Auto?
Sears bought Western Auto for only $400 million. Just 20 years earlier the WA had been
making that much in sales every year, but a lot had changed since then. Under Sears’ ownership,
Western Auto quickly closed all unprofitable company stores and converted most of the others to
the discount auto store format. By 1990 there were only 310 company stores in 19 states and in
the U. S. territories of Puerto Rico and St Thomas and there were only 1400 Associate Stores
left. And everyone in the company and in the associate store system wondered and feared what
Sears would do next.
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Dan Wilson, Exec.VP for Western Auto Wholesale Advises Dealers [Jan/Feb. 1990 Planning Guide]

Western Auto tried to put a positive spin on all that had happened. In its January 1990
magazine for dealers, now called the “Associate Store Newsletter and Planning Guide”, Dan
Wilson, Western Auto’s Executive Vice-President, described all that was happening. He noted
that the company was planning to open 50 new company stores and 35 new associate “Flag
Stores” (privately owned clones of company stores) in the coming year. He reported that in the
past two years 477 associate stores had agreed to install the company’s “point of sale” cash
registers which automatically transmitted sales information to Western Auto, and that 381 of
these included an agreement for automatic replenishment of stock. 127 dealers had adopted the
company’s computerized auto parts lookup system, replacing the old tabletop rack of books in
which salespeople looked up the part numbers for various items that were the right fit for a
customer’s car. Finally he related how over 400 associate stores were now accepting the Sears
credit card. He went on to encourage dealers to accept Western Auto’s stocking plans and sales
floor layouts, noting that dealers that had done so had averaged a 3.5% gain in profits on auto
parts. What went unsaid was that for most dealers auto parts were not their main business and a
3.5% gain on auto part sales profits would not mean much compared to their appliance or lawn
mower sales profits.
A three page article in the same company magazine highlighted my dad’s 54 year
relationship with Western Auto and told of his goal of reaching the $2,000,000.00 per year sales
volume in his store during the coming year.
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November/December 1994 Western Auto Associate Planning Guide Story on Forest City Store

The Sears takeover initially proved to be a good move for the Western Auto Associate
Store system. The push to convert every store to a “Flag Store” came to an end and Sears
brought the “Whirlpool” appliance line to the Associate Stores. Sears had been converting its
own stores’ large appliance sales operation from one that sold appliances only under its private
“Kenmore” label to an operation they called “Brand Central” that carried Whirlpool, GE,
Maytag, and other brands along with Kenmore appliances. Sears had become the largest retailer
of major appliances in the country and many of the Kenmore branded appliances were made by
Whirlpool. Now Sears was going to expand its dominance of the appliance market by adding
Western Auto Associate Stores as Whirlpool dealers, undoubtedly getting an even bigger volume
discount from Whirlpool in the process. Whatever the reason, this was a huge boost for
Associate Store dealers who finally had a brand name for appliances again, and a major brand at
that.

Western Auto Gets Name Brand Appliances [WA Sale Event 18, 1994]
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Sears allowed Western Auto and its Tire America and NTW outlets to sell its highly
advertised “Die Hard” brand car battery. It also let “approved” Associate Stores sell a selection
of its “Craftsman” line of tools and lawn mowers.

December 1994 Western Auto Craftsman Tool Sale Circular

Fifty Years of Western Flyers
In an interesting attempt to revive its position in the bicycle market and to celebrate 50
years of Western Flyer bikes, in 1990 Western Auto authorized the manufacture of what the
company called a “Western Flyer Classic Cruiser” bike, a bike meant to resemble a 1950s style,
balloon tire “cruiser”. The single speed bike included wide white wall tires, a large “tank”
between the handlebars and seat, old style handlebars, a rear luggage rack, chrome fenders, a
streamlined headlight, and a classic style chain guard along with its replica of a 1950s style
Western Flyer brand “badge” or nameplate.

Article on Western Flyer Classic Cruiser from January 1990 WA Associate Planner
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The article in the January/February “Planning Guide” describing this bike noted that
Western Auto had authorized its sale at “non-competing” retail outlets and chains around the
country and implied that bike distributors from many other countries were also interested in
selling the Western Flyer Cruiser. Sears was one of the companies that offered the bike for sale
in its stores and Western Auto naturally wanted all of its stores and Associate Stores to feature
the bike as a highlight of their bike displays.
Bikes had not been doing particularly well in Western Auto stores, in no small part
because the company’s pricing and bike selection was not competitive with that of Kmart and
Wal-Mart. Bikes were becoming popular again with American consumers and “mountain” bikes
and multi-speed racing style bikes were leading the resurgence. But bike sales were essentially
split among two classes of consumer. So called “serious” bikers or “yuppies”, who were willing
to spend a lot of money on bikes, liked to buy bicycles from bike specialty shops where the
bicycles had little known brands and expensive features that were slightly better or lighter weight
than comparable parts on the brands sold by mass merchandisers. The rest of the population
increasingly bought bikes for their kids at the “Marts” where mass produced bikes by Huffy and
Murray dominated the racks. Old line brands like Schwinn, once considered the “Cadillac” of
family bicycles were getting lost in the shuffle.
Most Western Flyer bikes were made by Huffy or Murray, but Western Auto stores were
finding that Wal-Mart and Kmart could sell the Huffy or Murray brand bikes for less than the
wholesale price they had to pay Western Auto for the same bikes with the Western Flyer badge.
And it was obvious to the consumer that these Western Flyer brand bikes were, in fact, exactly
the same bike that sold at the big box store on the edge of town for $20 less. Price conscious
consumers were not willing to pay that $20 just to get the Western Flyer name, no matter how
famous it was. Western Auto had hopes that by offering a truly special bike like the Western
Flyer Classic Cruiser it could give their famous bike brand a much needed boost and revive sales
of other, more ordinary, Western Flyer bikes.
By 1994 Western Auto seemed to have almost given up on its efforts to keep the Western
Flyer brand alive and in the November-December issue of its “Associate Planning Guide” the
company was pushing the sale of bikes under the Huffy label. Now not even a brand name
distinguished the bikes at Western Auto from those at Wal-Mart.

Some of the Bikes in the 1994, Event 8 Sale Circular

Western Auto would continue to offer a few bikes made by Huffy but sporting a Western
Flyer label, culminating in 1999 with a 90th Anniversary Western Flyer.
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Apparently this “Classic Cruiser” model Western Flyer was made in fairly large numbers
because the model is often listed for sale on EBay. Made to retail from between $150 and $250,
the Cruiser often brings prices from $300 to $500 from auction bidders. Many sellers claim that
this bike is an “exact” replica of a 1950 Western Flyer Cruiser made by Columbia Bikes, but this
is incorrect. It is a replica of a 1950 style Columbia brand bike but Murray of Ohio, not
Columbia, made the Western Flyers of 1950 and for many years after that.

Western Flyer Classic Cruiser from eBay Listing, April 2004

There is also a popular die cast model of this bike made by Xonex International, Inc in
1991 that is also often found on the EBay auction internet site and brings bids of from $35 to
$70, depending on condition.

Xonex Die Cast Western Flyer Classic Cruiser [eBay listing, April 2004]

The Xonex die cast model Western Flyer box includes a tribute to Western Auto that is
worth quoting:
The story of Western Auto Supply Company’s first 50 years is typically American. It
begins with a young man’s idea for conducting a part time business to supplement a meager
wage. It continues--through a half century of spectacular scientific achievements, severe
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economic fluctuations, and world-wide political upheavals – as that business develops into one
of the nation’s leading merchandising organizations. Even in this brief review, it is apparent
that Western Auto’s success through 50 turbulent years of American history has been based
primarily upon an ability to adapt – by means of alert merchandising and selling techniques – to
a constantly changing pattern of consumer demand. And this ability reflects the enthusiasm and
loyalty of thousands of Western Auto Employees, associate store owners, and stockholders who
have helped make this a story of success.
Several of the facts are wrong, as Western Auto was 82 years old in 1991. Undoubtedly
the copywriters didn’t realize that 1991 was the 50th Anniversary of Western Flyer bikes and not
of Western Auto itself.
These were strange times for Western Auto Associate dealers. They were selling stuff
from the company that just recently had been the “enemy” and, in fact, they were still competing
with the closest Sears store; but for the first time in about ten years they had tools and appliances
that they could sell with confidence in having a high quality, competitive product.
Sears also started to try to rebuild the Associate Store network, in a self-serving sort of
way. It turned out that Sears was looking for a way to get out of its own unsuccessful
“franchise” operation.
Until the 1960s or so, Sears had relied on large stores to serve medium to large cities and
on its catalog to reach small cities and towns. Then the company started to operate “catalog
order” centers in many of these smaller cities. These catalog order centers were essentially small
home and garden stores with a catalog order desk where customers could buy large appliances
and lawn mowers and similar items by looking at displayed models on the sales floor and
ordering what they wanted from the catalog, receiving it in a few days. These “stores” usually
also had a single service bay to install tires and batteries. And in smaller towns Sears opened
similar catalog order centers as franchise operations. The franchise owner received a set
percentage of his or her catalog or retail floor sales. The problem was that Sears was going to
phase out its catalog, leaving these stores “high and dry”. Sears’ solution for their franchised
catalog stores was to offer to convert them from a Sears franchise to a Western Auto Associate
franchise. In 1993 Sears closed its 100+ year old catalog sales operation.

The Last Sears “Big” Catalog [Spring and Summer 1993]

The conversion from a Sears franchise to a Western Auto Associate Store was somewhat
of a “no-brainer” for most Sears franchise owners. Their choice was to close down, to find an
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independent supplier of merchandise, or to become a WA store where they could continue to sell
Craftsman tools and lawn mowers, Die Hard batteries, and a full line of appliances. They no
longer could sell the Kenmore line of appliances but they gained access to the full Whirlpool
inventory.

Whirlpool Company Appliance Brand Logos [from Western Auto Sales Circular]

The Whirlpool appliance line was a huge boost to Western Auto Associate dealers, not
only because it was one of the top “name brands” in the country, but also because it was, in fact,
a set of three name brands. The Whirlpool Corporation also owned the Kitchen Aid brand and
the Roper brand, and it sold full lines of appliances under all three names. Whirlpool also made
much of the Kenmore line for Sears and a few other private label lines. Kitchen Aid, a name that
originated with the first successful line of automatic dishwashers sold in America, was
Whirlpool’s premium line of appliances. Roper, a name that started with a company that made
household ovens, was Whirlpool’s low priced line of appliances. For the first time in their
history Western Auto dealers could compete with anyone on appliances in any price range and
many dealers took advantage of this to greatly expand their appliance sales. Later Sears would
take this even further by giving WA dealers access to Maytag and Frigidare brand appliances.
Similar changes occurred in the Western Auto electronics product line with stores now able to
get brands like RCA, Zenith, Phillips, Sharp, and others through the WA/Sears connection.

Sears Ownership Brought Major TV and Electronics Brands [1994 Sales Event 8 Circular]

Another very nice change was the agreement that customers with Sears credit cards could
use these at Western Auto Associate Stores and could pay their credit card bills at these stores.
The Sears card was one of the most widely used credit cards in the country and this,
accompanied by deals where the customer could “buy now and make no payments for X
months” brought WA stores a greatly expanded base of ready-to-buy customers.
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It looked as if Western Auto, under Sears’ leadership, was “on-the-grow” again after
floundering for a decade or more. The Associate Stores had better products to sell and, for the
first time in several years, the number of dealers was growing. The company was also opening
up its own modern, well placed retail stores in larger cities. Western Auto also got into Stock
Car racing, sponsoring the # 17 car of Darrell Waltrip, one of the most popular drivers in the
Winston Cup circuit. The company also bought the rights to call itself “The Official Auto Parts
and Service Company of NASCAR”. Despite the fact that Waltrip was past his prime in racing,
this gave Western Auto a much needed publicity boost in the South where stock car racing is
somewhat of an obsession. Western Auto also became a team sponsor on the national drag racing
circuit, the NHRA and bought the rights to be named the official auto parts and service store for
that organization. The company proudly proclaimed these racing associations in most of its
advertising circulars, on store posters, and even on its plastic bags for merchandise. To further
enhance this relationship the company sent store owners who won sales competitions to selected
NASCAR races, allowing them to sit in Western Auto’s company box at the race. It also
announced upcoming races and past race outcomes in its Associate Store Planning Guide.

The 1994 Sales Circular for “Event 8” Announces Western Auto’s Connection to NASCAR and NHRA

Everything was looking up --- until Sears started making more changes in 1995.
It was during this time, in 1993, that my father passed away, but the thriving Western
Auto business he had built in Forest City, NC was able to continue to expand. Dad had trained
an excellent store manager who had been running most of the store operations for several years
and he had incorporated his business as a family owned company, so at his death there was no
effective change in store ownership which would have allowed Western Auto to come in and
renegotiate its terms of the franchise. A change in ownership of an Associate Store did not carry
with it any right to continue the WA franchise and the company often used such a change to push
the new owner into a “Flag Store” agreement that sometimes presented such drastic changes that
the business failed. Business at the Forest City, NC store continued smoothly and actually
expanded as my brother, Philip, and I encouraged our long time store manager to stock a more
complete assortment of major appliances and of selected auto parts. In 1994 the store finally
reached Dad’s announced goal of $2,000,000.00 in sales.
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Story from Nov./Dec. Western Auto Associate Planner on Forest City Store Reaching $2M in Sales

In 1995 Sears, apparently feeling that it had done all it could with the Western Auto,
began to position the company for a sell-off and to break out the parts it wanted to keep for itself.
It is also at this point that Advance Auto Parts of Roanoke, VA began to enter the picture.
Founded by Arthur Taubman in 1932, Advance Auto Parts had in many ways been a
regional clone of Western Auto except that all its stores were “company” owned. In the late
1970s and in the 1980s, under the leadership of Nicholas Taubman, son of the founder, Advance
stopped selling anything other than auto parts, much like the change that Western Auto started
making with most of its company stores in the late 80s. With this change, Advance started a
rapid expansion, going from 100 stores in 1986 to over 350 stores by 1993. In 1995 there were
536 Advance Auto Stores, mostly in the Southeastern United States, almost as many stores as
Western Auto directly operated at the retail level nationwide.
As part of this rapid expansion, Advance Auto stopped selling tires and closed the service
bays on all of its stores, instead concentrating strictly on selling auto parts. The only service
work done was battery installation, which could be done by store sales people in the store
parking lot.
In 1994 Western Auto opened two “test” stores in two Pennsylvania towns. The
company called these “dry” stores, stores that offered only parts and accessories with no tires or
service. These stores were essentially clones of an Advance Auto Parts store. Aside from the
sign over the door there was virtually nothing to distinguish them from an Advance Auto store.
Western Auto did not use its own name on these stores but called them “Parts America”, a name
similar to that of the successful Tire America chain bought by WA a few years earlier.
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Western Auto Announces “Parts America” with No Tires and No Service
[Nov./Dec. 1994 Associate Planning Guide]

Ironically, this “experiment” came at a time when Western Auto was trying hard to get
Associate Store dealers to boost their merchandising of tires and brake service. In the same issue
of the Associate Planning Guide where it announced the opening of the two experimental Parts
America stores, the company extolled the virtues of selling tires and doing brake service, neither
of which was available in the company’s own new stores.
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Western Auto Pushes Associates to Sell Tires and Brake Service Even as it Starts
to Eliminate Tires and Auto Service in Company Stores [Associate Planning Guide, Nov./Dec. 1994]

Tire sales had become a very competitive business in the latter part of the 20th Century.
The long treadwear of Radial tires had transformed the business as car owners needed to replace
their tires less frequently. Often the original owner of a new car never had to buy replacement
tires if he or she traded cars every two years or so. Car leasing was also popular and people who
used this system rarely had to worry about tire replacement. At the same time, radial tires were
getting better and better with some premium brands claiming treadwear mileages of up to 80,000
miles. All this meant less business for the sellers of “aftermarket” tires, and as these businesses
scrambled to maintain their share of the market they lowered their prices to attract customers
from competitors, and profits spiraled downward for all tire retailers.
There were massive changes occurring in the tire business. Tire manufacturers bought
other tire makers to help maintain enough sales to keep their plants going full time. Michelin,
for example, opened an American operation in Greenville, SC and bought former rivals like B. F.
Goodrich and UniRoyal. Japanese tire maker Bridgestone took over Firestone. Goodyear owned
Kelly-Springfield. Complicating all this was the entry of other tire companies from Japan,
Korea, and even China into the US market.
At the retail end of the business there was also consolidation. Stores that had at one time
carried only one brand of tire now added several, a change that was only natural as tire makers
took over other tire manufacturers and several brands of tires came from the same source. Sears,
which once only sold tires under its own Allstate private brand, now offered tires specially made
for them by Goodyear, Michelin, and carrying those brand names. Sears also began to carry tires
made by other lesser known makers and, just as it had done with its “Brand Central” approach to
appliance sales, it now advertised a range of a half dozen or more tire brands. To stay in
business, even companies like Western Auto that had done well in the tire business for almost 90
years with its own brands had to begin to offer some “name brand” tires while selling its own
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brand of tires at lower prices. The result for the retailer was little if any profit on the company’s
lowest priced tires. And by the mid 1990s most Western Auto Associate store dealers were
complaining that, when their shipping costs were added to the wholesale prices, they were in
some cases loosing money on every low priced tire they sold.

A Typical Associate Store Tire Display in the Mid 1990s
[October 1996, Western Auto Associate Planning Guide]

The tire business had always been full of deceptive pricing schemes aimed at attracting
retail customers. The tire sale price advertised in large print in newspapers and circulars was
usually for some small size tire that seemed only to fit very few cars, while the price a customer
was quoted for a tire for his or her car turned out to be much higher. Another tactic Sears and
others had long used to advertise tires at low prices and still make money was the “add-on”
pricing method.
A customer would walk into a Sears store carrying the latest store advertisement for a
radial tire at only, say, $19.99. The sales person would tell the customer: “Sure we have those in
stock. Can I get a set of those for you?” When the customer pulled out his credit card and said
yes, the salesperson then would ask: “Now, can we install those for you? It is $5.00 per tire.”
Most of us would consider this a really dumb question because we would assume that the
purchase of a tire would include putting it on the car wheel, but not at Sears! Sears charges extra
to put the tires on. Then while the customer is still in shock the salesperson will ask: “Can we
balance those for you?” When the now apprehensive customer slowly asks how much this will
cost, the answer will be something like: “Its only $4.00 per tire and of course your mileage
warranty is no good unless you have them balanced because an out of balance tire will wear out
very quickly.”
By now the customer is beginning to realize that those $19.99 tires are costing $28.99,
plus tax, but the sales person isn’t through with the add-on price schemes. He or she then says:
“Of course you’ll want new valve stems put in the wheels. Those old ones may be leaky and it is
much cheaper to replace them now than to have to pull the tire back off and reinstall it later.
They are only $2.99 per wheel.” And finally the customer, who thought that at least the
guarantee was included with the tire, will be asked if he or she wants to buy the “Road Hazard
Warranty” for an extra $5.00 per tire. The sales person will explain that the regular warranty
only covers problems due to manufacturing defects, which are rare and very hard to prove. The
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road hazard warranty is what actually protects you against damage due to things like potholes or
broken bottles, and the like.
Western Auto, through most of its history, had never resorted to these “add-on” tactics.
The advertised price was the installed price, and it included balancing and the advertised
warranty. Valve stems were about the only “add-on” that might be involved. But with the
takeover by Sears, the company switched its own retail stores to the Sears approach. And this
caused serious problems for nearby Associate Stores. Western Auto would run a sale on one of
its lines of tires and the sale circular for the associate store would list the tire at one price while
in the advertisements for the company stores the same tire would be listed at a lower price, often
lower than the wholesale price WA charged to the dealer. Nothing was said in the advertisement
for the company store that the listed price did not include installation, balancing, or the road
hazard warranty, while the price in the associate circular did include all this. This made
associate store owners and their customers mad and a lot of sales were lost in the process.
Western Auto Supply Company’s only advice was for the associate stores to start advertising at
the lower price and start charging for all the “add-ons”. Many associate store owners felt that
this went against long used practices, violated the trust built up between their business and their
long term customers, and it seemed just plain dishonest.
When tire customers came into our Associate Store in Forest City, NC with an
advertisement for low tire prices from the Charlotte, NC company stores and asked for the tire at
that price, the sales people were instructed to say: “Sure we will sell you the tire at that price but
if you want it put on and balanced and want a guarantee with that we will have to add X dollars
to the price just like they do in those Charlotte stores. On the other hand we can sell you the
same tire, installed, balanced, and with guarantee for less than what your total price would be in
Charlotte.

Western Auto Kept Changing Tire Offerings and Costs [Aug. 1996 Planning Guide]

At Western Auto’s regional and national merchandise shows and meetings with dealers
the number one complaint became the high wholesale costs and shipping charges for the
company’s tires and the associate stores’ inability to make a decent profit selling them.
Company executives would admonish dealers to change their way of selling tires and do like the
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company stores did. They claimed that their own company stores made lots of money on tire
sales, not on the tires themselves, but on the extras they sold with them. But, even as Western
Auto was trying to convince its dealers of this, it was test marketing company stores which sold
no tires at all and would eventually change all its stores to that format. Meanwhile, many of the
associate store dealers were finding other wholesale tire distributors who offered their own
private label tires at lower prices than Western Auto and would deliver them to the store free,
overnight.
Tire warranties were becoming another problem. Tire buyers were now expecting long
mileage from their radial tires; lifetimes of 40, 50, or more thousand miles, and Western Auto
and others were offering tires “guaranteed” for up to 80,000 miles. The question was, would
they actually last that long. Unfortunately, Western Auto dealers and their customers were
finding that the answer for WA tires was usually a resounding no!

Western Auto Kept Changing its Tire Guarantees and Prices [Oct. 1996 Planning Guide]

Of course tire mileage guarantees should always be taken with a grain of salt. These are
“aftermarket” tire sales so the customer’s car may have already gone 40,000 or more miles
before the original equipment radials wore out, unless the auto manufacturer had installed a low
mileage tire to give the new car a softer ride, as some makers often do. So any aftermarket tire
that lasts 40 to 50 thousand miles will, in most cases, not be worn out when the car’s original
owner decides to trade. Thus, the mileage based warranty is meaningless because it only applies
to the original tire buyer. On top of this the warranty is usually based on percentage of the
guaranteed mileage and on an often fictitious “regular selling price”. In other words if the tire is
guaranteed for 50,000 miles and it wears out at 40,000 the original owner would be given a 20%
discount (10,000/50,000 miles) off the “list” price on a replacement tire; when, in reality, the tire
is almost always sold for at least 25% below that list amount. So, as long as a tire will last for a
reasonable mileage, say about 75% of its guaranteed mileage, it really doesn’t matter to the tire
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company that the tire doesn’t live up to the terms of the warranty. In fact, if a tire is priced high
enough to ensure that it will usually only be bought by people who are wealthy enough to trade
cars before they reach the 80,000 to 100,000 mile mark, it really doesn’t matter what the
guarantee as long as the tires will last about 50,000 miles, because the car will be traded before
the tires wear out!
There are a few premium tires on the market that really will make it for 80,000 miles if
properly inflated and rotated regularly and driven normally, but there are other tires out there that
are only designed to last 50 to 60,000 miles but have an 80,000 mile guarantee simply because
the tire company is not very likely to see anyone ever cash in on the warranty anyway. Western
Auto, on the other hand, got in trouble with its dealers and customers over some of their overly
optimistic guarantees. One tire, the “American Spirit LX III” was advertised as a premium tire
and its guarantee was first set at 70,000 miles, then increased to 80,000 miles in 1996; but
dealers and customers soon found out that these tires sometimes lasted less than 30,000 miles.
Western Auto then decreased the warranty back to 70,000 miles only four months after they had
increased it, but, any way you looked at it, the tire just didn’t come close enough to its claims for
dealers to want to sell it. Western Auto played the same game with many of its private brand
tires. One tire, the “Viper HX” had its mileage warranty go from 45,000 miles to 60,000 miles
and then down to 40,000 miles all in the course of 5 months. They also eliminated “included”
road hazard warranties on several tire lines. All of this drove the associate dealers crazy.

More Tire Warranty Changes [March/April 1997 Associate Store Planning Guide]

At the same time the company kept insisting that dealers shouldn’t worry about their low
profits on tire sales but should make their profits selling “lifetime” wheel balances and valve
stems and wheel alignments to tire buyers. The sales pitch to the customer was that with the
“lifetime balance he or she could bring their car back for “free” wheel balancing every 5000
miles. Of course, most customers would forget to do this, but if they did remember it then the
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dealer was to suggest that the tires be “rotated” while they are being balanced, for a fee! The
“lifetime valve stem is a metal valve stem that is better than a regular stem but the regular stem
will easily last the life of most tires and can then be replaced about three times for the price of a
lifetime stem.

Western Auto Tells its Dealers To Sell Tire “Add-Ons” [March/April 1997 Planning Guide]

Through it all, Western Auto tried to stem their dealer’s complaints about high tire
wholesale prices and high shipping costs with stories about how, if the dealers would just sell
tires like the WA company stores did they would make lots of money on tires. And they
continued to make these claims even as they were eliminating tires from the company stores!
Amid all this associate dealer discontent over Western Auto’s tire prices and policies,
Sears was making major changes in the company’s structure. In 1995 WA became the
“Automotive Parts Division” of the “Sears Automotive Group”. Then in 1996 Sears pulled Tire
America and NTW out of Western Auto and called them the “Sears Tire Warehouse Division”.
The effect of this was that Western Auto was now, at least on paper, buying its tires from the
Tire Warehouse Division of Sears and no longer had any control over specifications and pricing
for its own tires. This is the period when the tire mileage warranties kept changing every few
months.
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Sears Rips Away Western Auto’s Tire and Battery Operations [May 1997 Associate Planning Guide]

In an interesting taste of what was on the horizon, in 1995 Advance Auto bought 16
Nationwise Auto Supply stores in Georgia and in 1996 Western Auto (Sears) bought all of the
Nationwise stores in the Northeast and converted them to Parts America stores. It appeared that
in some way Sears and Advance Auto were working toward some common goal.
Sears then installed a new person, Donald Shaffer, as Western Auto CEO, with orders to
“give strong guidance to the automotive plan for our company owned retail stores”; i.e., to
convert all WA company stores to “Parts America” stores, clones of Advance Auto stores, that
sold no tires and did no auto service other than changing batteries. Changes were happening at a
rapid pace. Larry Schmidt was now Wholesale Vice President, a position that seemed to change
annually.

Sears Installs Brian Kelly as a New VP and Begins Converting All Company Stores To Parts America
[May 1997 Associate Store Planning Guide]

The Parts America stores were virtually identical to an Advance Auto store in the
products they offered and in the layout of the store. About the only difference in an Advance
Auto store and a Parts America store was the presence of a couple of dozen private label branded
products like oil and batteries and the fact that Parts America sold Craftsman tools and Die Hard
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batteries. Advance Auto stores had one big advantage over the Western Auto operation
however; their “PDQ” system.
Advance Auto tried to stock most commonly needed automotive parts in all their stores
but there are some items that are either specialty items or fit cars that most do-it-yourselfers are
unlikely to own. Advance stocked these items in their warehouses and promised “next day”
delivery of almost any part they had in stock. The “PDQ” (Parts Delivered Quickly) system had
each store’s computer connected to all the Advance Auto warehouses and the sales person could
instantly find the needed item and promise delivery the next day. Western Auto had nothing like
this and, in fact, the experience of most WA Associate Store dealers was that they were lucky if
they could ever get a needed part from the warehouse and they knew that even if the warehouse
had the item in stock it would be up to a week before their next shipment arrived.
The March/April, 1997 Western Auto Associate Planning Guide magazine gave an
interesting picture of the auto parts business in America in the previous year. In 1996 the largest
auto supply store chain in the country was Auto Zone with over 1400 stores and over 2.3 billion
dollars in sales. Pep Boys was in second place with $1.2 billion in sales in 540 stores. Advance
Auto and Western Auto were now third and fifth, respectively and neither could compete with
Pep Boys in terms of sales per store. Advance had $800 million in sales from 660 stores and
WA had $700 million from 600 company stores. These are interesting figures for many reasons.
Advance Auto was expanding rapidly and had passed Western Auto in both sales and number of
stores. Advance planned to open another 125 stores in 1997 and WA only planned to open 60.
On the other hand, both of these chains had more stores than Pep Boys but their sales per store
were much lower. The reason for this was tires and service. Pep Boys offered both and Western
Auto and Advance Auto had both eliminated tires and service. Which approach worked best?
The article doesn’t say. There is no column in the table for “profits per store”.

From the March/April 1997 Western Auto Associate Planning Guide

Meanwhile, Advance Auto Parts Company was looking for a buyer. The company had
been family owned since its beginning in 1932. Nicholas Taubman, son of the company founder,
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was looking toward retirement and his children were not interested in taking over company
operations. So in 1997 Mr. Taubman started looking for a buyer and, according to his home
town newspaper, the Roanoke Times, he saw Sears as the most likely taker. Sears, however, was
reportedly not interested, having its hands full with Western Auto. On the other hand, the splitup of Nationwise Auto between Western Auto and Advance Auto in the previous two years
made it look as if Sears and Advance were already pursuing some common goal. Hence an
interesting chain of events started to unfold in which Sears would supposedly sell Western Auto
to Advance Auto and then somehow end up in control of the final, combined operation.
As 1997 came to a close Sears continued its shuffle of Western Auto Officers. A year
earlier Don Shaffer had been brought in to oversee the conversion of the company’s retail stores
to Advance Auto clones. Now Sears installed Ed Kaminski as executive VP of wholesale. The
January 1998 issue of the Western Auto Associate Planning Guide introduced Kaminski,
claiming he had been “associated” with Western Auto since 1987. Actually he had been an
executive with National Tire Warehouse, one of the major tire retailers bought by WA in 1987,
and he was transferred to Sears when it bought control of Western Auto. He had helped transfer
all of Western Auto’s tire and battery assets to Sears and his new assignment apparently was to
prepare the Associate Store operation for transfer to Advance Auto.

Kaminski Takes the Helm in the Dealer Operation [January 1998 Associate Planning Guide]

In the Planning Guide article Kaminski is quoted as saying “1998 will be an exciting year
for Western Auto”, quite an understatement. It said that he expected to “refine and communicate
a strategy for the wholesale business in 1998 and, based on specific must do objectives, intends
to bring clear definition to the business model”. The “must do objective” turned out to be the
positioning of the company for a sell out.
Another objective seemed to be to try to deal with the ever increasing volume of
Associate Store dealer complaints and to stop the rapid decrease in number of dealer stores.
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Sears wanted to get as much money for what was left of Western Auto as possible and no one
would want to buy a company that had hundreds of unhappy customers in its wholesale
operation. The article ends by noting that Kaminski wanted “to have all our associates feel good
about being associated with Western Auto” and “to instill a sense of doing the right thing for our
customers and our fellow associates”.
It was never very clear why Sears wanted to own Western Auto in the first place other
than to use it as a vehicle to buy a couple of major Midwestern and Eastern Tire outlets and to
give them a painless way of backing out of their commitment to their own small town franchise
operations by “converting” them to Western Auto Home and Garden Stores.
Sears’ supplying of Western Auto Associate Stores with Whirlpool and other major brand
appliances probably helped it negotiate lower prices with the makers of the appliances stocked in
Sears’ own “Brand Central” appliance departments. The same was probably to some degree
behind the decision to let Western Auto company and dealer stores sell Craftsman tools and lawn
mowers and DieHard batteries, the best known brands in the Sears’ lineup. In a rather strange
arrangement, however, even though Sears allowed Western Auto stores to sell and advertise
these famous private brands, Sears continued to proclaim in its own national advertisements that
Craftsman and DieHard were available ONLY at Sears stores. Despite this Western Auto stores
and Associate Stores sold millions of dollars worth of Craftsman tools every year.
Another major boost for Western Auto was Sears’ allowing them to accept Sears credit
cards, the most widely held credit card in the country. They even allowed Associate Stores to
accept payments on Sears accounts, a move that regularly brought Sears customers into small
town Western Auto stores. On the other hand, when Sears got into trouble with the federal
government over its credit policies, the required reforms nearly ruined Western Auto’s own
credit card operations.
Associates were not very happy with Western Auto at the beginning of 1998. The
company had closed all but one of its “distribution centers” and had sold off its fleet of delivery
trucks and delivery of merchandise to dealer stores was unreliable, slow, and shoddy, at best.
The company’s prices on tires were too high and it was continually changing tire lines and
guarantees and discontinuing lines as fast as they were introduced. If a dealer found a line of
tires he and his customers liked he found that either supplies were unreliable or the line was
discontinued.
Sears had wiped out Western Auto’s once exemplary system of honoring customer
warranty claims and its replacement parts warehouse and replaced them with an unreliable and
costly outside operator. The credit card and installment credit system that Sears had set up with
Western Auto got caught in a federal government ordered revamping of the Sears credit
operation and long time WA Associate Store customers were being told that they could no longer
get the credit lines they needed to buy the new appliances and lawn tractors that the company
was advertising for “no money down and no interest for 6 months”.
Sears first proclaimed Western Auto the Auto Supply Division of Sears but then it
stripped off WA’s tire and battery wholesale operation. It allowed Associate Stores to sell its
best known merchandise brands, Craftsman and DieHard, but refused to allow them to sell
Kenmore branded appliances. It was all very inconsistent and puzzling.
At the start of 1998 Western Auto dealers were also very upset that the Darrell Waltrip
NASCAR race car now sported the “Parts America” logo instead of “Western Auto”. This
change meant that the Associate Stores received no benefit at all from the company’s investment
in racing.
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So Ed Kaminski was sent in from Sears to try to make Western Auto’s Associate Store
dealers happy enough to keep them around long enough to maintain the value of the company’s
wholesale operations while Sears had the company on the sale block. Kaminski’s first moves
were to initiate a hard push to open new associate stores and stem the hemorrhaging of old ones
by helping retiring owners find buyers. He was also to try keeping store owners happy by
making some effort to listen to their complaints through the institution of a “dealer advisory
council”. It became time to try to play TQM (Total Quality Management) games well enough to
make the dealers think the company once again cared what they thought and wanted to help
solve their problems.
In the February issue of the Planning Guide Mr. Kaminski spoke of his commitment to
“teamwork” (a popular term in the corporate culture of the times) and said he was “very excited
to be a part of the Western Auto Wholesale team” and “deeply committed to making 1998 a
fruitful year for all”.
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90 YEARS OLD
AND AN UNCERTAIN FUTURE

Western Auto was 90 years old in 1999 and the company had planned a big celebration
for its national dealer conference in Nashville, TN in February of that year. Advance press about
the meeting was very upbeat and the January/February 1999 Western Auto “Associate Planning
Guide”, the company’s dealer publication, began with a short article by Ed Kaminski (Executive
VP, Wholesale) claiming that “this year’s conference signifies the beginning of a new era in the
history of Western Auto Supply Company” and that “it will be a celebration of our past as well as
a statement of what the future will hold for us all.” Mr. Kaminiski, who originally came to
Western Auto from National Tire Warehouse in 1987 and later was instrumental in striping the
company of its tire and battery operations and moving them to Sears, had been sent back to WA
by Sears to prepare the way for the “merger” with Advance Auto. While Dan Wilson was
officially listed as President of Western Auto, it appeared that Kaminiski was calling the shots
for Sears and Advance.

From the “Western Auto Associate Planning Guide, January/February 1999
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In 1998 Advance Auto Parts, which had been courting Sears as a buyer, was sold to what
was called a “private investment firm”, Freeman Spogli & Company, of New York and Los
Angeles. Later that same year Sears Roebuck and Company sold Western Auto, minus its
former tire and battery operation, now operated by Sears as NTB (National Tire and Battery), to
Advance Auto. And somehow, in the midst of all this transfer of ownerships, Sears ended up
owning some 40+ % of the resulting company. This sounded very similar to Western Auto’s
acquisition by Westray Capitol Investments some ten years earlier, after which WA bought Tire
America and NTW Company and was then bought by Sears.
Whatever the politics behind the corporate “investment” moves, Western Auto was now
part of Advance Auto Corporation and still at least partly owned by Sears. All the former
Western Auto company owned stores, which had just been converted into virtual clones of
Advance Auto stores under the Parts America name, were now converted into Advance Auto
stores. This move made Advance Auto the second biggest auto parts retailer in the country in
number of stores. The move was costly for Advance Auto, resulting in its first ever unprofitable
years of operation in 1998 and 1999. In 1999 Advance lost $25 million despite record sales of
$2.21 billion. But in 2000, after accounting for the takeover costs and the expense of converting
all the Parts America stores to Advance Auto stores, Advance earned $19.6 million on $2.3
billion in sales. They also went on in 2001 to purchase the Florida based “Discount Auto Parts”
chain with its 668 stores and this, along with continued opening of new Advance Auto stores,
gave the company over 2300 stores, most located in the Southeast.
The purchase of Discount Auto Parts, a publicly traded company, put Advance on the
New York Stock Exchange for the first time. Advance stock began trading at just over $40 per
share. A few months later Sears decided to sell its shares of Advance Auto, effectively ending
its involvement with Advance and what remained of Western Auto.
The big question remaining was; what was to become of the Western Auto Associate
Store operations. It was obvious from the start of the “merger” that the Associate or Dealer Store
operation was not compatible with Advance Auto’s goals for the future, and word had quickly
spread after the Advance takeover of WA that Western Auto president Dan Wilson had tried to
assemble a group of his own investors and buy the Western Auto wholesale system from
Advance but had been rebuffed and subsequently fired.
The “official” story, given to Western Auto dealers at the 1999 company dealer
convention and 90th Anniversary celebration was essentially that, with most of the “company”
stores being converted to Advance Auto stores and operated by Advance, Western Auto was now
to be solely dedicated to ensuring the success of its dealer/wholesale operations. Store owners
were promised better service and better pricing, now that all of the company’s attention could be
focused on them. But it was painfully obvious that many of the long time Western Auto Supply
Company employees were very uncomfortable with all that was happening and with their own
future prospects for success. Photos from the February 1999 anniversary meeting published in
the March/April edition of the dealer magazine showed a rather grim look on WA President Dan
Wilson’s face even as he greeted long time store owners. Dealers, many of whom had grown
increasingly skeptical of the company’s interest in their success under Sears ownership,
continued to be suspicious of many of the things they were hearing.
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From the “Western Auto Associate Planning Guide”, March/April 1999

In the previous couple of years Western Auto had closed all but one of its warehouses,
claiming that it could more efficiently served all its dealer stores from one site in Texas. Dealer
merchandise deliveries had become, at best, unreliable and unpredictable. The company had
pushed dealers to sell more tires at the same time that it was discontinuing tires sales in its own
stores, and dealers were quickly finding that they could get better tire wholesale prices, much
lower delivery costs and quick, reliable shipping from other tire vendors.
To its credit, at the 1999 conference, Western Auto Supply Company did admit that
things had been done wrong and they announced that they were ready to do whatever was needed
to make their dealer stores successful. After all, the dealer stores were now essentially all that
was left of Western Auto and, it they didn’t succeed, the company officials would also be out of
a job.
A highlight of the conference was a large display of Western Auto’s company history and the
company’s “Associate Planning Guide” had already begun a series of articles highlighting
company history with emphasis on histories of several of the older and more successful
Associate Stores. The January/February issue was filled with upbeat articles about the past and
the future and with stories about new products and services offered by the company to its
dealers.
At the 90th Anniversary conference dealers learned that, in addition to the Associate or
Dealer store wholesale operation, Western Auto would continue to operate a limited number of
company owned stores in Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, Hilo (Hawaii) and a couple of stores
on the California/Mexico border. Those stores had apparently all been very successful at selling
the full line of Western Auto merchandise, including appliances, televisions, lawn mowers, and
the like, and were not converted to the “Parts America” (all auto parts) floor plan in preparation
for the Advance Auto takeover. The company’s Gastonia, NC warehouse was to be re-opened to
better serve dealer stores, and the company would again take charge of operating its own system
for the return of defective dealer merchandise, a process that Sears had shifted to an outside
contractor with disastrous results.
Western Auto dealers left the 1999 conference with mixed emotions. The meeting had
included a fantastic merchandise promotional display, the company had provided very successful
motivational speakers, and company officials had talked about how they were now working
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directly for their dealers and about how dealer success was their top priority. There was a lot to
be hopeful about. Even the president of Advance Auto, Garnet Smith, had been at the meeting
and had, according to the March/April edition of the Western Auto Associate Planning guide,
“pledged the support of Advance Auto Parts Company to Western Auto’s mission”. Dealers had
also been assured that Western Auto’s contract with Sears to market Craftsman tools and the
Sears “DieHard” battery brand was still firmly in place. And the company had announced a new
and appealing theme that would headline its future advertising. All sales fliers would be headed
with “Western Auto -- Locally Owned, Nationally Known” a theme that would reflect the
company’s proud history along with the personalized, local service customers would find at
dealer stores.

Copyrighted Western Auto Logo from 1999

Despite the optimism shown by company officers at the 90th Anniversary meeting, signs
quickly popped up that everything was not as rosy as it appeared to be. Ed Kaminiski’s name
had disappeared from company officer lists by the publication of the March/April “Planning
Guide” and references to Dan Wilson ceased a short time later. Other company officers were
said to be taking early retirement and joining other companies.
During the year Western Auto’s “Associate Planning Guide” maintained an upbeat tone,
promoting new products and suggesting better sales strategies as it had always done. Along with
these articles were the usual announcements of dealer anniversaries for stores that had been
under the same family ownership for as much as 55 years. And there were stories about the
oldest stores, complete with historic photographs and chronicles of their success.
In its anniversary year the company added Maytag to its offerings of appliances, allowing
its dealers to compete effectively with virtually any other appliance dealers in their communities
by offering the two top brands in America, Whirlpool and Maytag.

.
Western Auto Sales Circular, January Appliance Guide, 1999
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Sale circulars throughout the 1999 year proclaimed Western Auto’s 90 years of service
and several special 90th Anniversary products were offered for sale during the year. These 90th
Anniversary items included a special travel mug, a tape measure, several tools and a special
edition Western Flyer bike. The 90th Anniversary Western Flyer was an 18 speed “mountain
bike” with “GSX Grip Shift SRAM” and steel cantilever brakes. Fourteen different bike models
were shown in the 1999 Christmas catalog, but the only one with the Western Flyer label was the
special anniversary model. The rest of the bikes were sold under the Huffy brand name.

From the 1999 Western Auto Holiday Gift Guide, October 1999

The end of the 90th Anniversary year saw two Western Auto Christmas circulars, one was
a valiant 28 page attempt to bring back the days when Christmas was a huge event at small town
Western Auto stores with aisles filled with toys and special holiday values. The other was a
bright and colorful 12 page newspaper insert. Both were filled with televisions, appliances,
electronic items, tools, bikes and trikes, and even some toys. Brands included RCA, GE,
Maytag, Whirlpool, Philips, JVC, Craftsman, Fisher, and Pioneer. The Christmas flyers noted
that there were over 800 Western Auto stores nationwide to serve the public’s needs.
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1999 Western Auto Holiday Gift Guide Cover

800 stores is a lot of retail outlets by most measures; however the company’s history,
published in the January/February 1999 issue of the dealer magazine, had noted its over 5000
stores in 1963 and 1700+ stores in the early 1990s. The company had lost half of its dealer
stores in the previous ten years. The question now was, would the slide continue or could the
company’s newly minted promises to better serve its dealers turn the tide around? If what
remained of Western Auto, essentially its wholesale operation and dealer network, was to
succeed, it had to please its dealers. This meant that the new owner, Advance Auto, had to
support the company’s efforts. Many dealers remained suspicious of Advance and noted that
there was absolutely no reason for that company to support their stores, especially since they
often competed with small town Advance Auto outlets.
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Advance Auto probably also wondered what to do with the Western Auto “Associate
Store” operation. This was a strange collection of 800 very different, privately owned businesses
with only one thing in common; they bought at least some of their merchandise from Western
Auto and used the company name. Some of the stores, like the one in Forest City, NC, had been
part of the Western Auto program for over 60 years and they carried everything that the company
offered. Others included so-called “home and garden” stores, many of which had been converted
from Sears contract stores only a decade earlier. A few stores handled strictly auto supplies,
having fallen in line with Western Auto’s “flag store” concept of the 1980s. But many dealer
stores were essentially hardware, furniture, appliance, or similar stores for whom Western Auto
was only one of several suppliers of merchandise. It would be a real test of the strength of the
remaining Western Auto Supply Company staff to keep this conglomeration of store types
together and to maintain a critical mass for a viable wholesale business operation. It would also
be a test of the patience of the Advance Auto organization for them to allow the WA staff the
freedom, leeway, and time they needed to even have the chance to succeed.
Western Auto’s plan seemed to be to try to strengthen its dealer system by getting rid of
the stores that were marginal, stores that bought so little of their merchandise from the company
that Western Auto actually lost money serving them, by improving service to its other existing
dealers, and by trying to open new franchise stores wherever it could. It sought to supply its
dealers with an impressive range of appliances and household electronics items, with Craftsman
brand tools, with lawn mowers and tractors sold under its own Wizard brand and the Craftsman
label, with its own and DieHard brand car batteries, and with a range of well known tire brands
along with a newly revitalized line of tires under its own “Sentry” label.
Unfortunately, at the same time that those who remained with Western Auto were doing
their best to revitalize the company, Advance Auto was placing severe limits on its success
through moves that were undoubtedly seen by Advance executives in Roanoke, VA as needed
streamlining of operations. Western Auto President Dan Wilson was dropped and replaced by an
Advance Auto executive who had only limited knowledge of WA’s needs and perhaps with
limited incentive to commit his efforts to the company’s success.
The Kansas City landmark that had been Western Auto headquarters for as long as
anyone could remember was put on the auction block and the staff was moved to a small, rented
building in the suburbs. (The famous giant “Circle Arrow” sign that topped the old company
headquarters remained only because it had been previously registered as a national historical
landmark.)
Advance also eliminated virtually all of Western Auto’s privately branded products from
their auto supply merchandise lines. There was no longer anything to distinguish many of the
“generic” automobile chemical, oil, anti-freeze, car care, and car parts products from the noname lines of merchandise sold at Advance Auto Stores or at Wal-Mart. Advance Auto put its
private labels on very few of its products. A check of the United States Patent and Trademark
Office listing of company trademarks shows that, over the years, Western auto had almost ninety
registered brand names or trademarks while Advance Auto only had four. Hence, it was natural
for Advance executives to think that such private brands as Western Auto motor oil or Sentry
brake fluid were of little value, but to many Western Auto customers these were trusted brands
and replacing them with no-name, low cost brands just didn’t cut it. The only auto supply brand
that Advance allowed to remain was the “Tough One” name on car batteries but then they
degraded that brand in customer eyes by having the batteries made in Mexico.
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But it was three other, presumably cost cutting, measures forced on Western Auto by its
Advance Auto owners that were probably, more than any other measures, responsible for the
continuing drastic decline in the dealer store network. These were the firing of many
experienced wholesale sales “representatives” who had been one of the most vital links between
Western Auto and its individual dealers, the elimination of the company dealer magazine, and
the elimination of the annual national dealer convention.
Ever since the initiation of the Western Auto Associate Store franchise operation in the
mid 1930s the company wholesale sales representative had been a key element in the success of
the dealer program. These company representatives were the link between the company and its
independent dealers. They were the company’s salesmen to the dealer stores, making continuous
rounds of visits to all the dealers in their assigned territory and pitching its products to them.
They also served as the company’s eyes and ears, providing the vital feedback needed by
company executives to understand the real needs of its dealers. Only by understanding its
dealers can such a company succeed in selling them its products. The dealers also thought of
these people as their representatives to the company and relied on them to help find needed
company resources at critical times. By firing many of its best representatives Western Auto, in
a very real sense, “cut off its nose to spite its face”, as the saying goes.
The Western Auto “Associate Planning Guide”, the last in a long line of regular
“magazines” put out by the company for its dealers, was undoubtedly seen by Advance as
another unnecessary frill. This publication, however, served many vital functions for Western
Auto. It was used for everything from semi-monthly sales talks and informative articles on new
products or product service information, to collections of news items about individual dealer
stores and their owners. When the dealer in Clarksville, VA saw a blurb in the company
magazine about his or her store on the same page as another article about a store in Texas or
California or Minnesota, it was a very vivid reminder that he or she was an integral part of a truly
national organization. It helped create in the owner of the small town store a sense of pride in
being a part of Western Auto’s nationwide operations.
By doing away with the annual Western Auto Dealer National Conference, Advance
budget cutters did away with the other major reminder that the local dealer was part of something
national in scope. It was hard to understand why this meeting was eliminated since it was
essentially paid for by the hundreds of vendors who came to the conference to promote their
merchandise to Western Auto’s dealers. It was a wonderful way for the company to energize its
dealers and to get them to purchase its merchandise in larger volume. It is not surprising that
company wholesale sales dropped after this meeting was eliminated. These were big meetings,
filled with seminars on product lines and on merchandise sales and maintenance, and they
included a convention center floor covered with vendors of all the merchandise that Western
Auto would be offering to its dealers over the next year. And there were always many special
convention ordering discounts that encouraged dealers to order larger than normal supplies of big
ticket merchandise before they went back home and their enthusiasm waned.
By July of its 90th Anniversary year, its first year under Advance Auto ownership and
direction, Western Auto sales figures for 362 comparable dealer stores, as listed in the last
(August/September) issue ever published of its dealer magazine, showed a 16% drop in total
automotive product sales for the month of July compared to the previous year and showed a
decrease of 7 in the number of dealer stores from June to July.
Over the next couple of years Western Auto tried to replace the big national dealer
conventions with meetings dedicated to specific product lines such as appliances or lawn and
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garden supplies. These meetings were usually paid for by the suppliers, companies like
Whirlpool or Maytag or one of the major companies that makes lawn mowers, but these were
simply not as well attended or as effective at promoting the company’s image as the big meetings
had been. WA also continued to put out attractive advertising flyers for its dealers to put in local
newspapers or mass mailings, but the dealers often found that they were unable to get the desired
supplies of items that were being featured in the circulars. They felt betrayed when they were
encouraged to purchase and distribute sales flyers and then were unable to stock the advertised
sale items, As a result they were less likely to continue to rely on Western Auto for either their
advertising flyers or their merchandise orders. Many began to increasingly rely on outside
suppliers of major product lines.
As an example of these problems, in our Forest City, NC store, our manager found that
he could get Cooper brand tires from a nearby wholesaler for lower prices than comparable
Western Auto “Sentry” branded tires (made by Cooper) and that he could get them delivered free
within 24 hours of placing his order, whereas it could take over a week to get the Sentry tires and
there would be a freight charge. He also found that he was much less likely to have his tire order
placed on “backorder” by the regional Cooper supplier than he was with Western Auto, even
though the national WA warehouse was only 40 miles away. As a result, by the year 2001 our
store was buying more tires from other suppliers than from Western Auto. This same story was
repeated over and over again with tires, major appliances, electronic items, and lawn and garden
merchandise at stores all over the country. Many dealers began to question the value of staying
associated with Western Auto.
In December 2001 Western Auto published its last Christmas catalog. Keeping with
national trends in political correctness there was, of course, no mention of Christmas in the
advertising flyer. It was, like the 90th Anniversary December sale brochure called a “Holiday
Gift” flyer.

Western Auto 2001 Christmas Circular, December 2001

A combination auto supplies and gift brochure, it featured a wide range of items including a
large selection of RCA televisions, Whirlpool and Maytag appliances, Craftsman tools, and even
one Western Flyer bike. There were only four bicycle models shown (with boys and girls
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versions of each) but three of these carried the Huffy brand, the same bikes that customers could
buy at Wal-Mart at a lower price. The lone Western Flyer was the 2 year old 90th Anniversary
bike which still carried the 90th Anniversary logo. In 1999 it had been priced at $119.99 and
simply couldn’t compete with similar bikes sold at discount “super stores” so it was advertised in
2001 for only $79.99.

From the Western Auto 2001 Great Holiday Gifts Circular, December 2001

2002, Western Auto’s 93rd year, saw economic bad news for the nation as the stock
market’s artificially inflated “technology bubble” burst and consumer confidence fell
nationwide. So did the confidence among Western Auto store owners about the future of their
supplier. They had many questions about supply problems, merchandise availability, and the
future of many of the lines of products that they carried, and they weren’t getting answers from
Western Auto Supply Company. It is likely that people working for what remained of the
company were seeking the same answers from Advance Auto with just as little success.
Sears no longer directly owned Western Auto and the future of the agreements that
allowed WA stores to sell Craftsman tools and lawn mowers and DieHard brand batteries, both
very popular with customers, was uncertain. These were heavily advertised Sears’ brands and,
even though the ads never mentioned their availability at Western Auto stores, local customers
saw these as a major reason to shop at dealer stores. Dealers worried about how much longer
they would be able to get these products. It had also been a plus that customers were able to
make payments on their Sears credit cards at any Western Auto store and in many small towns
this brought people into the local store on a regular basis.
Western Auto’s national credit card program was also tied to Sears, and a major legal
investigation of the Sears credit operation and subsequent restructuring of the program made it
much more difficult for long time WA customers to get approval to buy major items like
appliances and lawn tractors using their credit cards. Dealers had to scramble to either offer to
sell on credit themselves or to find other means of helping customers finance their major
purchases.
Despite all this Western Auto publicly displayed an optimistic outlook, trying to assure
its dealers that it was in business to stay. The company continued, with little success, to try to
entice small town business people to open new dealer stores. On the other hand it met with
considerable success in growing its retail business in Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands.
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Although the vast majority of its company owned stores had been converted into
Advance Auto stores, Western Auto was allowed to continue operating a couple of retail stores
along the California/Mexico border and 36 stores in Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands. (At the
time of the Advance takeover there had also been a full-line “company” store in Hilo, Hawaii but
by 2002 it had disappeared.) Presumably Advance didn’t see these areas as compatible with its
style of retail operation and these stores were allowed to continue selling a full line of
appliances, lawn and garden, and other Western Auto traditional merchandise. In 2002 Western
Auto reported a 5% increase in sales for its stores in Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands and
announced plans to open as many as ten new stores. They noted that even though the cost of
doing business in Puerto Rico (where the company had operated stores since 1965) was almost
30% higher than in the mainland, it was their most successful territory.
One of the signs that the people at Western Auto Supply Company were indeed serious
about their future was their recommitment to the company’s private brand of tires. Years earlier
Sears had siphoned off the entire tire and battery supply portion of Western Auto and the
company ended up having to purchase its tires and batteries through Sears. Tire brand and
model names that had been created by Western Auto either disappeared or were now sold at
either Sears or its NTB tire outlets (a company also taken from WA by Sears). Advance Auto
Company didn’t sell tires, so it apparently decided it was safe to allow WA to get back in the tire
business. The company brought back its “Sentry” label as its main tire brand, resurrected such
tire line labels as “American Spirit” and “Triathalon”, and contracted with Cooper Tire Company
to manufacture these private label tires. For the first time in many years the identifying labels
that came on every tire once again proudly proclaimed that they were made for Western Auto.

From the Western Auto January/February 2003 Sale Circular

Western Auto was trying to make a comeback despite a poor national economy and
despite pressures being put on its dealer stores by other national and regional chains to switch
their affiliations. The question seemed to be whether the company could continue to make
enough profit to please its Advance Auto owners while expanding its dealership operations by
stressing merchandise like tires, appliances, and lawn mowers, products that didn’t create
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competition with nearby Advance stores. At the same time the company had to improve its
service to its remaining dealers and convince them to return to Western Auto as their supplier of
choice for as many products as possible. The 2003 year would tell if this was too much to
expect.
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2003: A COUNTRY AT WAR AND THE END OF A DREAM
In 2003 U. S. President George W. Bush took the nation into war with Iraq for reasons
that many people believed were unwarranted and unsupported. But, as the country debated the
ethics of the war and questioned the reasons for its casualties, the nation’s economy seemed to
begin a very shaky process of recovery. The stock market was rising in value, striving to once
again return to the heights seen during the previous presidential administration. Surveys showed
a slight increase in consumer confidence and retail sales increased as taxpayers spent special
refunds that came from politicians who were once again following the theory that both the
economy and government income would improve with tax cuts for the wealthy.
Small town businesses did see some improvement in sales during the late summer as tax
refunds reached consumers and as a wet spring and summer boosted the sales of lawn mowers
and tractors at Western Auto stores. The company began 2003 with its January/February “Super
White Sale” on Whirlpool appliances and with a tire sale that introduced several new lines of its
own Sentry branded tires.

From January 2003 Western Auto “Super White Sale” Circular

Western Auto’s offer to let customers buy major appliances and other items costing $400
or more with the company’s own charge card with no payments and no interest for 6 months
continued to be a winner for dealers. This same sales circular promoted Hoover brand vacuum
cleaners, Craftsman tools, Die Hard and Tough One batteries and a full array of automotive
supplies and chemicals.
In the Spring and Summer the company held a big promotion of its lawn and garden
products, offering lawn mowers and tractors under its own Wizard brand, along with Poulan,
MTD, Swisher, Murray, Yard-Man, Weed Eater and other brands. While all of these brands
were actually manufactured by one company, MTD (an Electrolux company), they did allow
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Western Auto stores to offer as wide a range of brands as any competing “super store” in their
areas.

.
Western Auto 2003 Lawn and Garden Circular

The 6 months, “no payment” deal with the company charge card also helped boost sales of major
items like lawn tractors and riding mowers.

From the 2003 Western Auto Lawn and Garden Circular
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The 2003 lawn and garden sale also offered dozens of smaller items needed for lawn
mower maintenance and yard care at competitive prices and some of these, for the first time in
several years, again featured the Wizard brand name or another Western Auto label. This return
to company branding, like the return of the Sentry tire label, seemed to represent a new level of
company pride in its offerings and was seen as an encouraging sign by long term dealers that a
turn-around might be on the way.

From the 2003 Western Auto Lawn and Garden Catalog

2003 was a special year for one Western Auto store. Our associate store in Forest City,
NC was celebrating 50 years of ownership by my family. This store, in a small mill town in
southwestern North Carolina, had been bought by my dad, Jim Marchman, Jr., in 1953 when he
left a successful career with Western Auto Supply Company to pursue the dream of owning his
own store. Like many other employees of “the company” in the 1950s who believed in Western
Auto and understood its record of success in small towns all over America, Jim had invested his
life savings, mortgaged his home to the hilt, and set out on his own as a private businessman,
pursuing his personal American dream.
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Dad took a small store that had been in business in a little town whose economy was
based on local cotton mills and grew the store until it had expanded from one part of one
building into three other adjoining buildings and filled most of a city block. The store’s auto
service bays had gone from one to four, and over those 50 years the store had grown into one of
the largest dealer outlets in the Western Auto system.
Dad’s death in 1994 after 58 years of work with Western Auto did nothing to slow the
progress of that store in Forest City, NC. With continued family support and able management
by a long time employee whom Dad had nurtured for leadership, the business continued to grow
and prosper. In 2001 we expanded again by renting an adjoining gas station and converting it for
expanded auto service.
The faltering national economy and the massive move of nationwide textile
manufacturing to off-shore locations hit hard in this part of North Carolina, but through good
management, responsive merchandising, and customer service, the store in Forest City had
survived and was delighted to celebrate this 50th anniversary.
Through the spring and summer the store’s business had its ups and downs, but it was
doing pretty well considering the poor local economy. But by fall, after the tax rebates had run
out and more local textile mills and other manufacturers had announced additional closings and
layoffs, sales began to slow. And in September the store manager noted something that aroused
his curiosity about merchandise being offered for that month’s sales event. Numerous products
in the tool line were being offered to stores at give-away prices. He, of course, took advantage
of these prices and, in turn, offered exceptional sale prices to his customers, bringing some
increase in store traffic.
The question was; why were sets of wrenches or screw drivers suddenly being sold to
dealer stores for as little as 10% of their normal wholesale prices? At first glance it looked as if
Western Auto had simply discovered a large overstock of out-of-date merchandise. It was
offering such things as “GM Goodwrench” brand tool sets that had been packaged for sale two
Christmases earlier and had not fared well with customers when compared with the Craftsman
brand alternatives. But the sale items also included selected Craftsman tools being advertised at
“closeout” prices as well. Had the company suddenly chosen to clean out its warehouse and, if
so, for what reason? In early October the reason became crystal clear.
On October 6, 2003 a letter went out to all Western Auto dealers stating that Western
Auto would cease its wholesale dealer operations on December 31 of that year. The letter stated
that, despite everything the company had done, the number of dealer stores had declined to 300
and this was simply too few stores scattered across too many states to allow continued profitable
operation.
In many ways the writing had been on the wall, so to speak, for the previous year. The
company had been having its dealer stores establish direct contracts with many suppliers, first
with Whirlpool, then Maytag, and then with Frigidaire, the company that also owned MTD, a
major manufacturer of lawn and garden products under the Poulan, Weedeater and other brand
names. These contracts took Western Auto Supply Company out of the loop except as a
negotiator of wholesale prices and provider of advertising circulars. Stores placed their orders
with Western Auto but merchandise was shipped directly from the maker to the stores. This
meant that the company didn’t keep any stocks of these lines of products in its own warehouse
and, although the “direct from factory to dealer” shipping sounded convenient, it meant that once
the store had placed its major seasonal order of a product line like riding mowers, it became very
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expensive to supplement that order with one or two more of any particular model once the
original stock had been sold, because none were “on reserve” at the company warehouse.
Dealers were essentially now expected to do their own warehousing, placing large orders when
the various manufacturers offered seasonal “deals” and storing them, hoping that they hadn’t
seriously over or under bought. This meant that smaller dealers, who may have been used to
buying perhaps one refrigerator or washing machine at a time and then replacing it with another
from the company warehouse when it sold, could no longer operate that way.
Essentially, this change was forcing many of the smaller dealers away from Western
Auto and to other wholesalers who didn’t mind selling them one item at a time, but it also was
preparing the larger and stronger dealers like the store in Forest City to be able to continue on
their own once Western Auto was gone.
Fewer and fewer dealers had been using Western Auto’s advertising circulars as shown
by the lists of dealers on the back of each flyer. Different versions of monthly sale advertising
circulars were usually printed with prices set to fit several selected dealer pricing schedules, and
on the back of each version was a list of stores selling at those prices. The lists of stores had
been getting ever smaller with each circular as dealers dropped out of the system or as they
continued to encounter problems actually getting all the merchandise listed in the ads.
Fewer of the products listed in the sales advertisements carried a Western Auto private
brand label as the company sold out of its stocks of private branded merchandise and replaced it
with the generic brands shared with Advance Auto or bought from other sources. Craftsman
brand tools and DieHard car batteries continued to be available to dealers but the variety of tools
offered under the Craftsman label seemed to be diminishing. And though the labels on the
company’s brand of tires now said “distributed by Western Auto”, the label on its “Tough One”
brand car batteries said “distributed by Advance Auto” and didn’t mention WA.
All of these changes finally made sense when the October 6 letter arrived at dealer stores.
Dealers were essentially given two months to decide what to do with their businesses.
Who would they go to for their merchandise and what brands would they be able to offer their
customers? Perhaps more importantly, what name would go on their store fronts and in their
advertising?
The 300 remaining Western Auto dealers were offered the right to continue to operate
under the Western Auto name for up to three years after the company ceased to supply them, but
if they chose to switch right away to another name the company would give them $500 to help
cover the cost of removing their signs. Most of the larger stores were incorporated under family
names or under a second business name and some chose to change immediately to their
“alternate” logo. Others elected to take the company’s offer of 3 years to make up their mind
about a future store label.
Some stores, especially those within reasonable driving distance of the Western Auto
warehouse in Gastonia, NC, were able to get good deals on close-out merchandise even as the
company agreed to buy back unwanted Craftsman tools with current stock numbers. Our store in
Forest City, NC elected to stay with the Western Auto name as long as possible and our manager
astutely took advantage of every company closeout bargain he could get his hands on, often
buying hundreds of returned items at less than salvage prices.
No announcement was made about the future of the remaining Western Auto company
operated stores in Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands or those on the California border. Under
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Puerto Rico law all companies operating there had to be separately incorporated in the
Commonwealth and it is conceivable that the 95 year old company name could remain viable
there for some time to come.
An indication that its decision to shut down operations may have come somewhat earlier
than initially planned was the fact that Western Auto had already printed sales brochures for
November and December of 2003. The November flyer announced sale prices on Whirlpool
appliances, on Sentry and other brand tires, and on Tough One brand batteries. Sears’ Die Hard
brand batteries were no longer mentioned, but numerous “super buy” listings of Craftsman tools
at close out prices might have indicated that the company was clearing these items out its
warehouse.

Western Auto November 2003 Sales Circular

The last advertising brochure published by Western Auto was not a “holiday”
advertisement despite being delivered in December. It featured Whirlpool appliances. The back
cover of this flyer still proclaimed that Western Auto customers could use their Sears charge card
for purchases along with WA’s own card, and that cover, shown in the picture below, shows that
Western Auto stores were still scattered over much of the country, listing stores in Missouri,
North Carolina, Maryland, Mississippi, Nebraska, and Pennsylvania. There were many other
stores from California to Georgia that were left hanging by the company’s October 6th
announcement and they all had some big adjustments to make.
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Last Page of the Last Western Auto Sales Circular, December 2003

Western Auto did try to help its dealers make the adjustment to independence. It gave
each dealer a “severance” package that included money to cover company warranty adjustments
on its private branded products like tires and batteries. It also worked with several other regional
and national wholesalers, giving them easy access to dealers so they could find other suppliers of
needed merchandise. Here the emphasis was on appliances, electronics items like radios and
televisions, and on lawn and garden supplies. Interestingly, but not surprisingly, the company
made no effort to help dealers find other suppliers of auto supplies, perhaps because parent
company Advance Auto would just as soon see these stores get out of that business.
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EPILOG
Western Auto of Kansas City is gone now, at least on the US mainland, but its memory
will linger on in the minds of thousands of us whose families were part of the Western Auto
family, working for the company in its hundreds of retail stores or in its thousands of associate
stores. Those “associate” stores, with their famous “Circle Arrow” signs, were a fixture of small
town America for almost seventy years. And, even though they are no longer sold in Western
Auto stores, every day people buy Truetone radios, Wizard tools, and Western Flyer bicycles on
auction sites such as EBay. We buy them because they are truly a part of our lives and of our
memories about what is good about America, a country in which anyone willing to invest a little
money and a lot of time and energy could find success, as thousands of others had done, by
opening his or her own Western Auto Associate store.
The thousands of stores behind those famous “Circle Arrow” signs were the embodiment
of countless dreams. The dream started in Kansas City in 1909 as George Pepperdine licked and
pasted one-cent stamps on 500 single page circulars in the kitchen of his rented home. The
dream grew over the next couple of decades as millions of little Western Auto catalogs helped to
satisfy the desires of a country in love with the automobile. And in the midst of the Great
Depression the dream reached new heights as the company that called itself “A National
Institution” made it possible for hundreds of new small town “associate store” owners to work
their way to success. Then in the years after World War II thousands more young men returning
from military service fulfilled their dreams as they too started their own Western Auto Associate
Stores in every corner of America. Those thousands of stores made dreams come true for
millions of small town Americans who found their first radios, televisions, automatic washing
machines, and Western Flyer bicycles under those unique and instantly recognizable signs.

From the cover of “The Western Auto Story”, Western Auto Supply Company, December 1953
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The “Circle Arrow” sign of Western Auto has slowly disappeared from stores in
thousands of towns across America for many years now, in some cases replaced with more
modern company logos and in other cases removed when the store owner retired and no one took
over the franchise. In a few towns, like Forest City, NC, the famous sign still hangs on the front
of one of the last Western Auto stores in America. In downtown Kansas City the biggest Circle
Arrow sign of all, designated a national historical landmark, will stay as long as the building it is
on stands, forever proclaiming the virtues of the company that, as its 1930s advertising touted,
was truly “a National Institution”.
For now, the Western Auto name is still on the company stores in Puerto Rico and the
Virgin Islands and on one store on the California/Mexican Border, retail outlets that were never
converted to “Parts America” and then to Advance Auto stores. These stores are now operated
by Advance Auto and listed on that company’s store locator internet site as Western Auto stores.
They are still served out of the old Western Auto (now Advance Auto) warehouse in Gastonia,
NC and they still carry full lines of appliances, televisions, bikes, and lawnmowers and still sell
tires and have full auto service.

Western Auto Store, Tu Tu Shopping Center, St. Thomas, US Virgin Islands

I visited the Western Auto store on St. Thomas (US Virgin Islands) in March 2004 and
talked to its manager. He was proud to have been with Western Auto for over 15 years and said
that Western Auto had an outstanding reputation in Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands. I asked
him if he thought Advance Auto would keep operating these stores under the WA label and keep
supplying them with all the things that Advance Stores didn’t carry. He said he hadn’t heard of
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any plans to change things. But then neither had the owners of hundreds of Western Auto
Associate Stores all over the mainland until two months before their supplies were cut off in
December 2003!

The last Western Flyer bicycle was made in 1998. A bright red, 26 inch, 18 speed,
“special edition” mountain bike, it was made in China (like most bides today) for sale in 1999 in
Western Auto’s 90th Anniversary year. It was a beautiful and rugged looking bicycle and some
were still for sale in the remaining Western Auto stores even as the company went out of
business. I plan to pass mine along to my grandsons so they too, like millions before them, can
someday tell their grandchildren about the fun they had on their Western Flyer bike.
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The Last Western Flyer chronicles the
almost century long story of one of the
most successful small town franchise
operations in 20th Century America.
From its humble beginnings as a penny
mailer sent from the kitchen of a Kansas
City home, through a quarter century of
mail order, and on to over 5000 retail
outlets under its famous Circle Arrow
signs; Western Auto brought everything
from tires and spark plugs to socks and
ties and vitamin pills, from fishing lures
to radios, and, of course, its famous
Western Flyer bikes to both major cities
and small towns all over the USA.
Started in 1909 and blossoming in midcentury, Western Auto succumbed to
changing times and corporate takeover
in the early 21st Century.

Jim Marchman’s father started working
for Western Auto in 1935 and Jim owned
one of the last of the company’s “dealer”
stores. This experience, plus company
catalogs and other material going back to
its start in 1909, have provided a
fascinating treasure trove of pictures and
history to tell the story of the rise and fall
of this beloved “National Institution”.
In addition to the company’s Western
Flyer brand, Jim gives us a look at other
Western Auto products like Truetone
radios and TVs, Davis and Western Giant
tires, and the hundreds of items sold
under the Wizard label.
The Last Western Flyer should appeal to
antique car buffs, aficionados of business
history, and 20th Century Americana, as
well as collectors of antique bikes, radios,
and old car “stuff”. It is a fascinating look
at the America of the last century.

